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THE FAR SITED OPTION!

a
f your site has more

than three machines

then a site licence might be your best option.

Site licences were originally designed with

schools in mind, but they work equally

well for any organisation that has several

machines on one site. The exact number at

which a site licence becomes economical

varies with the product, but if your site has

more than three machines then it's worth

investigating further.

Impression Publisher, Impression Style,

TurboDrivers and ArtWorks are the most

popv\lar licences. The software can be

supplied for use over networks or on stand

alone machines (same price, but please

specify). Network licences are AUN

Impression Style £350 + VAT

(£411.25 inc)

Impression Publisher £440+VAT

(£517.00 inc)

ArtWorks £440+VAT

(£517.00 inc)

TurboDriver ik: LaserDirect

network spooler £149+VAT

(£175.07 inc)

We havesite licence arrangements for mostoilier

software products. I'lcase ask for details.

Computer Concepts Ltd

'L '

compatible and can run

over Econet, Ethernet

or Nexus networks.

The licence fee includes one complete

package with manuals. The current

purchase price of a single copy, if one

is already owned and registered, can be

offset against the fee. The licence covers up

to 20 machines, but for the larger sites

additional units of 10 can be bought at a

later date

Think of it this way; if your site has 20

machines, an Impression Publisher network

licence works out at £22 per copy, when the

RRP is £129. We're sure you will agree that

this pricing is attractive, which is why 4WM-V

sites have Computer Concepts licences.

GADDESDEN PLACE • HEMEL HEMPSTEAD • HERTS • HP2 6EX • TEL. 01442 351000 • FAX 01442 351010 • http//:www.cconcepts.co.uk



EDUCATIONAL

TECHNOLOGY

SHOW

BETT'97

See the future of teaching & learning
with IT at BETT'97, the only technology

show dedicated to meeting your

educational needs - today.

THOUSANDS OF IT SOLUTIONS

Compare innovative products from over 350 leading
educational ITsuppliers providing solutions for all
your teaching demands.

SPECIAL FEATURE AREAS

Master the Internet for FREE in the Net @SETT, explore the
Software and Publishing Centre, focus on the future in your
classroom at Class Act '97 and discover the innovations available

in the Special Needs IT Village.

BETT'97 SEMINARS

Benefitfrom the advice and guidance of experts in the comprehensive seminar
programme. Featuringall main curriculumand management areas, the sessions explore
the key issues and latest developments relatingto your IT requirements for teaching.

WHAT'S NEW IN EDUCATIONAL IT!

Ensure you are at the cutting edge of this fast moving technology. Whatever your
part in primary, secondary, further or higher education, a visit to BETT'97 will
enableyou to make informed purchasingdecisions for all your IT teaching needs.

Call now or complete and return the coupon to receive your
FREE What's New at BETT CD ROM and newsletter packed full
of all the news, views and latest product launches taking
place at the most important IT event of the year.

Organised by

EDUCATION j
part of EMAP Computlno Ltd

British

Educational
[*^?^ Suppliers

Sponsored by

Educational TKK
Association C0fvWJ11NG&T!O«X0GY „.,

In association with

Please send FREE tickets to (print clearly in BLOCK CAPITALS)

Mr/Mrs/Ms I Initials I Surname I

Job Title Establishment

Address

Postcode

Please send my colleagues FREE tickets and further information

Mr/Mrs/Ms I Initials I SurnameI

Mr/Mrs/Ms Initials Surname

TICKET HOTLINE

0181 984 7711

SEMINAR FAXLINE
0336 423440*

•Calls will bo charged at 39p cii- i| I9p per minute at all other times

BETT ON THE NET
http://www.etnap.com/bett/

NO STUDENTS OR UNDER 18's ADMITTED

Return to - BETT'97, EMAP Exhibitions,

PO Box 24, Barking, Essex IG11 0PA

Telephone- /

Job Title

Job Title



Editor's letter
Therehas been some question recently oncensorship
of the Internet, a vexedquestion in Iheoldmediaof TV,
newspapers and film —but muchworse on the new
mediaof the Internet. Why is itworse?Becausethe
Internetis international, inherently uncontrollable, you
can'tcontrol who puts things thereand youcan't control
who reads it. The Internet Service Providers have

agreedto censornewsgroups and websites, butwhile it
has to be admitted that thereis muchthat bymy
standardsis deplorable, mystandardsare notthe same
as yoursand who'sto say who'sright?

Besides, these good-intentioned elfortsare cosmetic,
meaningless and probably counter-productive. The worst
partsof the Internet (byreasonable and generally
agreed standards) are notfreely available, they involve
private mailing listsand bulletin boards. Censorship
efforts have no effect on these. Efforts to censor news

groupswill pushthe distributors ol unpleasantness onto
other, uncensored, newsgroups. And finally, wheredo
we drawthe line?Whathappens ifyourpersonal inter
ests or politics becomeobjectionable to those in power?
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Four pages of up to the minute news

\£t Graphics

23

25

27

29

72

Cultivating an exotic crop of textures

PD

Two pages of PD news, reviews and
requests

Comms

Even faster modems

Business Page
A new release of the classic Pipedream

Portables

Importing RTFs plus the new Psions

Cover Disc
Two discs containing all the regular
items plus lots more

Game Show

Marsquake update plus a new release
from Generation Design

Adventure Games
More adventures with Graham Nelson

1/% Free Ads

84

A page crammed full of bargains

Back issues

Complete
stocks last

Complete your collection while

Q^ Subscribers' page

95

Get AU delivered to your door

Letters

Air your views on the pages of
Acorn User

f|Q The Regan Files
Diana Freeman from The Advisory
Unit: Computers in education

hands on

75

86

91

88

*INFO

Six pages of mind-blowing programs
& tips

The sound square
Making music with Mike Cook

C Tutorial

More on programming the WIMP

Rambles through Acorn
Wood

Hints and tips from Mike Cook

education

61

63

Editorial
The latest from the education world

By the book
BookMaker from Resource reviewed

CLA. n° w'res p'ease

66

A look at Simple Control from
Camboard

In control

Teaching computer control



reviews

32

35

Approaching reality
A look at TopModel

As sweet as URL?

The ANT Internet Suite Release

reviewed

LruiLP
"^?ra

software pack worth
£14.99 for every reader

see page 46 for details

features

39

42

49

53

56

StrongARM arrives
Fitting the StrongArm card

Graphically correct on the Web
Producing graphics for Web pages

i^iiiwft^ft^w:

The ultimate software tool
The PCA (Plug-in Compliant Application)
from Clares

Not invented here
NetStation compatibility and Active X

A 'C breeze
Learn how to assemble arcade games

Sfoa*»*
Play Shogi, a Japanese 7
board game and Shanghai, -—'
a tile matching game. ft
There's also the winner of

the AU Interactive Fiction

competition - BSE plus NewsFind from the AU
PD scheme, a demo for the PCA protocol, code
for writing your own arcade game, all the reg
ulars and lots more

""^ oibie:

Ever fancied writini

your own arcade
game? Matthew
Bloch begins a
brand new series

to show you hor

:e Cook runs

hrough the
and don'ts

.stalling the
StrongARM

Next month in Acorn User
Continuing the series creating arcade games for
Acorn machines, plus a software
compatibility guide for the
StrongARM. Our new expanded
*INFO continues with another six

pages of great software plus all the
other regulars.

NEXT
ISSUE
ON SALE

28 November
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Bargains
- LIMITED STOCKS -

- Please telephone us before sending money -
A3Q0O C3se for ExpansionCard watted £22,33 f 19
Citizen Swilt 24Printer, ex-demonstration £146.88 £125 |a
Craftshop2, specialoffer, age7» 4Mation £1410 £12 V
Eidoscope CC f135.13 £115 -'
EpsonGQ-5000 Printer,second-hand £176 25£1SO
Epson LQ-250O+Printer, second-hand £17625£150
landmarks - Elizabeth I, K52.3 longman cu \o £12
landmarks - The CivilWar. KS2.3 longmjn £17.63 £15

Mouse for Acorn moo £16
P!ayIt Again Sam 1, specialoffer Superior £14io £12 1

TD9571 DECT Digital Cordless
phone wilh Battery Back-up Ph,ips £166.83 £159

Quest for Gold
Sleuth 1.5, special offer
SolidsRENDER. special offer
Xenon2, specialoffer

Arcturus f T1.75 CIO •
1 Mb VRAM «7.58 £49

PC software

Kristin £11.75 £10
Beebug £41 13 £35
Silicon £6933 £59
Eclipse £1058 £9

Chartwell£i6 45£14

Craftshop 1 £14 io£12
Heimdall£i880£16 • Fun School 4. age 5-7 £i64s£ 14

Magic Pockets £1410£12 • Zarch£940£8
Landmarks - The Aztecs fi/63 £15
landmarks - Rain Forest f 17.63 £15

Nebulusfn 75£10 • Prophet version 1 £9283 £79

Hutchinson Encyclopedia 1996 CD for PCAtWa £4700 £40
I Windows 95 CD Microsoft (92 S3 £79
"Windows 95 FD Microsoft £9283 £79
jWindows forWorkgroups 3.11 M<rosoft £76 38 £65

CD rom software
19th CenturyBiographies,M2.3
(needsKeynotorKey Plus) Angba (28 20 £24
Art in the National Curriculum, xsi-3 avp (56.40 £48 I
ArlWorksCD cents. 15 £98

pi ! Bilfolio 6 CD longman £34 OS £29

V- Bitfolio 7 CD MGir4>i*£41
5, BodywiseCD.age9-H Shersron 50.53 £43

Breakaway Maths, age7-12 vttm £7520 £64
BritishIslesfrom the Air, KSJ-4 Angta £45.83 £39

1Britain Since 1930(Anglia). KS2.3
(needsKeynote/Key Plus) Ang/ia £2820 £24
ritish Birds, age 7-16 yiTMf116.33 £99

Cars-Maths in MotionCD,age8. Cambs Soft £57.58 £49 IS,
CD Francais (YITM).age 11-16 WTM £51.70 £44
Clip Art Collection (Zenta) jfenu (is 10 £24.
Clip-ArtCD 1 CC Ut.lS £18 I
Clip-ArtCD2 CC £2115 £18t
Counties of the British Isles. KS2-4
(needs KeynoteKey Plus) Anglia £45 83 £39|
Countries of the World, ksj->
(needs Keynote/key Plus) Angla £45 83 £39|

| ^ Dictionary oftheLiving World Meda £49 35 £421
Dinosaurs!TheMultimediaEncyclopedia ueda (4935 £42

Dune II CD w-pse iu.es £38
IEarth andAtmosphere, <S7.3 avp (79.90 £68

ElfTales CD, age5-7 Sherston 37.60 £32
Environment Series I: Land and Air, age u-16

WM £91.65 £78
/ironment Series 2: Water, age 11-16 wtm£9I6S £78

Explonng Castles, KS2.3 Angia £45.83 £39
font Emporium 7enra £28 20 £24 j
Frontier 2000 CD rom, «2-4 CamfisSoft £9783 £79'
Garden Wildlife, <si Angia £4583 £39
Ghosts Media £49.35 £42
Granny's Garden CD, K51.2 4Marion £3290 £28
Guardians of the Greenwood, KS2.3 4Mation £57.58 £49
Historyof Inventions Angfa £4583 £39
Hutchinson Multimedia Encyclopedia (shrink-wrapped)

Attica £29 38 £25
Inventors and Inventions. age9-i4 YirMfi7503£149
KidPix2CD. «1.2 £SM £4935 £42

.., Kingfisher Children's Micropedia. «i-3 tSMltotos £86
fH: Magpie CD Longman £7167 £61
£3! MeteosatCollection PhotoCD Spacetech £3995 £34
jW Mission: Control - Crystal Rain Forest 2CD. age 7-11 »y«
I'l Sherston 50 53 £43 I
! 1 Multimedia forSchools Angha £86 95 £74 |3
" Naughty Stories Volumes 1and2(set of12) CD, age 5-7 j?

Sherston 6933 £59 •
Nelson andHis Navy, KS2.3 Anglia £5758 £49Sg>
PDCD-1 DatafJe (2350 £20 |»!
PDCD-2 Data'* (23 SO £20 ; ,
PDCD-3 Datable (23.50 £20 i '•
Photobase Decades: The 1960s longman £5993 £51
Photobase Decades: The Victorians longmjn £5993 £51
Photobase: Science longman £59.93 £51 i
PicturePoint CD, KSl.J longman £35.25 £30
Plantwise CD. age9-14 Sherston 50.53 £43
Primary Maths (ora 56.40 £48
Ridiculous RhymesCD.age7» Slwrsron 45.83 £39
Romans! Anglia £45.83 £39
RustyDreamer,KS2 Sherston 5640 £48
Science Series 1: Elements, age 14-16 htm £91.65 £78
Science Series 2- Materials, age 14-16 wtm (9t.6S £78

| Science Series 3:Electricity andMagnetism. Primary,
age7-16 Y|TM £68 15 f58

IScienceSeries3. (VecvVcAy and Magnetism. Secondary.
age7-16 VTTM £9165 £78

I Science SeriesDoublePack,age14-16 Yrmiija 65£118
Shareware CD Zenra £2870 £24
Sherston ClipArt Collection Sherston 5640 £48
Simon the Sorcerer CD Gamesw £39 95 £34
Survival'sMysteriesof Nature Anglia £4583 £39.
Understanding Energy, «3 AngCa £5758 £491
Understanding the Body,KS3 Angi.a £4583 £391
UpandAway, age9-14 Sherston £57 58 £491
Vikings! (Anglia), KS? Angia £45 83 £391
World of RobertBurns, age 8- Camps Soft £92 83 £79 I

I World's Weather,ksj Angia £5/58 £491
| World WarII- On the HomeFront.KS2.3

(needs Keynote/Key Plus) Angiia (1810 £241

Other software
10 out of10 Dinosaurs to/to £14 10 £12|
10out of 10 Driving Test to/w it*, to £121

Selected prices 3rd October 1996

10outof 10Early Essentials, age3-7 tonoil4.it> £12
10 out of 10 English, age6-16 io/io turn £12
10 out of 10 English(Foreignlanguage) to/w (14.10 £12
10 out of 10 Essential Maths, age5-12 to/ro £14.10 £12
10 out of 10 Essential Science. 3905-12
10 out of 10 French, age 8-16
10 out of 10 German. age8-i6
10 out of 10 JuniorEssentials,age5-11
10 out of 10 Maths Number, age 6-16
10 out of 10 Structured Spelling,age-9 10/10 £M10 £12
2067 BC Oregjn (1763 £15
Acorn Companion semerc •rir.oovoC11
Acorn Companion 2 for RisePC and A7000

SEMERC £ll.00w£11
ACross
Advance
Advantage, «2.3
Adventure Playground,age5-8

Alone in the Dark
Amazing Maths. ksm
Anagram Genius
Ancestry II
Animated Numbers, age 3-6
Animator

ANT Internet Release II
ApolloniusPDT
ArcFax
ArcFS 2
ArchiTech
ArchiTech site licence
Arcventure I.. The Romans, age 10-12snerston (32.90 £28
Arcventurell.. TheEgyptians, age 8-11 Shersron £3290 £28 ^
Arcventure III TheVikings. KS2 Sheraton £32.90 £28 < a
ArcventureIV... TheAnglo Saxons,age8-11

Sbersron £38 78 £33
Around the World in 80 Days, age9-12Sherston £43.48 £37
ArtWorks FD
Artworks Tutorial Video
ArtWorks Made Easy
Audio Mixer
AudioWorks
Aztecs, age 7-11
Badger Trails. KS2
Balloons, «i
Balloons(Izzyand Lizzy). <Si

inner II

Beginning to Read, age5-7
Betsi, KS2
BigBang

Big Picture
Birds of War (not Rise PC)
Birds of War for Rise PC
BlackAngel
Blinds
BodywiseFD, age9-i4
Break 147 & Superpool (not RisePC)

<Break 147 & Superpool for RisePC
• Budget DTP
4; Burn'Out

C Version 2
C Version 3
CADet, KS3.4

bash Pirates, age7-11

10/10 £14 10 £12
10/10 £14 10 £12
10/10 £14.10 £12
10/10 £14 10 £12
10/10 (1410 £12

Kudos £24 68 £21
Acorn£115 15 £98

longmjn £59.93 £51
Storm £22 33 £19

Kroatis (3290 £28
CamblSoft (22 33 £19

Fourth £1880 £16
Minerva £8930 £76

Sherston £24 68 £21
Clares £24 68 £21

Ant £115 15 £98 £
Oax£16450£140 1

Wing (32.90 £28 I
VT1 £23.50 £20 J

Aspexfl84 48£157 1
Ajpe«£574S8£489

CC ft 15.15 £98
Pineapple £1998 £17

Data (7.00 ™£7
Ve.'towsrone £34 08 £29

CC £4465 £38
Shersron £4700 £40
Sherston £4700 £40 n
Topolog £19 98 £17 B
ropcVOo £1998 £17 ••
Kudlan £3408 £29r?^

Sherston £45 83 £39
4Mation £3760 £32
Psyccre £1410 £12

longman £84 60 £/2
fourth (17 03 £23
Fourth £27.03 £23
fourth £2585 £22

Ouantum £24 68 £21
Shecston £4348 £37

Fourth £2585 £22
fourth £25 85 £22

Dabs £700 v"£7
Oregjn £2350 £20

Data (7.00 ™£7
Dabs £7.00 OT£7

Minerva £56.40 £48
Storm £24 68 f21

Cannon Fodder limited offer

CardShop
Carnage Inc. (not RisePC)
Carnage Inc for Rise PC
Cartoon Graphics Library
Castleof Dreams,age7-11 (notRise PC)
C/C++

CDtracker
CDtracker Plus
Celebration
Chameleon, age 7.
Chess"
Chocks Away Compendium
Christmas Ailsorts, 6.
CineWorks
Classcardz for Resultz
Classcardz for Wordz
ClickArt Animals 81Nature
ClickArt EducationImage
ClickArtSpecial Occasions
ClickArt Sports &Games
Clockwise, KS1-3

Cobalt Seed
ColorMobile Software Driver
Command Ship
Complete Animator
Composition <R.sc PConly)
Compression
Creator II

Crystal Maze age 7*
CrystalRainForestFD,KS2
Cyber Ape
Cyber Chess

Darkwood
Darry!the Dragon. kSt.2
DataPower
DataPower 2

Dazzle!
Demon's Lair
DeskEdit 4
Desktop ScreenTurtle, KSt-3
Desktop Thesaurus
Diagramlt
DigitalSymphony
DigitalSymphony•» CDRom
Dinosaur Discovery, KS2
Disc Rescue
DrawBender
DRAW.Changer v2
Draw Print & Plot
DrawWorks2
Dune II FD
Dungeon (not RisePC)
Dungeon for Rise PC ,
E-Type 2 (not RisePC)
E-Type2 for RisePC
E-Type Compendium
Earthwarp, «2
EasyC
EasyC++
EasyClip

EasyFont 3
EclipseCollection
ElfTales FD,age5-7

KnsalB £1993 £17
Clares (22 33 £19
fourth £21 15 £18
fourth £21 15 £18

Moo5 £1763 £15
Storm £23 50 £20
Acorn£247 93 £211

Werewolf £14 £12
Werewolf £23 50 £20

Clares £3290 £28
4Mation £38 78 £33

FttttJ £1645 £14
fourth (IS 20 £24

Sherston 1880 £16

OreganflSI 58£129
Cdton £23 50 £20
Colton £2350 £20

Matt Bite* 23 50 £20
Matt Slack 4348 £37
MaUDIa<k 32.90 £28
Matt 8lack 23.50 £20

4Mation (2S20 £24

T8A £2350 £20
Ham £56 40 £48

ISA £2350 £20
leu £94 00 £80

Clirw 98 70 £84
CC (34 08 £29

Alpine £5405 £46

Sherston (1938 £25 jj
Sherston (4130 £36^"^

T8A £1998 £17
fourth £2585 £22

Klpie £2350 £20 g
4Maton £21 IS £18 m

leu 17390£148t;
lota IBS 65£158 J-i

SIMIK £56.40 £48
fourth £21 15 £18

Beebug £29.38 £25
ropa'og £49 35 £42
Beebug £21.15 £18

Da.'riaua £49.35 £42
Oiegan £5405 £46
Oregjn £69.33 £59

4Matwn £2938 £251|
tOOk £3290 £28

KS £11.75 £10
DK.lSAJA £2468 £21

Oak (32 90 £28
ISV 1998 £17

fcipse £31.73 £27
fourth £28 20 £24
fourth (28.20 £24
fourth £2938 £25
fourth £7938 £25
fourth £21.15 £18

longman (30 55 £26
Beebug £6463 £55
8eebug£l0458 £89

fabis £34 08 £29

fatxs £31.73 £27
fclpse £23.50 £20

Shemm (37 60 £32
Ethernet Interface & Access* for Rise PCAcorn 139.83£119

longrnan(106.93 £91 I
ESM £3643 £31 I

Renegade £17.63 £151
Colon£103.40 £88'
Co.1on£16333 £139

longmjn £2938 £25
longmjn £5993 £51

Storm £23 50 £201
Mystery (1468 £21 !

Storm £2820 £24 I
4MJIi«i £2703 £23
4Mjr«n £11.75 £10

ICS £17.63

Eureka 3, KS2.3
I Eye forSpelling, <si.J
FIRE & ICE

I Fireworkz
I Fireworkz Pro
[First logo,KSI.J
I First Page, KS2-4
I First Words withSmudge, age 4
I Fistlore
IFlight Path, age 9-
IFlossy the Frog, ksi
IFlossy the Frog ArtDisc

Fontasy

C'».>',-,„.

•W,

Tip

*5*B

/h£20

\i

m.

£154

tfiift
""PPub,ft**

Fontasy/DrawBender/Placard
KS £3525 £30

Font DesignersToolkit

U Font Directory 2
I FontFX
f Font Pack 277
tf Font Pack 798

Font Packs 277 and 298
Formula Two Thousand
Formulix
Freddy's Adventure, «i
FreddyTeddy, KS1
Frontier 2000 FD, KS2-4
Full Phase
Full Phase + 2
Genesis Professional
Genesis Project
Geordie Racer, KS2
Giant Killer, KS2.3

i Global Effect

iSV £28 70 £241

tOOk £4348 £37 |
DataStoic £10.58 £9

iSV £23.50 £20
iSV £23.50 £20
iSV £3408 £29
TBA £23 50 £20
CC £75 20 £64

ropolog £1998 £17
Topotog (19.93 £17

CambsSoft £45 83 £39
SEMERC £4465 £38
SCMIK £5640 £48

Oafcfl3t60£112
Oak £55.23 £47

Longman (30.55 £26
Topolog (12 33 £19

fclpse £31.73 £27
Gothic & Medieval Fonts and Decoration Pack 1

Oalai/e (3525 £30
1 Gothic 8i MedievalFontsand Decoration Pack2

Datalih (37 60 £32 I
i Granny's Garden FD. KSi,2 4Mavon (27.03 £23 j
• GraphicsLoaders cc (42.30 £36 j

& Graphics ontheARM Machines Dabs £7.00 "£7 j
p Hard Disc Companion 2 Beebug £51.70 £44 '
; Hatchback, age 7+ 4Marion £3760 £32 {
I Haunted House fourth (23 so £20 \
V HearsayII Beebug £6933 £59 !
|1 HeroQueSt krisalrs £2585 £22

*5| High Rise Racing for Rise OS 3.1 Modus £23 50 £20
rj High Rise Racing for Rise OS <3.1 Modus £23 50 £20. 1

Holed Out Compendium Fourth (21 15 £18 jj'
Home Accounts Mmerva £31.73 £27*.
HTMLEditv2 R-Comp 44 65 £38*

HyperStudio tag fusts £98
Illusionist Clams (47.00 £40
ImageBank Warn (2820 £24
ImageFS 2 Alternative f45 83 £39

7^|f ImageMaster PJBno f28.20 £24
Image Outliner ism f5405 £46
Impression(Dabs) Dabs f7.oo «£7

Impression Publisher
CC (135 13£115 Si

Impression Publisher Plus CC (267.90£228
Impression Publisher Resource Disc OEC.dATA f 12.93 £11

Impression Style cc (ssu £75
I ImpressionStyleResource Disc Ofc_oVUA f 12.93 £11
Impressive Quantum £14.10 £12

jInterdictor 2 Clares f 18 80 £16
InterTalk Acorn £91.65 £78
InterTalk site licence Acorn £346 63 £295
Investigator IV(notRise PC) VTl f49.35 £42

Jlames Pond 2+(not Rise PC) fciipse f19 98 £17
! James Pond - Underwater Agent / Running Water,
j KS1-4 SkillsW (32.90 £28
\ Junior Database, K51-3 lota £52 as £45

Junior Pinpoint, kS1.2 longman £3575 £30

Junior Sibelius! bu sibeiius f5Mo £48
iJurassic Clipart Micros f 17.63 £15

KeyAuthor Anglia f63.45 £54
Keynote 2.0 Anglia £31.73 £27fcj!|
Key Plus3.0 Angin £69 33 £59 "
Keystroke Quantum £3290 £28
Kid Pix. KS1.2 £SM £71.73 £27
KidPix2 FD, ksi.2 fSM f45 83 £39
Landmarks - Columbus. KS2.3 Longman f 3055 £26
Landmarks - Egypt, KS2.3 longmjn (30 55 £26
Landmarks • Second World War, KS2.3 longmjn £30.55 £26

] Landmarks Datafile Britain Since 1930, K52.3
longmjn £1645 £14

j Landmarks Datafile Looking attheWorld, H2.3
longman £16.45 £14

| Landmarks Microworlds - TheVictorians, KS2.3
longman (3055 £26

| Logic Gates 8.Counters. «2.3 Cimboard f14 to £12
look! Hear!TalkingTopics(set of 6), age5-7

Sherston (6463 £55
I LotusTurboChallenge2 (not(UsePC) xnuiis f2i 15 £181
URTV longrran £30.55 £26

MacFS CC £9988 £851
MacFS Light CC (52.88 £45
MagicMaths Creative (29.38 £25
Magnetoids Oregan (23.50 £20 {
Magpie FD Longman £71.67 £611

' Masterfile 3 Beebug £52 88 £451
Mathematics Through Winlogo, kS3 Longman £3525 £30
MathMania. KS2-4 ropotog (28 20 £24
Mathsbook Topolog (2820 £24

I Maths Card Cream* £5640 £48
Maths CirCUS, kSl-3 4Mation £19.38 £25
Maths Odyssey Cemp Tut £47.00 £40
Merp/Mirror Image tba £19.98 £17
Midi Box ropolog (1810 llA
MidiSynthesizer(needs 16-bit sound) £SP £4465 £38

IMission: Control - Crystal Rain Forest 2 FD, age 7-11
Sherston £50.53 £43

jMorpheus Oregan £41 13 £35
Mouse in Holland. KSU 4Mation (32.90 £28
Music Box. KSl.J Topotog £37.60 £32

Music Studio 32 £82
My World 2 semerc f44 65 £38

i

I
Naughty Stories Volume 1(set of6)FD, age 5-7 h.

Sherston 4583 £39S'
Naughty Stories Volume 1 Books, age5-7

Sherston fl4.00w£14

&jj Naughty Stories Volume 2 (set of6)FD, age 5-7
;5 Sherston 45 83 £39
j;i Navigator, M2-4
j J Network Acorn
! '. New TeddyBears' Picnic,ksi
1 NightSky

Noot, age 4-12
I Notate. KS2-4.
a Nstore 40
• Numbertime. ksi
! OakPCBII

Occasion
Oh Nol More Lemmings (requires Lemmings)

Krisalis £17.63 £15
OmniClient Atom 114563 £975
Orrery Spacereeh £69.33 £59

Ovation Pro eeebug £19153 £163
Ovation Resource Disc DfC.dAM £940 £8
Oxford Reading Tree Stage 2 More TalkingStoriesA,
age5-7 Shersron £41.13 £35 I
OxfordReading TreeStage 2 StoryBooks,age5-7

Shersron £9.00 ^£91
Oxford Reading Tree Stage 2 Talking Stories FD,
age5-7 Sherston (41.13 £35||

OxfordReading TreeStage 2 Wrens TalkingStories,
age5-7 Sherston £4583 £391

Oxford Reading Tree Stage 3 More Talking Stories A.
age5-7 Sherston £41 13 £35'
OxfordReading Tree Stage 3 StoryBooks, age5-7

Slierston (9 00

Oxford Talking Infant Atlas FD.ksi snenton (22.33 £19
Parish MagazineClipArtCollection DfC_dATA fisso £16,
Party. Wedding &Anniversary Collection

DeC.dATA (1528 £13 |
PC x86 Software Atom (12 93 £11:
PenDown, KS1-3 longman £65.80 £56!
PenDown DTP tongman (68 15 £581
PenDown Eloiles, KS3.4 lonortun £65.80 £56
RenDOwn PIUS, KS2-4 longman £9635 £82

Topotog £39.95 £341
SEMERC £I1.00%,0£11 |
Sherston 3643 £31

Clares Ift.67 £61 |
4Mavon (48 18 £41

longman f7l 67 £61
M.S. £4348 £37

longman £3055 £26
Oak (77.55 £66

«pLAN £68.15 £58



Personal Accounts V3
Phases - Ancient Egyptians

Photodesk
Photodesk v2
PicturePoint FD, ksi.2
PmPoint2, KS3.4

Aprkore £4348 £371
SEMERC £3290 £281

Spacetech £18448 £157
Spateteth 267 90£2281
Longman £3575 £301
Longman (92 83 £791

I Time Traveller - Britain Since 1930, KS2
I TimeTraveller - TheVictorians. KS2
ITimeTraveller - Tudors 8:Stuarts,KS2

ESM £31 73 £27
£SM £31 73 £27
fSM £31 73 £27

_ PinPoint Datafile Animal Kingdom, KS7.3 longmmf1645 £14
3 Pinpoint Datafile Dietand Nutrition, KS3.4

Longman [1645 £14
PinPoint Datafile Second World War. KS3.4

longmjn £16.45 £14,c^
PinPoint Datafile Solar System, KS3.4 Longman fi645 £14 ;{
Placard ICS £11,75 £10 ?f
PlantwiseFD, age9-14 Shersron £49.35 £42 ft
Playdays, age 3-8 SliliiW £74 68 £21 f,
Playground, ksi Topohg C24 68 £21
Plot Clares £74 03 £63!;
Podd. KS1.2 ESM (22 33 £19 •
Prehistoric Animals Graphics MvoS (if 63 £15 '
Primary Teachers Clip Art Starter SetDfCdATA fi528 £13 ^
PnmeSolver Full version, ksi-4 Minerva £57.58 £49 P
ProArtisan 24 (Fuse PConly) Clares 98 70 £84
ProCAD. KSJ Minerva £292 58 £249
Prophet 2 Apncote£l6803£143
PublishArt Release 2. Artworks format Smjrt f 34 os £29
PublishArt Release 2, Draw format Smart £34 08 £29
Puddle, KSI Topolog £1998 £17

[| QuicKey res £11.75 £10
ii Rainbow, KS1.2 longinan £35.75 £30

7^

TinyDraw/TinyLogo,KS1.2
TopModel
Topographer
TouchType
Trace
Trecka
TurboDriver Canon
TurboDriver Epson Stylus 800
TurboDriver HP
TwainCanon IXinclScan-LightProfessiona

Pilling £18.80 £16
Twain Epson GT8000. 6500 Ming £I880 £16
Twain HP Scanjet II,He.Ilex Ming fis so £16

TWO (Task andWindow Organiser) res £i)75 £10
TypeStudio
Vector, age 9*
Versatile
Virtual Golf
Virtualise
ViVID20
Vox Box
Voyage of Discovery, age9-is
Wardrobe, ksi

WinLogo, KSI-4
World Geography Maps

f Real McCoy 4
Recordz Colton f 10978 £93

K ReportWriter,ksi-4 Oeaue f S6.40 £48
£ Result? Co/ton £8813 £75
5. Revelation ImagePro 24bit,limited offer, KS2-4

Longman £4583 £39 ,

Revolver PsyrorefMIO
fI Rhapsody 2 Clares £56.40

I Rh;mscvsv

F°T\"™1 "\ 5 World Wildlife Graphics
WorraCad
Worst Witch, age 7-10(not Rise PC)
ZigZag - Vikings
Zoo, KSI

Topotog (29 38 £25
Spaceteeh 115 15 £98

Clares £6933 £59
tola £44.65 £38

Piling £1058 f 9 »—
• TBA £1998 £17 3

CC £45.83 £39
CC £4583 £39
CC (45.83 £39

Seebug £32.90 £28
4Mation f68 15 £58

tongmjn £4700 £40
fourth £2585 £22
C/jres £23 50 £20

iSV £940 £8
Clares £4700 £40 Rise PC700 10M IID1GB 14" Monitor Acorn 1761 33 £1499

Sherston £3643 £31 i Rise PC700 10MHD1GB 17" Monitor Aram 711383 f1799
Topotog £1998 £17 I Ri«PC700 10MHD1GB 4xCD14" Moni(orl87883£1599

Watch-Magic Grandad 90 Years Ago iongmjn£30 55 £26 J Rise PC700 10M HD1GB
WhatDoYou Know?, age4, CambsSolt (2233 £19 • Cx5x86-100 CardforRise PC

ErgoKeyboardfor RisePC
Power-tec SCSI II Card for Rise PC
RisePC 1 - 2 Mb VRAMUpgrade

Longman £84.60 £72
MctoS (2810 £24 }!
Micros £17.63 £15 ?

Oak £76 38 £65
Sherston £2870 £24
longmjn [3878 £33

Topotog £1998 f 17

Rise PC 2 Mb VRAM
Rise PCCase Upgrade

|L Rise PC Sound Card
«i RisePC x86 Card 5x86
r Rise PC x86 Card DX2-66
=«R'ScPCx86CardDX4-100
rjSCSI IIInterfacefor Rise PC

ISIMM4Mb37bit
jSIMM8Mb32bit
flSIMM 16 Mb 32 bit
• SIMM 32 Mb 32 bit
a StrongARM Processorupgrade

CD 17" Monitor273i.33£1899
Aleph 464 13 f395
Casrle £4465 £38

Ahystems 704.45£174
Alomwidefl 11.63 £95

Acorn £729 13 £195
Acorn 116 33 £99
Atom £68 15 £58
Acorn 46765 £398
Acorn £291 40£248 — _ . _ _ - n
Acorn£350 15£298 S J Bi\--Z. I U

MA3000 1 - 2 Mb, Upgradable
A3000 1 - 4 Mb

iclA3010 1 -2Mb
H A3010 4Mb
• A3020 / A4000 2 - 4 Mb
i A50002-4Mb

I Printers
s£|8J-30 Bubble let Printer (Black)

BJ-30 8ubble let Printer (White)
Cjnonfl62 15 £138 I
Canon £162 15 £1381

BJC-70 Colour Bubble Jet Printer (Blaek)cjnon£2i0 33£179|
BJC-70 Colour Bubble Jet Printer (White)

Cjnon£2l03j£179|

•Rhapsody 3
fmi\ IDE hard disc kits

Clares (86 95 £74 V

Cumanaf19388 £165 J.
41 13 £35•*;
57.58 £49

10458 £89
199.75E170

Acorn 291.40 £248

Colour Bubble Jet, Printer Canon £175 08 £149
BJC-610 Colour Bubble Jet Printer Cjnonf42t.S3 £325
BJC-6xxInk Cartridge, Black High CapacityCanon m.to £12
BJC-6xx Ink Cartridge, Cyan Canon fi.75 £10
BJC-6xxInk Cartridge, Magenta Canon 11.75 £10
BJC-6xx InkCartridge, Yellow Canon 11.75 £10

BJC-4100

Colour Bubble Jet Printer

Dabs Guides
only £7

ArtWorks Made Easy

Budget DTP

C Guide

Graphics on the
ARM Machines

Impression

Rise OS 3 First Steps

or FREE with
one of these

ArtWorks • Big Picture
C/C++ • Easy C (++)

Impression Style
Impression Publisher

(Plus)
Pendown • Photodesk

ProArtisan 2 or 24
Textease

Rise OS3.1 upgrades

The best IDE filing system
• Password protection • Disc partitioning •

•Not limited to 512 Mb*
Please specify OS 2 or OS 3 for all kits and interfaces

All ICS CD products require Rise OS 3.1 or later
I! Acorn portables

•:• BJC-4xxxC.ntrnl()i, Lokwr
w BJC-4xxx Cartridge. Black

Canon (23383 £199 S
Canon (4700 £40
Canon £30 55 £26
Canon £10 58 £9
Canon (1763 £15

HPfl99 75£170

A-link for Pocket Book
Flash Disc 512K for Pocket Book
Flash Disc 1 Mb for Pocket Book
MainsAdaptor for Pocket Book
Parallel Link for Pocket Book
Pocket Book II 256K
Pocket Book II 1MB

Acorn

Acorn £92 83 £79 ^_
Acorn ft 19.85 £t 02 kg
Acorn £18 80 £16
Acorn £32 90 £28
Acorn £738 53 £203
Atom 316 OS £269

BJC-4xxx Ink Tank, Black
BJC-4xxxInk Tank; Colour
DeskJet 340
DeskJet 500 Series / Deskwriter Ink Cartridge.
Black high capacity HP £2468 £21

DeskJet 500 Series Tn-chamber Colour Ink Cartridge
HP £24 68 £21

DeskJet 660C HP£246.75£210
DeskJet 600 Series Ink Cartridge, Black up 24.68 £21
DeskJet 600 Series Ink Cartridge, Colour HP 2585 £22
DeskJet 870Cxi | HP (440.63£375
EP-LToner Cartridge for LBP-4 Canon (6933 £59
EP-S IIToner Cartndgo for LBP-8 Canon £81.08 f 69

\ LaserJet 5L hp 393.63 £335
StylUS 500 Epson £30433 £259
StylusColour lis Epson £729 rj £195

^Rhythm-Bed Clares £44 65 £38
RickDangerous mrmen f 1293 f 11
RidiculousRhymes FD.age7. Sherston f45 83 £39
RISC OS 3 FirstSteps Dabs (7.00 w£7
RISC OS 3 Programmer's Reference Manual vol 1-4

Acorn £105.00 ™£105
RISC OS 3.1 Documentation Acorn (32.90 £28
RISC OS 3.6 Programmer's Reference Manual vol 5a

Morn £35.00w£35
Rise PC Technical Reference Manual Acorn f55 oo^£55
RollVT Paragon (24 68 £21

Rosie and Jim

Duck loses his Quack, age 3-4 Shersron £11.75 £10rJ:j
Rosie andJim: Jim getsthe Sneezes, age3* ^

Sherston (II f5 £10 ^i
S Roundthe WorldYacht Race,age9. Storm £7870 £24
VjRTF and WordPerfectLoadersand Savers CC (32 90 £28

Sallyand Wally Oregan £7350 £20
Saloon Cars Deluxe fourth £25.85 £22
Saloon Cars Deluxe Extra Courses fourth £17 63 £15
S-Base 2 Developer longmanfiOSto £92

IDE Internal Hard Disc Kit for A3000 Series:
- ADO £14 TO INCLUDE OUR CD FILINGSYSTEM -
- OR £5 IF YOU RF.QUIRF A USERPORT-
80 Mb iCSf175.08 £149

240 Mb res figsss £169
Smallersizes are now rare so please check availability

IDE Internal Hard DiscKitfor Archimedesrange:

540 Mb ics 23383 £199
1000 Mb KS 776 13 £235
1.6 Gb ICS 339 58 £289

3 Other hardware

S-Base 2 Person
Schema 2
Score Draw
ScrcenTurtle, ksi-3
Search and Rescue, age9.
Sea Rescue, age 7-9
Seashore Guide

, ,SecurelT-Plus
| Seelinks - Ourselves, ksi.2
j Serenade
IShakespeare Show
jShapeFX
I Sibelius 6, KS3.4
I Sibelius 7

Sim City limited offe

ix Simple Circuits, KS2.3
y Simple Control, KS2.3
! Sleuth2

smArt, age 7.
smArt Faces: English

SrtsmArtFantasy
S smArt Fashion
\ smArtFiler, age 7.
J smArt Homes: English
I Smudge the Scientist, age4»

^^ Smudge theSpaniel, 3ge 4

longirun f5573 £471
C/aresflllfi? £95!
Clares £51.70 £44 J

ropo'og £39.95 £34!
Slorm £2870 £241

Shersron (29 38 £251
M*roS f 17.63 £15 I

CambsSoft £34 08 £29

A3000 CD bargains
Do you already have an ICS IDE interface?

Low cost CD
(Pricesmaybe even lowerby the timeyou read this)

4-speed Upgrade for A3000 Series with ICSIDE
ICS£21738 f 185

6-speed Upgrade for A3000 Serieswith ICSIDE
ICS£296 10 £252

-You need Rise OS 3.1 and a tree external IDE connector-
Check the versionnumber of your IDEFS module:

press F12 and type 'Help IDEFS
Ifit is3.14ormore you justpay theabove prices

If it 2.5 or more but less than 3.14
your interface needs a modificationcosting £19.

If it is less than 2.5 please call for advice.

IDE CD only kits
- ALL ICS CD PRODUCTSREQUIRE RISCOS3.I-

/,.?, «?•= 4-speedforA3000Series
til./J till \ , ,„„_J („, A,-L„__,,J,,-ESM 4-speed for Archimedes

4-speed for RisePC
4-speed ♦ HDFS for A3000 Series
4-speed + HDFS for Rise PC
6-speed for A3000 Series
6-specd for Archimedes
6-speed for RisePC
6-speed + HDFSfor A3000 Series
6-speed + HDFS for RisePC
IDE CD Interface for A3000 Series
IDE CD Interface for Archimedes
IDE CD Interface for Rise PC
IDE CD + HD Interface for Rise PC

ICS£264 3S£225
ICSf245.5S£209
ICS(I46 8S£125
ICSf277 30£236
ICSflS9 SO £136
ICSf34!93£291
IC5f327.83£279
KS (117.95 £194
1CS£354.S5£302
ICS£240.88 £205
ICS f8343 f71
KS £68.15 £58
ICS £64.63 £55
ICS £77.55 £66

Clares 188 13 £75
Topolog 145.83 £39

DataStore f 10.58 £9,
Sbel.usf 180.95 £154 j
Sibelius f974.08 £829 j

Kmalis fJ3.50 £20
SimCity2000'forA5000, limited offer Knsali! f29.38 £25 |
Sim City 2000 for Rise PC
limited offer Krlsafa £29.38 £25 |
Simon the Sorcerer FD

Gamesw (3190 £28
Camboam (2810 £241
Camboard (1115 £18[

8eebug£ 10918 £93
4Matwn (3878 £33
4Mation £1763 £15
4Mjbon f 17.63 £15
4Mation f17.63 £15|j3
4Mjtion (1820 £24 s; _ -
4Manon £1763 £15 111 240Mb •» 6-speed

Storm £44.65 £38 V
£22.33 £19 S

IDE HD + CD kits
- FOR A3000 SERIES-

- ALLICS CD PRODUCTS REQUIRERISC OS 3.1 -
80 Mb + 4-speed ksusisb £325
80 Mb + 6-speed ICS£46883£399

240 Mb + 4-speed ks uwoa £349
ICS£433 58£369

SomersetTalkingComputer ProjectLearningMaterials
Longman (3000™£301
Sherslon (19.38 £25 I

Pilling fJ3.50 £201
fisher f48 18 £411

ICS f!175 £101
KrrsaliS £21.15 £181

Chjlksoft (1810 £24
Aspe< f44 65 £38
Aspex f38 78 £33

Sherston f 19 93 £17
Kuctian cu.es £38

Hard discs & CDs
]S Space City,age7-9
|;s SparkFS
IJ Speaking Starspell
! USpecial

Speedball II
Spellingweek-by-week.<52
Spex* Full version
Spex+ Home version
Split an Image, age7-16
Splosh

IDECD Drive 4-speed
IDE CD Drive6-speed
IDE27," Hard Disc, 240 Mb
IDE 37i" Hard Disc, 540 Mb

IDE 3'/."Hard Disc, 1000 Mb
IDE 3'/," Hard Disc, 1 6 Gb
IDE HD Interface for A3000 Series
IDE HD Interface for Archimedes
IDE HD Interface for Rise PC
IDE HD Interface -

ICS £188.00 f 160
ICSf12808 £109
KS 175 OS £149

ICS2I738 £185
ICS 28083 £239
ICS (88 13 £75
ICS f70 50 £60
•rCS (70 50 £60

jg Spobbleoid Fantasy £28 £
Star Fighter 3000 fedNer £2703 £23
Starspell fisher £30 55 £26
StartWnte icon £6463 £55
Stereoworld fourth £32.90 £28
Stigof the Dump,KS2.3 (not Rise PC) Sherston £28 20 £24
Studio24 + Studio24Pro Pineapplefl45.70£124
Stunt Racer 2000 (not Rise PC) founh C28.10 £24
Stunt Racer 2000 for Rise PC fourth 128.20 £24
Stunt Racer 2000 Extra Tracks fourth f 18 80 £16

Table Aliens jge8-H Shersron C17 03 £23 I
TableMate3 Darruda f34 os £29 I
TABS Aspexf ltl.63 £95 j
Talking Animated Alphabet, age 3-6 Sherston C32.90 £28I
TalkingClocks. KSl.J ropolog f37 60 £321
Talking PenDown.KSl-3 Longman C7873 £671
TalkingRhymesPack1. ksi ropolog f2S20 £24
TalkingTextease Softejse f 7520 £64
TechWriter icon f 169 20 £ 144
TechWriter Professional iconf224 43£191
leletext-Turbo XOB 267 90 £228 I
Termite Basic Doggy £57.58 £49 !
Termite Internet ooggy £92 83 £79
Textease Version 2 softease£56 4o£48
Time Detectives ... The Victorians. KS2 Shersron £49.3S £42
Tune Machine fourth £2733 £19

1

User Port for A3000 Series
KS (9183 £79

Hard Disc Cradle Kit for Archimedes KS (17.63 £15
Hard DiscFitting Kitfor A3000 res fS13 £7
Hard DiscFitting Kitfor A3020 ics (813 £7
Hard DiscFitting Kitfor Rise PC 57." bay KS (23.50 £20
Hard Disc Form Factor Converter 27i" to 37," KS [8.13 £7
Second Hard DiscFittingKitfor A5000 ics (u63 £15
Second Hard Disc Y Power Lead ics fs 23 £7

Removable discs
| IDE Removable Hard Disc Kit forA5000, 270Mb

)CSf4ji83£359
| IDE RemovableHard DiscKitfor Rise PC. 270 Mb

ICSf47l83£359
IIDE 37i" Removable HardDisc Cartridge. 105 Mb

SyOjest (61 10 £52
|IDE 37i" Removable Hard Disc Cartridge. 270 Mb

SyQuest £6463 £55
(Removable Hard Disc Fitting Kit forA5000ics £29 38 £25
[Removable Hard Disc Fitting Kit for Rise PC 57." bay

ICS (23.50 £20

POSTAGE IS FREE
LOW fHI I'AII'l SAI.F.S IN III! UK

A305/310/440 RISC OS 3 Carru
A7000 4M HD540
A7000 4M HD540 4x CD
Auto-Scan 1438 Monitor (14")
AKF 50 alternative

Auto-Scan 1450 Monitor (14")
AKF 60 alternative Mlcrontcc (229 13 £ 195

Backplane, 4-slot 4-layer with fan iffl £6463 £55
ColorMobile Direct Scanner for Windows

Pnmaxfl75 03 £149

ColorMobile Office Scanner for Windows
Prinvix £733 S3 £199

DeskTVEntry level
DeskTV Standard (with Tuner)
DM130
DMI 50 - S
ErgoKeyboard
Ethe

r Board «l U2.33 £19
Acorn 1056 3.3 £899
Acorn 117! 8? £999.

Microvltrc £299.63£255 I

yetowstonefl92 70£164

Yellowstone £237 65 £198
Aurtofl0693 £91
Audio f 197.70 £164
easterns IS £98

et Interface. A400 10base2tT Access
Alomw**»£116.33 £99B

FanKit forA300/A400 Series KS £17.63 £15 "
GamesPad Dual Guntsw (3S.1S £30
GamesPad Pro Dual OjnwjVV £39.95 £34
GT-5000 A4 Colour Flatbed Scanner (parallel port)

Epson£410 08 £349
1?| iTV Irlam £197.40 £168
I; Lambdate ulamdis.ts £98
I Midi Max CC C7990 £68
\ MidiPort Standard Podule for A5000. A7000. RisePC

Atom 63 45 £54

MovieMagic CC£232.65 £198
Mozart Digital Audio veflowstone f69 33 £59

SPD Cartridge, 650 Mb Rewritable Panasonic f44 65 £38 ,
Power Switch GamesW CI99S £171
PowerWAVE 50XG Audio f292.58 £2491
Printer Port Sampler v7) f5/.5S £491.
RISC OS3.13 SetRom Pack Acom f8813 £75|
RISC OS3.1 10 Set RomPack Acornf292.58 £249 I
RISC OS 3.1 Software Upgrade with documentation i

Acorn U873 £67 fc
RISC OS3.1 Software Upgrade without documentation

Acorn £4583 £39 f!
Scanlight 256 CCfl5O40£128
Scanlight 256 for A3000/3010/3020/A4000

CCfl62.l5£138
Scanlight Video 256 A310/400/5000/Risc PC

CCf720 90£188
ScanLightVideo 256 A3000/A4000 CCC22090 £188
Sound Force 1 Multimedia PC Speaker System

QuidSbol f39 95 £34
Sportster Vi 14.4 USRoboticsfll2 80 £96
Sportster Vi28.8 USRfl79 78f153
Tele-Card xos |7743£151
Tele-Card + Teletext-Turbo xos 470 65 f358

BjjTVTuner with Teletext ccf 173 90 £148
IS User Port Analogue / MIDI for A3000 Seriesand A4000)

Acorn 68.15 £58
ire. fo?si £71 !& UserPortAnalogue/MIDI for A5000,Rise PC

Acorn 98 70 £84
24 A3000/3010/3020/4000 internal HCCSI02.23 £87

Vision 24 A5000/400/300/Risc PC HCCS 10273 £87
Vision 24 508 line A3000/3010/3020/4000 internal

HCCS 136.30 £116
Vision 24 508 line A5000/400/30O/Risc PCHCCSI36 30£116
Vision Master Colour Monitor 15 nyamj 29500 £295
VisionMaster Colour Monitor 17" iyamj 54500£545
Vision Master Colour Monitor 17" Pro nyjma 64500 £645
Whisper Fan Quietener (for A3O07A40O Seriesonly)

ICS f17.63 £15
WiZ7o5 for A5000 res f45 S3 f 39

^REE
NCE!

for details

HOW TO ORDER

Carriage is free within mainland UK if you pay
on ordering.
Cheques should be made payable to Ian
Copestake Limited.
You may also pay by credit card debit card or
Snitch We normally make nocharge for this,
and take no payment until goods are
despatched. We need your address as known
to the card issuer, the card number and expiry
date, and the valid from date and issue
number if any.
Ifyou leavean order on our answering machine
please include your telephone number, your
card details as above, and your calculation of
the total payment due.
Official orders are welcome from UK edu
cational and government institutions (invoices
are due for payment within 14 days and are
subject to carriage and late payment charges).
Prices including VAT are shown in italics,
followed by the price excluding VAT: eg
"in.75 £10"., Zero-rated items are marked
V0. Please pay the amount including VAT
unless you are a VAT-registered EC customer
outside the UK, in which case please quote
your international VAT number. Ours is
GB 595 7258 B4.

Overseas carriage: If you are paying by credit
card we will arid airmail and insurance at cost.
Otherwise please add £6 (Europe) or at least
£12 (elsewhere) for each software item and
send a pounds sterling bank draft payable at
a London clearing bank, or Eurocheques for
not more than £100 each.

All products, prices and specifications are
offered in good faith and are subject to
availability and change without notice. Special
offers apply only while stocks last. Goods are
guaranteea but we do not supply them on
approval. Returns (in original packaging) and
cancellations can only be accepted by prior
agreement and there may be a charge to
cover the costs involved.

I

ft !visio

I

s

in/AAuthorised Acorn Dealer and Developer
Cheques payable to Ian Copestake Limitedplease

Dept U610,1 Kington road
West Kirby, WIRRAL

Merseyside, England, L48 5ET
Tel: 0151-625 1006 Fax: 0151-625 1007

saies@ianco.co.uk

http://www.ianco.demon.co.uk
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Scaratastic Deals!
From the leader in Acorn scanning,

For the Complete Picture...

Epson GT5000, GT8500, and GT9000

A range of professional quality A4 colour flat bed scanners. Packages are
supplied complete with scanner, our highly acclaimed Prolmage
software, leads and manual.

• GT5000, 24 bit colour, 300 dpi (optical) resolution, connects directly to
bidirectional parallel port.

• GT8500, 30 bit colour, 400 dpi (optical) resolution, connects directly to
bidirectional parallel port or suitable SCSI interface.

• GT9000, 30 bit colour, 600 dpi (optical) resolution, connects directly to
bidirectional parallel port or suitable SCSI interface.

Primax ColourMobile

A quality 24 bit colour motorised scanner, with resolution up to 400 dpi
(interpolated). Automatically scans flat images and can be used as a
hand scanner for books. Colour scanning has never been so affordable.

j Optional stitching package includes scanningguide and software to
| allow larger images to be scanned in strips.

Connects directly to bidirectional parallel port, and provides through
connection for printers, dongles and parallel port CD-ROM drives.

• ColourMobile package - £242.05 inclusive.
| • Stitching package - £29.38 inclusive.

Logitech ScanMan Colour

A high quality 24 bit colour hand scanner, with resolution up to 400 dpi
(interpolated). Unlike traditional greyscale hand scanners, the ScanMan
Colour is fast, accurate and easy to use.

Package includes scanner, single width expansion card, our Prolmage
scanning software, leads and manual.

• ScanMan Colour package - £298.45 inclusive.

Packages prices are inclusive of carriage (UK mainland) and 17.5% VAT.

Please 'phone for latest pricing details on Epson GT series scanners.

Irlam Instruments Ltd, Brunei Institute for Bioengineering, Brunei University,
Uxbridge, Middlesex, UB8 3PH. Tel/Fax 01895 81 1401. Email: sales@irlam.co.uk

Please check suitability before ordering. You must have RISC OS 3.10 or later, a hard disc and 2Mb RAM
minimum (4Mb recommended). All hardware products come with full 1 years guarantee. E & OE.
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Eidos' Optima re-enters
professional video-editing

AS EXCLUSIVELY revealed in last month's

Acorn User, Eidos is to re-launch itself into

the professional non-linear video editing
market with the latest version of the

Optima digital compression and editing
suite, which is based entirelyon Acorn
hardware.

The Eidos Optima package will tempt
video professionals because of its attractive
price: £14,000 for rival Mac and PC-based
systems and £5,500 for Optima. Stephen
Streater, co-founder of Eidos, told Acorn
User that Optima is ideally placed for
producers, directors and editors, for use in
colleges and schools and for use in the
high-end consumer market.

Optima delivers 25 frames per second
with real time compression and playback
of up to two video and eight audio chan
nels simultaneously. The quality is
approximately VHS, allowing output to
tape of the final edited version of the
video. A £5,500 + VAT Optima system
includes a Rise PC700, 17 inch monitor,

SCSI 2 card, VideoDesk card, large SCSI
hard disc drive, Iomega Jaz drive with 1Gb
removable Jaz disc, PAL encoder, 2Mb
VRAM and 32Mb extra DRAM, as well as

an appropriate support package.
An EDL option, costing £1,000, allows

'autoconform' at an on-line edit suite. This

is ideal for professional users, who can
produce broadcast quality programmes
using Optima. The BBC is already using the
new Optima systems on well known sched
uled programmes, like Tomorrow's World.

The CD-ROM toolkit, also for £1,000,
allows video edited on Optima to be
included on CD-ROMs. The tool-kit

includes software for PCs and Macs which

will play back Optima edited video at lull
screen, full frame rate directly from
CD-ROM.

Eidos was formed in 1990 and soon

introduced the original Optima editing
suite, based on the Archimedes A540 work

station. However, even with 30MHz ARM3
processors, the on-screen video quality was
poor and although Optima found favour
with a good number of editors and produc-

"The Rise PC Is the only
computer in the world with

an operating system that
can be made reliable"

ers because of its wide range of features
and low cost, cosmetically it looked infe
rior to other more expensive options and
never took off. Meanwhile, Eidos concen

trated on developing its video compression
technology, which was ideal for computer
games.

Over the last two years, Eidos has gained
control of a major slice of the UK
computer games industry, but Streater has
returned his attention to Acorn and

Optima - for good reasons too, as he told

Tesco Computers for Schools update

Acorn User: "The Rise PC is the only
computer in the world with an operating
system that can be made reliable.
Reliability is the single most important
issue in the professional market where
video tape machines never need rebooting,
and is one of the major selling points of
using an Acorn system," said Streater.

The arrival of StrongARM was a crucial
factor in the re-birth of Optima, says
Streater: "ARM and Digital have excelled
in this CPU. It is ideally placed for embed
ded applications such as the real time
video compression and playback used in
Optima. Eidos has had StrongARM samples
since March, and has used this time both

to develop the compression algorithms
used in Optima and to explore possibilities
for future upgrades to the system." A
crucial part of the Optima system is its
VideoDesk digitising hardware, which is
sourced from Irlam Instruments.

A cut-down version of the original
Optima system, called E'uloscopc, was
bundled with Eagle multimedia cards by
Computer Concepts a few years back.
What are the chances of an updated
affordable offering for amateurs now? The
problem is that the latest Optima system
requires a very expensive digitiser, but
Streater has promised to investigate the
possibility of a reduced-cost Optima offer
ing, which will probably be offered to Clan
members. There could be more news on

this at Acorn World.

FIVE THOUSAND new comput
ers and over 30,000 items of
computer gear were success
fully claimed through the 1996
TeSCO Computers for Schools
scheme in conjunction with
Acorn.

On average, every school in
the land could have claimed

three items from the

Computers for Schools cata
logue. In fact one in three
schools actually claimed
computer goods via the scheme
- 12,000 schools in all - and
£5.7 million worth of goods
claimed are currently being
delivered nation wide.

Tim Mason, marketing direc
tor for Tesco, commented: "Five
years on and our customers

have continued to demonstrate

as strongly as ever their great
enthusiasm and confidence in

the Tesco Computers for

Schools scheme.

Shoppers know that the
scheme really does work for
schools and have continued to

show a tremendous level of

support each year." Mason
added that plans for a sixth
scheme for 1997 were well

underway.
Since its inception in 1992,

£25.9 million worth of comput
ers and related equipment have
been donated to schools

through the Tesco scheme in
association with Acorn.

This year the scheme was
widened, through the creation
of Acorn and Apple's joint
venture - Xemplar Education
Ltd - to include PC and Apple
Mac products, in addition to
Acorn equipment and software.
26,000 Acorn computers alone
have been claimed by schools
since the scheme was started.
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Clares to debut revised Compo
PART OF A LONG list of new and revised soft

ware from the Northwich-hascd software

house, a new version of Clares' graphics
layout package, Composition, will be released
at Acorn World. This latest version of Compo
features many improvements including
support for PCA (Plug-in Compliant
Application) and StrongARM. Other new
features include on-canvas interactive rota

tion and the ability to load and render
TopModel files - including fog effects, auto-
masking of Draw/ArtWorks/TopModel files on
loading.

All vector data is now retained and trans

formations are done using vectors to provide
better quality. A canvas can be saved as a GIF
file, there is a transparency option, improved

redraw routines and a new print option. Plus
you can crop a canvas to the window. Compo
is priced £99.95 inc. VAT and existing users
can upgrade for £29.95. A Composition Demo
can be downloaded from Clares' web site at

http://www.stcoll.ac.uk/clares/
A brand new application from Clares

which can be seen at the show is called

Speed! Clares says the utility will speed up
any Acorn machine, except those fitted with
StrongARM processors and Rise OS3.7. Speed!
is priced £10.

A new version of I'roArt 24 will also be at

the show. This now includes support for
PCA and has StrongARM compatibility as
well as internal enhancements. The

upgrade will cost £10 to registered users.

Clares' music applications, Rhapsody, did
not appear to work on a StrongARM
machine and Acorn held out little hope of
it working because it was written in
compiled Basic. Surprisingly, on receipt of
a StrongARM they found the program
worked after all.

(Mares will also be showing WimpBasic. This
is a complete development environment, for
those who need to be able to knock up a quick
RISC OS WIMP (windowing) application to
perform simple tasks. Dave Clare told Acorn
User that WimpBasic is not designed as a tool
for creating large applications - "although I
am sure someone will prove us wrong," he
added. WimpBasic will be priced £49.95 inc.
VAT.

Cumana speeds up Oscar
OSCAR WAS always a handy parallel port CD-ROM drive, usable on
either a Mkll generation Acorn RISC computer or a PC, however it
was hardly the fastest thing on earth with its ordinary double-speed
mechanism. Now Cumana has announced a quad-speed version of
Oscar, with an improved 200ms seek time and an increased 256K
on-board cache and a CD/computer audio mixer.

The drive, metal cased with its own power supply unit built in, is
priced £249 + VAT. Oscar is also available with an Anglia
Multimedia CD-ROM bundle, containing your selection of four
titles from a list of 14 for just an additional £50. Cumana can be
contacted at tel: 01483 403121.

Eesox CD Brick
EESOX HAS announced a CD-ROM accelerator called CD Brick. The

idea is that you dump the entire contents of a CD-ROM CD to the
CD Brick's local hard disc drive, which then serves the CD-ROM to

your network at much higher access speeds than even possible with
a fast 8X CD-ROM drive.

There is more cleverness at work than you might think. CD
ROMs have various filing systems which need to be emulated on
hard disc and Eesox has developed software to do just that. Eesox
will make CD Bricks available with various size hard disks so that

more than one CD-ROM can be cached at a time. No data compres
sion is currently used, but that is likely to be added in the future.
You will be able to see CD Bricks for the first time at Acorn World.
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New prophet for
all business
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Apricote Software has announced that Acorn World 96 will be
the official launch venue for Prophet 3, described as a major
new release of the firm's accounting software for the Acorn plat
form. A central philosophy at Apricote has been to develop a
user interface which enables an average set of accounts to be
produced via the smallest possible number of keystrokes and
mouse clicks.

Prophet 3 easily out-guns popular PC packages, like Quicken
QuickBooks and Sage Sterling, according to Prophet author,
Quentin Pain. "Productivity is at the heart of Prophet 3, and
that is why everything can be done using the keyboard. Users
don't have to waste time reaching for the mouse if they don't
want to. What is more, data entry is kept to a minimum by
allowing users to selectively repeat items from previous entries
through a single keypress as well from the use of context-
sensitive menus," explains Pain.

Major new features in Prophet 3 include: New, tidier interface
(including user adjustable full size ledgers), Auto-retrieve (click
on any ledger field to display related documents), full
export/import including TSV, CSVand text, Wysiwyg document
design (including IDraw files), electronic document sending, and
auto-tone dialling from customer/supplier databases. All
StrongARM aware. Apricote Studios, tel/fax: 01354 680432,
e-mail: apricote@enterprise.net
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(The Professional Desktop Publisher)
Ovation Pro combines fast responsive word processing with state-of-the-art page layout features to deliver

the ultimate desktop publishing system. Packed with a staggering range of professional features—many

available on the Acorn platform for the first time—Ovation Pro opens up a whole new world of document

design. At last you can flow text inside and outside irregular frames or rotate them to any angle—in both

cases the text remaining fully editable. Even with such vast range of features Ovation Pro is still easy to use,
thanks to a superb user interface that makes the software easy to learn and instinctive to use.

(Superb Facilities Includ
♦ Definable Button Bar

♦ Multi-step Undo and Redo
♦ Named colour system
♦ Definable width Pasteboard

♦ Frames with skew and rounded corners

♦ Straight and curved line drawing
♦ Easy-to-use active master pages
♦ Heads Ovation, RTF, DDF, Artworks

♦ Irregular frames with Bezier curves
♦ Drag & Drop for text and objects
♦ Definable colour charts

♦ Justification and letter spacing
♦ Vertical justification
♦ Autoflow around irregular graphics
♦ Context sensitive info palette
♦ Macro handling and script language

(Free Update)

♦ Rotated text frames with editable text

♦ Drag and drop between documents
♦ Automatic drop caps
♦ Multi-column frames

♦ Frame borders and drop shadows
♦ Show invisibles

♦ IChars and single-shift font change
♦ Customisable with saveable changes

A free update will be sent to all registered users, offering more advanced features such as full-colour and spot co our separations,
image processing, auto paragraph numbering and 'local OPT for handling large graphics bigger than the memory size.

(The Extendable DTP System)
Ovation Pro has advanced expansion capabilities using extension modules called Applets. These allow new features to be added
without the need to upgrade the main application. Simple extensions may also be written using the integrated script language.

A range of extension applets and scripts arc planned for the future.

(The Ovation Pro Package)
Ovation Pro is supplied with a 300-page reference manual, separate tutorial, reference card, Bubble Help, Desktop Thesaurus

50 outlines fonts (from EFF, Acorn and Beebug) and a sample selection of clipart from DEC_dATA.
Full colour brochure available on request.

To

(Ovation Pro costs £193.88)
Upgrade from Ovation (bought before 27/10/95) £92.83

Upgrade from Ovation or other DTP* £l 16.33
*includes impression, EasiWriter, PenDown 4- and Advance

Other upgrades and site licences available - please phone for details
upgrade you should return your original disc with payment (discs will be returned).

Prices include VAT but please add £3.50 carriage
Airmail will be charged at cost to overseas customers

Tel: 4-44 (0) 1727 840303 Fax: 4-44 (0) 1727 860263 Email: sales@beebug.co.uk

Beebug Ltd.
117 Hatfield Road, St. Albans, Herts. AL1 4JS
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55> Clip ArtTg

Categories include
, HISTORY, MY LIFE, SCIENCE,

UILDINGS, MAPS, PEOPLE.TRANSPORT, MATHS and FLAGS

orWINDOWS on CD ROM

FILE FORMATS

Acorn version: Draw, sprite & JPEG
PC version: CGM* & JPEG

*CGM is a vector file

compatible with a
range of software
available onWindows

,\ including
,' Corel Draw®

& Illustrator®.M

*1

inc P&P an
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Three different reading levels
Exciting plot that appeals to
all ages
Professional narration
Innovative video animation

Hundreds ofhigh quality
pictures
Scrolling map with over 130
photographs
Picture galleries featuring a
variety ofsubjects to
stimulate creative work

Extensive resource materials

Available exclusively
on:

TRIPLE
FORMAT

v *9 *y
CDROM

Age 8 - 14 years For ACORN RISC OS.WINDOWS or APPLE MAC on CD ROM £62-22 inc P&P and VAT

Don't miss the Sherston Online Catalogue at http://www.sherston.com
or contact us now for a FREE copy of our 24 page colour brochure
Sherston Software Limited, Angel House, Sherston, Malmesbury,Wiltshire SNI6 OLH

Tel: 01666 840433 Fax: 01666 840048 e-mail: sales@sherston.co.uk
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New releases from iSV
iSV HAS A number of Acorn World releases in the

pipeline. Firstly, there is a completely new Font
Pack containing over 300 RISC OS 3 fonts, all
with kerning pairs. The new fonts are hinted
with iSV's new NDT (No Dropout Technology)
hinting system. iSV claims NDT format fonts
cannot suffer from dropout at any size and offer
improved printed and on-screen appearance.

The latest version of DrawWorks (2.3) has
arrived. iSV reports the new version includes a
faster redraw of new toolbars as well as extra

tools including a NEW Precision tool. DrawWorks
is priced £21.50, and registered user upgrades will
cost just a fiver.

Calling all teachers, iSV's next new product is
Report Generator, designed for producing
National Curriculum style school reports quickly
and easily. The package includes hundreds of

Zipping along
IT'S LIKELY you will be able to see more than
just the Argo Interactive PLCprospectuses on
the Argo stand during Acorn World. Don't be
surprised to see Iomega Zip parallel port
drives stacked high as well but that's all we
can say at present because a certain
company with an Oak nut logo hadn't yet
approved the press release.

standard phrases which can he inserted into any
text. Report Generator also alters all phrases to
take account of the name and sex of the particu
lar pupil. Pupil subjects covered include History,
Maths, English and Science.

Finally from iSV there is a classroom security
product called ClassDesks. This is a protected
desktop system for schools. Pupils are restricted
to loading and saving the files and applications
allowed by a teacher. ClassDesks protects hard
discs so only allowable areas can be accessed.

ClassDesksalso prevent unauthorised reconfig
uration of the computer. There are also other
uses, with ClassDesks you can arrange for one
application to "chain" another. Tor example,
loading !I)raw can cause the Printer Manager to
be loaded automatically. iSVcan be contacted on
e-mail at: atimbrell(«)aol.com

Spacetech StrongARM boost
SPACETECH, which will show Photodesk vl,
Photodesk 2 and Pliolodesk Light at Acorn World,
has announced that these and other Photodesk

titles are now run under StrongARM and show vary
ing degrees of advantage using a StrongARM. All
Photodesk applications take full advantage of
StrongARM and RISC OS 3.7, however there is
further work to he done. For example, Spacetech
reports that lOrrery is extremely fast on a
StrongARM machine, hut it is not yet fully RISC OS
3.7 compliant.

Weather Desk animations are now much

smoother, especially with cross-fade, and the

weather satellite hardware is confirmed as being
StrongARM compatible. The WeatherDesk software
is fine in composite and 256 colour modes, but
there is some problem with the 16 and 24-bit colour
modes. Kepler, the Earth satellite orbital prediction
application, is fully StrongARM compliant.

I'DSview, I'DSmovie, and PDSmap, designed for
image processing in True, False and Pseudo colour
on large binary data arrays, like satellite and space
craft remotely sensed data, do run under
StrongARM. However, they exhibit similar prob
lems, at present, to WeatherDesk with non-256
colour modes.

Spacetech reports that Fargo Primera and
FotoFUN! Dye-sublimation printers work with
StrongARM, however, it is necessary to use old
printer drivers for the time being.

TopModel, the 3D modelling package Spacetech
distributes on the behalf of Sincronia Multimediali

of Italy, still needed a fair bit of work to be updated
to full StrongARM compliance. Spacetechwasconfi
dent an updated version of its Gordian installation
program would be ready at Acorn World. Spacetech,
tel: (01305) 822753, fax: (01305) 860483, e-mail:
chrisCnlspacetec.deinon.co.uk

Acorn results
First half year figures for 1996
from Acorn indicate that the

restructuring over the last year is
beginning to reap results.
Turnover fell from £19 million to

£16.5 million, explained through
the separation of the schools busi
ness into Xemplar Education Ltd,
in partnership with Apple.
Operating loss for the group,
before exceptional items, was
reduced dramatically from £5
million to £1.6 million.

After exceptional items (mostly
bad debts) overall operating loss
was reduced from £7.6 million to

£3.3 million. Good news is that

Acorn sold more Rise PCs this year
than in the same period last year
and there are high hopes for both
the new Acorn Network

Computing division and a boost
from StrongARM, which has
started to ship.

Acorn adopts
Bitstream
Acorn has announced it is to

support Bitstream's TrueDoc Font
imaging technology. Primarily
adopted for use on set top box
and network computer (NC) prod
ucts, the technology could be
ported to Acorn desktop comput
ers as well. The Bitstream

technology iswell established as
a means of compressing and
transporting formatted text
across networks.

More Impact at
Circle
Circle Software, best known for

its Impact database package, will
be releasing two new variants to
the package at Acorn World, plus
an enhanced version of the exist

ing Impact2 product. Impact
Juniorwill be a simpler (non-rela
tional) database which is less

powerful but easier to use and
cheaper. Impact Professional will
feature new field types and
programmable action buttons.

ARM Club date
The ARM Clubis holdingan open
dayat the National Motorcycle
Museum, near Solihull, on Saturday
7th December.Upto 35 stands will
be at the open day - if you are
interested in attending the show,
as an exhibitor or a visitor, contact

The ARM Club'sRalphSilletton tel:
(01785) 714535, or pop along to
their stand at Acorn World.
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ART updates German RISC OS
ACORN MAY have made a strategic withdrawal
from Germany, but enthusiastic users there have
not been abandoned entirely. ART announced
that it is making available, via the World Wide
Web, an abridged hard disc distribution image
which will enable users to view B

small number of other message sets have yet to
be translated. You can use your Web browser or
FTP client to download the Spark archive file
from ftp.acorn.co.uk at ftp.acorn.co.uk:/pub
/riscos/releases/deutsch37beta

almost all the text in the stan

dard RISC OS desktop and
applications in German. The
RISC OS update is officially
classified as a beta-release.

The release has had Replay
movies, JPEG images and tuto
rials, which arc usually
pre-loaded on a Rise PC hard
disc, removed to reduce the
download file from 40Mb to a

more manageable 5Mb. ART
explains that the release is in
beta form since Access+ and a
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Dry colour printing from ALPS
ALPS HAS launched an interesting new colour thermal technology called using MicroDry colour
printer, the MD2010. Based on the Citizen ink/toner. A patented 600 dpi thermal print head
Printiva, this eschews ink-jet technology for a transfers dry ink particles from a specially

impregnated polymer ribbon. The printer
contains four ribbon cartridges (three
primary colours plus black) and the head
mechanism chooses the correct ribbon

cartridge as required.
Uniquely, metallic gold, silver, blue and

red 'colours' are available as options. The
dry technology means no paper warping
or smearing and a straight-through paper
path means relatively stiff media, like
cardboard, can be printed easily. ALPS and
Citizen claim their technology has
claimed ten per cent of the Japanese
colour printer market in just one year.
ALPS printers are distributed by Rotec in
the UK, tel: (01604) 402012.

Acorn show in

Scotland
THERE'S A NEW Acorn show taking place on
Sunday 8th December at the Stakis Hotel in
Last Kilbride. Exhibition times are from 10am

until 6pm and entry will be free to all.
Exhibitors will include ART, Clares,

Ouantum - who run the CyberVillage - and
the local Xemplar Agency. Further bookings
are being taken daily and the organisers are
hoping to have 20+ exhibitors by the time of
the show.

For further information contact Robert

Todd, Todd Education Computer Services, tel:
0141-644 4952, e-mail: rtoddC'Centerprise.net,
WWW: http://homepages.enterprise.net/rtodd
/show.html
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IOUR HASTE to beat the deadline for our last

issue,we inadvertentlyreported that a new
company calledVTI Holdings PLC had been floated
on the stock market. In fact the correct company
name isArgo Interactive Group PLC, which unites
the Argonet, VTI and Eclipse brand names.

ArgoInteractive Group PLC is the first UK
company to launch a bona fide share offer on the

Internet,although at present it is not listedon the
stockmarket.We'resorryfor any confusionwhich
might have been caused.

Forfurther information or a prospectus, Argo
Interactive PLC can be contacted at tel: (01243)

788668, fax: (01243) 531196, e-mail:

enquiries@argonet.co.uk, Web:
http//www.argonet.co.uk

EasyFont upgrade
Fabis is to release an EasyFont

Professional upgrade at Acorn
World, priced £15 for registered

users or £59.95 otherwise. You

will need to bring your original

disc with you to obtain the

upgrade at the show.

Fabiswill also release EasyClip

1.50 at the show, priced £5 for

existing users. Boththese new

releases are StrongARM

compatible, however earlier

versions are not.

Fabis Computing, tel: (01283)

552761, fax: (01283) 552761,

e-mail: in fo@ fabis.demon, co. uk

StrongARMed Forces
ARMed Forces Software has

announced all its latest releases

are StrongARM compliant. They

also report that there is "a very

significant improvement" in the

performanceof WinRisc, their
virtual memory system. RSDFS and

Full-FS RSDFS work perfectly, but

gain little performance improve

ment because the serial port is the

bottleneck, not the CPU.

The ARMed '96 demo works,

though the QTM music player it

uses doesn't always. Partone isno
faster than an ARM710 machine as

it is limited by the screen refresh
rate of 150Hz. Part two, the full

section is much faster, redrawing a

frame on everyscreen refresh. A
StrongARM demo is likelyto be

released at Acorn World.

http://www.afsoft.demon.co.uk/

New user group
forms

The inaugural meeting of the

Surrey and Sussex Acorn Users'

Group (SASAUG) will be held on

January 30,1997. The meeting,

scheduled for 8-10pm at The

HolbrookTythe Barn, North

Horsham, West Sussex, will hope

to achieve its critical mass at the

first attempt. Stuart Bell

(sabell@argonet.co.uk) is the guy

behind SASAUG and he needs at

least 16 members to avoid being

out of pocket. Anyone interested

iswarmly welcomed and the first

meeting costs just £1 per member.



CASTLE TECHNOLOGY

The UK's premier
Acorn peripherals

manufacturer

lUITJMN OFFER!
Available now!

ANNER
plus SCSI Interface

SCSI IIINTERFACES from £66
(when bought with Scanner):

A3000, A30I0, A3020, A4000 £66 (£7755)
A3 Iff,A400, A540, A5000, RiscPC, A7000' £72 (£84.60)
Castle Technology's plug-&-play software allowsup to 7 SCSI

peripherals to be connected. Free software includes
ISetup (SCSI), PhotoView, CDPIayer. and IChange FSI.

^Backplane may berequired

Buyone of our top quality Scanflat A4 flatbed
scanners and start to realise the true power of
your Acorn. Save time: scan in photos, drawings
or logos etc; create your own full colour pictorial
greetings cards, newsletters or reports; or use it
to enhance your multimedia programmes.
♦ Special Offer SCSI interface from

£66 (£77.55 inc VAT) makes installation easy
♦ Line art, grey or 24-bit colour modes
♦ Pre-scan colour/brightness control
♦ Free ImageMaster Software & TWAIN driver
♦ Full I year guarantee Scanflat 600

Use the Scanflat range
to reproduce beautiful
photos like this:

Framlingham Castle, once one of
the strongest fortresses in Britain

Price in brackets includes delivery and VAT

Brochure
Price

Offer
Price

Scanflat 600 (600dpi) £449

(£539.33)
£299

(£363.08)

Scanflat 800 (800dpi) £549
(£656.83)

£399

(£480.58)

Scanflat 1200 (1200dpi) £699
(£833.08)

£549

(£656.83)

Delivery £10per scanner. 2% creditcardcharge may apply

ORDER NOW!

CALL 01728 621222
or order by FAX ON 01728 621179

Delivery £10 (£11.75 incVAT) per order.
Prices exclude VAT unless otherwise indicated.
Cheques (allow 5 working days to clear),debit cards (Switch &Delia),
credit cards (2% charge may apply), andeducational orders accepted.
All trademarks acknowledged. E&OE

Castle Technology Ore Trailing Estate Woodbridge Road
Framlingham Suffolk IIM3 9LL

e-mail: sales@castle-technology.co.uk
Web: httpyAvww.casde-technoIogy.co.uk

SPECIAL PURCHASE

120Mb and 240Mb Hard Drives
for A3020 / A3010 / A3000 (Rise OS 3.1 required)

120Mb
,,,-r inc delivery

ex VAT j VAl

240Mb
.,,T inc deliveiy

ex VAT s VAT

A3020 £90.00 £11750 £120.00 £15175

A3010 incl Interface £129.00 £16333 £159.00 £19858

A3000 incl Interface £129.00 £16333 £159.00 £19858

A further unexpected bulk purchase allows this unbeatable
offer to be repeated - order NOW to avoid disappointment!

Get one of our Special Offer hard drives and dramatically increase the
power of your Acorn. Fit it yourself - no special knowledge is required and

no extra parts are needed. Just connect and go!

♦ Easy to fit
♦ Uses Rise OS 3.1 for full compatibility
♦ All drives formatted and soak tested

♦ Full I year guarantee
♦ 500Mb also available

AN EXPANDABLE SCSI EXTERNAL

D-ROM
or any Acorn computer

(except A4)

for

Available now!

[Call 01728 621222|

300 Kb/sec CD-ROM

Tray loading CD

Volume control

Headphone socket

•Spare slot
(for other SCSI devices)

SCSI cable

SCSI terminator

SCSI ID selector

Daisychain PSU

Whisper-quiet fan

Combo Case with CD-ROM

SCSI II INTERFACES from £66

(when bought with CD-ROM):

A3000, A30I0, A3020, A4000 £66 (£7755 inc vat)
A3 Iff,A400, A540, A5000, RiscPC, A7000' £72 (£84.60 mc VAT)
Castle Technology's plug-&-playsoftware allows up to 7 SCSI

peripherals to be connected. Free software includes

ISetup (SCSI). PhotoView, CDPIayer, and IChange FSI.
Backplane tray be required

only

£99
(£128.08 inc

DELIVERY & VAT)

The unique expand
ability of SCSI makes
it so easy to install
extra SCSI hardware,
and Castle Technology
is delighted to be able
to make this once-

in-a-lifetime CD-ROM

offer. Make use of the

wealth of CD-ROM

material available as

well as playing audio
CDs direct from your
computer.

Own internal PSU

SCSI in & expansion

Phono output (tohi-fi etc)

Rep/ay, Audio player,
PhotoCD etc compatible

*Use spare slot for
other SCSI devices

Hard drives up to 2Gb from
£39 (100Mb), Panasonic PD

(600Mb optical +CD),
SyQuest, Jazz, Zip etc.

removable drives.

Faster CD-ROM drives are

available as an option -
Call for details
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Cultivate an exotic crop of textures

Texture Garden provides more ways to warp and contort fractal
textures than any other explorer. It can even create animations
of the textures and all for just one phone call on the Internet

ate snow-flakes, crystal lattices, shells,
fluid vortices and, quite appropriately,
flowers. I guess this is the closest you can
come to getting green fingers on a com
puter and I'm sure the results are just as
rewarding as gardening.

Other nice touches are:

• A 'stop' button. Unlike many packages
that take several bashes to work, this

immediately halts the sometimes lengthy
texture generation process
• An animation function that allows con

secutive variations on the texture to be

recorded in a sprite fde and replayed as an
animation

• A very comprehensive options area
enabling re-sizing of parent and offspring
windows.

My only criticism at this early stage is
that the textures cannot be grown to a
size larger than 256x256 pixels. Though
all the patterns generated are repeating
so they can be seamlessly tiled, repeating
textures are not as convincing as full
page non-repeating fractal and plasma
imagery which Studio24 and Photodesk
support. Apart from this wee gripe,
which I hope will be addressed in the
near future, Texture Garden is ripening
up into a great program, worthy enough
to be a desirable companion of any big
bitmap graphics package.

Tim Tyler's WWW page from which
the Texture Garden can be downloaded is

at http://www.varuna.demon .co.uk.tmc
and Tim Tyler can be contacted on e-
mail at tim@varuna.demon.co.uk. I

strongly recommend getting hold of this
package soon and make as many requests
and suggestions while it is still being
developed.

Texture Garden is the new package from
Tim Tyler which allows you to grow all
those weird and wonderful bitmap tex
tures you previously needed Studio24 or
Photodesk 2 to achieve. In fact, its files are

compatible with Studio24's but it is not
the similarity with the aforementioned
graphics packages that makes Texture
Garden stand out. It is the difference.

Though only at version 0.40 at time of
going to press, it is already proving more
than a match for current texture explorers
in the number of ways different textures

with assorted colour schemes can be

grown. There are too many combinations
to explain here of how and where you can
drag and drop texture files, palettes and
bitmaps, but they all help you to generate
just the right texture.

The package, downloadable from Tim
Tyler's WWW page also comes with
dozens of texture files which you can
grow from seed, colour, vary, mutate and
even cross-fertilise. Some are of the stan

dard 'plasma' variety but others use the
program's powerful fractal engine to cre

More DTP news from TJ Repro All eyes on VRML
Not satisfied with providing the most
expert and fastest imagesetting service
for anything up to A3, TJ Repro have
announced the arrival of an oversize A2

imagesetter in-house.
Powered by a 180MHz PowerMac, the

ECRM imagesetter can produce film for
making offset printing plates up to 45cm
wide.

All Postscript is written on the Acorn
which has marked speed advantages over
even the most powerful Macintosh soft
ware.

Of great interest to the technically
minded is the provision of support for
Stochastic Screening. Imagesetting and

Acorn User December 1996

offset printing traditionally use very fine
halftone screen and high dot resolutions
for achieving smooth colour gradations
and sharpness of image.

Stochastic screening uses only the
highest resolution of dot but does away
with conventional halftoning and uses
an advanced kind of diffusion dithering
instead.

This enables imagery to be printed at
the equivalent of 450 line per inch
whereas the pictures in this magazine are
just 150lpi. The potential for quality
increase in professional colour printing is
similar to the difference between a dot-

matrix and a 720dpi inkjet.

Aspex has lauched a stable beta version
of the DaVinci engined VRML browser
for the Acorn called VRML Eyes. Like the
full 3D editor from which it was

spawned, it is fast, very easy to use and
important for a viewer, quick to load up
and to load in files.

Aspex Tel: (01822) 611060

Contact

Youcan contact the graphicsand DTP page
by writing to me, Jack Kreindlerat Acorn
User, Media House, Adlington Park,
Macclesfield SK104NP, or by email to
augrafix@idg.co.uk.



"1995 Best Dealer" by readers of Acorn User. BEEBUG is Acorn's
largest dealer and is an Acorn Centre of Technology

Rise PC600 4Mb HD540, with AKF60 monito
Rise PC700 5Mb HD540, with AKF60 monitor.... J
Rise PC700 10Mb HD 1Gb, with AKF60 monitor.. i
12 months on-site warranty included.

Extras:
17" Acorn AKF91 Monitor - Add £400.00

17" VisionMaster Pro - Add £405.00

Quad Speed CD ROM -Add £99.00
0% APR credit is available over 20 months.
Please call for written details.

•••• >,v**-

.- •'•I"-***.- '•....

Our Acorn support staff a
second to none

Attractive trade in discounts

existing Acorn system, call for details
Your data and upgrades will be transferred
to your new system at no charge

-; •y

Wo test the/
muttl-P""

,RMed and Dangers•< ĈHOOSC ffOttl eJtfie
vationDTP

(RRP £8

S&&
12 months

Magazin
& Disc
Subscription
(RRP £72.50)

BEEBUG Ltd., 117 Hatfield Road, St Albans, Herts All 4JS
[el: 01727 840303 Fax: 01727 860263 Email: sales@beebug.co.uk

All prices include VAT

>-*c

*£SsB$5

*t



id Showroom open Mon-Sat 10-18.00 hrs (All prices INCLUDE VAT) Carriage not included

CD-ROM Drives
Multi-Session. PhotoCD. CD-DA. White & Gieon Book
compatible. SCSI drives requite SCSI card with CDFS
>2.20
Carriage: a=£2. b=E6. c=£8

Internal ATAPI CS-ROM, Drives
Panasonic 8xCD ATAPI (Tray) £100bI
Toshiba 8xCD AT&PI (Tray) £110b
Cable &Fitting Kitt. > £101
Above drives are compatiblewith RiscPC/A7000 only.

Internal SCSI Drives (Tray)
Sony 2x CD SCSI275ms" £80b|
Pioneer 4.4x CD SCSI isoms £190b I
PCW Verdict - 'It's extremely quick, and a bargain.'

Panasonic 6x CD SCSI uoms £199b I

External SCSI CLf-ROM Drives
Sony 2x CD SCSI275™ £135c I
Pioneer 4.4x CD SCSI tsoms £260c
Panasonic 6x CDSCSI Mom. £270c|

For SCSI interfaces refer to Hard
Disc section adjacent.

RiscPC Computers
Ail Acorn computers include 1yr on-site maintenance.
Syr On-site is available. Carriage included on computer
systems. For PC Cards see PC Card section below.
Please note that a backplane Is not fitted to RIscPCSOO.

With 14" Monitor (AKF60)
RPC600 4MHD540 |k. £1275
RPC600 4MHD540+8xCD £1375
RPC700 5MHD540 £1525
RPC700 5MHD540+8XCD £1625
RPC700 10MHDiGb £1750
RPC700 10MHD1 Gb+8xCD £1850
With 17" Monitor (AKF9Q)
RPC600 4MHD540 £1675
RPC600 4MHD540+8XGD £1775
RPC700 5MHD540 £1900
RPC700 5MHD540+8xCD £2000
RPC700 10MHD1 Gb £2100
RPC700 10MHD1Gb+8xCD £2200
Subtract £50 for iiyama MF-8617E
Add £30 for iiyama MT-9017E

Hard Discs
ICarriage: a=£2, b=£6, c=£8
IDE 3%" Bare Hard Drives
Conner-850Mb-t2ms
Conhor 1.27Gb £225b
ForA30pO/A3010 hard discs see Hard Card section Below.
SCSI 31/2" Bare Hard Drives
Quahtum 1.28Gb 12ms £255b
Quabium£Gj2 L450b
Quantum 4Gb ECall b
Syquest Removable SCSI Drives

IAllfollowingSyquest Drives include a Cartridge.
EZ135Mblnternal£120c "
EZ135MbExl| £12Qc
270Mb Internal E165b
270Mb External £215c

IDE interface £85b
Morley Uncacfied £113b
Morley Cached £165b
Cumana SCSI II £195b
PowerTec SCSI2 £195b
External case/psu £90c

105Mb Internal £109b
EZ135Mt>Cartr. £20a
105Mb Cartridge £29a
270Mb Cartridge £50a

IHard Disc! Interfaces/Accessories
50-50C SCSI Cble£ 10a
25D-50CSCSICbl£10a
SCSI2-50C Cable £24a
SCSI2-25D cable £20a
50IDC4-vvaySCSI£15a
2nd IDE Drive Kit £15a

See us at Acorn
World, Stand 40

We will be selling
StrongARM Upgrades at

the show!!

StrongARM
Only £116.33 when

purchased with a RiscPC
(If purchased before end Dec '96)

20/20 Finance
on Acorn Systems (0%APR)

20% deposit (min) & 20 interest free
monthly payments. Min loan £700,

Maximum loan £2000. Available
subject to status. Ring for details.

zip/jaz Drives
• zip & jaz Drives work just like hard drives
except they are removeable, letting you
instantly access files and applications.
• zip drives use 100Mb capacity discs'& jaz
drives use 540Mb/1Gb discs allowing any
number ol discs giving unlimited capacity.
• The drives are fast. Data transfer speeds
around iMb/s for zip drives & >2.3Mb/s for jaz
drives - ideal to backup your hard drive.
• Each drive comes with 1 year warranty and a
starter disc.
• These drives require a SCSI card that is
suitable for removeable devices.

Internal zip drive (51/4") £155b
External zip drive £155b
Single 100Mb zip Cartridge £15a
Pack of 5 zip Cartridges £65b
Internal 1Gb jaz drive (31/2") £375b
External 1Gb jaz drive £460b
Single 540Mb jaz cartridge ECall
Single 1Gb jaz cartridge £110a

QuickLynk (vi .04) £32a
With 5m Local Cable £39a
With 10m Local Cable £45a
With 20m Local Cable £52a
QuickLynk allows you to access another
unattended RiscOS computer remotely using
the serial port via modems or locally using a
cable to connect the 2 computers. Each
computer can be configured to allow access
to any attached filing system device eg ADFS,
IDE, SCSI,' CDFS, etc. Once connected, files
carvbe tran'sferred to/from the remote
computer. Other features include password
access,'auto diallerwitri phone book and chat
mpde to'send messages to remote computer/
user. Transfer rates up to 1.9 kbytes/s can be
achieved with older computers, eg. A410,
A3000. rising to 11.4 kbytes/s on the RiscPC
range. The transfer rate is limited by the
speed of the serial port.QuickLynk cannot at
present be used directly from programs/
command line. Requires RiscOS 3.10 or
greater, ring for details.

TopicArt
ToplcArtCDI £30a
This CD-ROM Contains over 2000

ClipArt files, each in Draw,
ArtWorks & EPS formats

+ Replay Movies & demos

Floppy discs £8a each
Single disc clipartcontaining approx.50 high.quality
(Imw format clip art images on each disc, on a single
subject. Comes withmono reference sheet. 20 subjects
arcavailable now. Please specify when ordering) Silo •.
Iicencejsjncjuded>.-' \

! GJw'eral 11 Tcofs I
2 TrSnspofct .; 112 AnirT.alsGB
3 Costumes \13 Chemical Hazard Signs
4 Entertainment' vi14 Fire/EmergencySigns
5 Bugs'2 Slugs, 15 Hazard Signs
6 Road Signs"--'. . 'IS Safely Signs
7 Sports Equipment —:17 Xmasl
0 Sports Figures 18 Xmas2
9 Dinosaurs 19 Xmas3
10 Symbols !20 Xmas4

QuickTile (vi.os) £29a
QuickTile allows you to create
posters from ANY RiscOS
application, including Impression.
Simply enter the size of poster
required & select PRINT from the
application! QuickTjjjf does the
rest, printing each filS' with crop
marks and tile references. New
features include the facility to
print inverted crop marks or no
crop marks. QuickTile can only
be used with the RiscOS printer
Driver or TurboDrivers.

Requires RISCOS 3.10 or later.
Return disc to upgrade for £4.
Upgrade from Tiler for £18.

Order - 0161-474 0778 (All prices INCLUDE VAT) The lowest prices without compromise D

RiscPC PC Cards

RiscPC, I! purchased seperately. Carr.:

PCCard A
5x86-100 £350 £5791
486DX4-100 £230 £350
486DX2-66 £175 £290

PC PrO(without PCExcnange) £40 |

arnag

StrongARM Upgrade £293c
The C117 StrongARM price is valid for RiscPC
syslems purchased before end December '96.

YES 16 bit Mozart Card £70
2nd Slice Case £116c
Window '95 CD (Full) £90a
• emory (Carriage

RiscPC/A7000 SIMMS
4Mb £25|8Mb
16Mb £118|32Mb
RiscPC VRAM

1Mb £90|2Mb
1-2Mb u/g (exchange]

£120
£80|

Call for details and prices of memory
upgrades for other Acorn computers.

KrWTtTrawrtf-.VJiJkT.'rclsilllonitors (Carriage E
computers win require an auaj

AKF50 14"0.28dp £3151
Iiyama MF-8617E 17" £5901
High spec FST Tube with 0.26" dot pitch

Iiyama MT-9017E 17" £6751
Very High specDiamondtron tube. 0.25'stripe I

rinters (Carriage £8)
Canon BJC-210 £165
Canon BJ-230 £Call
Canon BJC-4100 £220
Canon BJC-610 (720dpi) £350
HP LaserJets Printers ECall
Add £47 to above printers for TurboDrivor

A30X0EtherLan102£140
ArchiEtherLan514 £140
RPC/A7k EtherLan 602 £120
Add £17 to above prices for Access*.
NetCubes ECall
Easy to install 10bascT Hub pack for up to 6
computers. Ring for mo

Portable Computers Hard Cards/Multi-Pods . RiscOS 3.1 Upgrades

|PocketBookll(1Mb) £315b
Psion 3a NEW 3c
1Mb RAM £290 £320
2Mb RAM £320 £385

| AutoRoute Express UK/Eire £62a
- 'one of the best packages for the PB/3a

lA-Link £49a
I Parallel Link E28a

128k RAM SSD £45a
256k Flash SSD £50a
PB/Ps3 Games ECalla

PC Serial Link £60
Mains Adaptor £15a
512k RAM SSD£125a
512k Flash SSD C85a
PBII/Ps3a GamosC3fla

^4T16 Card (1Mb) £450b
FPAfor25MHzARM3 £67a
iTV TV Tuner & TTX £150b
Joystick l/F (Not riscpoj £30a

J Logitech Mouse (Acorn)£26a
J Midi Max Card (CC)

£401 Movie Magic (CC) £275b |
£220L Scart Cable oonspinj £12ea.a

|Serial Upgrade (A3000) £22a
25W Speakers (mains) £35b

I80W Speakers (mains) £45b
,IBM(L
14.4 Voice Sportster £115]
33.6 Voice Sportster £1801

I Modems come witha 25-25 PC wired cable &
125-9 adaptor whichmay hinderthe printerport.
IA 9-25waycables isavailable at £10See
I below. A3k/Archi req.Archi wiredcable.
ANT Internet Suite II £115a
ArcFax £32a
Dual Serial Card £104b

19-25 Archi orPC Wired Modem Cable £12ea.
1 Senal T-Switch (incl. comm. cable) £32

canners (Carriage £8
ScanLight Video 256 £215
Epson Colour Scanners, include ITWAIN&
ImaqoMaster. Bundles include CorolPaint &
OCR software suitable for PC Cards.

GTx-5000 Para bundle £425
GTx-5000 SCSI bundle £499
GT-5000 SCSI (bare) £425
GTx-8500 bundle £660

-GT-8500 (bare) £569
GTx-9000 bundle ECall
GT-9000 (bare) £699

A3010 Hard Disc Multi-Pod

80Mb+User Port £210
130Mb+UserPort £275
160Mb+UserPort £320
A3000 IDE Hardcards
80Mb + User Port £170
130Mb + User Port £210
160Mb + User Port £255

Carnage: £2 for Cartridges, £8 for
BJ-10(BC-01
BJ-210 (BC-05) £28
BJC-600 Series
BJI-201HCbk Black£10
BJI-201bk Black £6
BJI-201C/M/Y £8ea.
BJC-800

_ BJI-643 Black £18
£79b BJI-643CM/Y £23 ea.

Epson Stylus Colour
IEpson StylusColourII

C3903A Toner (LJ5P)

or Tonor

BJ-200 (BC-02) £19
BJ-300 (BJI-642) £16
BJC-4000 Series
BCI-21Bk Black £9
BCI-21C Colour £17
BC-20 Fast Black £28
HP DeskJets
Mono £23
Colour £25
Black £16/Colour £26
Black £20.'Colour £26

£64
EP-L Toner (LBP-4/HP LJIII) £64
HP 92274A Toner (HP LJ4L) £60
Swi!t24 Mono/Colour Ribbon £8/£16

erms & Carriage

»A63

a: lobenelitpt
showroom carriage is itemised soporaloly. The
carriage indicatedis forsingle Items.Please
call us for total carriage when ordering more
than one item since it is not cumulative.
Terms: Allprices include VAT excopt books.
Carriage is not included unless otherwise
stated. Carriage charges apply to mainland UK
(excluding remote areas. Scottish Highlands,
Chann Isles. IOM),elsewhere at cost. Orders
MUST be accompanied by a phone number.
Prices and spec's subject to change without
notification. Goods subject to availability.
Goods not offered on tnal basis. Restocking
fee on non-faulty returns. Official orders
welcome from educational institutes, chq with
order under £30. E&OE.

To M5S.M6J

Single Rom set
10 Rom sets
Documentation/Discs
Carrier board (A3qo/a440)

ge: a=£2. b=£6, c=£
Acorn RISCOS3 PRM's
Acorn Volume 5a PRM
Acorn BBC Basic VI Guide
Acorn RiscPC Tech Ref Manua
ArtWorks Made Easy (Dabs)
Budget DTP (Dabs)
'C A Dabhand Guide (Dabs)
RiscOS 3 First Steps (Dabs)
Wimp Programming lor All (Boobu

rats
Wimp programming lor

C^oTtwarefor^iscOsoftware for RiscO
ArtWorks on CD (CC) (Carriage £6)
ClipArt CD 1/2 (CC)
Dinosaurs (MS)
Dune II (Eclipse)
Granny's Garden CD
Guardians of the Greenwood
Hutchmsons Encyclopedia
Musical Instruments (MS)
PB Bears Birthday Party
RiscDiscVoI1/2CD

Advantage (Longman)
ANTInternet Suite (ANT) i
ArcFax (David Pilling)
Artworks (CC) I
Blinds (Quantum)
Card Shop (Clares)
Chameleon 2 (4Mation)
Compression (CC)
DataPower (IOTA) I
Disc Rescue (Look)
Easy C»-f (Beebug) I
Eureka v3 (Longman) !
FiroWorkz Pro (Colton) I
Font Directory2 (Look)
Font FX (DataStore)
Graphics Loaders (CC)
Hatchback (4Mation)
HTMLEdit 2 (R-Comp)
lmageFS2 (AltPubl)
Image Oulliner (IOTA)
Impression Style / Publisher £80 /!
Keystroke (Quantum)
MacFS / MacFS Lite (CC) £89 /
Ovation (Beebug)
Ovation Pro Limited Offer (9 copies) I
PC Pro (without PCExchange)
Personal Accounts (Apr)
PhotoDesk (Spacelech) v.1 £185a/v.2i
Prophet (Apricote) I
Result* (Colton)
Rhapsody (Clares) v3
S-Base2 Personal / Developer £57 /
ShapeFX (Datastore)

£87a
£H5c

£12a

S67
Sleulh2 (Beebug) £1f0a
SparkFS (Pilling) £24a
Speech 2! (Superior) £24a
Studio24 Pro (Pineapple) £130b
TouchType (IOTA) £45a
TurboDnvers (CC) £50a
Vector MMalion) £86a

Games (Carriage £2)
Alone in the Dark (Krisalis) L30
Birds of War (4D) 2Mb £27
Break 147/Superpool £27
Burn Out (Oregan) £23
Cannon Fodder (Krisalis) £23
Carnage Inc (4D) £20
Chocks Compendium £27
Chuck Rock (Krisalis) £10
Crystal Maze (Sher) £28
Cyber Chess (4D) £27
Darkwood (Eclipse) £28
Dune II (Eclipse) £31
Empire Soccer (Maglm) £27
E-Type Compend. (4D) £20
E-Type 2 (4D) £27
Fire & Ice (Times Warner) £22
Global Effect (Eclipse) £30
GODS (Krisalis) £10
Haunted House (4D) 2Mb £20
Holed Out Compendium £20
James Pond (Krisalis) £10
Krisalis Collection £25
Lemmings (Krisalis) £17
Lemmings for RiscPC £24
Lotus Turbo Chall2 (Kris) £22
Magic Pockels (Reneg) £23
Man United Europe (Kris) £10
Oh No More Lemmings
Play it again Sam 2/3
Populous (Krisalis)
Real McCoy 2/3/4
Repton 3/4 (Superior)
Sally &Wally(Oregan)
Saloon Cars Deluxe (4D)
Scrabble (US Gold)
Sim City (Krisalis)
Sim City 2000 (RPC/A5k)
Simon the Sorcerer 2Mb
Spobbleoid Fantasy (4D)
Starfighter 3000 (Fednet)
Stunt Racer 2000 (4D)
SWIV (Krisalis)
Time Machine (4D)
Virtual Golf (4D) 2Mb
Wolfenslein 3D (Powerslavo)

£22 each
£25

£27 each

£22 each
£23
£27
£24
£30
£34
£35
£28

0 Series £20 each
Early Essentials (over 7), English (6-16yrs),
French (8-16yrs). Junior Essentials (5-11),
Maths (Number) (6-16). Maths (Algebra) (6-

6), Maths (Statistics) (6-16), Spelling (over 9)
Fun School 3 (<5, 5-7, >7) £19
Fun School 4 (<5, 5-7, >7) £19
Granny's Garden (4M) £27
Maths Circus (4Mation) £29

£58 each

Playdays (Gamesware) £24

Ridiculous Rhymes
Rosie & Jim - Duck loses its Quack £10

>jects Ltd Tel: 0161-474 0778

Authorised Acorn Dealer, Fax: 0161 474 0781, Email: tnfo@desktopp.demon.co.uk
Unit 2A, Heapriding Business Park, Ford St, STOCKPORT, Cheshire. SK3 0BT DEC 96



public domain

Air traffic control
ATC PUTS YOU IN CONTROL of the radar and radio of an air

traffic controller. Presented with a radar view of the area sur

rounding the I.os Angeles LAX airport, your job is to guide the
planes in to land, while avoiding collisions and a whole array
of other dangers. Author, Mike Smith, has produced another
great shareware program.

At this stage I'd just like to point out that this is not the Mike
Smith of the Dis-Le language tutor, but is in fact the Mike
Smith who has produced such titles as WliereUK (reviewed in
the May issue of Acorn User). Confusing isn't it? Perhaps to he a
successful shareware author, the name Mike Smith is some
thing of a compulsory requirement...

The game is very original in terms of the type of gamcplay.
The idea is based quite accurately on a real simulation (with
one or two compromises used to make it playable) but provides
a very interesting game scenario. Starting with a bare radar
map, planes appear in the locality, ready to land at your air
port.

Using radio commands to the individual aircraft you instruct
the pilots which course, height and speed to take. A number of
other aircraft also pass through or take off from neighbouring
airfields. You must guide your planes around these obstacles,
avoiding collisions and getting them down before they run out
of fuel.

ATC is demonstrated in a cut-down public domain form,
available as Freeware. It's the shareware version that takes

Demo news
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THE NEXT XPERIENCE DEMO has been released and is apparently
well worth the wait. Signum offers a demo of both technical and
presentation qualities and this could be the release to kick start
the demo scene. Full review next issue.

In another promising development from the German scene, the
group Icebird have announced the first Acorn-only demo party.
Unfortunately organised too late too allow a pre-event
announcement, the party should have taken place by the time
you read this. I was at first sceptical of an Acorn-only party, but
with several impending releases from a multitude of demo
groups this could really be the start of a new era for the demo
scene. Expect a full report within an issue or two, and check the
Stuttgart and Acornet ftp sites in Germany for the party releases.
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things a step further, giving a greater range of options. Your
destination airport can be chosen from several alternatives and
a selection of further dangers can be simulated. Aircraft can
suddenly demand emergency action on losing an engine or get
ting a fuel leak, requiring the urgent reorganisation of your
landing plan.

As with Mike's other software, ATC is highly recommended.
I only spotted one niggle which caused the program to crash
on odd occasions, but I'm sure Mike will have sorted this out
by the time you read this.

ATC is a highly unusual game and given the relatively slow
pace of some parts - although things can become quite frantic
when a large queue of planes develops - I'm not really sure
why I liked it that much.

But suffice to say, it is very addictive, and my cheque is in
the post for the registration version. A few alterations to add
button controls and a time skip option would just complete the
game in one or two areas.

The program is available from the APDL library in its demo
form, but I would recommend plumping straight for the regis
tered version which is available direct from Mike for £9.99.

Contact: Mike Smith, 19 Tulip Road, Awsworth, Notts, NG16
2RS. Mike also has a catalogue of his large range of great share
ware software, which offers large number of educational
programs ideal for schools.

In the meantime, the demo contributions for the Acorn
StrongARM CD have been completed and should be released
shortly after this issue of Acorn User hits the streets. Key contri
butions include releases from Arm's Tech and my own group
Quantum. In the words of Frederic Elisei, with the Quantum
release providing plenty of presentation and the Arm's Tech
demo fulfilling the technical side, everyone will be happy. I
think a collaboration of some sort would be necessary to keep
pace with The Xperience, however.

While I'm still on the subject, Frederic's excellent demo web
site has changed addresses after the installation of a new server.
The site, along with several key updates can now be found at:
http://sidonie.imag.fr/elisei.
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public domain
Re: ReMidi
Following on from the review
of ReMidi in the August issue of

AU, I'd like to point out that the
full version of the midi player is
shareware, and registration

costs £5. Contact the author

Michael-Dennis Biemans by e-
mail at: michaeld@stack.urc.tue.

nl and check out his web site at:

http://www.stack.urc.tue.nl/~mi
chaeld/remidi.html. ReMidi is

under constant development,

with the latest version provid
ing support for new half-size
sample patches.

MultiChars
Gareth Edmondson's Multi-

Chars program which was first

released by AU in the *lnfo
section two years ago,

has undergone some major
improvements following sug
gestions from users. MultiChars
is broadly similar to the Chars
application provided by RISC OS

in your resources directory, but
offers a range of improvements.

Characters are available by lan
guage, allowing only the
necessary chars for the alphabet

you are using, to be displayed.
Version 2.11 of the program is

now shareware. The registra

tion costs £5 and includes a very

professional printed manual.

Registered users will receive the
latest update soon. My only
minor complaint is one or two
RISC OS style transgressions and
the serious lack of anti-aliasing

in the programs icon - it looks
rather ugly on your icon bar.

Functionality wise, it does the
job well. Contact: Software 7,49
Mackworth Drive, Cimla, Neath,

SA112QA.

PDtracker
Simon Hatliff has released

version 4.53b of his popular
PDtracker application, which
plays a wide variety of music
modules using the best players
for the job. The new version
includes automatic CD scanning

and playing, Xenakis support
for 8 and 16 track music and a

range of other little improve
ments. PDtracker can be found

on Simon's web site at:

http://www.ed.ac.uk/~simh/pdt
racker/
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Software requests
PLENTY OF REQUESTS TO get through this
month, so I'll try to keep the descriptions brief. If
you're interested in helping out with a software
solution, but need further information, just drop
me a line and I'll put you in contact with the
requestee. Any help is much appreciated.

Michael Marshall of Kilmacolm is interested in

a kind of souped-up DosMap utility. Michael
envisages a program that would not only auto
matically convert extensions on PC. discs to
filetypes when copied to the Acorn, but also to
remove the old DOS extensions. The idea being to
neaten up files transferred
from PC discs automatically,
possibly capitalising the first
letter of each filename in

the process.
Stephen Courtney from

the Isle of Wight has a sug
gestion for budding games
coders looking for a novel
game idea. Stephen's idea is
based on the old C64 game
Little Computer Person,
which is basically kind of a "person living at
home simulator", rather than your more typical
flight simulator.

If you're interested in working with Stephen,
drop him a line at: 3 Mollis Drive, Brighstone, Isle
of Wight, PO30 4AS.

Gary Hughes from the Republic of Nauru is
interested in support for the AMPLE music pro
gramming language. I've never encountered
AMPLE before and so can offer no further details,

but music enthusiasts should contact Gary for
more information: Gary Hughes, Curriculum

Office, Dept of Education, Republic of Nauru,
Central Pacific.

The most important request this month comes
from Robert Sterry, the deputy principle of
Kurrambee School in Sydney, Australia, which
caters for students with moderate and severe

intellectual disabilities. He would be grateful for
any help with producing simple graphical soft
ware in this area. As he explains: "We are looking
for simple 'cause and effect' software with no lit
eracy requirement (our kids can't read)."

Some of this kind of software already exists,
but as Robert points out
"there's not enough of it
and the visuals and sound

effects are simply not inter
esting enough to hold the
student's interest for long. It
doesn't form a proper learn
ing sequence."

A possible solution would
be some kind of very simple
authoring software that
allows a teacher with no

technical knowledge to put together a series of
graphics with sound, which are activated by
input from the student. If you'd like to help out
or discuss the idea further, please get in touch
with Robert at the following address: Kurrambee
Special School, Werrington Rd, Werrington, NSW
2747, Australia. Or by e-mail to rsterry
@pnc.com.au

Thanks for your contributions. As always, I'm
here to answer your PI) queries, but please
remember to use e-mail if at all possible, or
enclose an SAE with snail mail enquiries.

"We are looking for for
simple 'cause and effect
software with absolutely
no literacy requirement

(our kids can't read)"

VideoBase
Many programmers will recog
nise the name Paul Hobbs as

the author of the excellent

EventShell software which has

been featured before in this

column. With VideoBase, Paul

has come up with yet another
killer app. I haven't got
enough space to go into too

much detail, but suffice to say
that if you need a program to
keep track of your video cas
settes, this is the one for you.

The massive range of fea
tures are constantly being
improved and added to. The
new version 2 of VideoBase is

shareware, for which registra

tion costs only £8. Demo ver
sions of this application and
Paul's EventShell package can
be found on the new web site

at: http://www.angel.co.uk/
phobbs.

The old site, mentioned pre
viously in this column, no
longer exists.

Recommended PD Libraries

The Datafile, 71 Anson Road,Locking, Weston-Super- FiveStar Marketing, 4 Shepherds Walk, Bushey,
Mare BS24 7DQ Hertfordshire WD21LZ

Naked PD, 'Fayence',Fulford Road, Stoke-on-Trent. Beebware PD, 83 Forrest Road, Huncote,

Staffs ST119QT Leicester LE9 3BH

Arch Angel PD, PO Box41, Exeter EX4 3EN ARM Club PD Library, Freepost ND6573,
APDL, 39 Knighton Park Road,Sydenham, London N12 OBR

London SE26 5RN Rise World PD, daniel.hayes@argonet.co.uk

Contacting me
You can contact the PD page by writing to me, Paul Wheatley, at Acorn User, IDG Media, Media House,
Adlington Park, Macclesfield, SK10 4NP. Or preferably, by e-mailto aupdpage@idg.co.uk.
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Over 100 exhibitors will combine to make this the biggest,
best Acorn World yet. All your old friends and some new
ones will be there, many offering sensational discounts.

• Don't miss out... For fast track entry and early access at the weekend
order your tickets now and save:
£5 adults (£7 on the door). £16 families - 2 adults with
children - (£20 on the door). £4 under 16s (£5 on the door)

• Exhibition Times 10.00 -18.00 Friday 1 &Saturday 2 November
10.00 -17.00 Sunday 3 November

• Advance booking Hotline 0701 0709 909

• Travel &accommodation deals, tel: 0171 372 2001 (Event code Acorn '96)

• Acorn World Website: http://www.eps-events.com/acorn-world

• CRECHE • EASYTRAVEL • AMPLE, EASY PARKING • CARRYOUT PURCHASE SERVICE

Sponsored by

UCOMUSER

Supported by

Xemplar

and A.R.T.

• Exhibition Times



Launched
exclusively by Argo

a division of

Argo Interactive Group Pic

Order by phone on 01243 531194
or send back the order form below

ORDER FORM
PRODUCT TITLE 3TY £

ZIP DRIVE (inc 100Mb Disc) @ £149 each

EXTRA 100Mb Zip discs @ C15 each

CARRIAGE £2.50

VAT @ 17.5%

TOTAL e

• Easy to use, infinitely expandable, portable,
low-cost storage.

• No need for expensive interface cards:
complete, ready to use, it just plugs into
your printer port. Includes a through port
allowing you to use your printer at the same
time as the Zip drive.

• All the family, every class - even every
pupil - can have their own Zip-disc.

• Max sustained transfer rate - over 500k/sec

• Fully StrongARM compatible.

Works on all machines v/ith bi-directional printer port, i.e.
A5000. A3010, A3020. M00Q. A7000, RISC PC's and A4.
Performance willvary depending on machine type.

NAME TEL/FAX

ADDRESS

POSTCODE EMAIL

My machine is:- Memory: RAM_

PAYMENT: Ienclose my cheque, official order or card details

; [_] Ienclose a cheque made payable toVTI for £

• Please debit my ACCESSA/ISA/AMEX card, No._

I I Please invoice against my official order number:_

Mb Hard drive Mb

Expires_

Signed_

Tel: 01243 531194 Fax: 01243 531196

Send To:

_VTi, FREEPOST PT795, Chichester, WestSussex PO206YY

Email: sales@argonet.co.uk Web: www.argonet.co.uk
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Making modems that
go quite a bit faster
JUST WHEN we thought the
modem makers had squeezed
as much data transfer speed
as possible out of the ana
logue telephone system, some
manufacturers are announc

ing products offering a speed
hike from the current maxi

mum of 33,600 bits/sec to an

astonishing 56,000 bits/sec.
Rockwell International's

website at http://www.rock-
well.com explains how this
analogue data rate compares
favourably with a digital
ISDN connection of

64kbits/sec, but relies on part
of the link between the new modems being a digi
tal connection to the Internet service provider.

The Rockwell chipset implementing this new
technology is to be demonstrated at Comdex in
I.as Vegas in November, and Zoom Telephonies
has announced plans to produce modems using it,
according to a report on its website at .
http://www.zoointel.com. Meanwhile US Robotics
is reported to be working on similar technology.
Keep an eye on USR's website at
http://www.usr.com.

There's increasing interest in how to connect
Acorn machines to the Internet via ISDN services

being offered by popular ISPs. ISDN installation
charges are still the limiting factor for most peo
ple, although the price.s of terminal adaptors (TAs)
such as the BTIgnition ISDN modem are becoming
comparable to analogue V34 modems.

A recent posting in comp.sys.acorn.hardware by
Nick Craig-Wood describes ISDN for Acorn
machines in four steps which has whetted
appetites. Read it on DejaNews at http://www.
dejanews.co.uk/. Step 1 is to get an ISDN2 line

•tawSOLUTIONS U.S. Robotics

Silt Map
Business Solutions

Site Search

U.S. ROBOTICS PRODUCTS

CourierI-modem

Courier l-modeni fur PC and Macintosh

Access Both High-Speed ISDN Networks aidAnalog Modems
or F.u Devices.For PC ;md MacinioMi.

installed, which can cost £199 + VAT and £130 +
VAT per quarter rental, with £90 per year call
allowance (see http://www.bt.com/newsrooiri/
document/nr9663.htm) but gives you two
64kb/s lines.

Step 2 is to buy a TA from about £299 + VAT,
With V120, a 115,200bps serial port and one or
two analogue ports for telephones, answerphones
and so on.

Step 3 is to set up your software and if you have
the Ant Internet Suite, it already has settings as
supplied by Nick himself for ISDN with the BT
Ignition, so a couple of clicks does it.

I'D packages are more tricky to set up, but a
Shareware PPP driver (Nick's recommended proto
col for ISDN to Demon) by Sergio Monesi can be
I-TP'd from ftp.dsse.ecs.soton.ac.uk/pub/Acorn/
freenel/s.monesi/.

Another TA protocol called VT20 may allow
KA9Q users to participate too.

Step 4 is to enjoy an ISDN connection over
twice as fast as is possible with a modem, and at
least twice as expensive.

Probably the only e-mail address you'll ever need
HOW 1)0 you fancy the online world knowing you
as steve@ThePentagon.com, ianC«X',yberJunkie.com or
sewytpThe 18thIIole.com? There'sa certain snobbish
ness among net users when it comes to e-mail
addresses, and only if you can afford your own com
pany domain name registration do you have the ulti
mate cool address.

The rest of us put up with having our e-mail
addresses contain at least our service provider name
and sometimes random letters or numbers instead of

our own names. Hut Netlorward.com run by Myriad
Corporation, an Internet service provider in Texas
USA,can change all that.

It's a free service that provides permanent and
portable e-mail and Web page forwarding. In prac
tice, you choose a 'virtual' e-mail address at a

domain from a selection registered by
NetForward.com, and quote this new address in all
your correspondence. They forward all incoming
e-mail to your current e-mail address, or any other
you specify. If you change jobs, service provider or
'real' address you just update your forward mail
address at Netl'orward.com. They also offer free Web
page forwarding to give you a permanent home page
address although the company will accept voluntary
contributions of up to $10 per year.

To apply for an address go to http://www.net
forward.com/ and check the selection of domain

names. Remember to turn off topics of interest in the
application form if you don't want junk e-mail. I
thought about applying for david@DeathsDoor.com
but I'm superstitious.

Cybervillage shop
The URL of this month points to

the Acorn Cybervillage WWW

shopping area for Acorn-related

products run by LiquidSilicon in

Kirkcaldy, Fife, Scotland. Liquid

Silicon is an Acorn authorised

dealership supplying over 2000

items including Rise PCs, cables,

printers, memory, software,

drives and modems.

The Cybervillage Acorn Web

shop is open 24 hours accepting

orders online with credit or debit

card, or you can send your order

by mail to FREEPOST EH2725,

Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR Scotland,

tel: (01592) 592265. Their cata

logue pages start at this URL:

http://www.cybervillage.co.uk/ac

orn/liquid/index.htm

Digital Databurst
This is not a BBS fault report but

refers to the name of a new disc

magazine called Databurst, for

Acorn users to download and

read from the Digital Databank

BBS. The PD group Quantum has

allowed use of its magazine soft

ware to produce Databurst, which

has the added dimension of music

and graphics to entertain readers.

A demo issue is now available on

the BBS.

DigitalDatabank BBS

(01707) 329306/323531

On-Line Dictionary
FOLDOC is a searchable WWW

dictionary where you will find the

explanation of all those acronyms
like SLIP, PPP and P0P3, as well as

anything else to do with

computing. The editor, Denis

Howe,says the dictionary now
contains over 10,000 definitions

totalling 3.GMb. Yes, it does have

an accurate entry for ARM.

FOLDOC

http://wombat.doc.ic.ac.uk/

Contacting me
Contact me by writing to David

Dade, Acorn User, IDGMedia,

Media House, Adlington Park,

Macclesfield, SK10 4NP, or by
e-mail to:

DaviD@arcade.demon.co.uk, or

mail #2 on Arcade BBS 0181-654

2212.
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Productive
Finance software
Personal Accounts v3
Running your personal finances on a
computer might seem like overkill,
but until you try you will never
know the benefits.

Keeping track ofdirect debits and
standing orders is at best fiddly and
at worst expensive when you
consider the charges most banks
levy if you become overdrawn.

Personal Accounts takes the

guesswork out of it. You will know
exactly how much you have in each
account and when it needs topping
up. This, however, is only one of
Personal Accounts' many features.

"Far faster and easier than any
other package... an absolute
dream to use..." - Acorn User.

"You'll wonder how you ever
coped." - Archimedes World.

Prophet (Business Accounts) v3

Shares v6
Dealing in stocks and sharescan b^t •rcompann;
time-consuming activity, but.J^Hf prr^M:iPr

£ ~m^J g^ ^V^^omprehensive graphing facilities
s^Waili

can speed things up

Shares 6 produce
summaries including ca
tax and growth funct

Fains

or

If a computer program could replace
a manual business system and not
only give you more information but
also save you time, it would be a
worthwhile investment.

If it could automatically enter
standing orders on time, send
overdue statements to your
customers, produce VAT re
(approved by UK Customs
Excise), calculate 1^1 Loss %i

•rcompanng cwereerent financial

include moving averages, historical
low and interest rate comparisons.

balance sheets and cost less than

£200, it would be an absc

bargain.

Prophet not
offers f^^W^e^oo. In fiflLit Has
feaMres not avaibreyTany other

toaaA^u^P^g package.

spar
It is#ierCTore no wonder it was

arded Best Business Software

Acorn User in 1995.

"Apricote has a talent for
providing well-presented and
simple software that has
considerable technical

sophistication lurking behind the
user interface" - Acorn User.

© © © © APRICOTE Studios
2 Purls Bridge Farm • Manea • Cambs • PE15 OND © © © ©

01354 680432

VISA



Welcome back old friend
IT IS DEBATABLE which piece of software-
has revolutionised businesses most since the

advent of the computer. Good cases can be
made for word processors, DTP packages
and databases. Perhaps the most natural
case can be made for the spreadsheet which
is simple, powerful and elegant with its
rows and columns allowing easy handling
of figures.

By the time you read this I hope many of
you will have had the opportunity to
acquaint or re-acquaint yourselves with an
old favourite in a new guise. I refer to
PipeDream which was released at Acorn
World. As I write this (mid-Sept) 1 haven't
seen the new version, so cannot review it

but I hope to encourage business users to
look again at it.

The re-release, called PipeDream 4.5, has
been revamped to bring it more closely into
line with current RISC OS standards and to

take some advantage of newer machines. It
is interesting that, according to Stuart
Swales of Colton Software, they have "tried
to put the software to bed so many times
that we gave up". In other words pressure
from the vast user base has eventually led to
the re-vamp.

It is good to see user requests eventually
leading in this direction - there are few
things worse than a software house deciding
to discontinue support for a package. As
PipeDream 4.5 is officially an upgrade and
not a new version this will allow current

users a cheaper upgrade path while still
allowing Colton to make a profit.

Descriptions of PipeDream always tend to

Sunny times
KEEP THE Acorns in Business details com

ing in and I'll try to feature them in
future pages. If there were a prize for the
most unusual use I think it would have to

go to Modern Sunciocks in Scotland. They
still use a BBC B for producing invoices
although they also have an A3010.

Why unusual? This company produces
human sundials - they prefer the term
sunciocks. The mind boggles so let
Douglas Hunt explain in his own words:
"We deal in sunciocks - which use a per
son's own shadow to tell the correct time.

They are all at ground level, and unlike
conventional sundials, they can't be eas
ily stolen or vandalised. If set into grass,
you could run your lawnmower right
over them. They can be made from
almost any material (wood/concrete
/flowers, etc), or just painted on the
ground. They even cope automatically
with the twice-yearly GMT to/from

be prefaced with the word "quirky" but that
said, it was always very flexible and power
ful. It was either a spreadsheet you could
word process with or vice versa and also had
database and graph functions in later ver
sions. It is one of the few software packages
still around that can trace its lineage back to
the BBC 15 via its predecessor View
Professional.

What really distinguished PipeDream was
the dedicated user base it developed.
Certainly no other Acorn package attracted
such loyal, vociferous users. It has its own
support group - the Pipeline User Group -

What really distinguished
PipeDream was the dedicated

user base it developed. No
other Acorn package attracted

such loyal, vociferous users
led by Gerald Fitton of Abacus Training.
This has had rising numbers of subscribers
in recent months owing to special offers
available from Acorn User - sadly all offer
copies are now gone. Pipeline offers quar
terly support discs and unlimited postal sup
port for subscribers at only £18 a year in the
UK/EEC and £20 in the rest of the world.

Gerald has been closely involved in the
testing of the latest version and hopes to
produce an on-line manual for the
upgrade, which should help keep costs
down although this is unlikely to appear
before the new year. It is interesting that

British Summer Time change. It is a long
story - but basically it started as a hobby
in 1986, and is now an international mail

order business.

"We provide personalised sets of com
puter-generated plans and layout
Instructions for our novel sunciocks. All

measurements etc, are unique to each cus
tomer - it all depends on latitude and lon
gitude, and how big they want the layout
to be. They typically need a level area, 20
to 25 feet in diameter.

"Needless to say, these sets of plans are
produced on Acorn hardware with all
software programs written in BBC BASIC.
In fact, this was a main consideration

when we wanted to upgrade our hard
ware from the original BBC Micro, to a
32-bit machine."

Interested? Contact Douglas on e-mail
100014.2111@compuserve.com or tel/fax
on (01294) 552250

influencing the final decision on proceed
ing with a new version of Pipedream, was
the high costs of having new boxes and
manuals printed. I wonder how much
other good software is "put to bed" finally
for this reason?

PipeDream 4 was supposed to be replaced
by FireWorkx but this was never as popular
despite being more modern. One of the par
ticular strengths of PipeDream 4 was its
ability to produce graphs. Many times
when I have had to produce graphs for pre
sentations I have gone back to PipeDream
simply because nothing else matches the
flexibility.

Gerald reports only slight problems with
the new version mainly in the area of back
ward compatibility and Colton is aware of
these. Perhaps the best news is that Colton
has sent the new version to Acorn for com

patibility tests with StrongARM and it
proved remarkably stable and obviously
much faster. StrongARM appears to be prov
ing a good reason for mid-life re-vamping
of much of our best software.

I suppose it seems churlish to welcome a
new package with the start of the next wish
list but if PipeDream 5 appears one might
want OLF./DDE better import/export of
other files, and an intelligent spell checker
capable of guessing at words mis-spelled.

I have no details on price yet but watch
the adverts and upgrade at the earliest
opportunity.

Contact: Colton Software, tel: (01223)
311881, Abacus Training, tel: (01793)
723347.

Prophet-able business
The new version of Prophet from Apricote
Studios is good news for small business
users who require accounting software.
Prophet 3 features include: better inter
face, full import export of TSV, CSV, Text,
WYSIWYG document design, electronic
document send, auto tone dialling from
customer/supplier database and
StrongARM awareness.

The RRP of Prophet 3 is £170 plus VAT
and all current users will be contacted by
Apricote regarding low-cost upgrades
from earlier versions.

Apricote Studios
Tel: (01354) 680432

Contact

You can contact me, MikeTomkinson,by
post at the usualAcorn User addressor by
dropping me an e-mail at:

aubizniz@idg.co.uk
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RiscPC+Upgrades
All Riscl'CW A7000s

include lyr on-site maintenance.

IRiscPC 600(armG10)
km/HDSifO l't"m^£..>,£1293.00e
RiscPC 700(arm710)

| 5m7HDSi»0 1'-"-1T-MV1Slt9.00e
lOm/HD 1GB lV'rfiik 'ei799.Q0e

Strang Rrm upgrade
vaihwlc inorder with new^gL
RiscPCatonly £116.32 v3

I Kor 17'RKF90 monitor Bdd E37G.00

For CDrom Drive >tx Hdd £99.00

| ForCDrom Drive 8x Rdd £159.00
Ml Computers art builtand tattd beforedlspatcl
with printers and lafiwart pun hosed Installedas

required at noadditional cost

IWG-SX-33 PC Upgrade £233.00d
<t86-DX2-G6 PC Upgrade £292.00d
'♦86-DX't-l00PC Upgrade£3S 1.00d

1588-100 PC Upgrade £it68.00d
Deduct a 17.50off PCupgrades

whenpurchasedwith RiscPC
IPC Exchange £29.00a
Windows 3.1 + DOS 8.22 £59.00c
Recess* Card £139.00b
Rrm710 upgrade , S»*' £119.00b
Strong Rrm upgrade £292.00b
Rudio mixer £>t0.00a
fTlovie(Tlagic £279.00c
Second Slice £116.00d
Sound Card £89.00b
RiscPC mTlbRRm £PD.Rc
RiscPC 8mb RflfTl £PD.R c
RiscPC 16mbRRm £PD.Rc

RiscPC 32mb RRm EPD.R c
RiscPC lmbVRRfTI EIW.OOc

| RiscPC 2(TlbVRRm £2"t5.00c

Rrchimedes Camp
\Plh PortablE (1.8 Floppy mtlb ram
Rrm 3 LCD (Hon. BOmb HD). € 1350.00d

R7000 (1.6Floppy i. mbexpundoble lo
130mb ram. Rrni 7S00 RKF60 IT1/B mon.
S><0mbMD. on site 12 months warranty)

km/HDWS 1if"mon. £1099.00e
IFor -IxCDrom Drive .!,/,/£ 100.00

Pocket Book
IPocketBook2(2S6k) £239.00c
PocketBook2(imBU^-(.''E319.00c
R-Link ^"^ £59.00b
m-Link £59.00b
PC-Link + £59.00b
Parallel Link £29.00a
Power Supply £ 1if.50b

| Flash SSD ima £119.00c

Hardiuare Upgrades

Hawk V9 mkll £19lf.00c
Lark midi Sound-Ba. £172.00c
midi max £78.00c
Rise DS Upgrade Chips £36.00a
SCSI 16bit £95.00c

SCSI 2 32bit £20S.00c

TV Tuner £99.00c

TV Tuner + Teletext £ 159.00c

Data Storage

IR30x0CD Rtapi interface £8>f .00b
Quad External fltapi CD £ 176.00c
R30x0 IDE interface £88.00b

IR30x0 IDE/CD interface £ 10"f.00b
all aboveInclude III)fixingkit

| IDE 2.5"
170mb E99.00c

|270mb £125.00c
Sif Omb £289.00c

IIDE 3.5"
1.0 gb Conner £210.00c
1.6 gb Conner £2>f9.00c
1.7 gb IBm E229.00c

ISCSI 2 3.5"
Slf"fmeg Fujitsu £ 188.00c

'iGblOmslBITI £2B9.00c
IIDE CD Tray Internal
IPanasonic Quadpro £99.00c
Pioneer Quad £99.00c
Goldstar 8 speed £159.00c

SCSI CD Tray Quad Internal
Toshiba Xm-3601B £259.00c

SDSI CD Caddy Quad Internal
| ToshibaXm-3501 B £299.00c

PD SYSTEMS
4X speed CD-ROM Drive
650 MD Optical Disc Drive
Internal or External

Including 1 Cartridge £539.00d
Extra 650MB Cartridge £45.00a

memory Upgrades
R3000 l-2mb

R3000 1-ifmb
R3010 l-2mb

R3010 2-ifmb
R3020 / Rif000 2->tmb

RS000 2->tmb

£6>f.00b

£ 139.00c
£53.00b

£96.00b

£99.00b

£99.00b
MlUpgrades liltedfree Ifordered

with Comnuter else £18.00

monitors
Rcorn RKF60
RcornRKF91
liyama 17MmFB617E .20,10
liyama 17"(TIT9017E .26U„
microv 1V1V38 (iwso)

Imicrov lV'lWSO(nxrao)
microv 15"158528doi

E380.00d
£699.00d

£629.00d
£899.OOd

£289.00d

£219.00d

£299.00d

Scanners
Epson GT5000 parallel £399.OOd
Epson DTS000 scsi £469.OOd
Epson GT8500 para/scsi £529.OOd
Epson GT9500 para/scsi £659.OOd
Scanlight 256 Bbit £16<f.00c
Scanlight 256 1Sbit ElSl.OOc
Scanlight 256 Video £222.00c
Image master/Twain Driver £39.00a

Printers

Canon

BJ-30

BJC-70

BJC-210

BJ-230

BJC->fl00i
BJC-610
Epson
Stylus Col 2
Hewlett Packard
DeskJet 600

DeskJet 660

LaserJet 5L^1
Calligraph *"
R>f 1200 Laser

[colour) £299.00d

(Black)
(colour)

PJBiaeltj

(black) £1150.00d

£199.00d

£299.00d

£399.00d

Printer Inks/Refil

Inkjet Refills are an economical iuay
of re-charging your existing cartridge
Rll inks come complete ujith gloves,
syringe and easy to use instructions.
Single 20ml Rny Colour £6.70a
Twin 2x20ml Black £ 12.30a
Bulk 125ml Rny Colour £23.00b

'Cartridgemate' r new and

easy to use cartridge refill system for
HP 51626R high cap. cartridges
fl refill system uiith no mess

Comprises: CartridgelTlate
& 2 x itOml Ink Tanks

Cartridge not included £3S.00b
Ink Tank 2 x ItOml £21.00a

HP51625R Tri-Colour Cartridge refill
kit 3 x 3 colour refills Comprises:

C/m & Y Inks. Cap Retaining Clip
Cartridge Cap Remover £35.00a

Wealso cany n large stockof inkjet
cartridges and ribbons

Canon LBP-if Toner

Canon LBP-8 Toner

HP LaserJet5L Toner

£69.00c
£79.00c

£59.00c

Printable Items

Colour'n LUear (2 while Baseball Caps ♦

3 transfer papers) £ 10.50b
Colour'n UJear (2 white T Shirts ♦

•. transfer papers £ 13.50b
Colour'n lilear
(i«transfer papers only) £7.50o

(30 transfer papers only) Eh 1.00b
Design & Print mouse mat £5.00a
Design & Print Business Cards
10x8 R<tISOg Perforated £5.00a
Col InkJet matt photo mhite paper
2E sheets x 120gms £5.50b
monochrome InkJet brilliant ujhite
paper 100 sheets x 90gms £3.00b

CD Software

Artworks (CO £99.00c

ArtWorksClipart I (CC) £20.00a
ArtWorksClipartII (CC) £20.00a
Beinga Scientist (Anglia) £44.00a
BitfolioEd? (Lino) £50.00c
BreakawayMaths (YIIMi £70.00b
Britain from Ihe Air £44.00a
Britain Since 1930 £28.00a
Cars-Maths in Motion (Cambs) £105.00b
Dinosaurs (M/S) £45.00a
Castles (Anglia) £44.(X)a
Guardians Of itic Greenwood £54,00a
Granny's Garden (4Mat) £3S.00a
Hutchinson M/Media £45.00a
industrial Revolution (Anglia) £94,0Oa
Inventors&Inventions (Anglia) £164.00a
Kingfisher Childrens Micropedia£93.00b
Langsdale ICCS) £l(M.00b
Medieval Realms iom 1500 £ 164.00c

Musical Instruments (M/S» £4S.00a
Mysteries of Nature (Anglia) I HA
NaughtyStories VI&2 (Sher) £93.00b
PhotoBase I920s.30s.40s.50s.60s
Viclorians,LandscapesEach(LL)£54.00a
RiscDise 2 (Uniqueway) £23.00a
Seashore Life (7-11) £44.00a
Understanding Energy £53.00a
Understandingthe Body £44.(M)a
World War 2 £28.00;.

Application Softuuare
Advance

Advantage
(Acorn) £116.00c

(LL) £54.00a

Mai Clrr\c±rTel: 01924254800Fax: 01924258036IVlCt I vlUcI E.Mail: sales@davyn.demon.co.uk

Finance
Clearly the Best Chdice|

(based on 20%deposit ami 096finance
over 20 month period HAcom Items Only)

Acorn*

20\0%
Personal finance is available toqualifying!

purchases. Credit subject tostatus.
Written quotation onrequest.

APR 0%

SEE US AT a
Olympia J\COYl\
Exhibition Centre \i//~\riT t~\
I-3 November 96 W U K L U

STAND No. 22

Ancestry
ANT internet II
Apple IS £££>
Arcfax
Armadeus
ArlWorks

C++
Card shop
Celebration
TheComp.Anlmaic
Composition
Compression
DataPower
DesktopThesaurus

(Minerva)

J>(ANT)
(Oragan)
David P)
(Clares)

(CO
(Acorn)
(Clares)

(Clares)
(lolal

(Clares)
(CC)

(fota)
(KDev)

tsifflb
£109.(K)h

£30.00a

£33.00a
£25.00a
£99.00c

E249.00C
£22.00a

£32.(K)a

L'Xi.OOh

£150.00c
£31.00a

E99.00c
£ 19.00a

Davyn Software
Draw to DXF Converter

?J$ Only£23.00a

* DXF

EasyClip (Fabis) £31.0()a I
Easy Font3 (Fabis) £31.00a I
Eidoscopc(RiscPConly) (CC) £l70.ooh
Eureka 3 (LL) E 104.00c
Formulix (CO £70.00a |
Font IX (Datastore) £12.00a
Frame-It I or 2 (Davyn)each £6.00a|

Tuhlishci Irtegutai Ihunes
Graphics Loaders (CC) £44.00a|
Ulusionisl (Clares) £45.00a|
Imagers 2 (Alternative P) £41.00a
Image Oullincr (lota) £54.00a|
Impression Publishci (CC) El39.00c
Impression Style (CC) E79.00C
Inlerlalk (Acorn) £92.00c
Knowledge Organiser 2(Clare) £72.00a
Noiate (IX) £62.00b|
PCPRO(Ipcx86vji ^BANT) £45.00a
Pendown Eloilea (LL) £58.00c|
Pendown Plus (LL) £83.00c
Personal Accounts (Apricole) £40.00b
PhOtoDcsk 2 (Space Tech) £259.0()c
Pinpoint (Longman) £104.00c
Pro Artisan 2 (Clares) £135.00a
Pro Artisan 24 (Clares) £99.00c
Prophet 2 Accounts (Apricote) £163.00c
Render Bender v2 (Clares) £45.00a
Replay Starter Kit (Acorn) £40.00b
Revelation ImagePro (LL) £163.00c
Rhapsody3 (Clares) £93.00.1 I
Rhythm Bed (Clares) £45.00a

RiscCad Professional
SiV (Davyn) £199.75c
Education £159.80c
Site Licence £58l.62c|
Serenade (Clares) £93.00a
ShapeFX (Datastore) £I2.(K).i
Sibelius 6 <v3) (Sibe) £179.00c
Sibelius7 Prof. (v3) (Sibe) £899.00d I
Sibelius 7Sludeni (v3) (Sibe) £499.00d I
SmArl (IMation) £41.00a

SmArt Files (4Mation)cach £17.00a
SmArt File Mod.Lang.(4Mation)£2l.00a
Snippet (4Mation) £38.00a
Sound IXMaker (CIS) £39.(K)a |
Termite Inierncl (DoggySoft) £89.00c
Texiliase (SostEase) £54.O0a I
TcxtEase Talking (SostEase) £74.00a |
TimeCode (ART) £29.(K)a
Tiller (Clares) £93.00a

Topographer
Touch Type
Turbo Driver

Twain Drivers

(Clares) £73.00a

(Iota) £45.001)
(CO £51.00b
(DP) £ 19.0Oa

Education Software

10 out of 10 Full Range Each E14.00a
Dinosaurs. Driving Test. Early Essential*.
Lndish. Hsn.Maths, liss.Science. French. German

Jr.Essentials, Maih Algebra, M.nliGeometry,
MothsNumber.MaihStatistics,StuccSpclling,
Adventure Playground (S(orm) £21.00a
Amazing Maths (CSII) £22.00a
AmazingOllie (Storm) £15.00a
Arcventurel Romans (Sher) E38.00a
Arcventurell Egyptians (Sher) L'.'-S.OO.i
Arcventure III Vikings (Sher) £38.00o
Arcventure IV A Saxons(Sher) £38.00a
Around World 80 Days (Slier) £49.00a
Aztecs (Sher) £48.00a

BadgerTrails (Sher) £48.00b
Balloons and Zoo (Topo) £21.00a
BodyWise (Sher) £48.00a
Calabash Pirates (Storm) £25.00a
Coffee (Storm) £29.(K)a

Connections (Sher) £34.00a
CrystalRainForrest (Sher) £48.00a
Crystal Rain Forresl 11 (Sher) £48.00a
Darrvl the Dragon (IMal) £21.00a

DataGraph (Topo) DO.OOa
Harm (Sher) £22.(K)a

Firsi Logo (LL) £25.00a
Firsl Page DTP (LL) E53.00a

Flossy The Frog (4Mal) £26.00a

Flight Path 9+ (Storm) PI.00a

Freddy Teddy (Topo) £!5.00a
Freddy Teddy's Adv (Topo) £15.00a
Fun School 3/4 (5.5-7.7+) each £20.00a

(Please Specify age group)
Granny'sGarden (4M.it) £26.00a

Happy Life (CCS) £31.00c
James Pond running aler £29.00a
Landmarks lull range LI.leach £28.00a

LookHereTalkingT)pics(Sh) £61.00b
Magpie (LI.) £62.001.

Maths Circus (4Mat) £29.()()a

MalhsMania (Topo) £25.()()a

Music Box (Topo) £35.0()a

Naughty StoriesV1or 2(Sher) £58.00b
Number Tiles (Topo) £25.00a
OllieOctopusSk Pat (Storm) £16.00a

Oxford Reading Tree Slage 2
TalkingStories (Slier) £45.001)

More Talking Stories A (Slier) £•15.001.

Oxford Reading Tree Slagc 3
Talking Stories (Shcr) £-15,001)

Oxford Talking Infant Alias £21,00a
PinPoinl Junior

PlanlWise

Rosie & Jim Duck
Rosie it Jim Sneezes

ScrecnTurtlc

Sea Rescue

Selladore Tales

Smudge Ihe Spaniel
Smudge ihe Scientist
Smudge Punctuates
Space City
Splash
Slig of the Dump
Story Starts
Talking Clock

(LL)
(Sher)

(Sher)

(Sher)
(Topo)
(Sher)

(Sher)
(Storm)
(Storm)

£31,00a

£49.00a

£ 11,50a

LI 1.50.1

£35.00a
£29.(H)a

£26.(H)a

£ 19.00a

£42.00a
(Storm) ETB.Aa

(Sher)

(Sher)

(Sher)

(Sher)
(Topo)

Talking Animated Alphabet
I'TalkingRhymesI (Topo) £26.(X)a
The Playground (Topo) £25.00a
The Puddle & Wardrobe(Topo) £20.00a

£31.00a
£22.0<)a

£26.00a

£26.00a

£35.00a

£32.00a

Time Detective
TinyDraw/Logo

ITinyPu/./lc
TeddyBear'sPicnic
Voyage of Discovery
WoYsl Witch

(Sher) £49.00a

(Topo) £25.00a
(Topo) £20.00a
(Sher) £31.00a
(Slier) £38.00a
(Sher) £29.O0a

Games Software

Aldcrbaran d^> (Evolution)
Alone in the D;r*«5»»\Krisalis)
Aries -Inclines (GamcsWarc)
Anagram Geniu
Big Bang
Black Angel
Boxing Manager
Burn Out

Cannon Fodder
Chuck Rock

Cobalt Seed

Crystal Maze
Cyber Ape
Cyber Chess
Darkwood

Duuc2

Dune2 CD
Dungeon
Empire Soccer
Enter The Realm (
E-Type Compendium
E-TypeJaguar 2
Fire & Ice
Flashback

F.T.T.
Global Effect
Gods

Haunted House

Heimdall

(4D)
(Psycore)

(4D)
(Krisalis)

(Oragan)
(Krisalis)

(Krisalis)
(TBA)
(Sher l

(TBA)

(4D)
(Eclipse)
(Eclipse)
(Eclipse)

(ID) 2mb
(Empire)

(4D) 2ml.
(4D)

(I SGold)
(TBA)

(Eclipse)
(Krisalis)
(4D) 2mb

S^lKi-isalis)
IIcroQuest CS^'i Krisalis)
Holed Out Compendium (4D)

IJames Pond (Krisalis)

£ 10.00a

£25.O0a

£25.()()a

£27.00a
114.00a

£28.00a

£5.00a
£23.00a
£23.00a

£10,00a

£21.00a

£27.00a

£17.(H)a

£28.00a
£22.00a

£32.00a
£45.00a
£29.00a
£23.00a

£2l.00a
£22.00a

£29.00a
£21.00.1

£25.00.1

£17.00a

£32.00a

ElO.OOa

£22.00u
£ 15.00a

£ 15.00a

£21.00a

£10,00a

Starfighter 3000
Stereoworld
Slum Racer 2000

Swiv
Time Machine

Virtual Golf
Virtual Golfauguslac

(Fednet)

(4D)
(4D)

(Krisalis)

(ID)
(4D)2mb £29
wrse (41)1 £20

James Pond 2 RoboCod (GAV) £20
James Pond running water £29
Krisalis ColleclioirS«*<Yisalis) £24
Lemmings (Kiisalis) £19
Lemmings Oh No More£$»»} £15.
Lemmings RiscPC (Krisalisl £24.
Magic Pockets cs»*-cnagade) £15.
Man United Europe (Kris) £10.(
Populus (Krisalis) £25.1
Quest for Gold rS^Krisalis) £5.(
Revolver (Psvcorc) £14.1
Real McCoy 2 (4D) £29.1
lApocoltptr. HoledOu. Olrmplcs. InerUel
Real McCoy 3 (4D) £29
if iti.m.l. ttrrryon. DropSkip, the Wtmp Ga

Real McCoy 4 (ID) £29
(Galaclk Dan,Griewuibodily'Arm, X-Flrr.Oua

Sally&Wally rJ^Oragan) £15
Saloon Cars Delux (4D) £29
Scrabble (US Gold) £25
SimCity (Krisalis) £26
SimCity 2000 (Kris)A5000/PC £33
Simon'The Sorcerer (G/W) £35
Simon The Sorcerer CD(GAV) £41
Small (-jgiiWVirgo) £15
Specdball , S*1Krisalis) £15
Spobbleoid ^g^Cybernalion) £5.
Spobbleoid Fantasy (4D)

.11!)., )

,00a

00a
,00a

,00a I
00a

00a
00a
00a

00a I
00a
00a I
00a|
00a
00a I
00a

(X)a

00a I
00a

00b I

£27

£27
£27

£29

£10

£23

Zool 1.6mdisk (-£&> (AP) £8
GamesPad 2pluycr (GAV) £33

.:.,.<!<•.• c»atntfttrflff
5.25 401 bare disc drive £ 19.00c

Sbit User Analogue Interface £23.(X)b I
AMouse in Holland (F.Y) £20.00a I
Amazing Maths (F.Y) £i7.0()a
Doris the Dotty Dog (EY) ElO.OOa
Flossy the Frog (EY) £20.00a |
Gemini (EY) ElO.OOa
Polvominocs (Topo) £25.00a I
I'od'd (ESM) £15.00a |
Prime Mover (Minerva) £30.(H)a
Pro Driver (Ace) £15.00a|
StartWritc (AP) £8.(X)a
StartWrile Talking (EY) EI5.(X)a
Waiter (Digital) £15.00a
Word Works (CO £15.00a
S/U 2mA30I0 incAction Pack £l90.(X)d |
New .t l iscd Acorn Spares £ ring

How To Order

Cheques: should bemade
payable loDayyn ComputersI
Credit Cards: you mayalsopay!
byVisa, Delta. Euro. Switch.
Electron, or Master Card. Wei
normally make no charge for this,!
and lake no payment until goods]
are ready For dispatch, We neeclj
the card holders address audi
telephone number, card number|
and issue number if any and the
expiry date.
Carriage: charges areas follows
a Small £1.251
b Medium £2.501
c Medium Recorded £4.501
tl Courier £10.00]
e Courier Large £15.001
Official Orders: are welcome!
from L!K education audi
government institutions (invoices
are due for paymenl within 14|
days and are subject to carriage
and hue payment charges).

VAT is included:
Order Address: please sendl
your orders to;
Davytl Computer Services
'The Workshop'
Off Princess Street. Sand:il,|
Wakefield, West Yorkshire.
WF15NY
Opening Hours:
Monday 9.30- 5.30
Tuesday 9.30- 5.30
Wednesday 9.30- 5.30
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

9.30- 7.30

9.30- 7.30

9.30- 5.30

Terms: All products, prices audi
specifications arc offered in good]
faith and are subject to change]
without notice. We Process all|
orders immcdially, bill suppliers
do sometimes keep us waiting.I
Goods are guaranteed bul are noil
supplied on approval. Returns and]
cancellations can only be accepted]
by prioragreement and there may I
he a restocking and administration]
charge Alull copy ofour terms are]
available upon request.
B.&.O.E 10-10-%



portables
Importing RTFs
PocketFS has long been
able to export Pocket
Book Write files in Rich
Text Format (RTF). RTF
files are very common on
PCs but recently seem to
be coming even more so
on the Acorn platform.
In this piece I'mgoing to
look at the RTF import
ing capabilities of three
main RISC OSpackages.

The file I am using
has been generated on a
Pocket Book II (this is, I think, what readers of this col
umn are interested in importing) and contains styles,
effects, different alignments and double spacing. The
print-out showswhat thefinal document should look like
when printed from thePocket Book.

Ovation Pro
Ovation Pro is the newest package under review
and uses a filter system to enable it to import RTF
files. The importer is only in its first version but
performs reasonably well and handled all the
effects and styles thrown at it. The package man
aged to reproduce the original document very
accurately and copied across all the styles from the
Pocket hook successfully.

It did have a problem with some files - although
not the one under test - where it missed out the

first word of some paragraphs. However, Beebug is
investigating this and hopes to have a new version
of the loader included in one of the free updates.

Impression Publisher
I tested Impression Publisher both with the stan
dard RTF loader and the enhanced RTF loader sup
plied in the text loaders pack. The standard

Psion's 3c and Siena
Psion has just announced the release of two new
models of portable computer - the Psion 3c and
the Siena. The Psion 3c is an updated version of
the world renowned Psion 3a while the Siena has

the power of a 3a in a case small enough to lit
into a shirt pocket and is aimed at the electronic
organiser market.

The Psion 3c takes all the features of the Psion

3a but has a restyled case, an enhanced applica
tion suite and built-in communications technol

ogy. The new application suite contains enhanced
versions of Data, Agenda and Calculator and also
contains a new file management program,
Soundmaster (a sound manipulation package) and
Notes (an electronic Post-It note).

The new communications devices are an IrDA

compliant infra-red port and a RS232 serial port.
The lrDA port can be used to communicate with
printers and mobile phones while the serial port
allows you to connect the Psion 3c to PC's,
modems and mobile phones. The new serial port

version did not perform very well. It failed to jus
tify some of the text correctly, didn't always dis
play it in the correct font or effect, displaying
Trinity as Courier, and reported strange errors like
font trinity not found. It did manage to copy the
styles across and handled tabs and double spacing
correctly.

The enhanced loader which costs £29 + VAT per
formed much better - as would be expected. It han
dled the different fonts and effects correctly and
didn't give any strange errors when importing the
file. It did fail to justify the first paragraph cor
rectly, aligning it to the left rather then centring it.

Fireworkz
Fireworkz is the only one of the three packages
that doesn't require a loader/module to import
KIT files. The package correctly handled all the
styles, effects and justifications in the original file.
It did however alter the page margins to some
thing rather strange and didn't double space the
text at all. It was however, the only package that
correctly handled the headers and footers that
Write inserted.

Conclusion
Overall, if we don't include the standard

Impression loader, each package handled the RIP
file reasonably well.

Ovation Pro's filter particularly impressed as it
is so new. It performed as well as Impression's
enhanced RTF loader but doesn't cost any extra,
and Beebugplans to develop it further if required.

Each package has its merits and faults and any
of the three packages will suffice for importing
PIT files, provided you use the enhanced loader
when using Impression. Impression and Fireworkz
also have the facility to export RTF files something
Ovation Pro currently can't.

runs at 57,600bps and will make Internet access
using the Psion 3c more cost efficient. Internet
and Web browsing software are already under
development by Psion.

The new Psion 3c is now available and comes

with either 1Mb and 2Mb of memory and costs
£339.95 and £399.95 respectively.

The Siena, on the other hand, is aimed at a dif

ferent market - that of the electronic organiser
and has a significant advantage over its rivals due
to the impressive applications suite and memory
capacity. It weighs only 183 grams, is powered
by 2 AAA batteries and yet contains an applica
tion suite similar to that of the Psion 3a, and is

supplied with either 512K or 1Mb of memory.
The machine, as with the 3c, contains an lrDA

and RS232 serial port making communication
with other Psion's and the outside world easy. It
has a QWERTY keyboard, a high resolution LCD
screen and costs £169.95 for the 512K version and

£229.95 for the 1Mb version.

Web update
At the time of going to press the

AU Portables Page Web pages

are not quite ready but should be

by the time you read this - keep

an eye on the Acorn Userweb

site at http://www.idg.co.uk/

acornuser/ for more details.

The site will contain links to

Psion and Pocket Book related

web sites, an essential software

page, a readers top 10,copies of

previous portables page and a

hints and tips section. Inthe next

column I'll be presenting a guide

to the new web site and details

of its URL.

Pocket NetStation

A full-size keyboard is to be an

optional extra to Acorn's

NetStation. Maybe Acorn would

be wise to consider an option to

allow users to plug a Pocket

Book into the NetStation and

use its keyboard instead.

SparkPlug update
Until recently if you used

'.SparkPlug to decompress ZIP

files you needed to fiddle

around with the filenames once

you had unzipped them, due to

the fact that '.Sparkplug didn't

handle DOS extensions properly.

The latest version, 2.25, does

and if you haven't already got a

copy then get hold of one - it

makes life much easier.

SparkPlug, v2.25 is available

from various FTP sites and also

from the David Pilling's web site

at http://www.netlink.co.uk/

users/pilling.

Contacting me
You can contact the Portables

page by writing to me, Mark

Taylorat Acorn User, Media

House, Adlington Park,

Macclesfield SK10 4NP, or by

email to auport@idg.co.uk
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The latest in a great line of offers
from

CUMANA
Cumana, in partnership with Anglia Multimedia,
bring you a unique opportunity to take the
first steps into equipping for multimedia.

A
lANGLIA
Multimedia

Now equipped with quad
speed performance and

featuring a computer/CD
audio mixer plus a 256Kb cache
memory. With fast, reliable
performance Oscar can access a whole range of CD-ROM's, audio CD's, Kodak Photo
CD's and fully support the most powerful multimedia applications.
Oscar is simple to connect and being external can be moved between computers and
platforms. Being parallel connected Oscar has a 'through printer port' to connect other
parallel devices giving complete flexibility.

SPECIAL CD-ROM PACKAGE
* The Oscar CD-ROM Drive

(including Acorn and PC driver
software and a set of

mini stereo headphones)
plus

* A FREE CHOICE of 4 from 14 Anglia
Multimedia CD-ROM titles

Fur the

Pmceof

(including delivery and exc. VAT) Order Code: Anglia.Off
(Offer ends 31st November 1996)

Call the CUMANA team for full details of this

offer or a copy of our latest catalogue.
Tel: 01483 503121

Fax: 01483 451371

E-Mail: sales@cumana.co.uk
Cumana, Boundary House, The Pines, Broad Street,

Guildford, Surrey, GU3 3BH

Choose your 4 titles from:
Seashore Ufe

Garden Wildlife

Vikings!
Romans!

Exploring Castles

Nelson and His Navy
Eureka: An Encyclopedia of
Discoveries and Inventions

Understanding Energy
Understanding the Body
Being a Scientist
Looking at Animals
Survival's Mysteries of Nature
British Isles from the Air

The World's Weather



cover disc
Shogi
This application may be used to control a game of Shogi and act as
an aid to problem solving, including the computer finding check
mates. It does not include a computer play option — nor is it ever
likely to, unless someone else wishes to collaborate with me to use
it as the front end to such a program.

For a full description of the game and an introduction to its
strategy and tactics you should get the book Shogi for Beginners by
John Fairbairn (The Ishi Press, ISBN 4-87187-201-7). There is a sum
mary of the game in the applications help file plus a complete
description of the program itself.

Shogi is a Japanese game from the chess family, and of similar
antiquity to the modern Western game of
chess. Some terminology from chess is used
by Western players of Shogi but may not
have an identical meaning and must be used
with care; for example, a Shogi piece named
similarly to a chess piece may not have an
identical move.

The two sides in a game of Shogi are con
ventionally named Black and White. Unlike
chess the pieces are not coloured - ownership
of a piece is indicated by which direction the
piece (which is flat) is pointing. In conven
tional diagrams, and this application, Black
(who moves first) is shown at the bottom of
the board, White at the top.

The board is 9 x 9 spaces and the pieces are
identified by the symbol on them. Japanese
Shogi sets use ideograms representing the
name of the piece, and these are also used in
the West; however many Western sets use

Shanghai

Christopher Dearlove

symbols representing the
moves of the piece instead.

The latter type is simpler
to use initially, but familiar
ity with the Japanese
symbols is preferable and
hence these are used by this
application either in the form
used on pieces, or the simpler
form used in diagrams.
Interactive help (available using

the MIelp application) and the legal move
display function (both described below)
allow the pieces and their moves to be
determined without reference to the

Japanese symbols, and hence this applica
tion may be used if unfamiliar with the
Japanese symbols and then to learn them.

Shogi is also often played as a handicap
game. In this case a number of White's
pieces are removed and then White starts.
There are a number of standard handi

caps, which are available using this
application.

Note that the options provided here are
not a simple list of grade differences. At a
certain grade difference alternate games
may use different handicaps; in addition
some of the provided handicaps are unof
ficial and are rarely used. For fuller details
see Shogi for Beginners.

Joe Chan

On starting the game, 144 mah-jong
pieces are arranged in a neat pile. The
object of the game is to remove pairs of
tiles together until no tiles remain.

Only those which have at
least one edge free of neigh
bouring tiles — the top tile or
the far left/right ones — may
be removed. Clicking on a tile
which may be removed will
cause it to be highlighted. If a
tile cannot be removed, it will

not be highlighted. Having
selected one tile, you must
select a matching one where
upon both pieces will be
removed. If the second tile

does not match the first, noth
ing happens.

If you accidentally select a
tile or change your mind, you
can deselect the first by click
ing on it a second time. The
display at the top left corner
shows the number of pieces remaining -
the one at the top right corner shows the
time taken. The timer does not start until

you select the first pair of tiles. Therefore,
before choosing your first move, study
the pieces and plan as far ahead as possi
ble. If you manage to complete the game

The hint option shows you the avail
able moves if you get stuck. Pressing this
button displays a window with four more
buttons. The < and > buttons allow you

step through the available
moves. Each press of one of
these buttons highlights a
pair of tiles. When you decide
to play one of these moves,
click Select. The hint window

remains displayed to allow
you to see more moves. Click
Cancel if you decide you
don't need any more hints.

Using the hint option will
deny you the privilege of
being entered into the high-
score table. The game can be
paused at any time by closing
the window, this stops the
timer. Clicking on the icon-
bar icon will continue the

game.

A description of the mah-
jong pieces and more detail about the
game controls are given in the program's
help file.

by removing all of the tiles and make it
into the high scores, you will be
prompted to enter your name.
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NewsFind

NewsFindadds the missing facility to search
for patterns in messages stored by
Newsbase.

Matching articles are copied to a
folder so that they can he read by
TTFN or Messenger. NewsFind
makes use of overview files to

speed up searching, so you
need to use Newsbase 0.55 or

later and ensure that this fea

ture is switched on.

When you choose a group
to search you can either pick it
from the menu or type it.

You can also type a hierarchy, using
a trailing *, eg "comp.sys. acorn.*" to search
all the groups within Newsbase beginning
with comp.sys.acorn.

You can either confine a search to the

contents of a specific header in each arti
cle or search the whole body, including
headers.

The range of headers available is
restricted to those consistently available in
overview files, for speed of searching.
Messages are searched on a line by line
basis, and matching patterns apply to
whole lines.

This means that if you want to search for
"Tony Houghton" anywhere in a header or
article you must wildcard the Match expres
sion with "*Tony Houghton*" instead of

^

Tony Houghton

just typing "Tony Houghton". A # character
in the expression matches any one charac

ter, and a * matches 0 or more.

The end condition of a ^wild

card is either the end of a line

(if the * is at the end of the

expression) or the sequence
that matches what follows

the * in the expression. You
can search for * or # charac

ters specifically contained in
messages by preceding them

in the expression with a back
slash \.

The Choices dialogue box allows
you to choose a folder to hold matching
articles, set a log file where brief details of

Regular items
• Bucketloads of *1NF0 from graphics
to games

• Mike Cook's Sound Square program
— can work from Desktop but
beware, it kills dongled versions of
Impression
• Steve Mumford's Wimp C series
implements dragging, plus a reader's
application using AULib

+• +•

each search are written, and to set a user.
Setting a user allows that user's email to
be searched. NewsFind does not support
passwords.

GrimSmash from Graeme Jefferis

., #Great Extras
• Thedemonstration programs for
the PCA protocol
• The first section of code for the

Writc-your-own arcade game series
• The great BSE adventure game, see
the Game Show (Oct '96) for details
• I.ego Dacta control lab files for
Conveyor belt model and Greenhouse
control

• Update for the Lobster Fishing
simulation

**+++ + +

Disc information
The software on these discs has been compressed using ArcFS 2
from VTi, and are opened by running a copy of ArcFS then dou
ble-clicking on the archive to open it. There is a copy of ArcFS
on each disc.

Most software will run straight from the archive, but some
programs may need to be copied out of the archive before being
run, uncompressing them in the process. Any program that
saves a file to disc, for instance, will be unable to do so into the

archives on the disc.
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ItCouldBe form NigelStoner

Faulty disc?
If your disc is faulty, test whether it will verify by clicking with
Menu on the floppy drive icon and choosing Verify.

If it fails to verify or is physically damaged you should return
it to TIB, TIB House, 11 Edward Street, Bradford, Yorkshire BD4
7BII. If it verifies successfully return it to the Acorn User editor
ial office at the usual address.

The Acorn User cover disc has been checked for viruses using
Killer version 2.401 from Pineapple Software.
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Sibelius - free gifts for Xmas!
TREAT yourself to one of the world-
famous Sibelius music programs for
Christmas - and get a Sony CD player,

Aiwa personal stereo or CD-
000 headphones

for free!

MOBECHWSTM*SBABCA.NS.99
Roland SK-50 ^™*MX% bui,t* speakers

28 excelled General

Simply buy your Sibelius program before
Christmas from any dealer, then return the
voucher below with your registration card
to (liiim your amazing (ree gift!

Choose between our new beginners'
program Junior Sibelius! (£49, covers /,

National Curriculum Key Stages
I+2), Sibelius 6 (£179, for GCSE),

Sibelius 7 Student (£495, for
A-level and semi-professional

work) or the state-of-the-art world-
famous professional Sibelius 7
program (£888).

The Sibelius programs need no
introduction - suffice to say that they are
the most highly-acclaimed music software
on any computer, used by such famous
names as the BBC, Royal Academy of
Music. Royal College of Music,

Yehudi Menuhin School, National

Theatre, Oxford University and thousands
of others.

They've received rave reviews throughout the
computer and music press - and in almost every
national newspaper, including The Times,
Sunday Times, Independent. Financial
Times and Daily Telegraph.

To find out more about the Sibelius programs,
contact your local dealer or Sibelius Software
today, and ask for an information pack and free
demonstration disk.

HugeVpoP*-*5*0*5^65 MIDI

Se with sustain pedal,^"TU^^rnrd^e piano ,001(0,-^79.)
sturdy metal X-stand a mQdule £495

Roland**"^^^^The latest in the ™^g%W sound,, now at,

2 headphone sockete^ ^

Cfc,««,

V

>%

%

'•'(ir »•'>/,%

^S

I 1
Please send me my FREE... AU 12196

Sony Discman portable CD player (Sibelius 7 & 7 Student purchasers only)
• Aiwa Personal Stereo with super-bass, bass/treble control and 3-way

auto-reverse (Sibelius 6 purchasers only)
_J CD-1000 stereo headphones (junior Sibelius! purchasers only)

lock::::: •• buyyour program from anyStbolim'•• itreturn your registration form
with thisvoucher stapledto it inan enn nolater than 31.1.97.

Limited to one free gift per purchaser. Upgrades, updatesand extrastandalone copies arc ineligible. Site
licencesand bundles countas a singleprogram for this purpose. !' ..:,

•••.• i/bm Maynot be used incoi r discountWe resi
• 0.001;). E&OE

Ithy

"This extraordinary computer program
has changed the music world forever"

The Times

"In a totally different league from
anything else"

Paul Patterson, Professor of

Composition, Royal
Academy of Music

"There are countless educational

possibilities for this software"

A4usic Teacher magazine

"Instantly captured the
imagination of staff and pupils alike"

Paul McMasters, Head of Computing,
Winchester College

"Sibelius 7 feels as if it has musical

instincts" The Independent

"The biggest surprise with Sibelius is
how simple it is to learn and use
effectively... the most comprehensive
music package imaginable"

Times Educational Supplement

"Dramatically reduces the time it takes
to compose a piece of music"

Financial Times

"As easy to use as pen and ink"

- John Rutter (composer)

"Sibelius 7 can notate, print and play a
musical score at a pace even more
rapid than Mozart at his most
fecund... Imagine what wonders Bach
could have worked with such

technology"

- The Times leader column, 31.1.96

Sibelius Software. 75 Burleigh St Cambndge CBI ID]
Tel: 01223 302765 • Fax: 01223 351947

email: info@sibelius.demon.co.uk

hup://www.acom.co.uk/dcvelopers/sibelius/
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TopModel

Approaching
reality

Paul Wheatley looks at
TopModel, the long
awaited 3D graphics
program from Italian
coding team Sincronia

Presented primarily as a 3D editing
package, TopModel can be roughly

compared to the old Clares package, Illu
sionist. It offers 3D design and rendered
output stopping short of ray-tracing. Its
key feature is the quality of the 3D editing
capabilities. As well as providing support
for a wide range of creation and editing
features, it can be used to produce com
plex 3D objects and scenes. Visualisation is
definitely to the fore, with very rapid
redraw speeds for the rendering of designs
using phong shading.

The version I'm reviewing is the first
commercial release of a package. The
authors intend to develop it into the main
3D graphics program of choice for the
Acorn. Already revealed in previous issues
of AU are developments such as the new

Gemini engine (October 96 AU) which
demonstrate the commitment to take the

software further. The big question is, docs
this first release form a viable core to get
the ball rolling?

Program interface
In contrast to the typical four-view system
that presents plan, front, side and 3D
views of the scene in one window, Top-
Model uses a single view, filling the whole
of the main window. Two main tool bars

present a large array of buttons and fea
tures including the view selection box.
This shows a 3D picture of a cube and
allows you to change the view in the main
window by clicking on the corresponding
side of the cube. The old Euclid package
used a similar method - it's a great way to
relate the view selection and display in an
intuitive way.

The large number of buttons on the two
main bars can be a bit daunting at first,
but the grouping and organisation is very
good. One point to note is the application
specific help system which you have to
turn on from the preferences window. This
makes it a lot easier when you're starting
off - the manual should point this out at

the beginning.
The main window is a little strange in

ordinary desktop use. For some reason, it
can only be dragged horizontally in small
steps (to aid fast redraw) and cannot be
moved off the screen regardless of the
global settings you have for the desktop.
Violating the RISC OS style guide in this
way is rather annoying, particularly when
trying to multitask with other programs.

Getting to grips
with the editor
Working through the first of the tutorials
in the manual provides a rough introduc
tion to the main features and capabilities
of the package. It's not until you start to
experiment and create your own graphics
that you get a real feel for the editor.

Despite the complexity and range of
options involved in some processes, the
program provides a usable way of working
in three dimensions.

Good use is made of modified icons on

the tool and view bars which provide at-a-
glance information on the settings
controlled by the respective buttons. Cur
sor keys can be used as an alternative for
dragging with the mouse. Surprisingly you
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have both fast movement and accuracy.
Selection and creation modes organise
related tools together and streamline main
processes in an intuitive manner.

Scaling and dragging uses a special pre
cision method that allows you to drag
objects using the mouse with pixel preci
sion. In most graphics packages it's
necessary to keep changing the mouse
speed for certain operations. TopModel
effectively does this for you. It's this kind
of feature that shows how good the pack
age is. You gel the feeling that the authors
have written the program, sat down and'
had a good go at using it then taken on
board this experience and put it back into
the program. Proper testing is essential for
any program of this complexity, but all
too often this important stage in a pro
gram's development is missed.

Editing features are comprehensive,
with simple-to-use object control points
for individual adjustments or full-on dis
tortion or accurate transformations for

complete objects. Object creation is also
well supported with extensive support for
lattices and a range of primitives. Further
objects can be managed using the excel-

You get the feeling that the
authors have written the pro

gram, sat down and had a
good go at using it then taken
on board this experience and
put it back into the program

lent library system. Paths form invisible
markers with which to manipulate or act
as guides for the creation of new objects.
Exact features are too numerous to

describe here, but suffice to say, there are
plenty to discover.

On a RiscPC the redraw speed in wire
frame display mode is instant (even for
complex objects). The filled and phong-
shaded modes are actually just about
usable for editing in, despite being much
slower. This makes it much easier to visu

alise designs as they take shape. No need
for several minutes to ray trace a preview
picture when a full-resolution phong
shaded view can be seen in seconds.

Having used a wide range of 3D editors,
1 certainly recommend TopModel for its
core editing and manipulation facilities.

The manual
Making a 3D package easy to use is always
a tricky business. Having handled many
user-friendly packages that can be tackled
without glancing at the manual, it's

TopModel

TopModel in use
Full support is given for multiple light sources and a good range of surfaces is provided. Texture

mapping,transparencyand refractivity can all be controlled.Theone majoromission isanti-alias
ing which would dramatically improve final image quality. A lesser problem occurs when zooming

in on an object - polygons are clipped by not drawing them in when they hit the window edge.

The output from TopModelcan take several forms. In its most obvious form, the views in the

main window can be used, and the quality view bar presents everything from wireframe to full

phong shading. Foranything more than 256 colour output however, it's necessary to save out a

24-bitClearfile. Asimpleoption to kick in a single-tasking, full screen, 24-bitpicturewould have
been useful here, but after a quicksave to ChangeFSI the output produced is very nicelyshaded.

The only problem is the changes in lighting which often create completely different colouring

results to those presented in a phong shaded edit window.

The24-bitoutput can be taken further, to output a series of Clearfiles whichform a simplefilm
or "flyby"of the scene. Several controlsare provided but more development in this area would
certainlypushTopModel into the professional league.

Vector output can be saved out and converted direct to POVray, DXF or GEO. Working in

reverse,the conversion utilities can importa long listof formats with varyingdegrees of com
pleteness.Thesefacilities certainly givethe package more scope, but to get ray traced output
from TopModel designed scenes is still not easy.

Morecomprehensive export facilities that support foreign ray tracer formats in full is the solu
tion. I'd liketo see the inclusion of the PD ray tracer, POVray, already set up to run with
TopModel.

Regardless of whether the editor isgood or not, if professionaloutput cannot be achieved
fromthe program,then it's not worth using.This isn't quite the case with TopModel, but it's very
important for the authors to keep things moving in this area (would this be better as - ...to keep

this in mind during further development). A professional quality ray tracer that takes output
direct from TopModeland supports all the same colour, light and surface settings, would be the

ideal solution.

always a bit of a shock when I look at a 3D
editor. Manipulating objects in 3D will
always be a complex task but by saying
that a swill read through the manual is
necessary, I'm not putting down TopModel
in any way.

As it stands, the main content and areas

covered are about right. This includes two
tutorials (which are essential), several ref

erence sections and plenty of summaries,
FAQs, and hints and tips. The introduction
leads you into the package well, and the
tutorials get you working with the soft
ware straight away. It manages a balance
between providing enough description for
the 3D beginner and not including too
many basics to put off the expert.

The main problem with the manual lies
in the translation. Without wishing to
offend, the grammar used by the Italian
authors isn't perfect. The difficult task of
describing complex 3D manipulation is
handled well, but the high frequency of
grammatical errors is annoying and some
times a little confusing. Hopefully the
relatively trivial task of putting this right
will be carried out soon. My only other
criticism is the lack of a proper index (the
index included is actually a contents page)
which makes it very difficult to look up
particular functions for further help.

Conclusion
Looking deeper than the flashy "realtime"
graphics and comprehensive editing features,
TopModel is a quality package which should,
with continued development, go a long way.
It's ridiculous to expect a program of this
complexity to be perfect in its first release but
thi' route that the authors take next is crucial.

Sincronia is aiming to work with users during
the development of the package, and is pro
viding support with regular Top Modeller
magazines. The next version of the graphics
engine is nearly ready and the future looks
bright for this recommended package.
• Many of the suggested improvements are
addressed in the new release ofTopModel Aj t
which will be available atAcorn World. -^Ll

Product details
Product: TopModel
Authors: Sincronia Multimediali

E-mail: s64922@galileo.polito.it
Supplier: Spacetech

Address: 21 West Wools, Portland, Dorset,

DT5 2GA

Tel: (01305) 822753

Fax:(01305)860483

E-mail: sales@spacetec.demon.co.uk
Price: £99 ex VAT
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CD ROM Players
Suitable for Rise PC 600/700/A7000

Enhance your computer by adding a
Super Fast 10 Speed CD ROM.

No extra hardware required, simply lits
on lo Ihe existing IDE interlace in your
computer. 10 minutes to install. Acorn
& PC drivers and audio lead supplied.

Supports CD-I. Mpog. Kodak, etc
1500Kb/Sec <190Msec. 256Kb Cache.
Quick Play Button. Multi Session.

CDROMlOx £35.00 e £111.62

586 Base Unit P133 Base Unit
AMD586DX-133CPU Intel Pentium P133 CPU

PCI Motherboard & 256k Cache PCI VX Mb & 256k Pipeline Cache
8Mb FPM Ram 16Mb FPM Ram

1Mb PCI 64 Bit S3 VGA Card 1Mb PCI 64 Bit S3 VGA Card

1.2Gb EIDE Hard Drive 1.2Gb EIDE Hard Drive

1.44Mb Floppy disk Drive 1.44Mb Floppy disk Drivo
8x Speed CD ROM Player 10x Speed CD ROM Player
16 Bit Stereo Soundcard 16 Bit Stereo Soundcard

Mini Tower Case & Switch Box/Cables Mini Tower Case & Switch Box/Cables

£499.00 e £586.32 £700.00 o £822.50

P166+ Base Unit P200 Base Unit

Cyrix P166+CPU Intel Pentium P200 CPU

PCI VX Motherboard & 256k Cache PCI HXII Mb & 256k Pipeline Cache
16Mb FPM Ram 32Mb FPM Ram

1Mb PCI 64 Bit S3 VGA Card 2Mb PCI 64 Bit 3D Matrox Mystique
1.2Gb EIDE Hard Drive 2.0Gb EIDE Hard Drive

1.44Mb Floppy disk Drivo 1,44Mb Floppy disk Drive
10x Speed CD ROM Player 12x Speed CD ROM Player
16 Bit Stereo Soundcard 3D Stereo Soundcard

Mini Tower Case & Switch Box/Cables & 128 Voice Wavetable

Mini Tower Case & Switch Box/Cables

£700.00 c £822.50 £1499.00 e £1761.32

Kimberley
Kimberley Computers Ltd.
Dept ACU12. 73 Chapel Street. Leigh.

Lancashire, WN7 2DA UK.

Tel+44 (01942)677777
Fax+44 (01942) 672300

Email Sales@kcsprem.dcmon.co.uk
or info@kcsprem.demon.co.uk

"Better Value than

the PC Card"

Over the past lew months, we have
been running an advert lor a PC Base
unit that works along side the Rise PC.

By popular demand, we have now
expanded the range to include

Pentium PC's, and also Monitor &

Keyboard/OS options.

> Buy a complete system with a
> monitor & Keyboard switch box. This
> gives complete compatability and il
> runs a lot faster than Ihe PC card will

> It has its own Hard Drive and Fast

> CD ROM. Fully Expandable.

Full Specification sheets are now
available (or all options. Call or visit

http://wwvAkimberley.com

Leasing and Personal Finance can be
arranged. Writtendetails on request.

RPC Upgrades A5000 Upgrades A3010 Upgrades

1Mb Vram upgradable
2Mb Vram

4Mb 72 Pin Simm

8Mb 72 Pin Simm

16Mb 72 Pin Simm

32Mb 72 Pin Simm

540Mb IDE Hard Drive

850Mb IDE Hard Drive

1Gb IDE Hard Drive

t.2Gb IDE Hard Drive

1.6Gb IDE Hard Drive

2Gb IDE Hard Drive

540Mb SCSI Hard Drive

1Gb SCSI Hard Drive
2Gb SCSI Hard Drive

4Gb SCSI Hard Drive

PC Card SXL-33
PC Card DX2-66

PC Card OX4-100

PC Card 586-100

CPU FAN COOLER

Ex Vat Inc Vat Ex Vat Inc Vat

£55.00 £64.62b 2-4MbMemUpgrade £89.00 £104.57b
£120.00 £141.00 b 4-8MbMomUpgrade £229.00 £269.07d

£25.00 £29.37 ,;

£45.00 £52.87 c
£85.00 £99.87 c

£180.00 £211.50,

£125.00

£135.00

£149.00

£165.00

£185.00

£215.00

£135.00

£189.00

£345.00

£680.00

£146.87 <|

£158.62 <l

£175.07 d
£193.87 d
£217.37 e
£252.62 o

£158.63 d

£222.07 d
£405.37 I

£799.00 I

£199.00 £233.82 o
£249.00 £292.57 e
£299.00 £351.32 o

£499.00 £586.32 o

£8.50 £9.99 b

Did YouKnow that tho chances olyour
ARM processor failing are much higher il
you have a PC Cardlined. ThoPC Card
raises Ihe operating tempraturc ol the
ARMCard, tocombat this, you willneed a
PC CPUCooler. Highly Recommended

8x Int. CD Rom IDE £75.00 £88.12..
tOx Int. CD Rom IDE £95.00 £111.62 g
8x Int. CD Rom SCSI £105.00 £123.37 a
10x Int. CD Rom SCSI £165.00 £193.87 g

Arm 710 Upgrade
2nd Slice (inc PSU)
2 Slot Backplane
16 Bit Sound Upgrade
MIDI Port Podule

User Port Analogue/MIDI
AKA32 Acorn SCSI Card

Std SCSI Card

Ethernet Card

Ethernet Card & Access*

RPC Technical Ret Man.

Heavy Duty Keyboard
RPC Sid Keyboard
Keyboard Ext. Cable 2M
KCS Replacement Mous*
Acorn Mouse

Mouse Ext. Cable 2M

Monitor Ext. Cable 2M

£125.00 £146.87 c

£99.00 £116.33 o

£30.00 £35.25 b
£59.00 £69.32 e
C45.00 £52.87 c

£99.00 £116.33 c.
£125.00 £146.87 c

£99.00 £116.33 c

£110.00 £129.25 c
£122.00 £143.35 c

£50.00 £50.00 g

£25.00 £29.37 g
£25.00 £29.37 g

£6.50 £7.64 I)
£10.00 £11.75 h
£20.00 £23.50 b

£6.50 £7.641)
£6.50 £7.64 |.

Modems (External)
28.8k Fax/Modem £99.00 £116.33 ,.
28.8k Fax/Modem BABT £115.00 £135.12 g
33.6k Fax/Modem £110.00 £129.25 g
33.6k Fax/Modem BABT £125.00 £146.87 g

15"FSTMonitor 0.28dp £235.00 £264.37 I
17" Monitor 0.28dp £480.00 £564.00 I
17" Monitor 0.26dp £535.00 £628.62 I

540Mb IDE Hard Drive £125.00 £146.87 d

540Mb SCSI Hard Drivo £135.00 £158.63d

1Gb SCSI Hard Drive £189.00 £222.07e
2Gb SCSI Hard Drive £545.00 £640.381

4Gb SCSI Hard Drive £680.00 £799.001

All CD Roms arc External

Twin (2x) CD Rom Par. £175.00 £205.63e
Quad (4x) CD Rom sesi £175.00 £205.63 e
Oct (8x) CD Rom SCSI £245.00 £287.87 g

28.8k Ext. Fax/Modem £99.00 £116.33e

28.8k Fax/Modem BABT £115.00 £135.12e

33.6k Fax/Modem £110.00 £129.25e

33.6k Fax/Modem BABT £125.00 £146.87o

Keyboard Ext. Cable 2M
Replacement Mouse
Acorn Mouse

Mouso Ext. Cable 2M

Monitor Ext. Cable 2M

£6.50 £7.64 b

£10.00 £11.75b

£20.00 £23.50 b

£6.50 £7.64 b

£6.50 £7.64 b

Rise OS 3.1 Chipset £29.00 £34.07b
Rise OS 3.1 Full Kit £50.00 £58.75 0

Rise OS 3.1 10 Pack £290.00 £340.75 e

AKA32 Acorn sesi Card £125.00 £146.87c
Std SCSI Card £99.00 £116.33c

Ethernet Card £110.00 £129.25c
EthernotCard&Access.£122.00 £143.35c

Float. Point Accelerator £115.00 £135.12c

User Port Analogue/MIDI £55.00 £64.62 c

A4000 Upgrades

2-4Mb Mem Upgrade £83.00 £97.52 h.

540Mb IDE Hard Drive £125.00 £146.87d

540Mb SCSI Hard Drive £135.00 £168.62(1

1Gb SCSI Hard Drive £189.00 £222.07 e

Keyboard Ext. Cable 2M
Replacement Mouse
Acorn Mouse

Mouso Ext. Cable 2M

Monitor Ext. Cable 2M

£6.50 £7.64 b

£10.00 E11.75b

£20.00 £23.50 b

£6.50 £7.64b

£6.50 £7.64 b

AKA32 Acorn SCSI Card £125.00 £146.87c

Sid SCSI Card £99.00 £116.33c

Ethernet Card £110.00 £129.25c

Ethernet Card & Accoss.E 122.00 £143.35c

All CD Roms are External

Twin (2x) CD Rom Par. £175.00 £205.63 g
Quad (4x) CD Rom SCSI £175.00 £205.63 c
Oct (8X) CD Rom SCSI £245.00 £287.87e

28.8k Fax/Modern £99.00 £116.33e

28.8k Fax/Modem BABT £115.00 £135.12o

33.6k Fax/Modem £110.00 £129.2So

33.6k Fax/Modem BABT £125.00 £146.87 e

Ex Vat Inc Vat

1-2Mb Mem Upgrade £39.00 £45.82 b
2-4Mb Mem Upgrade £79.00 £104.571,
1-4Mb Mem Upgrade £125.00 £146.87 C

IDE Interface lor 2.5" £55.00 £64.62 0

350Mb IDE Hard Drive

540Mb IDE Hard Drive

£99.00 £116.32 d
£140.00 £164.50(1

Ext. Par. CD ROM 2x £175.00 £205.62 g

28.8k Fax/Modem £99.00 £116.33 g

28.8k Fax/Modem BABT £115.00 £135.12 0

33.6k Fax/Modem £110.00 £129.25 e

33.6k Fax/Modem BABT £125.00 £146.87..

Ethernet Card £110.00 £129.25 c

Ethernet Card & Access* £122.00 £143.35 c
Replacement Mouse
Acorn Mouse

Mouse Ext. Cable 2M

Monitor Exl. Cable 2M

Scart TV Lead

Microvitec 14" Monitor

£10.00 £11.75 ti

£20.00 £23.50b
£6.50 £7.64 h

£6.50 £7.64 b

£8.50 £9.991)

£225.00 £264.37 B

A3000 Upgrades

£25.00 £29.37 b
1-2Mem UpgNonExp. E55.00 £64.62b
1-2 MemUpgradeExp. E79.00 £92.82''
2-4 MemUpgradeChips £114.00 £133.95 '>
1-4 Mem Upgrade

£19.00 £22.32 '>
£55.00 £64.62"Serial Port upgrade

IDE Interface lor 2.5"

170Mb IDE Hard Drive

270Mb IDE Hard Drive

540Mb IDE Hard Drive

14.4k External Modem

28.8k External Modem

14.4k Fax/Modem BABT ri25.00 £146.87 •'
28.8k Fax/Modem BABT

£110.00 £129.25 r
Ethernet Card £122.00 £143.35 c
Ethernet Card &Access* £10.00 £11.75''
KCSReplacementMouso £20.00 £23.50b
Acorn Mouse £6.50
Mouse Extension Cable £6.50
Monitor Extension Cable £8.50

Scan TV Lead

Rise OS 3.1 Chipsel
Rise OS 3.1 Full Kit

Rise OS 3.1 10 Pack

£89.00 £104.57 •'
£99.00 £116.32"

£160.00 £188.00''

£79.00 £92.82''

£115.00 £135.12''
£99.00 £116.33 "

£7.64 "
£7.64 n
£9.99 !l
£9.99 »

£29.00 £34.07h
£50.00 £58.75'-

£290.00 £340.75''
£125.00 £146.87 r

AKA32 Acorn SCSI Card £99.00 £116.33 ,:
Std SCSI Card £20.00 £23.50''
Podule Casing £15.00 £17.62 b
MFM Interface £55.00 £64.62c
User Port Analogue./MIDI £38.00 £44.65''
800k Floppy Disk Drives

- 800k InSlock (dealer Enquires Welcome)

350Mb 2.5" Hard Drives
Suitable for A3000/A3010/A3020/A4/IBM Portables

By utilisingthe switch box and cables
piovidcd with these machines, you can
use your existing Monitor& Keyboard.

Simply switch the rotary dial to position
A when using Ihe Rise PC. and
position B when using the PC.

Very easy lo setup. The 2 machines
can also be linked by networks (call)

Syquest

Internal Drives

105Mb SCSI

EZ 135Mb SCSI

270Mb SCSI

270Mb IDE

Ex Vat Inc Vat

£99.00 £116.32 0

£89.00 £104.57 c

£150.00 £176.25 8

£150.00 £176.25 B

External Drives S PSU

105MbSCSI £99.00 £116.32 0
270Mb SCSI £160.00 £188.00 S

Cartridges
200Mb

270Mb

135Mb

40MI>

£52.00 £61.10 b
£38.00 £44.65 b
£15.00 £17.63 0

£37.00 £43.47 1'

Scanners

Scanlight 256
Scanlight 256 Video

£129.00 £151.57 e

£189.00 £222.07 8

Flatbed A.l Colour

Muslok SP2400dpi SCSI £270.00 £317.25 8
Epson GT 5000 8081 £379.00 £445.32 B
Epson GT 8500 SCSI £429.00 £504.07 8
Epson GT 9000 SCSI £529.00 £621.57 I
HP Scanjet 4c sesi £645.00 £757.87 I

Vision 24 Digitisor £65.00 £76.37 8
Hi-Vision Digitiser A5k £90.00 £105.75 8
ImagoMaster &Twain £25.00 £29.37b

New Product

Enhance your computer by adding a
Fast 350Mb Hard Drive.

Allows the Acorn lo run faster. Stores

the equivalent ol 437 full 800k
Diskettes. Easy to fit. Instructions.
Screws & Cable provided. Should take
no more than 10 minutes. Requires
Rise OS v3 or above.

Note: A3010/A3000 also require an
IDE Interlace

350Mb 2.5" IDE £99.00 d £116.32

Upgrade Options omya.aiiK..,.h&.»i».«
Ex Vat

Midi Tower £15.00

Full Tower £35.00

Desktop Case £10.00

14" SVGA Monitor £160.00

15" SVGA FST Monitor £235.00
17" SVGA FST Monitor £480.00

102 Key Keyboard £12.00
105 Key Keyboard £12.00
2 Button Mouse £7.50

2 Button Microsoft Mouse £38.00

Warrior 5 Analogue Joystick £12.00
Midi Cable in/out/through £15.00

2Gb EIDE Hard Drive £65.00

2.5Gb EIDE Hard Drive £95.00

Adaptec 2940uw SCSI Card £185.00
NE2000 ISA Card £25.00

NE2000 PCI Card £55.00
12x Speed CD ROM £30.00
Soundblaster Vibra 16 £35.00

300w 3D Surround Speakers £65.00

Dos 6.22/Win 3.11 £75.00

Windows 95 SP2 CD £75.00
Windows NT Workstation v4 £185.00

Windows NT Server v4 5CL £435.00

Stylus Colour 500

720 dpi Photo Real Colour Inkjet Printer
- 3 Year Warranty, Double Density Black.
Pnnts on to Plain, Coated & Glossy Paper
& OHP's. Requires Bi Directional Ptr Port.

Supplied with Acorn Drivers on request.
7i;roo DriverAvailable - Stunning Results
Stylus Colour 500 £230.00 £270.25 c

High Quality Universal

£i2 umm

New Product

i

FONTS CD
The best collection of Fonts for ACORN/PC/

MAC produced Yet!

1800 Acorn Oututo Fonts
?000 PC ' MACliuo Typo ronta
180O AIM Tjpot Fonts

Fonts CD

Fonts CD & Posters

Over 1800 Acorn Outline Fonts. Over 2000

PC Fonts and over 2000 Mac Fonts. All on 1

CD Rom. A Must for anyone serious about DTP.

Sample Sheet Available, or visit

£39oo £45.62b www.kimberley.coiT.
£49.00 £57.57 0



David Dade looks

at the ANT Internet

Suite Release II

ANT Internet Suite II ilk
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As sweet

as URL?
The ANT Internet Suite was first

released at the Acorn World Show in

October 1995. It quickly lead the field of
commercial Internet access software for

Acorn 32 bit computers at the modest
cost of £99 + VAT.

Most users acknowledged that its perfor
mance, notably in its Fresco© World Wide
Web browser and drag-and-drop I'll'
client, edged ahead of the competing com
mercial and freeware packages, but as with
any new software project, there were parts
of the Suitethat were not perfect.

In March 1996 ANT announced that

the Fresco WWW browser was be devel

oped for Acorn Network Computers and
that this would benefit the product for
the rest of the Acorn platform. After an
extensive and ongoing beta testing pro
gram, Release II of the Suite went out in
September 1996. It is to ANT's credit that

Buttons select the configuration
items of the Suite

t\ Internet Suite configuration

• LAN (Local Area Network) Qj
[^| Modem (Dialup Internet connection)

gHProvider setup \3j Mail setup

^ LANs

Modem setup

14 Other options

•i.i | News setup

Jp| Local users

Cancel Save

almost immediately,
further changes and
improvements have
been made to Release II mas a result ofcomments Configuration
made by users both to
ANT and in the Acorn

newsgroups.

Get up and
running

V
pile transfer

The Suite comes on two or four discs in a

smart folder with an elegant spiral-bound
manual. I'd noted the serial number on

the first disc was in a text file and was

pleased to find 1 could drag-and-drop it in
to the installer program's window. The
ANT Suite uses drag-and-drop extensively
elsewhere to very good effect.

Built-in configuration details of Internet
Service Providers in over 50 countries

helps you get up and running very
quickly. More complex settings have sensi
ble defaults that you can alter as
experience is gained. Essential items
needed to hand are your country, location
and ISP name, account name and pass
word, your IP address in some cases, and
modem and serial port type and connec
tion speed - Local Area Network Ethernet
operation is also supported.

The Suite panel
One of the eight main functions offered by
the Suite panel is configuration. The man
ual takes you through this in detail and
although you could start browsing the

Email & News Web browser Hot List

I
ANT terminal Finger Tools

The ANT Internet Suite panel

Web straight away after installation, some
of the other functions of the suite may be
invoked by pages you visit, so it's worth
checking all the settings

Marcel

The Internet Suite panel also offers the
Muriel e-mail and News client, Fresco
World Wide Web browser, drag-and-drop
file transfer, the ANT Telnet terminal and

the real gem of the Release II - Hot List.
The Finger function allows you to see
information about other users and servers

and a further selection of specialist Inter
net tools are available.

E-mail and Usenet News transfers are

treated separately by the Suite, but are
read and replied to using Marcel client
readers. Much improved since the first
release, Marcel offers plenty of functions
for subscribing to newsgroups, reading,
replying and storing articles in folders.
Welcome additions are the various sorted
message displays including newsgroup
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ANT Internet Suite II

As sweet

as URL?
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Readingabout the StrongARM with Marcel

messages sorted by subject thread - at last!
It seems that people either hate Marcel

or love it. I wasn't fond of the first incar

nation, but the Release II version is

winning me over. I still find menu trees
confusing for some functions like marking
all messages stored in a group as unread,
which can require three different menu
selections. I recommend turning on all the
warning messages in Marcel's Choices
option to help you get used to posting
messages.

Attaching files to e-mail messages is
achieved by a drag-and-drop to the Marcel
Postbox icon or into the Mail Send win

dow and various encoding methods are

Some cats in tables, not on tables

supported, of which MIME and UUen-
code are the most usual.

Beside the subject summary in the
Marcel window, messages received with
an attached file show a file icon which

can be dragged to a directory viewer.
Don't attach MIME'd files to ordinary
newsgroup messages though, or you
may face flames from the unofficial
'Campaign against MIME'.

Message forwarding, bouncing, alias
ing, mailing lists and multiple pass
worded mailboxes are other Marcel fea

tures that Demon account holders and

others with unlimited user names will

find useful.

If you have a POP3 account with a sin
gle e-mail address, you will have to wait
for a version with the incoming mail filter
system fully implemented to place incom
ing mail in separate local mailboxes.

ANT tells me that the slow speed of
news download reported by users of early
Release II has been investigated and cor
rected, as have problems with using the
Suite with Acorn Access networking.

For StrongARM compatibility, a new
PPP Driver module is available for down

load from the ANT Web site, from which

registered Fresco users can get this and
other updates as they become available.

Fresco

Fresco is the Web browser

chosen for the Acorn Net

work Computer. The latest
version for the ANT Inter

net Suite includes support
for tables and client-side

image maps, as well as
progressive rendering of
GIF, PNG and JPEG pic
tures which build-up with
increasing definition as
they arrive. Although
we'll have to wait a bit

longer for Java, Fresco
now supports animated
GIFs.

More NetScape and
HTML 3.2 extensions are

supported in this latest ver
sion and Fresco pages look
good and render very
speedily. There are still
some tweaks to be finalised

though, such as table bor
ders and the display
margin width, but these
are quite minor points.
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The Ant Suite FTP client keeping
the home pages burning

As before, Fresco can save pages as
HTML, text or Draw files including images
and allows you to grab individual images
in original form or as RISC OS sprites. Mul
tiple pages can be fetched by clicking
hotlinks with the ADJUST button.

Overall the browser is easy to use and
has very useful drag-and-drop features -
you can now drop a text file containing an
http address into its URL window, or copy
the URL that's there by dragging the line
of text into an editor window.

The FTP client
The ANT Suite FTP client is a dream to use

and mimics almost completely the RISC
OS filer. The FTP client loads to the icon

bar when chosen from the panel and click
ing on it opens a connection window
showing a default server, user name and
password from the Hot List. You can enter
other server details into the window or

select from the list icon in this window. If

you use the separate Hot List utility to
access an FTP site, Fresco is launched with

an ftp:// URLinstead.
After a short delay while connecting to

the server, a RISC OS-style filer window
opens on the root directory, or another if
specified in the connection window. You
can double-click to open new directory
displays on the remote site and select one
or a group of files for transfer. Then just
drag the selection to an open local direc
tory display on your machine. If a file
name is too long for RISC OS, do a normal
Filer copy-with-rename to avoid trunca
tion or duplication.

Uploading files to a remote server is just
as easy, although anonymous FTP logins
only let you upload to public access direc-
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this weekend

tories. To send HTML and image files to a
homepage server, you need to use your
account name and log-on password in the
connection window. Transfer to a home

page site is then particularly easy - you
can send a whole selection in one drag
from your local source directory.

The ANT FTP client will automatically
substitute for dots, any slash characters
you have in your RISC OS filenames so
that your page/html files are saved on the
remote site as page.html and images/gif
become image.gif.

Hot List

Hot List is new to Release II and its smok

ing chilli icon hides a really excellent URL
list application. On clicking the icon, a
window opens showing a supplied list of
named folders for URL details including
Acorn, ANT, FTP sites and New links. Dou
ble-clicking a folder opens it and the list of
URLs is displayed in a familiar directory-

What Hot List links look like
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tree style. Clicking on one
of these launches the

appropriate application
from the Suite - Fresco,
Marcel, FTP Client or ANT
terminal.

Each time you click
on Fresco's Add-to-Hotlist

icon, the URL and page
title are added to the list

of New links in Hot List.

You can create new fold

ers, add Web, Mail, News,

FTP, Telnet and Gopher
URLs to the list The really
nice feature is that entries

can be dragged around the
window to re-order and re-arrange them to
your taste.

Although Marcel contains its own
address book, an e-mail address book can

also be created in Hot List. Clicking on a
Mail entry opens a Marcel send window
immediately, or loads Marcel and

Hot List is new to Release II

and its smoking chilli icon
hides a really excellent URL

list application

prompts you lo connect to the local e-
mail server. Other nice little touches

make Hot List really nice to use, such as
being able to save the folders' open and
closed status.

The AN I Terminal offers a VT220 emu

lation by default and allows you to login
to a remote computer system by entering
the Internet address and port number if
required. You will need to enter a valid
user name and password as prompted
from the remote system. When Telnet-
ting to a suitable host, ANSI colour and
cursor control can be enjoyed and this
works well with such services as the

Arcade BBS Telnetln experiment, so you
can log in to the BBS from anywhere in
the world for the cost of a call to your
ISP.

The ANT terminal also supports down
loadable fonts as used by the French
Minitel system and can use the Hot List
application to store addresses and launch
calls. Telnet sessions can be spooled to a
file and vice versa and selections marked

and cut from the terminal window. It

would be nice, but probably non-stan

ANT Internet Suite II

dard, if the default VT220 emulation

defined all the characters in the ANSI set

so ANSI graphics could be displayed.

New tool applications
The eighth Tools section of the Suite opens
a new panel of tools applications, such as
IPing, which tests your connection to
another site, '.Time to display and option
ally set your computer's clock to network
time and '.Host which finds out the IP

address of a named host system. Several
other utilities are included in this section.

For automating mail and news down
loads, the RISC OS task alarm function

can be used - this makes the Suite con

nect during the night, starting mail and
news transfers automatically with a short
'idle timeout' set to drop the line quickly
afterwards. The manual supplied for
review mentions this technique but
doesn't explain how it's done - one of
the few omissions.

The ANT Internet Suite Release II is a

well presented package that improves
considerably on the first version. It's a
premium product at a premium price,
but what you're paying for is easy setting
up, reliable operation and good technical
support. It's still not perfect, but if
it's good enough for Oracle Inc.. 4u
The extra toolkit behind the panel
111 lnetApps:Apps.Tools

!*
'.Archie !Host

IResolver !SparkPlug

!Pmg

ITime

%
!Ping.

ITrcoRoute

•Upgrade lWhols SearchWeb

Product details
Product: ANT Internet Suite

Supplier: ANT Ltd

PO Box 300

Cambridge
CB1 2EG

Tel: 01223 567808

Fax: 01223 567801

E-mail: sales@ant.co.uk

Price:£99 + VAT for single user version,

£49 + VAT to upgrade from other commer

cial packages with proof of purchase
Also available from Acorn dealers and

Xemplar agents
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A3000 upgrades

Memory

l-4Mb £85(99.87)
I-2Mb £39(45.82)

(See also the "2nd user" section)

I-2Mb (upgradable to 4Mb) £54 (63.45)
2-4Mb upgrade pack £45 (52.87)
4-8Mb £175(205.62)

The above upgrades arc all constructed on four-layer boards, as
recommended by Acorn.Gold platedconnectorsarc used for
reliable contact with the A3000 main board. There are no clips or
wires, and no soldering is required (except 8Mb). Full instructions
supplied. Some older types of 2Mb board cannot be upgraded to
4Mb, but we offer a trade-in allowance. Please phone for details.

Hard drives

A range of internal hard disc upgrades is available. The upgrades
simply plug into the internal expansion slot. Also suitable for the
A30I0.

120Mb £135(158.62)

170Mb £145(170.37)
240Mb £169(198.57)

RISC OS 3 £39 (45.82)

ARM3 (25MHz) £129(151,57)

(Dealer filling recommended for the ARM3)

A3000 4Mb RAM £85 (99.87)

RISC PC 16Mb SIMM £69 (81.07)

A5000 A3020/A4000

Memory
2-4Mb £69(81.07)

4-8Mb £175(205.62)
Dealer filling for Ihe 8Mb
upgrade is recommended for
the 25MHz A5000.

Memory
2-4Mb

Hard drives

120Mb

170Mb

£74 (86.95)

£75(88.12)

£89(104.57)

A400/1
Memory
Per Mb (up lo 4Mb) £30 (35.25)
4-8Mb £175(205.62)
RISC OS 3 £39(45.82)
ARM3 (25MHz) £129(151.57)

Hard drives. lor price.s. refer to
(he A310 section,

How to order: The VAT

inclusive amount is shown in

brackets. Cheques made
payable to IFEL. Most Credit
cards accepted, and Switch.
Official orders welcome.

Various

Alsystems SCSI 2 £170(199
ARM3 £129(15

RISC OS 3 £39 (45

MEMCla £39(45
MEMCI a (2nd User) £20 (23

Hard disc cradle £6 (7

Fan niters (pack of 5) £3(3
RISC OS manuals, no vat

Dongle dangle £6 (7
Chip extractor tool £4 (4
(for eg MEMC. ARM2)
CDFS upgrade for Oak SCSI
card £25(29

The following item is reduced

clear. Please phone to cheek
availability.
Wordworks £23 (27

.75)

.57)

.82)

82)

.50)

05)

.52)

£22

.05)

.70)

02)

IFEL
21, Glenfield Road, Glenholt, Plymouth PL6 7LL. Tel (01752) 777106. Fax(01752) 777830

Educational and quantity discount available.
Dealer enquiries welcome.

A3010 upgrades

Memory
I-4Mb " £89(104.57)
l-2Mb £38(44.65)

2-4Mb £75(88.12)

The4Mbupgrade isconstructed on a compact four-layer board. No
soldering is required. Full instructions supplied.

Hard drives

A range of internal hard disc upgrades is available. The upgrades
simply plug into the internal expansionslot. For prices, refer to the
A3000 section.

RISC PC

SIMMs...

4Mb £23 (27.02)

8Mb £39 (45.82)

16Mb £89(104.57)

32Mb £175(205.62)
16Mb SIMM to 32Mb upgrade

£82 (96.35)
(By upgrading your 16Mb SIMM to 32Mb you don't lose a
SIMM socket. The original 16Mb SIMM must be returned to
IFEL and the type must be suitable - most are. Please phone to
cheek first or ask for our free leaflet.)

RAM packs for upgradable SIMMs
4Mb-8Mb ~ £29 (34.07)
16Mb-32Mb £77.50(91.06)

Each pack consists of 8 chips which simply plug into
empty soekels. Instructions supplied, no soldering needed.

VRAM modules...
1Mb £55(64.62)

2Mb £97(113.97)

1Mb-2Mb upgrade £65 (76.37)

A310 1 2nd User ||
Memory
2Mb £59 (69.32)

4Mb £89(104.57)

Backplane (4-slot. four-layer)
£49 (57.57)

Fan for above £8 (9.40)
RISC OS 3 £39 (45.82)

RISCOScarrierboard £17 (19.97)
ARM3 25MIIz £12') (151.57)

Please phone to check
availability.
A3000 l-2Mb £20(23.50)

A3000 RAM board £5 (5.87)

(ie bare board, no chips)
A5000 2-4Mb £38(44.65)

Spares/Repairs Hi
MEMCla £39(45.82)

Hard drives

850Mb IDE £125(146.87)

IGblDE £135(158.62)

IDE controller £65(76.37)

SCSI discs also available.

We carry stocks of most
replacement chips for the
Acorn range. (MEMC. VIDC,
IOC and most memory
devices). We can also fit any
upgrades and offer a computer
repair service.

Allproducts (except some marked "2ndUser") are fully guaranteed for 12months.
All items normallycarried in stock have a 14-daymoney-backguarantee. Please note
that the cost of memory products varies - please phone for the latest pricing.
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Fitting the StrongARM

Mike Cook steps back
in amazement as the

superchip drops
through his letterbox
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arrives

( I don't believe it', I exclaimed, Victor Mel-
Idrew style. My StrongARM card had
arrived 10 days before the date Acorn unof
ficially hinted as the earliest shipping date.
Determined to do this by the book, I sat
down and read the instructions.

In essence the process is simple - replace
two chips and a processor card. To ensure
trouble-free installation there is a proce
dure to follow. This might sound daunting
but the simpler your system, the easier it is
to upgrade. With a complex system you're
probably technically competent anyway so
the extra work should not he too difficult.

It may look the same..

When fitting the .StrongARM you must
understand that il is more than a simple
upgrade. You're converting the machine
into a different computer - on the surface
it may look the same but deep down it is
quite different.

The idea is to strip it down to its sim
plest configuration which means removing
all the hardware add-ons. Next de-install

all copy-protected software - some pack
ages allow a limited number of installs
from one set of master discs and de

installing will allow you to reload its
modules in the new system. To be on the
safe side you should also back up impor
tant applications and files.

Installing the new
operating system
There are two steps to take, first, run an
installer program which makes four new

folders - IBoot, Apps,
Printing and Utilities.
Your old folders of the

same name are trans

ferred into one called

InactivRes - this is so

you can copy over your

extra applications later.
At this stage comes

perhaps the most difficult part for most
people - replacing the operating system
ROM chips. Acorn supplies a static earth
strap which should be placed round your

When fitting the StrongARM
you must understand that

it is more than a simple
upgrade. You're converting
the machine into a different

computer - on the surface it
may look the same but deep

down it is quite different

wrist and clipped onto the serial port's
metal shell. The removal of the old chips is
a little tricky. I eased them out with bent
nose pliers — the
problem with using a
straight screwdriver
is that there is not

enough room to get
it under both ends.

With the old chips
removed, the new
ones can be put in.
There is a knack to

this. I like to make

sure all the pins are
straight before I
push them in. Do
this by applying
slight pressure to the
whole row while

resting it on something conductive like
the inside of the case.

With the chips in place the new operat
ing system could be tried out on the old
processor, but you are advised to go
straight to installing the new card. Hold
down the delete key, bale your breath and
switch on. Hopefully your first pleasant
surprise will be when the desktop appears
much epiicker than before.

You now have the long haul of setting
all the configure options to get the com
puter back to how you want it. This will
involve reinstalling utilities and hardware
drivers. It's best to do this one at a time,

thoroughly testing it before you move on.
1 thought my system was quite simple but
it's surprising how much I'd added.

It involved switching the computer off,
connecting up a piece of hardware, power
ing on again and testing. The instructions
suggest reinstalling the drivers that patch
the system from the original disc rather
than just copying the modules from the
inactive resources folder. 1 would recom

mend that course of action as I bad a few-

problems getting things to work, when I
tried to be, what I thought was, efficient.

So I slowly rebuilt the machine and got
all the extra hardware and system soft
ware running.
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Fitting the StrongARM

Faster running

Now came the task of finding out what
ran and what ran faster. The initial

reaction was how smoothly the windows
resized, as I hadn't thought that was partic
ularly slow. All my Basic programs ran well
along with most of the commercial stuff.

The first thing to give me problems was
IPC for the 486 card. It complained that
module SSound was missing, so I replaced
it from the inactive resources, whereupon
running '.PC promptly crashed the system.
Back to the instruction leaflet. There's a

new version of the module on the discs -

replacing it cured the problems.
One mistake in the instructions was how

to upgrade the lARMmovie. It says to merge
the 'shapes' directory with that in the old
copy. I found that these were the same but
some films did not run so I had to copy
over some of the Decomp folders that were
missing both from the floppy disc copy
and the copy on the accompanying CD.

On this point I must apologise about last
month's preview. In my conversations
with Acorn I understood that the images
from the slide show were on the CD. It

turns out they're not. When Acorn talked
about 'all the images and videos' they did
not mean those from the slide show. If

anyone has deleted them, like me, in antic
ipation and would like them back, please
send me five discs and I can replace them.
On the subject of the slide show, I found it
would not run. This was because a module

inside ChangeFSI has been renamed. The
simplest solution was to change line 70 in
the slide show to read CFSIjpeg as opposed
to the original CTSI-jpeg.

The CD is an interesting treasure trove of
demos and gems along with some dazzling
movie effects from Oregan and some
archive NASA footage. There's the tum
bling picture demo that should be moved
into the same folder as the slide show

along with some clan rolling demos. A
snapshot of Acorn's FTP site provides appli
cation notes and circuit diagrams of some
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of the older machines. There was also an

astronomy folder but 1 was disappointed to
see it contained just two applications, Spot
ter for satellite prediction and Moon Tool.
The latter shows you the phase of the
moon at any time, but, as it was written by
a New Zealander the picture it produces is
upside down so you might think it isn't
working correctly. There's a lot more
exploring I've yet to do.

Problems

All was not sweetness and light. A few days
later I got a crash that removed all storage
icons when I tried to look at the format

menu on the floppy disc. This turned out
to be Computer Concepts' MacFS, but with
that disabled I could at least format native

...there are always casualties
in any system or software
upgrade. Less adventurous

souls might like to wait until
all the incompatibilities have

been sorted out, but

remember, there are always
going to be applications that

will never be upgraded

discs. Some

applications did not
run - in the main they

were games and sound utili
ties. In fact, my son Alec went

through a list of games and found
that the vast majority would not run,

only 3 in 20 were working - he was not
best pleased. However, I have heard that
the ARM club is planning to bring out
another version of GameOn to help try to
correct these problems.

Unfortunately most of the PD stuff that
doesn't work contains contact e-mail

addresses that the authors used at Univer

sity some years ago and are now
out-of-date. Most games simply won't run,
some run too fast to play, on the other
hand Colony Rescue is too slow! Such was
Alec's frustration he painted a graffiti style
background of 'strong arm rules' with a
large NOT sprayed over it. There are some
games that can be played by typing *Cache
off, but this slows the machine down

tremendously and makes the games impos
sibly slow, but it's worth a try if you run
into trouble.

Still you can always plug back your orig
inal processor card if there is something
really vital you need to use. Remember this
is a new computer and there are always
casualties involved in any system hardware
and software upgrade. Those less adventur
ous souls might like to wait until all the
incompatibilities have been sorted out, but
remember there are always going to be
applications that will never be upgraded.
Acorn has a Web page listing software that
runs. I've decided to put up a page about
the programs that don't and you can get
it through http://physics.mmu.ac.uk/
Physics/Acorn/.

On the whole I'd rather have the

.StrongARM than not - Alec is not so sure. One
final question - who got the first StrongARM
card? My packing note said number 48 but I
happened to be talking to Bnice Goatly on the
day it arrived and asked him what his
was, and yes, he was number one. Am
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Graphically
V

o
Stuart Halliday - Web
manager of the Acorn
Cybervillage - presents a
hints and tips guide for
producing graphics to
insert on your Web pages

Graphic images that appear on Web pages
tend to fall into two types - GIFs or JPEG
files. You can't use Acorn Sprites as only
Acorn machines are able to display them,
and it is very unlikely that you would
want to restrict your pages to Acorn only
Web browsers.

But which type should be used? A good
rule of thumb guide is to use GIFs 99 per
cent of the time, mainly for simple draw
ings or icons leaving JPEG for those
images which are of high colour content
or contain lots of detail.

Selecting the right tools

AsAcorn users we are lucky in having sup
plied as standard with our machines a
fairly powerful set of tools - Draw, Paint
and ChangeFSl.

With these and a few I'D programs, it is
possible to produce some stunning graphic
images. The programs I would recommend
to use are Creator by John Kortink or
WehGlf2 by Ian Jeffray. These two make
an excellent job of converting sprites to
the GIF format.

Creator can be found at <http://
web.inter.nl.net/users/J.Kortink/>

Weh2Gif can be found at <http://
www.foobar.co.uk/dialin/ganymede/riscy
/products.html>

GIF files have two important features
that we need to make use of to make

good graphics:
• Transparency - the ability to make one
of the colours used transparent. This is
similar to a .Sprite with a mask except that
it doesn't double the size of the file. Oddly
few Acorn packages allow you to alter the
transparency of a GIF and only WehGif2
allows you to just point and click at the
actual image to adjust this setting.
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• Interlacing - when a GIF image is being
transferred (downloaded) to a Web
browser it can't normally be seen in its
entirety until all the picture is completely
loaded. By creating an Interlaced GIF you
will see a sort of Venetian blind-like look,

with the gaps gradually filling in as more
of the image is downloaded. This allows
the viewer to see something of the image
even if they have a slow Modem or the
Internet is busy.

JPEG file creation is also easily done as
the latest version of ChangeFSI (VI. 15)
allows JPEG saving for RiscPC/A7000 own
ers running RISC OS 3.5 or greater. RISC
OS 3.1 owners will need to get a copy of
!Spr2Jpeg V1.07 or Makejpeg V2.00 in order
to create JPEGs.

ChangeFSl can be found at <hltp://
www.art.acorn.co.uk/ftp/riscos/relcascs/c
hangefsi.aro

Spr2JPEG can be found at <ftp://
ftp.demon.co.uk/pub/mirrors/hensa/micr
os/arch/riscos/d/d l54/>

Makejpeg can be found at <ftp://
ftp.demon.co.uk/pub/mirrors/hensa/micr
os/arch/riscos/d/d 172/>

The JPEG's main feature is its flexible
high compression ability, a 1Mb Sprite
converted into a JPEG can easily be turned
into less than 50Kb. If you are aware of its
limitations in retaining picture quality
then they are marvellous at displaying
large photographs on Web pages.

JPEG files haven't the ability to be make

Image libraries on the Net
Icon Library

http://www.cit.gu.edu.au/~anthony/icons/
Truman's Texture World

http://www.websharx.com/~ttbrown/
tilelink.html

Free Backgrounds

http://www.tgn.net/~pambytes/free.html
Transparent/Interlaced GIF Resources

http://dragon.jpl.nasa.gov/~adam/
transparent.html
The Icons and Images Bazaar

http://www.iconbazaar.com/

any of its colours transparent. There is a
rare form of JPEG that allows interlacing
which is called a 'progressive JPEG' just to
confuse everyone. Very few Web pages
make use of this type of JPEG so, in my
opinion, you can probably forget about
this type for now.

Reducing file size

For creating or manipulating a Sprite file
from scratch I'd say Photodesk by
SpaceTecb (£132) is probably the best tool.
For altering the amount of colours in a GIF
file you really need ImageMaster by David
Pilling (£30). This is useful if, for example,
you've only used ten or so colours in an
image and saved it as a 256 colour GIF,
you're making the image much larger that
it really needs to be.

Running down the. edge of the Acorn
Cybervillage front page there are nine
small GIF images. Originally they were 256
colour images with each one taking up
around 2737 bytes. Once converted to a
Palette optimised 16 colour GIF using
ImageMaster, that figure went down to
1909 bytes.

That doesn't sound like a large reduc
tion, but as there are nine of these on the

front page that would mean it would take
around 16 seconds for an average modem
to finish downloading the images. When
converted to 16 colours they only take 11
seconds, a useful time saving to the person
viewing your pages.

If you want a rough guide to how long
it may take someone to download your
web page count the size of all the graphics
not forgetting the Web page as well, then
divide the total by 1,500. It really
shouldn't take more than 30 seconds. In

general, a person casually viewing your
pages would probably give up and go
somewhere else if they take too long to
download - this tends to have been forgot
ten in the production of many commercial
pages.

Another thing to remember is that most
Web Servers will treat your files as 1Kbyte
blocks, so a 100 byte file takes up just as
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much room as a 1Kbyte file. In the above
case the 2737 byte GIF file actually uses
three IK blocks or 3072 bytes of your pre
cious Web space.

Using clipart

You can, of course, use sprites by convert
ing them to JPEG or GIF first and you can
also use Drawfiles or ArtWorks files by
using a little ingenuity.

To do this, load a Drawfile into '.Draw
and scale it to appear on screen (prefer
ably in a 256 colour screen mode) at the
size you want it to appear on your Web
page. Use '.Paint to perform a screen shot
of the drawfile, which you then convert
into a GIF file.

The onlv trouble with this method is

Normalgraphic

See the difference when anti-aliased

that IDraw does not perform anti-aliasing
on the lines of the image so they can look
very jaggy and small text will look dis
torted.

There is another little trick to overcome

this. Find a copy of any of the Impression
family of word processors, a copy of Art-
Works or the ArtWorks file viewer

(lAWViewer). You'll find that you can
place a Draw or ArtWorks file in a frame
and set the WYSIWYG or Quality menu
option to anti-aliasing, before grabbing a
screen shot of the image using IPnint as
before.

This greatly improves the end result. In
fact, the ability to generate anti-aliased
graphics for a Web page for effectively no
extra effort, gives your Web graphics a
leading edge over most of the other PC or
Mac designed pages you'll see.

So, you've got your images and now you
want to use them on your page. The first
thing is to create the bare bones of a Web
page by typing into an empty text file the
following lines and saving it lo disc.

<HTML>

<HEAD>

<TH'LE>The name of my web
pagel</TITLE>
</HEAD>

<B0DY>

all the stuff goes in here!

</B0DY>

</HTML>

Once you've got conversion tools you
can find a large source of raw material
from normal Clipart libraries. There are
huge quantities of bitmap clipart in the
form of JPEG or GIF' files on the Internet
itself. These can be found simply by using
a Web Search engine like AltaVista or

WebCrawler and get them to search for
the words 'background' or 'textures', etc.
Remember to check that any images you
use are copyright free, if in any doubt just
e-mail the Web site manager and politely
ask if you can copy them.

The first graphic you may want to place
on your page is a background image. This
graphic is tiled to fill the web page. You
can usually find literary thousands of suit

able background images on the Internet
and there are a number of web sites which

are set up to provide you with these
images -see box.

The command to use backgrounds is an
extension to the BODY tag and goes like
this.

<B0DY BGC0L0R="#FFFFFF"

TEXT="#000000"

BACKGROIMD="gTaphics/backgr.gif''>
BGCOLOR sets the default background

colour, the background image is tiled in
front of this and so will not normally be
seen. Because of the way font anti-aliasing
works, it is best to set the background
colour to be as close as possible to the
main colours in the image you are using.

The value used here is &FFFFFF which is

in hexadecimal and refers to the Red,

Green and Blue (RGB) values of the colour
(&RRGGBB), i.e., white is &FFFFFF and
black is &000000. I use the excellent PD

program IColourDef by Mrs A. R. Miskin
which was on the September Acorn User.
cover disc in the Starlnfo directory. This
allows you to pick a colour and works out
the hexadecimal values for you.

TEXT is the default colour of the text

and is once more in the RRGGBB hexadec

imal format.

BACKGROUND points to where the
graphic file lies relative to the page and in
this case the file is held within a directory
(which lies in the same directory to this
page) called 'graphics' and is called
'backgr.gif.

Text text....

Above you see a dark blue background
graphic with white text and a
BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF". The text looks

blurred and out of focus.

Below, is the same example, bur

.1 LAl^ IVl^A.1 ••«•
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with BGCOLOR="#004499" which is

the RGB values of the dark blue

colour. 1 think you'll agree that the
text looks much better.

A good point to mention here is the way
files have to be named if you want to place
them on the Web. On an Acorn system all

ff| files and directories are separated in the
Filer by the use of the full stop ('.'). On
DOS and UNIX systems the forward slash
(V) is used to separate files into different
directories and the characters after the full

stop is used to indicate what the filetype
of the object is.

To overcome this difference, you have
to swap over these two characters. For
example, 'backgr/gif instead of
'backgr.gif and your Acorn software cor
rectly swaps the characters when the file is
uploaded onto your Web space.

Please note that you only do this for
filenames on your disc and not the ones
mentioned in your actual Web page. Also,
as we are effectively limited to ten letters
in filenames on the Filer, I tend to keep
my files to the following format -
'abcdef/ghi'.

Names of files and directories on a Web

Server can be virtually any length and arc
case sensitive. This can cause a headache

for your viewers who would then have to
remember not just your Web address but
the lettercase of the URL. My advice is to
leave them all lowercase.

A very popular trick with background
images is to make them into very long
horizontal stripes so that the left hand
edge of the image builds downwards into a
repeating pattern (I make the stripes at
least 1024 pixels wide so that people using
high resolution screen modes don't see the
pattern repeating down the right hand
side of the page as well).

If you look at my web site page at
<http://www.cybervillage.co.uk/acorn/hot
net/> this effect is used to build a ring-
binder effect running down the edge.

Using this effect you may find that the
text spills into the left hand margin. One
easy way to prevent this is by the use of
the <UL>tag:

<UL>

text....

text...

</UL>
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which quite neatly forces the browser to
indent the text to the right.

Another good tip about background GIF
images is not to make it interlaced. Most,
if not all, browsers won't display the
image until all of it is completely down
loaded. Making a GIF interlaced does
increase its size slightly so switching this
option off saves Web space and also
reduces the time taken for it to download.

Image tags

Placing images in a Web page is very sim
ple and is done by using the <IMG> tag.

<IMG SRC="mepic.gif" ALT="Picture of
me!">

is the most basic of uses and this tag
simply places it on the page. But the one
big disadvantage of using this tag is that
the web browser does not know what size

the image is. It will probably wait at this
point until it downloads the image and
can calculate how to position it on the
page before carrying on down the page.

This means a frustrating wait for the

Making a GIF interlaced
does increase its size slightly
so switching this option off
saves Web space and also

reduces the time taken for it

to download

person viewing your page and they will
probably curse you for all time.

An easy way around this problem is to
inform the browser of the size of the

image. Do this by including the width and
height parameters in the Image tag:

<IMG SRC="mepic.gif" WIDTH="30"
HEIGHT="60" ALT-"Picture of me!">

In this case the browser leaves a rectan

gular space 30 by 60 pixels in size. The
browser can then carry on down the page
rendering the text and other graphics and
the viewer gets to see all the page before
it's finished downloading.

Width and height extensions can also be
used to stretch or shrink the image on the
page. I sometimes use this to good effect
by creating long horizontal lines to break
up a page's content by creating a GIF only
a few pixels in size and getting the
browser to enlarge it to the size required.
For example:

<IMG SRC-"smpicgif" WIDTH="800"
HEIGHT="8">

This allows you to re-use the same
graphic for different scales saving more
space on disc. But you should note that
some Acorn browsers do not allow scaling
of images in this manner.

The Image tag can be used in a wide

variety of ways and for the full use of this
tag I'd recommend you take a look at
<http://www.htmlhelp.com/reference/basi
cs/> This is an excellent web site run by
The Web Design Group which has every
HTML tag listed in detail in a nice user
friendly manner.

Image maps

The most common use of an <IMG> is as a

static image on a page, but another useful
option is to use the image like a map so
that when the viewer clicks on different

areas of the picture the browser will jump
to other pages. This is a very powerful fea
ture of Web pages and is relatively simple
to accomplish - once you know how.

First you need to get hold of a PD pro
gram called Imagen by Justin Fletcher.
This takes your image and allows you to
add circles, rectangles, etc. to built up an
'image map' of the picture in order to
mark off areas where you want the hot
spots to be.

Imagen can be found at <http://users.
essex.ac.uk/users/gerph/acorn/graph-
ics.htm>

When you've done this, Imagen generates
a 'map/map' text file (without going into
technical details make sure you select the
NCSA format first) which contains these
coordinates as a list. Place this map next to
your web page on your Web site.

You now modify the image tag to indi
cate that it is part of a map by placing the
keyword 1SMAP in the tag.

<IMG SRC="graphics/uk.gif" WIDTH=
"564" HEIGHT="61" ISMAP>

To associate the map list with the image
you place a <A HRFF> anchor tag around
the img tag like so.

<A

HREF="http://www.yourhost.co.uk/cgi-
bin/imagemap/yourpagename/map.map">

<IMG SRC="graphics/uk.gif"
WTDTH="564" HEIGHT="61" ISMAP>

</A>

The path in the above anchor will be
unique for every Internet provider, but gen
erally it consists of your Internet providers
URL followed by '/cgi-bin/imagemap/'. To
be absolutely certain ask them to quote the
URL to the imagemap program that is used
to process the map list.

For more information on Image Maps a
good place to look at is <http://www.
hway.com/ihlp/> or for general web page
construction links take a look at

<http://www.cybervillage.co.uk/acorn/boo
tst.htmx

You should now be over some of the

basic hurdles of using graphics to create
interesting effects in your Web pages. As
with anything, you never stop learning -
looking at other peoples Web pages HTML
can teach you an awful lot.

See you online. iu
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is entering its 1Oth volume
Ifyou are not already a subscriber to the leading
Acorn subscription magazine, here are 10 examples
of what you have missed* in volume 9 of RISC User:

Making the News

Exclusive story of Acorn Rise Technologies' NewsPAD, by the head of the project
Acorn's Timecode software

A detailed explanation by the Acorn programmer who wrote Timecode
Something to Sing About

Details of the CHRP (PPCRP) hardware platform, by an Acorn engineer
The Vision of ART

All about the future of Acorn Rise Technologies from ART's head, Peter Bondar
VIP Interviews

David Lee (Acorn), Peter Bondar (ART), Brendan O'Sullivan (Xemplar) and others
What's Cooking?

Future developments at Acorn Online Media, ANT, ARM, IMS and others
Practical advice

Techniques for desktop publishing, graphics design and more
In-depth reviews

Expert coverage of the latest software and hardware, by experienced writers
Programming features

3D animation in Basic; floating point in Assembler; type-in listings and more
Regular features

Articles on the Internet, education, programming (Basic, C/C++, ARM, Wimp, Toolbox

Recent comments from readers

"For a long time I thought that RISC User and
Acorn User were about equal, but in the last year
I think RISC User has become the clear leader in

Acorn magazines (as judged by the number of
quality articles). Keep up the good work."
—Peter Foster, RISC User subscriber

"I have read every issue of RISC User ... They
really are exceptionally good, particularly the
more recent issues."

—Alexander Singleton, computer journalist

"Another good issue of RISC User. I hate to say
this, but I think [Archive] readers ought to be
subscribing to both RISC User and Archive]"
—Paul Beverley, Editor, Archive magazine

See for yourself: contact Beebug for a sample copy for just £ 1

A yearly subscription to RISC User (10 issues) costs £24 (inclusive)
for new UK subscribers; renewals cost £22-50. Overseas readers

please enquire for subscription rates. RISC User subscribers are
eligible for discounts on Beebug software and books.

BEEBUG Ltd, 117 Hatfield Road,

St Albans, Herts AL1 4JS
Tel ./fax 01727 840303/860263
Email saIes@beebug.co.uk

Special offer!

Subscribe to RISC User and

get two extra issues free!

*Back issues are available from Beebug
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As a reader of Acorn User, the biggest Acorn Magazine in the world, you

are entitled to a fully working, boxed copy of Essential I.T. worth

£14.99, free of charge. In fact all you have to do to guarantee your
copy is cover the cost of postage and packing.

Mr child will learn about:

Help year child enjoy learning
Part of the award winning 'Essential' educational range for chil
dren, including Essential Maths and Essential Science,

Essential I.T. is designed specifically to help your children get
to grips with the complex world of computers.

Hardware Soflmre^SZZ! *••Spreadsheets bUmmaBaS
and much much more

Umbers

Each software pack contains six expertly designed games, featuring 36 challenges, for all budding I.T. enthusiasts. As chil
dren play the games their progress is automatically monitored and recorded, requiring no input from parents or teachers,
which means you can watch your children learn, join in the fun or leave them and check on their progress when you return.

fflff senmmi
As an Acorn User reader you can claim this software pack free of charge

all you have to to is pay E1.35 packing anil postage ant it's yours!

Jb secure your copy ofIssential U. simply fill in the form below and post it to: Acorn User, 10 nut of10 Offer, Media House, Adlingtnn Park, Macclesfield Cheshire SK10 4HP

This voucher entitles me to one free copy of Essential I.T. (rrp £14.99). I understand that In
order to receive my copy I have to cover the £1.95 cost of postage and packing.

Enclosed Is my Cheque/P.O. for £1.95, made payable to IDG Media.

Name

Address

Postcode

Telephone

ase tick if you do not wish to receive promotional literature from other companies.



Processor/Speed : Stand Alone (RRP) : Pari Exchange SX/33 : Willi New Computer :

CJE 5x86 133MHz* 460.00 350 350

Acorn 5x86 100MHz 468.83 350 350

Acorn 486 DX4/100M Hz 349.83 234 234

Acorn 486 DX2/66MHz 292.58 175 175

Acorn 486 SX/33MHz 233.83 117

5x86 133MHz cards arc Acorn Mk II Gemini Cards upgraded by us.
*Up lo 933% faster than i standard SX/33 and 26% faster than Acorn's lfiOMHz 5x86.

1/ you can. buy cheaper, tell us... ...If you can't, tell your friends.'.'

IDE CD Rom Systems Quad Speed £ 60
SIX Speed £ 80 EIGHT Speed £ 90

(Above Pricing is lor RISC OS 3.6 or 3.7. For 3.5 add £ 15).

SCSI CD Rom Drive Double Speed - Hay loading £ 95
SCSI CD Rom Drive 6.7 Speed - tray loading £ 170

SCSI CD Rom Drive EIGHT Speed - tray loading £ 200

All prices
Include VAT

@ 17.5%

Combined Quad Speed SCSI CD Rom Drive AND 650MB Optical Read/Write Drive £ 375*
Complete CD Rom Systems for A3/4/5000 £ 259

SCSI I Interface for A3()x()/A4()()() £115

SCSI I Interface for A30()/A4()()/A5()()()/Risc PC from C 90

SCSI II Interface (Cumana / PowerTec) £ 195

All CD ROM Drive examples are for internal RiscPC versions. Tor details of other versions please call.
Cases for ExternalCD Rom Drives from £ 47 Caddies from £ 5 ^Optical Discs for PD Drive £ 46

RiscPC Ram
4MB £ 25 1MBV-RAM £ 100

8MB £ 50 2MB V-RAM £ 150

16MB £ 100 1-2MB V-RAM £ 100

32MB £ 200 For DRAM Part Exchange prices please Call.

monitors
14" Microvilcc SVGA (AKF 60 equiv.)
14" Microvitec MiilliSync(AKF50equiv.)
15" Link LN-I5E (0.28mm FSTMPC 1280 x 1024)
17" Idek 8617e (0.26mm FSTMPC 1600x 1200)

17" Idek 90I7e Pro (0.25mm FSTMPC 1600 x 1200)

Hard Disc Drives
210MB Conner 3.5" IDE

540MB Conner 3.5" IDE

1.2GB Quantum Fireball TM 3.5" IDE
1.6GB Conner 3.5" IDE

2.5GB Quantum Scirrocco 3.5" IDE
3.2GB Quantum Fireball 3.5" IDE A
1.0GB IBM 3.5" SCSI

2.0GB IBM 3.5" SCSI

4.3GB IBM 3.5" SCSI •

Hard Disc Kits for A3000 from (A3020 from £ 90)

Syqucst EZ135MB 3.5" Drive from
XyiatCX 540MB Drive (removable cartridge)
Iomega 1GB JAZ Drive (removable cartridge)

BJ30 Black

BJC210 Colour

BJC4100 Colour

Printers
£ 170 BJC610 Colour

£ 190 Stylus Colour 500
£ 250 HP5L4ppm

£ 225

£ 300

£ 300

£ 620

£ 675

£ 90

£ 135

£ 195

£ 220

£ 290

£ 320

£ 250

£ 395

£ 800

£ 175

£ 115

£ 320

£ 460

£ 350

£ 300

£ 430

0%
RiscPC's from £ 52 p.m.

20% deposit.

20 Months to pay.
Call for further derails.

sc PC'm
15" monitors at 1M-" Prices

with ACB75 RiscPC systems.
(£ 15 ACB77/£25 ACB64)

OR

£ 5 Quad Speed CD Drive
with ACB 75 RiscPC systems.

(£ 15ACB77/£25ACB64)

Prices above are for Quad Speed.
£ 20 Extra for SIX Speed. £ 30 Extra for EIGHT Speed.

Complete RiscPC Systems from £ 1299.

RiscPC's Built lo your specification.

Example : RiscPC 200MHz StrongARM, RISC OS 3.7.
.6GB H/D, 16MB RAM, 2MB V-RAM, 15" FST Monitor

£ 1800 inc. VAT & Delivery.

Wc have a few v Mkl RiscPC phone for details.
StrongARM & RISC OS 3.7 can be added to these for only £ 116.33

All Prices Include VAT 7.5%

Post from £ 2.50 Courier from £8.00

Credit Cards & Official Orders Welcome.

R ISC
TECHNOLOGIES CJEmicros

78 Brighton Road, Worthing, West Sussex, BN11 2EN Telephone : 01903 523666 Fax : 01903 523679
Email : cjemicro@pavilion.co.uk Web : http://www.art.acorn.co.uk/coft/CJE/ 1510%/! I
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Packed with a dazzling array of features, many never
before seen on the Acorn platform.

F
AutoFont

Automatic recognition of fonts in files -
no need for file scanning

Drag 'n' Drop
Drag a font to an application to change

highlighted text to that font

Space Saving

By storing fonts in a clever way yon save
on discspace whilst retaining fast access

Create Styles
At the click of a button you caii give old

fonts new life, add an oblique or an
extended or even define your own styles

Export

Save out lists of fonts as drawfiles to create

a hard copy of your font collection

Flexible Display
Our powerful and innovative WYSIWYG
display letsyou see everythingyou need to

F
Grouping

With our fast, effective grouping system
finding the right font for a job is easy

F
Remote Access

Fonts can be left on other drives including
CDs, Syquests, Opticals, Floppies etc

Easy Setup
We've made seting up F.asyFont Professional
quick and easy, you can simply let it scan

your drive and set itselfup

F
Smart Buttons

User definable button bar

With the high numbers of low cost fonts available

these days it's so easy to run into problems managing

them all.

EasyFont Professional is the ultimate tool giving you

the control and flexibility you need to get the most

from your font collection.

And as the title suggests, it's so easy to use.

RRP £59.95
Special launch price at Acorn World

(see stand 132)

EasyFont3 users can upgrade for a limited period at a special
priceof just £15 and the return ofyour original EasyFont3 disc.

Bring your disc to Acorn World y96

FABIS
COMPUTINGCO

Fabis Computing
48 Charles Street • Church Gresley• Swadlincote • Derbyshire• DE11 9QD

Phone : (01283) 552761 - email EFPro@fabis.demon.co.uk
http://www.fabis.demon.co.uk

VISA
•m

E& OE

•• (^er^^D-tM^^H'r-.
"The quality ofall aspects
of Kiyeko has really to be
seen (and heard) to be
believed"

Dr. Hutch Curry (independant reviewer)

Kiyeko and Ihe Lost Night is a beautifully drawn interactive storybook
containing I I pages and live languages. Each page is narrated, and

younger readers can hear again any individual words they are not sure of.
Clicking on one of the many objects on each page will produce a stunning
animation; a click on one of the Hags will change language.

Kiyeko requires an ARMS, 4Mb of RAM and a double-speed CD ROM
drive*. The special Christmas price is just £34.99 inc VAT (until 31/12/96).

Still not convinced? Ask us for a free 2 scene demo. (Subject to availability)

W'e can also supply the following lor
RISC OS (no PC card needed!) *

OKThe Way Tilings Work
DK My FirstIncredibleDictionary
l)K TheUltimateHuman Body
DK P.B.Bears Birthday Party
MicrosoftDinosaurs
MS Musical Instruments
MS Ancient Lands

Please call for full details.

in ma) needCDFasl (Eesox) or similar

Innovative Media Solutions

Box Bush Farm, West Wick,

Weston4-Mare. BS24 7TF

el (01934) 522 880

ax (01934) 522 881

sales @ ims-bristol.ccMjk

hlt6://www.ims-cdc.demor/.co.uk

Please
visit

our stand
to see

to try
to buy

or

just
to chat

• Over 1,100 Latin typefaces
• Fonts for over 50 languages

(Indie, Hebrew, Braille, etc..)
• Symbolic & scientific fonts
• Special educational fonts

)«wi( New at AcornWorld'96:

NEWi Grafitti Collection

new! Modem typefaces
&more modern typefaces

new. [Jck'QuUijr; selection
A cost-effective way to buy
high quality fonts.

For a Catalogue and Price List please contact:

The Electronic Font Foundry
11 Silwood Road • Ascot • SL5 OPY

tel 01344 875201 • fax 01344 875202

e-mail sales@efffonts.demon.co.uk
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Matthew Davies

describes how plug-in
compliant applications allow

you to build the
software package you want
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l^on't you just hate
it? You've just fin

ished your latest
masterpiece leaflet,
brochure or newsletter

and you notice there is
a problem with one of the graphics - it's
too dark. You need to make it lighter - but
only that one graphic. What can you do?
You could save the graphic in to one of the
myriad of graphics packages available and
process it there. Better still, use OLE to
automatically pass the graphic to a graph
ics package.

The problem with both of these
approaches is you need to have enough
free memory for the graphics application
and a copy of the graphic image. If mem
ory is tight you have to save the graphic to
disc, quit your DTP, load the graphics
application, load and process the image,

software thai, when it's

i m p 1e in e n ted,
allows applica
tions lo share

data without

having to make
a copy. In the previously mentioned sce
nario you would simply load a PCA tool.
This can be a full blown application like
Clares' Composition or a small 'applet' that
performs a few specialised tasks. Let's call
this Lighten for the sake of this exercise.
The Lighten PCA tool announces itself so
that when you open the Utilities menu on
the DTP application, the Lighten PCA tool
is listed in the menu structure. (Mick on

this and a new window opens showing the
image from the DTP'S frame.

The image is not a copy of the original,
it is the same image with a different win
dow on it. You can edit this and the

tool
save it, reload your DIP and finally reload
the image - what a performance.

PCA to the rescue
Clares have come up with the PCA (Plug-
in Compliant Application) specification

Here Composition has
the flower image
linked to Painter and

Simple Paint. Editing
in either is

immediately reflected
in all three images.
Note that

Composition also has
a mask around the

flower

Composition
This is a totally new typeof application for the Rise PC. It is a program
lor manipulatingbit imageand vector tiles to producehigh quality
graphical pagelayouts. You can alsoimportKodak PholoCD images

An image in a DTP
frame with the

toolbar from a PCA

tool providing In-
place editing Images can be moved at anystage - yes.even thebit mapped graphics.

December 1996 Acorn User I 49



The ultimate
software

tool

What applications support PCA?

At the time of writingthe products that have been announced are
Composition and ProArtisan24 from Clares
OvationProfrom Beebug
DaVinci from Aspex
TopModelfrom Sincronia

Although these applications have PCA support you may have to wait for a new release to get it.
Contactyour supplierfor more information.

other PCA that is processing the same
type of data.

So if you have a range of different
graphics applications that are PCA com
pliant and someone writes a super new
filtering PCA, all those packages can
utilise the new filtering routines without
making changes to the main application
— which usually means adding bugs as
well as features.

Those of you with sharp brains will
have jumped ahead and be thinking
about how this system could allow you to
build your dream application. Let's stick

changes are reflected immediately in the
DTP frame. So you could apply a lighten
ing filter to make the image suitable for
printing.

Putting it in its place
That's the basic idea of PCA but it gets
better: instead of opening a new win
dow onto the same image why not use
the existing window? The specification
allows for this and calls it In-place
editing.

You would do exactly the same thing
except no second window appears.
Instead, Lighten's tool pane appears
over the DTP frame. Select the tool

and it is applied to the image in the
frame.

It looks as though the DTP has
gained a tool for lightening a
graphic. Of course this could be any
sort of tool, even a full blown paint
ing package.

You now have the potential for
adding all sorts of tools to your DTP
application. The beauty is that any
PCAapplication will work with any

Once the standard applets such as
displaying, saving and printing are

there they will not need to be written
again. You've bought them so you can
use them with applets from the same
company or from any other company

that provides PCA tools

with graphics, as this is what it is aimed
at first. You could have a range of applets
with one displaying a sprite and nothing
else, one providing paint and draw tools,
one providing filters, one providing sav
ing in various formats, one doing
printing, one doing warping and so on.

All you need to do is load the applets
recpiircd and away you go. Once the stan
dard applets such as displaying, saving,

and printing are there they will not
need to be written again. You've
bought them so you can use them
with applets from the same company
or from any other company that pro
vides PCA tools.

One obvious use of this technology
that leaps out at me is the Network
Computer when you get beyond just
web browsing and e-mail. Being able
to download applets that do just
what you want will save a lot of time
compared with downloading a large

Technical
issues

uoting from the Web site: The ClaresPlug-
In Compliant Application (PCA) specification

providesan easy to implementwayof allowing
multiple applications to share common objects
residing in shared memory areas. A program
written to the PCA specificationwillwork with
any other which supports the standard and uses
the same type of objects.

There are two sides to PCA support.
Applications may support either or both as
it suits them.

50 I Acorn User December 1996

Local applications

A Local application creates and maintains an area
of shared memory (onthe Rise PC this ismost
likely to be a dynamic area, older hardware must
use RMA or something like the Dynamite
memory manager).

Objects in this area may be edited by any PCA
'Remote'application whichis running,provided it
knows about the type ofobjectconcerned. It is
the local application's responsibility to create and
maintainpointers to objectsand to take the cor
rectactionwhen an objectmovesor changessize.

Remote applications

A Remote application modifies an object in some
way when requested to do so bya Local applica

tion. Remoteapplicationscan be smallapplets or
major programs in their own right. The PCA
specification sets no limitson the changes which
may be made to an object.

In practice, the two sides blur considerably. It
is possible for more than one Remote task to
work on the same object at the same time, in
which case the Remote tasks must respond to
some messages in a similar way to the Local task.

Inaddition, an optional extension to the
standard providessupport for in-placeediting of
objects directly in another application's window.

Limitations and philosophy

The PCA standard requires objects to be stored in
an area of memoryavailableto all tasks, suchas
Dynamicareas. Beyond that, the PCA is designed
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sion of PCA —

OpenDoc is much
more comprehen
sive hut recpiires the
rendering code to be
included in each

document. The

result is that very
few application
writers are support
ing il, Apple have
been trying to get it
accepted for over
two years.

Having specified
PCA, Clares and Rob
Davison put it out
for comment to all

comers. This lead to

the specification being altered so that it
was not specific to the Rise PC. The initial
draft PCA specified the use of dynamic
areas, which are only available on the
Rise PC. The amended specification

application that does far more than you
want.

The history of PCA
PCA, or similar concepts, have been kick
ing around the computer world for quite
a while but it has taken New Zealander

Rob Davison - author of Composition -
and Clares, to sit down and spell out
exactly what needs to be done to put such
a system in place.

The initial impetus was to reduce mem
ory requirements when working with
Composition. Initially the specification
was going to deal with all data types hut
this started to become unwieldy and it
was decided to concentrate on graphics
for the first generation.

This has made the specification more
approachable and several companies have
already added PCA compatibility to their
applications. This is in stark contrast to
OpenDoc which is the Mac world's ver-

A list of PCA tools available to Composition

allows for alternatives such as Dynamite
on pre-Risc PC! machines, although to
date no PCA's have been written j

for non Rise PC machines. /|_(j

to be as transparent as possibleto the memory
management system used bya program.

Objectsare either entirely paged into RAM
duringany PCA exchange, or a virtual memory
systemwhichis transparent to the program
accessing memory is used, such as IVirtualise.

Objects are stored in a cross-program standard
format for which there isa method of rendering
readily available to other programmers.
Examples are RISC OSSprites, Drawfiles,
ArtWorks files, Plain text and so on.

Ifyou are writing or have written a program
whichproduces data objects that may be desir
ablefor other programs to render, you should
consider providinga rendering module (or some
code) whichother applicationscan use to display
your object types. Alsoconsider placing the
details (if not the rendering code itself) in the

Licensing PCA

Clares are licensing PCA to those that wish to use it. For Public Domain applications it is free and
always will be. Forcommercial use it is currentlyfree for five years but Clares are reserving the
right to make a charge after that.

DaveClare of Clares told me "The management time required to administerand maintain the
specification isquite an overheadbut we really do want to makethis an open systemso we are
absorbing the cost.

However, it is conceivable that the time required could become a burden and require dedi
cated staff, particularly when the standard is extended to other data types." Davealso told me
that ART are keen to promote PCA and discussions are under way for ART to adopt PCA as part
of the OS/StyleGuide.

public domain. No well-written RISCOS
application is an island.By supporting the PCA
standard, programscan take advantage of each
other's good features and minimisetheir
weaknesses while providing the user with a far
richerand more productiveworking environ
ment.

That all sounds pretty good to me. Ifyou
want to know more then go to Clares Web site
and take a look at the PCA page:

http://www.stcoll.ac.uk/clares/

support/pea.html

Sample programs

One tip to save your phone bill is to immedi
ately go to the Acorn User cover disc and, if
you have a Rise PC,try out the programs. The

directory also contains the PCAspecification,
graphics and sample applications in Cand
Basic.There are some simple suggestions of
how to use the supplied applications.

While these applications are very simple
they do illustrate the ideas behind PCA and
make it much easier to understand. I would

recommend you take a look at them,
although Clares do say that they are rough
and ready applications and you should not
necessarily take them as being the definitive
route to PCA.

As well as the PCA archive Clares also have

demo versions of Composition and Pro
Artisan 24 that are PCA aware. You can use

these together and in conjunction with the
applications from the PCA archive.

All the demos are Rise PC only.
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Doorway Editor
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The Doorway Editor, the most powerful
multimedia authoring program for RISC OS,
is now available.

Create your own interactive story books,
adventure programs, scored quizzes, WIMP
style programs, and interactive presentations
using the Doorway Editor.

To receive a demo disc send a cheque or
postal order for £5 payable to 'Learning
Through Computing'. You will also be sent a
voucher for £5 redeemable against a copy of
the Doorway Editor.

Only £91.06 including VAT and carriage

Create Objects

insert sprites, replay movies, sound
samples and drawfiles

link to other screens

spice with a little programming
code

and Run.

Learning Through Computing, 3 Relugas Road, Edinburgh EH9 2NE telephone: 0131 662 1881
www: http://www.argonet.co.uk/ltcomp email: sales.ltcomp@argonet.co.uk

Telephone : (01225) 833266
Facsimile: (01225) 833266

email: sales@microlas.demon.co.uk

105 Midford Road, Combe Down, Bath BA2 5RX

IMAGESETTING • PRINTING • SCANNING • COLOUR LASER COPYING •

Micro Laser Designs is an Authorised Acorn Publishing and Consumer
Dealer. ALL PRICES SHOWN INCLUDE VAT - CARRIAGE IS FREE !

Prices shown are forCASH/ CHEQUE/DEBIT CARD/SWITCH only.
CREDIT CARDS SUBJECT TO A 2Vz% SURCHARGE. E&OE.

PRINTING! Don't forget we offer a complete range of printing services at very competitive
prices. Letterheads, Business Cards. Booklets, Leaflets, FULL COLOUR BROCHURES etc.
ATTENTION SOFTWARE HOUSES : Why not ask us to quote for your next brochure, leaflet
or manual. You are assured of the best prices, prompt service and no hassle!

STRONGARM VOUCHERS WITH ALL RISC PCS SOLD
ENABLING PURCHASE FOR JUST £116.33

STRONGARM ON DEMONSTRATION AND IN STOCK!

£290

ACORN RISC PC 600

4M HD540 + AKF60 £1220

4M HD540 + AKF90 £1575

4M HD540 + 8 SPD CD ROM + AKF60 £1335
4M HD540 + 8 SPD CD ROM + AKF91 £1690

ACORN RISC PC 700

5M HD540 + AKF60 £1455

5M HD540 + AKF91 £1810
5M HD540 + 8 SPD CD ROM + AKF60 £1550
5M HD540 + 8 SPD CD ROM + AKF91 £1900

10M HD1GB + AKF60 £1690

10M HD1GB + AKF91 £2045

10M HD1GB + 8 SPD CD ROM + AKF60 £1785

10M HD1GB + 8 SPD CD ROM + AKF91 £2135

PC CARDS FOR RISC PC

Price when Price when ordered

ordered alone with RISC PC

£115

£165

5x86-100 £485 £350

20/20 Finance - INTEREST FREE CREDIT OVER 20 MONTHS,
20% Deposit (Max loan £1484.95) Please call lor details.
Businesses / schools can use our leasing schemes.Subject lo
Status. PLEASE TELEPHONE(01225) 833266 lor Info!

ACORN A7000

4M NET + AKF60 £895
4M HD540 + AKF60 £1033

4M HD540 + 8 SPD CD ROM + AKF60 £1125

NEW LOWER PRICES ON ALL ACORN COMPUTERS

A FEWA4 PORTABLES REMAIN AT £1295

ACORN POCKET BOOK II

Pocket Book II 256k £230

Pocket Book II 1Mb £310

A Link / PC Link / Mac Link £59

SIMM MEMORY (RISC PC/A7000)
4Mb SIMM
8Mb SIMM
16Mb SIMM

32Mb SIMM

1Mb VRAM
2Mb VRAM

1 - 2Mb VRAM Upgrade

SIMM PRICES VARY DAILY - PLEASE RING '

CHECK OUR LATEST SPECIAL OFFERS AND A MORE COMPREHENSIVE PRICE LIST ONOUR WEB SITE.

http://www.mictolas.demon,co.uk



In the evolving world of the Web, compati
bility is a key survival tactic. Technologies

and software that only work with certain
systems are heavily selected against, and no
one company or interest sets the standards.
To survive in this world, the NetStation is

going to have to work with enough of it
that users don't feel they're being 'cut off
from the best.

Of course, much of what is on the Web

already works on the NetStation. The
browser will display the building blocks of
the Web - HTML - to a reasonable standard,

handling tables, client-side image maps and
even, apparently, frames. However, the Web
is much more now than simply HTML.
Although the browser copes easily with uni
versal standards such as animated GIFs,
other elements like plug-ins, Java and
ActiveX are all jostling for supremacy as the
next Big Idea on the Net. How ready is the
NetStation to cope with these?

Java

Java is a programming language developed
by Sun Microsystems. It is similar to C++ -
simpler in many areas, more complex in a
few others - and on this basis getting a ver-

David Matthewman investi

gates how the NetStation
may cope in a world which
has barely heard of Acorn

architecture (Windows, Icons, Menus,

Pointer) when it has to run on so many dif
ferent operating systems. The honest answer
is: 'badly'. Its GUI library is limited and
hard to get to grips with - it certainly
couldn't cope with anything as complex as
a database or spreadsheet without looking
appallingly primitive. It's possible to get
round this by adding to the libraries avail
able, but only at the expense of portability.

It will soon be possible, for instance, to
write a passable Windows application using
Microsoft's /++ development system, but
there's no way that it would run on any
thing other than Windows. Tor this reason,
the sort of Java software - 'applets' - that
you will meet on the Internet will almost
certainly continue to use just the standard
libraries; the benefits of being able to run
the same code on all Java-enabled operating
systems is simply too great.

NetStation compatability

aren't and they need different interpreters.
The NetStation won't run JavaScript, even
though it will run Java.

This isn't a disaster. For a start, JavaScript
would be easy to implement in the future,
even if it's not in the NetStation that's on

sale in January. Also, JavaScript isn't an
Internet standard in the way Java itself is.
Finally, most pages I've seen seem to use
JavaScript for writing a scrolling advertising
message in the browser's status window,
and failure to do this would be one of the

best arguments in favour of using a NetSta
tion, in my opinion.

Plug-ins
Plug-ins have been a key feature of the Web
for roughly a year now. The idea behind
them is simple; if the browser encounters a
file which it doesn't know how to display, it
calls upon a plug-in to display the file for it.
This has allowed video, audio, LPS, 30 mod

elling and a host of other formats to appear
on the Web.

Because this technology has been more or
less unavailable to Acorn users, there's been

a tendency among us to dismiss it as point
less clutter. This simply isn't true. Used well,

Not invented here
sion running under RISC OS would not he
difficult. However, to view Java as 'just
another programming language' is to miss
some of its key features which makes it so
attractive for use on the Internet.

Java programs are not written to be com
piled into machine code, as is the case with
almost every other language. Java programs
compile into bytecode, a compact
sequence of instructions that resembles
machine code, but which isn't specific
to any particular processor. The byte-
code is itself run by a piece of software
called a Java Virtual Machine, which
insulates it from the processor and
operating system that it's running on.

A Java program will generate the
same bytecode no matter what system
it is to be run on. The difference is in

the Java Virtual Machine, which must

be implemented for each operating sys
tem. The Virtual Machine presents an
identical interface to the bytecode in
each case - an interface that Sun has

precisely defined - and does all the
hard work of turning the bytecode into
something that the parent machine
can understand. When it ships, the
NetStation will have a Java Virtual
Machine built in, and so will be able to
tun Java programs with no problem.

You may be wondering how Java
manages the elements of a WIMP

JavaScript

Netscape, who knew a bandwagon when il
saw one, decided It) christen its embedded

scripting language 'JavaScript'. JavaScript
and Java are both object-oriented program
ming languages with a similar syntax, and
so look superficially the same, but they

Can ANT deliver for NetStation?

these things can add greatly to the content
of the Web, and the NetStation will suffer if

it can't use some of the key ones.
Thankfully this shouldn't be the case.

The NetStation will be able to display
Macromedia's Director movies without

any additional software - and possibly
RealAudio compressed sound files - which

bodes well for other formats. Plug-ins
aren't intrinsically hard to write. The
interface between a plug-in and a
browser is reasonably simple - the
awkward part is taking a plug-in writ
ten for, say, Windows and re-writing
it for the very different RISC OS dis
play system.

ActiveX

If you've had anything to do with the
Web recently, you will have heard of
ActiveX, although you may not be sure
exactly what it is. It's been hailed as
everything from a better version of Java
to a way of imposing Microsoft's oper
ating system onto the Web. In fact, it's
nothing but a very clever re-purposing
of existing technology.

Microsoft's recent operating systems
(Windows 95 and NT) support Object
Linking and Embedding (OLE) exten
sively. The idea is that data from
application A can be embedded into a
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NetStation compatability

document belonging to application B, with
out the application B needing to know how
to display, print or edit the data. Applica
tion A provides a module - known as an
OLEcontrol - which will handle all requests
from application B to deal with the data,
and there's a standard interface between the

applications.
If this sound familiar, it's because this is

exactly how plug-ins work on the Web.
Microsoft decided that OLE didn't sound

dynamic enough for the Internet (except
maybe in Spain) and re-named it ActiveX.

The interface between an ActiveX con

trol and the browser is not only more
sophisticated than a plug-in's, but also is
more closely tied to how the Windows
operating system behaves. This is a prob
lem for the NetStation; it would be
relatively easy to re-write a plug-in to work
on a different architecture, but much
harder to do the same for an ActiveX con

trol. The problem is not just coping with
the totally different display routines, but
with making the complex communication
between the ActiveX control and the

browser as portable as possible.
Microsoft claims not to think it's impossi

ble. It has third parties developing ActiveX
implementations for the Mac and for UNIX,
though I'll believe them when I see them. It
may therefore be possible that ActiveX
could be ported to the Acorn, although it
would be likely to need some major changes
to the browser to accommodate it.

'But,' I hear you object 'I thought that
ActiveX controls could be written in Java.
Won't they then be portable?'

ActiveX controls can indeed be written in

Java, and indeed certain aspects of the Java
language make it ideal for writing them.
However, they can't be written in portable,
'nms-on-everything' Java, because they will
rely on some Microsoft-specific Java
libraries which (surprise, surprise) are cur
rently tied to Windows. Until such a time as
the Java Virtual Machine on the NetStation

Not invented here
has ActiveX libraries built in (which is by
no means inconceivable in the future), Java
ActiveX controls won't work on it.

Size considerations

One large hurdle that the NetStation will
have to overcome is the lack of local stor

age. The machine has 4Mb of ROM, some
amount of RAM, and that's it. Everything
not in ROM has to be downloaded over a

network when the machine is turned on.

That's fine for HTML, because Web design
ers already strive to make their sites as small
as possible. The same goes for Java. Java
bytecode is moderately compact, and
because the Virtual Machine does the bulk

of the work, most Java applets on the Web
are small.

It's not the same with plug-ins and

One large hurdle that the
NetStation will have to

overcome is the lack of

storage. The machine has
4Mb of ROM, some amount

of RAM, and that's it

ActiveX controls. Most Web plug-ins are
fairly large, because on existing set-ups they
are usually downloaded once and left on
the hard drive. Not so with the NetStation;

if it isn't in ROM you'll have to download it
each time you start up the machine.

This will certainly be a problem.

Can the Acorn NetStation compete in the future of the Web?

Although RISC OS code is traditionally more
compact than equivalent code on other
machines, plug-in developers are going to
have to discipline themselves to write much
more compact code than they currently do.
Set alongside the existing problem of port
ing their plug-ins to ARM code, this may
well prove the biggest barrier to plug-ins on
the NetStation.

Does it matter?

So - Java will work, JavaScript might even
tually, plug-ins are unlikely, and ActiveX
(and, for that matter VBScript) is probably
out of the question. How can this machine
compete?

Firstly, it's never going to displace PCs,
but then it's not meant to. The NetStation is

opening up a whole new market, and it's
likely to be a big one. The Web has one fun
damental difference from traditional

software arenas - the software that gets used
most depends less on where the large corpo
rations spend their advertising budgets, and
more on what the Web designers feel is
worth putting on their sites.

A feature could be backed by the full
might of Bill Gates and all his little
Microsofties, but if it is only viewable by
Windows 95 machines, it won't see much

use on the Web. For every Web site that
proudly announces 'This site needs
Netscajie Navigator 3.0 and if you haven't
got it you can go elsewhere' there arc ten
that (more quietly) make sure that if some
one's visiting the site with a text-only
browser, they'll still feel welcome. The Net-
Station may not be able to unleash the full
power of the Web, but if it delivers the core
features well enough that won't matter. The

onus is on the Web site to

be compatible with as many
browsers as possible - it's
that sort of market.

Remember that the Net-

Station has plenty to offer
that traditional PCs can't

match. It's inexpensive, easy
to set up, has no hard drive
to go wrong, has Acorn's
unique smart card system
and an anti-aliased display
which looks stunning on a
high-resolution monitor and
makes Web browsing possi
ble on a TV. Plenty of people
would sacrifice ActiveX for

these, and quite rightly too.
In the evolving world of

the Web, the NetStation is fit

ter for survival than

you might think. 4u
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Open Sunday
J^LateNight Opening^ IIamto4pm
Wednesday & Thursday

till 7.30pm

COMPUTER CENTRE

Telephone 0113 2319444HOWTO ORDER LOW COST DELIVERY
Orderbytelephone quoting your •2;4 Week Days £3.9S•2-4 Week Days £3.99 24 HR MAIL ORDI

•NextWeek Day £5.99 NEVV.' BBS Sales &
•SaturdaydeHvery £2000 ^gg^^^^
Delivery subject to stock availability .
•All prices includeVAT@ 17.5%

24 HR MAIL ORDER SERVICE FAX: 0113 231-9191
NEW/BBS Sales & Technical line TEL: 0113 231-1422

cheque please make payable to:
"FIRSTCOMPUTER CENTRE". In any

correspondence please quote a
Phone Number, Post Code & Dept.

Allow 5 working days for cheque
clearance.

SHOWROOM ADDRESS:
DEPT.ACU, UNIT 3, ARMLEY

PARK COURT, STANNINGLEY
RD, LEEDS, LSI22AE.

•Overseas orders welcome
•Educational purchase orderswelcome

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Lombard Finance available

\mmW.mvv.k

AUTHORISED

REPAIR CENTRE

Ecriphcral
•nonitori. printcri

etc). Adelivery
tariff of just £5.1)0is
chargedor

atively you

EASY ACCESS FROM M62. Ml

FIRST !,«„....
COrrVTEl

CENTRE*.

r/mtnn

• Mil-,- IM '•' I- •: -..-•. •••'.'• i:. -'.''• :

from MilI.foft* ppn lorASt.Tta me-en»•*» thtArmlf,p-n^loH
AWlrVtll junction 17,Ml loArmlt.fjTireo-.fro.-iHr il liketheunwlf torAM.

trjetwith IheAS!(by-pining towncentre) which meetsArmlerputorr.

Hardware Software
Dclivery£l.50

per title or
£3.99 for 4+ ,

Acorn
Rise PCs

0%
Finance

Interest Free Credit
20% Deposit20 MonthlyPayi

\ corn
20/20

Finance

Entertah
Alone in the Dark
Black Angel
Cannon Fodder
Cobalt Seed
Cyber Chess
Darkwood
Fire & Ice
Fist Lore
FTT Formula 2000

Global Effect
High Rise Racing

ent Software
£25.99
£26.99
£22.99
£22.99
£26.99
£26.99
£21.99
£21.99
£23.99
£29.99
£21.99

PC700 M.*MU*,M. ^ KJ

5MbHD540&AKF60 £1538.99
SMbHD540/CD&AKF60 £1638.99
5MbHD540&AKF90 £1914.99
SMbHD540/CD&AKF90 £2014.99
IOMbHDI.OG&AKF60 £1789.99
IOMbHDI.OG/CD&AKF60 £1889.99
IOMbHDI.OG&AKF90 £2164.99
10Mb HD I.OG/CD & AKF90 £2264.99
PC600
4MbHD540&AKF60 £1289.99
4MbHD540/CD&AKF60 £1414.99
4MbHD540& AKF90 £1664.99
4MbHD540/CD&AKF90 £1789.99

PC Cards With Rise PC Sep«r»tely
SX-33 £115.99 £233.99

DX2-66 £174.99 £292.99

DX4-I00 £233.99 £350.99

5x86 £350.99 £585.99

Titler £83.99i
Touch Typing £34.99
Turbo DriverBJ/Eps/HP £46.99

Educational Software
Badger Trails £42.99
Chrystal Rain Forest £42.99
French Learning Series £19.99
Oxford R/ Tree Stagc2 £39.99
Oxford R/Tree More £39.99
Oxford R/TreeStago3 £39.99
Rosie &Jim (Sneezes) £ 11.99
Rosie&Jim (Duck) £11.99
TalkingAnim.Alphabet £29.99
10/10 Dinosaurs £13.99
10/10 Driving Test £13.99
10/10 Early Essentials £13.99
10/10 Essential Maths £13.99
10/10 Essential Science £13.99
10/10 English £13.99
10/IOFrench £13.99
10/10 German £13.99
10/IOJuniorEssentials £13.99
10/10 Maths Algebra £13.99
10/10 Maths Geometry £13.99
10/10 Maths Numbers £13.99
10/10 Maths Statistics £13.99
10/IOSpelling £13.99

Bookshelf96 £40.99
Dinosaurs £26.99
Encarta96 £39.99
Golf £26.99
MSDOS 6.22 & Windows £67.99
Works V3 for Windows £26.99

Reference
Chambers Dictionary £35.99
Groller Encyclopedia £15.99
Red Shift Astronomy II £37.99
Dorling Kindesley Titles

EncyclopediaofSclence £27.99
Encyclopediaof Nature £27.99
History of the World £27.99
My Ist Incred. Dictionary £21.99
PBBirthday Party £23.99
Stowaway £24.99
The WayThings Work £27.99
The Ult. Human Body £27.99
The Ultimate Sex Guide £27.99
Virtual Reality Bird £23.99
Virtual Reality Cat £23.99
Top sellers on CD-ROM

Civilisation 2 £33.99
Command and Conquer £31.99
DukeNukem3D £28.99
FSFX £31.99
Formula I Grand Prix 2 £33.99
Final Doom £11.99
FllghtShop £37.99
GrolierM/M Encyclopedia £16.49
Nuke IT £17.99
Quake £29.99
Settlers 2 £28.99
Warcraft2 £29.99
ZorkNemesis OlMf

Acom#A7000 Systems
A7000 4MbHD540&AKF60 £1089.99

A7000 4MbHD540CD&AKF60 £1189.99

Dual Speed CD drives from £26.99
Six Speed CD drives from £54.99
16 Bit Sound Card £68.99

[Extra Slice Case £1 15.99

Microvitec 1438

Monitor
.28 dp, Multi-Sync

Only £264.99

Lemmings/More RiscPC £23.99
Rick Dangerous £14.99
Saloon Cars Deluxe £26.99
SimCity 2000 (A5000) £32.99
SimCity 2000 (RiscPC) £32.99
Simon the Sorcerer £34.99
Star Fighter 2000 £26.99
The Real McCoy 2,3 or 4 £26.99
Time Machine' £16.99
Virtual Golf £24.99
Wavelength £19.99
Wolfenstein3D £2S.99

Application Software
ArcComm2 £S3.99
Arc Fax 1.12 £37.99
Arcterm7 £65.99
Artworks 1.54 £115.99
Hearsay II £75.99
Home Accounts £31.99
Copernicus Astronomy £29.99
Impression Style £72.99
Impression Publisher £ I 17.99
Sibelius 6 Version 3 £ 174.99
Sibelius 7 Sudentver3 £544.99
^Sibelius 7 Version 3 £999.99

10/10 Education series
Any 2 for £25.99

PC CD ROM Software
Schubert £37.99
Strauss £26.99
Stravinsky £37.99
Ancient Lands £26.99

StrongARM

Strong-ARM
Processor Upgrade

£284.99

Limited Offer
Intel Pentium Processor

performance for allAcorn RISC
PC's. Amazing Speed increase!!.

Acorn Spares
Acorn Mouse (Original)£29.99
A5000/A4000 Disk Drive £81.99
A3020 Disk Drive £100.99
A3010 Disk Drive £100.99
A3000 Disk Drive £81.99
RiscOS 3.1 I Full Upgrade £86.99
RiscOS 3.11 No Manuals £43.99
MIDIMax(RiscPC&A5000)£80.99
MIDIUser(A30xO&A4000) £22.99
MIDICables(2x3m) £9.99

Repair & Fitting Service Available

2.5" H/Drives i. 3.5" H/Drives i Memory Modules
CC.V.V3J $?SeagateUjITSU Q
80Mb 2.5" IDE £84.99

130Mb 2.5" IDE £99.99

170Mb 2.5" IDE £104.99

250Mb 2.5" IDE £119.99

340Mb 2.5" IDE £129.99

540Mb 2.5" IDE £149.99

A3010/3000 IDE Card*£69.99
l. 'When Bought With Drive A

Quantum -itySeaqate
TOSHIBA

540Mb3.5"IDE £117.99
l.0Gig3.5"IDE £152.99
540Mb3.5"SCSI £151.99
l.0Gig3.5"SCSI £235.99
2.0Gig 3.5" SCSI £345.99
A3/A400 IDE Card £80.99

tA5000 2nd H/Drive Kit£ 19.99,

RiscPC/A7000 4Mb £24
RiscPC/A7000 8Mb £45
RiscPC/A7000 l6Mb£l29

LRiscPC/A7000 32Mb £22 I

.99

.99

.99

.99J

.99

.99

.99

.99

.99

.99

.99

jRiscPC VRAM2Mb £169
I With I Mb Trade In £122
IA3000 IMbto2Mb £65
A30I0 IMbto2Mb £44
A30I0 IMbto4Mb £99
A3020/A4000 2-4Mb £81

|A!l0002Mbto4Mb £72
PartX. your old Memory Call..

Printers Accessories
Printer Switch Box 2 way£ 12.99
Printer Switch Box 3 way£ 17.99

IPrinter Stands(Universal)£4.99
11.8 Metre printer cable £4.99
|3 Metreprintercable £6.99
5 Metre printer cable £8.99
10 Metre printer cable £12.99
SCSI Internal Cable £8.99

|SCSI Cable25D-50Cent £9.99

HULK
CfitSUR

Disk labels
500 £6.99

1000 £9.99
iRe-Mark-ltdisklabelsxIO £1.99

10 Capacity box £0.99
50 Capacity lockable box £3.99

JI00Capacity lockable box £5.49
*90CapacityBanxbox £11.99
• I50 Capacity Posso box £20.99

1100Capacity CD holder £4.99
'add £1.00delivery ifpurchasing justonePossoor
Banx box.Normaldelivery when purchasedwith

other product or whenbuying2ormore. ^

Multi Media/CD ROM per title or
£3.99 for 4+

Canon
Canon BJ30 £138.99
Compact Port.il.lr mono printer. 10 p..K<- ASF built In.

Canon BJC70Colour £187.99
Highquallty Portable-colour printer. 30 pa|l ASF.

Canon BJ210 £146.99
Mono Printer, 720i!t0dpi, colour upgradable.

CanonBJC4l00Colour £222.99
Highquality colour, tupor fi\t mono printing 720 dpi.

Canon BJC6 10 Colour £344.99
| NewEnhanced,dedicatedcolourprintrr.720x720dpi.
Canon LPB 460 £279.95

1ViflnJwn PCcemprtfetoonl/,GOILmrprintr,

IEPSQNI
EpsonStylus 500c £261.99
7!0 dpi. 100 .heel ASF. lull colour printer

Epson Stylus 200c £169.99
710dpi. 100iheel ASF. colour or mono printer

Epson Stylus 200 £133.99
720 * 720 dpi. Mono printer, upgradeable to colour

CITIZEN

ABC Colour printer
tiniplr (at rAty U ADC) to u.e 24 pin print

jtandard with SO vheet Auto *hoet f

£129.99

IW
HEWLETT®

PACKARD

HPDeskjet400c
Full Colour Printer, Very Low

HP660
600x600 dpi FullColour Print.

HP690 Colour
New colour Inkjet from HP.

HP 5L Laserjet
4.p/p/rn 600dpi. IMb of RAM.

HP 5P Laserjet
6 p'p'm 600dpi. 2Mb of BAM.

£159.99

£224.99

£249.99

£369.99

£645.99

i
corararacnHf^

LC909pinmono £75.99
no printer. ASF built In. puih tractor optional.

LC24024 pin mono £94.99

LC240C24pinColour £102.99
.lour printer ASF built in. 4 LQ fontl.

SJI44Colour £183.99
S affordable colour thermal tramler |
...logcolli, 3 pfpjm mono. 1.4p/p/m c

Star

9 pin mc

Star
24pinrr

Star
24 pine,

Star

SupraFAXMoJem Modems IMohntics

Sportster Vi
• Class I Fax

• Personal Voice Mail

• Fax on Demand

• Call Discrimination BABTAppr
• 14.400 Data/14,400 Fax £98.99

• 33,600 Data/14,400 Fax £161.99

SupraExpress 288

• UptotlS,200bp»l
• LtOO,i;-l..T
• V)4 Standard
• NCotnn, loftWIW

Supra modem, arc not BABT appri
A\ well A offrii Mlt perform CIABT approved ti

Hedtmi have a S year limited warranty

[Modem 33.6
i Up to I 15,200bps (v42bis) • Class I & 2 Fax
ISilent &Adaptive Answer • Unique LCD Display
i V34 Standard • Flash ROM

• 5 Year Warranty

(only£l88.99)

ia
»

-min'n-i

Superb Price/Performance
V34 Fax Modem

Only
28,800BaudRate, BABTApproved r I (\Q QQ
ConncctingcableandCommiSottwareProvldcd. £- I U7.77

PRIMA

RISCPC's (RISCOS 3.6 only) RISCPC's (RISCOS 3.5 only)
8x Goldstar R580B £79.99 8x Optics Stingray £93.99
6x Goldstar R560B £64.99 6x BTC CD drive £54.99

Comes with software driver disk

Dual IDE cable£9.99
4x Goldstar R542B £46.99

Dual IDE cabled?.99

Indigo CAA340i Quad Speed CD Drive
Indigo CAA340ia Quad Speed CD Drive
Indigo CAA300i Dual Speed CD Drive
Oscar(Par.ii.ci)4 Speed CD Drive

£170.95

£229.99
£134.99

£222.99

Acorn CD Software
APDL Clipart DTP I
APDL Clipart DTP 2
Artworks
Artworks Clipart 1/2
Cars-Mathsin Motion
Childrens Micropedia
Creepy Crawlies
Dune II
Goldilocks
Grannys Garden

£18.99
£18.99

£129.99
£20.99
£58.99
£87.99
£55.99
£41.99
£45.99
£34.99

Hutchinsons Encyclopedi;
Oxford Reading Tree
PDCD I (Datafile)
PDCD2(Datafile)
PDCD3(Datafile)
PDCD I (APDL)
PDCD 2 (APDL)
Simon the Sorcerer
Phot obase Landscapes
Understanding the Body

£31.99
£39.9
£24.99
£24.99
£24.99
£14.99
£14.99
£41.99
£55.99
£50.49,

Consumables
Ribbons

Citizen Swift/ABC mono £3.99

Citizen Swift/ABC colour £12.99
Star LC90 mono ribbon £4.99

StarLCI 0/100 mono £3.69
StarLCI 0/100colour £7.99

StarLC240c colour £13.99
StarLC240c mono £8.99

Star LC240 mono £S.99
Star LC24-10/200/300 Colour £ I 3.99

Rc-lnkSprayformonoribbons £11.99

MOST OTHER MAKES
AVAILABLE

PREMIER-INK

Cartridge Refills
Save a fortune in running com with four ink)
bubble |et. Compatible with the HP Oc.Vjel
leries. Caooo BJIO.'IO/SOI UO'iOODOO'B JO.
Star SJ48, Citizen Projet and man, other..

Full range oleoloun available.

Single refills (22ml) £6.99
Twin refills (44ml) £12.99
Threecolourkit (66ml) £19.99
Full colour kit (88ml) £27.99
Bulk refills (125ml) £24.99
Printer repair specialists call

for quote

Disks

BulkDSDD

10 x £3.49 100 x £26.99

30 x £9.99 200 x £49.99

50x£l4.99 S00x/))4.9?

Branded DSDD
I0x£4.99 I00x£4l.99

30x£l3.99 200x£76.99
50x£2l.99 500x£l75.99

Bulk DSHD
I0x£3.99 100 x £29.99
30x£l0.99 200x£55.99

50x£l6.99 500x£l29.99

Branded DSHD
10 x £5.99 100 x £44.99

30x£15.99 200x£82.99

50x£23.99 500x£IB9.99
Disk labels x500 £6.99
Disk labels x 1000 £9.99.

Ink Cartridges
Canon BJ1 0/Star SJ48 £17.99
Canon BJ200/230 CI 8.99

Cum. Iij Hi (! pack) £12,99
Canon BJC 70 mono (3 pack) 00.99
Canon BJC 70 colour (3 pack) CI 7.99
Canon BJC 4000 colour (single) £16.99
Canon BJC 4000 mono (single) £6.99

Canon BJC 4000 mono high cap. .•211.99

Canon BJC 600c mono high cap. £8.49

Canon BJC 600e colour £7.99

Citizen Printiva Sttl. colours £6.49

Citizen Printiva Metallic colours £16.49
HP. Deskjet 500/550 Mono i:22.99

HP. Deskjet 500/SS0 Colour £24.99

HP.Deskjet 660 double mono C23.99
HP.Dcskjct 660 colour £25.99
Epson Stylus mono £13.99
Epson Stylus colour C27.99

Epson Stylus Col. M/S/820 Mono £17.99
Epson Stylus Col. II/S/820 Colour C24.99
Star SJ144 mono/colour (single) £8.99

Paper
Fanfold(tractor feed) 500sheets £6.99
Fanfold(tractor feed) 1000sheets £12.49
Fanfold(tractorfeed)2000sheets
Single sheet 500 sheets

£21.49
£6.99

Single sheet 1000 sheets £12.49
Single sheet 2000 sheets £21.49



In three bite-sized lessons, Matthew
Bloch shows how easy it is to assemble
an arcade game of professional quality

ost people think there is some indis
tinguishable difference between

commercial and freeware games; all it
takes is a little planning - you don't need a
huge amount of time.

I can't show you how to program some
thing as technically complex as Quake,
since the techniques used in 3D 'walka
bout' games are far too complicated to
cover here. If we limit ourselves to flat, 21)
games, we can still come up with some
thing pretty playable and professional
looking. So let's do Space Invaders as an
example, just to show you how quick it is
to write. In an inspired moment, I decided
to call it Hive.

What you'll need

In order to write this, I'll be developing a
game library of useful routines. The library
will be written in C, with some parts
hand-coded for speed, though you can use
the libraries without needing to know
what they do. You will need a C compiler,

Figure 1: Popcorn 'fast'sprite file format

Each text box represents one word

preferably the Acorn C/C++ suite, and a
copy of the freeware DeskLib library
(available from HENSA, ftp://mic2.hensa
.acuk/micros/arch/riscos/a/al29, or dial
01524 843878 and download it this way).

I can already hear some shouts and
curses from BASIC programmers on a bud
get, but C is a language very well suited to
writing games, and you'll find the devel
opment time is drastically reduced. Also C
runs more quickly than BASIC, being pre
compiled.

The other shouts I can hear are from the

die-hard ARM code fanatics, those who
wouldn't touch a high-level language with
a very long barge pole.

Yes, you can squeeze some more speed
out of the ARM by hand-crafting every
instruction, but for Sjuice Invaders, it just
isn't worth it. One caveat with hand-cod

ing a game is that you can get stuck
sometimes trying to organise code, and
I've seen hand-written code that comes

out considerably slower than the compiled
equivalent.

Sprite header Alignment data Scan line data

-fO Sprite width -1 Offset to scan line 0

-I

i-> Type word fittoodddd

+4 Sprite height -1 Offset to scan line 1 i

4-8 Offset to alignment +0 End of line aoooooooo

♦•12 Offset to alignment +1 -> Offset to last scan line Each 'type- word is a command

f16 Offset to alignment +2 -•

point to alignment data to
3 omitted for clarity)

tt=1. in which case the word

should be followed by dddd
'• bytes of sprite data to be

plotted, or tt=2. in which case
f20 Offset to alignment +3 . (these
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Animation principles

I originally spent a good hour painstak
ingly writing down everything I could
think about computer animation, but
thought that if I couldn't assume this
knowledge I'd never get anywhere in
three articles. So, I'm assuming the reader
will know about the techniques of bank
swapping (OS_Byte 112/113) and waiting
for the monitor scan-line to reach the bot

tom of the screen (OS_Byte 19) before
doing so.

In brief, computer animation is
achieved by keeping two copies of the
screen memory, and while one copy is
being displayed, we can scribble over the
other without worrying about whether
users will see a half-drawn screen. Then,
when the monitor scan-line reaches the

bottom of the screen, we can swap the
banks over so that our freshly drawn one
is displayed instantly, and get on with
drawing the next frame.

Speed compensation is a good place to
start: one problem a lot of older games had
running on Rise PCs is that they timed
themselves off the monitor's refresh rate,
which used to be stuck at 50Hz on old

machines. Nowadays, monitors can go at
between about 30-120Hz, and games can
get into severe trouble if they time their
animation off the screen refresh rate. This

also causes problems if the processor is too
slow, in that the game might rely on



•

redrawing one 'game' frame for every
frame update by the monitor. To avoid all
these complications, we need to write ani
mation code that will run on any monitor
and processor combination and still go at
the same speed.

The way to do this is first, to set an ani
mation rate; let's choose 50Hz. Now, if we
split our animation loop into two stages:
plotting and moving, it's the plotting that
takes time and will slow down more than

anything. Here I'll give way to some code
to illustrate how to do it:

SWI(0, 1, SWI.OS ReadMonotonicTime,
&start_time);

while (!finished)

{
plot_screen();
SWI(1, 0, SWI_OS_Byte, 19); /*

Wait for vsync */

Popcom.SwapBanksO; /* Explained
in a moment... */

SWI(0, 1, SW _ReadMonotonicTime,

&end_time);
frames_passed = (end_time -

start_time) / 2;

} while (frames_passed == 0);

SWIfO, 1, SWI_OS_ReadMonotonic-

Time, &start_time);

for (; frames != 0; frames-)

part 1

move_objects(); /* (by one game
frame */

}
You can see that no matter how long

the plotting takes, the movement bit will
compensate adequately. Also, note Ihe way
we have to wait for at least one frame to

have passed before passing to the move
ment stage, otherwise we risk not moving
the objects at all if the processor is too fast.
If you take out the divide by two in the
frame.v_pas.scd calculation, you can ani
mate at 100Hz.

This code is how the Spotlights demo on
the cover disc works. You must be wonder

ing about that strange Popcorn_ call by
now; it is the name of the library I'll be
developing. To use the bank swapping
facilities:

• Change to any 256-colour mode; Pojicorn
isn't designed to work in anything else,
and most Archimedes games run in 256
colours.

• Call Popcorn_ReadScrccnDetail.v();
which will do the necessary initialisation,
and let you start drawing on the reserve
screen bank.

• Call Popcorn_SwapBanks(). when you
have finished drawing on the reserve
screen bank to display what you've drawn
instantly.

The sources for Popcorn and the Spot
lights program are on the cover disc, fully
commented.

Plotting sprites ind
blasting pixels
If our game is going to keep a decent ani
mation rate, we need to optimise the
plot objctlsO; part as much as possible.
Most games' screen redraw routines hinge
on sprite plotting, so this would be the
best place to start. The OS does provide
the OS_Sprite()p, but these are far too
slow, simply because they are very flexi
ble, and can be used in any screen mode.

Introducing Popcorn_PlotSpritc; this
is a fast sprite plotter which works in any
256-colour screen mode. It takes three

parameters - the address of the sprite data,
and the x,y co-ordinates to plot at. Since
the screen memory is stored from left to
right, top to bottom, our co-ordinate sys
tem is going to have (6,0) at the top-left,
with positive being towards the right and
bottom of the screen. Unlike the operating
system co-ordinate system which works
from the bottom left, this is entirely logi
cal from a programmer's point of view.

The sprite data has to be converted to a
special format, for which all memory con
siderations have been sacrificed to squeeze
the most speed out of the ARM chip. Ihe
file format is documented in figure I; each
scan-line (row of pixels) is stored four
times in each of the four possible word-
alignment positions. Then, each scan-line
of each alignment is indexed so that if we
need to clip off the top or bottom, the
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plotter can just jump to a particular line.
The diagram should make this arrange

ment clear. So, each scan-line is stored as
a list of words, denoting either a run of
pixels to plot, or a run of pixels to skip
(that is to say, part of the mask). Following
a 'plot' command, the pixels to be copied
to the screen are stored in the correct

alignment, so no shifting is necessary.
After all, this is the point of storing four
copies of the image. Then the plotter can
pick up the leading bytes with LDRB and
STRB, and subsequently plot the sprite in
larger chunks with 1.DR/STR and
LDM/STM.

The way this is done is interesting;
rather than using a loop, we test each bit
in turn and plot 4, then 8, then 16 pixels
as necessary. Here's the extract from the
code; R9 is the number of bytes to be plot
ted, Rl I points to the part of the screen
memory we are plotting to, R12 points to
the word-aligned sprite data, and R0-R7
arc used as scratch registers to load to and
store from:

TST R9,#2_100 ; (4 pixels)

BEQ no_bit_2

LDR R0,[R12],#4

STR R0,[R12],#4

BICS R0,R9,#2_111

BEQ no_bit_8 ; i.e. skip to end
no_bit_2

... and so on until ...

TST R9,#2_1000000 ; (32 pixels)

BEQ no_bit_7

LDMIA R12!,{R0-R7)

STMIA R11!#{R0-R7)

LDMIA R12!,{R0-R7}

STMIA R11!,{R0-R7}

no bit 7
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breeze

As you can see, using this technique, we
don't need to bother with loops when
plotting, the difficult part with this plot
ter, since we can skip whole rows easily, is
to implement x clipping. What needs
doing is to check for each run of pixels to
plot (where ./=/) whether the run is fully
on-screen, fully off-screen or partially on.
Then make two checks, one for the left-
hand side of the plot window and one for
the right.

Throughout most of the plot routine,
R12 is the address of the current part of
the scan-line we're plotting, R11 is the
screen address to copy bytes to, and RIO
points to the next scan-line to plot, and
this is read from the alignment data (sec
diagram in Figure I). A separate count is
kept of the number of lines left to plot,
since there is no terminator assumed on

each copy of the alignment data.
Other than these tricks, the plotter

works as you might expect: it follows each
scan-line along until it hits the end, and
leaves out those that are outside the top
and bottom of the clipping window. Clip
ping isn't limited to the edges of the
screen; you can alter the co-ordinates of
the plot window by changing the values of
plot window (a global variable) with
statements like plot_window.xO = 100;
or similar. Don't forget though, that xO
and yOare the minimum co-ordinates, and
therefore in the tojhleft of the window,
unlike the operating system VDU29 calls.

Object handling

If you look at the Spotlights demo, you'll
find a primitive system of object handling.
The circles arc our 'objects' for this demo,

part 1

and their details are stored in several fixed-

size arrays containing the circles' position,
velocities and size. On each frame, the pro
gram goes through the array, and moves all
the circles on after plotting them. I'or th«>

oscs of a demo, this system is fine.
However, for a game, the objects are

going to be more complicated. Spaceship
object controlled by the player, some alien
objects controlled by the computer, and
some missile objects for the player to
launch, among others, will be needed.

There is the complication of collision
detection, and which objects to check
against which others. What we need is a
system which will store lists of objects
and process them in a semi-automated
way for us.

At the very least, this will entail moving
the object around according to its velocity.
Here are some other features to include:

• Theaddress at which an object's plotting
details are stored (i.e. so a sprite can be
attached to each object).
• Handler functions which deal with each

object individually when the automated
object processing can't (i.e. when the object
needs 'attention').
• Windows outside which objects should be
automatically deleted or call the handler.
• An optional timer on each object; when
it runs down, the object can request atten
tion or be deleted.

• A flag word to control the various pro
cessing options.

/'// leave these as specifications for the
moment, and give you the code next
month. Suffice it to say we'll he able to
progress very quickly with the object
handling code.

♦ t •
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CTA DIRECT

Mail Order Specialists

EMAIL: sales@cta.u-net.com http://www.u-net.com/~cta Tel - 01942 511000

Curriculum Training Associates
34a Coach Road

Astley, Tyldesley
Gtr Manchester

Fax - 01942 749325 M29 7ER

17" Monitor for ALL ACORNS only £489.00 + VAT : 540HD 3.5" only £99.00 + VAT
MONITORS HARD DRIVES CD-ROM DRIVES RISC PC MEMORY

(prices subjectin change without notice)Ex. VAT

14" SVGA Monochrome £69.00

14" SVGA 0.39 Colour £149.00

14" SVGA 0.28 MPR2 Colour £165.00

15" SVGA 0.28 MPR2 Colour £198.00

17" SVGA 0.28 MPR2 Colour £395.00

17"Multisync 0.28 Colour £489.00
29" SVGA Colour w/spkrs £984.00
(AKF50) Multisync 11.28 Col £239.00
(AKF60) SVGA Hi Res Colour £165.00
Mullisync A300/3000 cable £9.80

Inc. VAT

£81.08

£175.08

£193.88

£232.65

£464.13

£574.58

£1156.20

£280.83

£193.88

£11.52

170Mb 2.5" IDE
250Mb 2.5" IDE

350Mb 2.5" IDE

540Mb 2.5" IDE

850mb 2.5" IDE
1Gb 2.5" IDE

540Mb 3.5" IDE

1Gb 3.5" IDE

1.2Gb 3.5" IDE

1.7Gb 3.5" IDE

2.0GI> 3.5" IDE

2.5Gb 3.5" IDE
3.1Gb 3.5" IDE

IGb 3.5" SCSI

2Gb 3.5" SCSI

4Gb 5.25" SCSI

IDEl/l; stale machine type
A30X0 SCSI I/F

A300/400/5000 SCSI I/F

RISC PC SCSI

RISC PC 32l.it SCSI I/F

Ex. VAT

£79.00

£89.00

£110.00

£125.00
ECALL

ECALL

£99.00

£124.00

£132.00
£158.00

£179.00

£209.00
£245.00

£173.00

£249.00
£525.00

£65.00

£89.00

£99.00

£99.00

£99.00

Inc. VAT

£92.83

£104.58

£ 129.25

£146.88

ECALL

ECALL

£116.33

£145.70

£155.10

£185.65

£210.33

£245.58

£287.88

£203.28

£292.58

£616.88

£76.38

£104.58

£116.33

£116.33

£116.33

Speed Parallel
Speed Parallel
Speed IDE (Rise PC)
Spied IDE
Speed SCSI EXTERN
Speed SCSI Internal
Speed SCSI Internal
Speed SCSI Internal

Ext SCSI Case

CD-ROM Writer 2

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

£129.00 £151.58

£235.00

£79.00

POA

L £115.00

£70.00

£119.00

£139.00

£49.00

£276.13

£92.83

POA

£135.13

£82.25

£139.83

£163.33

£57.58

£789.00 £927.08

Also FOR A7000

4Mb SIMM

8Mb SIMM

16Mb SIMM

32Mb SIMM

1MbVRAM ufgn
2Mb VRAM

Ex. VAT

£18.00

£35.00

£75.00

£149.00

£69.00

£99.00

Inc. vat

£21.15

£41.13

£88.13

£175.08

£81.08

£116.33

ACORN MEMORY
Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

4-8MBUp.(A310.440.3000*) £175.00 £205.63
4-8 MB Up. (A5000*) £195.00 £229.13
•rework for A3000/A5000/25mliz £25.00 £29.38

A3010 1-2 MB Upgrade £39.00 £45.83
A30I0 2-4 MB Upgrade £79.00 £92.83
A30I0 1-4 MB Upgrade £115.00 £135.13
A3020/4000 2-4 MB Upgrade £82.(X) £96.35
A5000 2-4 MB Upgrade £79.00 £92.83
A3000 l-2MBNon-Upgradcablc £22.00 £25.85
A3000 l-2MBUpgradeable £55.00 £64.63
A3000 2-4 upgrade for above £64.00 £75.20
A3000 I-4 MB Upgrade £89.00 £104.58
A3000SerialPort Upgrade £23.00 £27.03
A310 4Mb Upgrade £115.00 £135.13
A400/I 1MbUpgradeper meg £45.00 £52.88
Rise OS Carrier Board (A310) £20.00 £23.50

MEMC IA Upgrade Kit £35.00 £41,13

POWERED SPEAKEI

Desktop FAX MODEMS
Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

28800 V34 BABT £99.00 £105.75

33600 Voice Non-BABT £99.00 £105.75

28800BABT inclinesplitter £115.00 £135.12

Special Offer
Zip & Jazz Removable Drives

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

Zip 10: | i !(:!,;„', s; SI £129.00 £151.58

Acorn Original Mouse
Acorn ReplaccmcnlMouse

HOW TO ORDER

BYMAILor PHONE: Chequesor P.O.s shouldbe
made payable to CIA DIRECT.

CREDIT CARD / SWITCH please give name,
address, tel. no. card no. expiry date, issue no. if
any.

BY EMAIL: sales@cta.u-net.com

OFFICIALORDERS by MAILor FAX

CiiTJaKC charm's inc. insurance it packaging

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

£25.00 £29.38

£12.00 £14.10

THE BEST! PRINTER PRICES
Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

Canon BJ30 portable inkjet A4 £125.00 £146.88
Canon BJC 210 col capable A4 £135.00 £158.63
Canon BJC 4100 colour A4 £195.00 £229.12

EpsonStylus820 monoA4 £125.00 £146.88
Epson Stylus Colour lis A4 £155.00 £182.13
V. Stylus 1500 Col capable A2 £595.00 £699.12

HP600 ColourCapableA4 £149.00 £175.08
HP 660C Colour A4 £235.00 £276.13
HP 850C colour A4 £340.00 £399.50

11P I, AS ERJ ET 51- £339.00 £398.33

9 pin 132colnu.no dotmatrix £63.83 £75.00

Jazz IGb hit SCSI

Jazz IGb I£xt SCSI

£339.00 £398.33

£389.00 £457.08

lOOnib Zip Drive Cartridge £11.50 £13.51
IGbJazzDriveCartrid.ee £68.00 £79.90

SCSI Scanner

Imagemaster& Twain

4x 4x IDE CD-ROM DRIVES
High Speed CD-ROMs enabling user to
access tour CD-ROMs at a time ideal

for schools keeping all your clipart on
line etc. lor Rise PC and A7000.

ONLY £79.00 +VAT (£92.83 inc)

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

Oneboxof itemstotalling UptO 25kg £5.50 + vat
Computer systems £11.00 + vat

All prices are correct going to press. E&OE

25 watts with PSU

50 watts with PSU

80 watts with PSU

300 watts with PSU

Subwoofer 50 w; its ••Wo supply all Canon, HP& Epson ranges please ask"" Acorn Driver for above

Bar Coding Systems

quality bar code readers from
various manufacturers, Integrated

. 'Into tho RISC OS 2 or 3 desktop.

r Software processing of the bar codes
-'allows Input Into any multitasking

, 'application. Uses Include book checking in
, 'libraries, product labelling and POS facilities.

' We also produce software to create numerous formats
-'of bar codes yourself, enabling all kinds of Information

v to be stored and read back by a reader.

, r Master Keyboards
, ' Fatar Studio 49(49 keys)-£122.95

r Fatar Studio 610+ (61 keys) - £293.95
Fatar Studio 900 (88 keys) - £593.95

Fatar Studio 1176 (76 keys) - £683.95
Fatar Studio 1100 (88 keys) - £818.95

Fatar Studio 2001 (88 keys) - £1133.95
Roland PC-200 Mkll - £185.00

External Sound Modules
' Yamaha MU10 - 676voicesplus21drum kitsandmany

r effects - ideal companion to tho new parallel port MIDI
interfaces. Absolutely superb and only £195.00

Computer Systems
These prices are now valid (or all methods of payment.
StrongARM offer for £116.33 to end of December
Rise PC600 4Mb+0Mb 540Mb HD. AKF60- £1266.53
Rise PC700 4Mbt1Mb 540Mb HD. AKF60 - £1510.28

Rise PC700 8Mb+2Mb 1Gb HD, AKF60 - £1754.03
Monitor options when buying a Rise PC :
iiyama MF-8515F (15") -add £119.50
liyama MF-8617E (17-) - add £395.00
iiyama MF-8617ES (17") -add £410.00
liyama MF-9017E Pro (17")- add £509.00
Iiyama MF-8221T(21") -add £1160.00
Iiyama MF-9021T Pro (21")- add £1258.00 r
Acorn AKF90 (17") - add £369.57
PC cards :

SX-33 -£116.30
DX2-66 -£174.95

DX4-10O -£233.50

5x86-100-£350.00

5x86-133-£350.00

PC Exchange - £29.35
PC Pro (includes PC Exchange) - £47.95
Other options (next column):

**
FREEPOST EH2725

Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR
United Kingdom

Tel: (01592) 592265 Fax: (01592) 596102

email: Liquid@cableinet.co.uk
http://www.cybervillage.co.uk/acorn/liquid/

1Mb VRAM to 2Mb - add £70.00

CD ROM drives - Call

Larger hard drives - Call

Memory Upgrades
Please call to check prices. Others available.

A30101-2Mb- £44.50

A30101-4Mb- £94.00

Rise PC/A7000 SIMMs:

4Mb - £23.50

8Mb - £42.60
16Mb- £111.00

32Mb -£209.95

1Mb VRAM-from £80.00

2Mb VRAM - £145.00
Flash SSD (128K)- £34.95
Flash SSD (256K) - £54.95
Flash SSD (512K) - £89.95
Flash SSD (1Mb) - £119.50
Flash SSD (2Mb) - £192.00
Flash SSD (4Mb) - £325.95
RAMSSD(12BK)- £49.95
RAM SSD (512K) - £129.90
RAM SSD (1Mb) -£245.00

Music & Sound Section
This is a small example of our music section

Acorn MIDI card - £64.50

MIDI Max card- £79.00

MIDIWorks- Call
Mozart 16-bit sound upgrade- £69.95

Music Studio 32- £90.95

Parallel Printer Port MIDI Interfaces:

IxIN.IxOUT- £89.00
2x IN, 4x OUT -£134.88
4xlN,4xOUT- ECall

Prosound-£116.95

Rhapsody 3 - £86.95
Serenade- £87.95

Junior Sibelius - £55.95

Sibelius 6-£179.00
Sibelius 7 Student - £523.00

Sibelius 7 - £925.00
Software Synthesiser - £39.95
Sound Byte Recorder - £44.95

SPDIF interface- ECall

Yamaha YST-M5 speakers - £49.00
YamahaYST-M15speakers- £66.00

Yamaha YST-M20 DSP speakers - £75.00
YST-MSW10 subwoofer- £116.00

Other Hardware
Connect 32 SCSI 2 Rise PC card - £211.50

2Gb Fast SCSI 2 drives - £435.00

Canon BJ30 - £164.00

Canon BJC70 - £214.00

Canon BJC210- £188.00

Canon BJC4100 - £254.00

Canon BJC610 - £383.00
Epson Stylus Mono 820 - £170.00
Epson Stylus Colour lis - £208.00

Epson Stylus Colour 500 - £324.00
Epson Stylus Pro- £428.00

T—*—•-'•—'—ith printer) - £47.00
Hard drives & kits - ECall

HP 5L laser printer - £419.00
HP 4V laser printer- £1808.00

Panorama digitisers - from £292.50
Pll port 6x speed CD drive - £279.00

Pocket Book A-LInk - £49.90

Power-tec SCSI 2 card - £195.95

RaplDE 32 card - £139.95
Rise TV-£290.00

Rise PC second slice- £116.30

Rise PC Syquest removable drives:
Please call for kits for other machines

EZ135 internal IDE kit- £124.50

EZ135 external SCSI, with Uf - £199.50
E2230 internal IDE kit- £177.00

EZ230 internal SCSI, with i/f - £254.50

Sportster VI33.6 - £195.00

Other Software
Alone in the Dark- £30.00

ANT Internet Suite 2 - £112.00
ArcFax- £33.00

Bitfolio7CD- £47.95

Bit. 7 & Robert Duncan Cart. Kit -

£85.90
The Cobalt Seed - £22.00

DarkWood- £22.00

DataPower-£110.50

Dune II- £31.00

Dune II CD- £45.00

Empire Soccer 94 — £22.00
Fire & Ice- £17.50

Flashback- £24.00

Game On! 2- £15.00

Global Effect- £31.00
lmageFS2- £45.95
Keystroke- £28.50

Ovation Pro - £174.50

Personal Accounts 3 - £43.00

Photodesk - £183.20

Photodesk 2-£247.95

PIAS1,2or3- £22.00
Premier Manager - £22,00

Prophet 3 - ECall
Proposal - ECall

Schema 2-£119,95

Starfighter3000- £26.00

StrongGuard - £25.00
TopModel-£109.95
Textease 2 - £54.50

Talking Textease - £71.95
Vlrtuallso- £23.50

Books & Manuals
BBC BASIC Manual - £21.95

Impression Tutorial Guide - £9.95
RISC OS 3 PRM - £104.00

RISC OS 3 PRM V5a - £32.75

Cables
We do hundreds of different cables.

Data switches are also available.
3.5mm stereo jack to same (2m) (audio

lead for additional output to Yamaha
speakers etc.) - £4.95

Midi cable (0.5m)- £2.20
MIDIcable (1m)- £2.50
MIDIcable (2m)- £3.50
MIDIcable (4m) - £5.25
MIDIcable (5m) - £5.95

MIDIgender changer - joins two MIDI
cables together - £2.40

Null modem cable (2m) - £8.95
Null modem cable (5m) - £10.95

Null modem cable (10m) - £14.95
Two Phono plugs to same (e.g.

PowerWAVE to Hi Fi) (1.2m) - E3.95
As above (5m)- £5.951

As above (10m) - £6.95
9 or 15-pin Scart leads - £10.95

Bargains
Other bargains are available.

A3000 User/Analogue Port - £30.00
CBX-K1, with PSU (ex-demo) - £99.00
A30101-2Mb (second hand) - £15.001
Acorn 14" mon. nylon cover - £4.95
Graphics on tho ARM book - £10.00
RPC 14" mon. & slice cover- £10.95

RISC OS Stylo Guide- £5.00
Tech. Publications Style Guide - £5.00

RISC OS 3 PRM VS -£10.00

YST-M5 speakers (ox domo) - £35.001
YST-MSW10(In black) - £105.00

10/10 Dinosaurs - £10.00

Carnago Inc-£10.00
The Complete Animator - £60,00

Desktop Assembler - £35.00
Euclid, Arclight, Splice, Tween&Mogul

- £50.00

Jahanglr Khan Sqsh, not RPC- £5.00
Sleuth V.I - £35.00

We willattemptto match orbeat any advertised price - even special offers.

All prices INCLUDE VAT & UK carriage
Official orders and callers welcome



Two new CD-ROMs from RESOURCE!

Much Ado at Rainhw/j Eiyz
Much, much more than Talking Stories. Over 100 daft
and different characters live in Rainbow's Edge.
Follow any of them through their adventures.
From Helmut, the sausage-mad dog, to G. Porgie,
the village bully, there's a feast of interlocking stories.

Plus PSE topics, map work, comprehension, treasure trails
and puzzles.

The Billy Goats Gruff Rainbow Stories
Eighteen talking and singing books of your favourite
stories. Narrators include Anneka Rice, Victoria Wood,

Julie Walters, Gary Lineker and Jimmy Nail. High
quality animations and sound effects will appeal to
all ages and are guaranteed to make you smile.

HOW GOOD IS YOUR GRAPH
DRAWING PACKAGE?

2
Does il support OLEfor the latest DTPpackages?
Is il simple to mix different graph types?

?, , Has it got extensive presentation controls?
%* Can you put text anywhere you want?
• Are key areas fully under your control?

We could go on for much, much longer, nag about shadow
effects, backdrops, automatic table generation etc...
Why not contact us for full details of...

IGraphMate
Presentation graphics without tears.

GraphMate costs £45for a Single Userpack, p&p included.

TableMate
The Ultimate Table Editor!

Coming for Acorn World '96!

Variable fonts inside cells

Super- &sub- scripts, bold and italic effects
Export/import HTML tables for the Internet
Yet more line and row controls!

Global cut-and-paste
BuyTableMate 3 now - upgrade later and save money!

Acorn

World
Stand
114

The RESOURCE Centre
51 High Street, Kegworth, Derby DE74 2DA

Telephone: (01509) 672222 Fax: (01509) 672267
E-mail: info@resourcekt.co.uk

Diagrams of all sorts - in a flash!
• Flowcharts, organisational charts, annotated diagrams

spider diagrams, process diagrams - and more!
• Automatic connection of symbols using Artificial Intelligence
• Full colour control, word wrapping and graphic scaling
Thefastest, easiest and most powerful way to create all those
time-consuming structureddiagrams - now improved!

Single User - £50. TableMate 3 User - £45.

"Possibly an essential purchase"
"I would recommend this package to anyone"'

- TableMate 2 & 3 Reviews, Archive May 95/Fcb. 96

•Buttonbar •Simple spreadsheet facilities .'^>
• Vertical joining ofcells, vertical tabs "^^i.
• Extended import & export... and much more! •tyy/^//&'
TableMate is simply the most comprehensive ^0/
tablemaking package available - nothing else comes close.

Single User £34-50: Upgrade from Style/Publisher £19-50

DALRIADA DATA TECHNOLOGY

74 Greville Road, WARWICK, CV34 5PJ.

Phone/Fax: 01926 492459

e-Mail: dalriad.demon.co.uk

WWW: http://www.dalriad.demon.co.uk/
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News

Shopping by computer
One activity that all children seem to love is going to the shop

and it's even more fun if they can actually spend the money.
Unfortunately, as so many people seem to be in a constant rush,
3-year-olds handling money is not always possible, i.-.., - - •- ••
Just imagine the tuts from the supermarket queue on
a Saturday morning as the little ones try to pay the
cashier.

While on my travels, 1 came across a program that
is not quite as good as shopping, but is certainly the
next best thing. Supermarket from Resource is a two-
disc program which gives small children ample
exercise in paying for goods in a supermarket. At
£39.50 it may seem expensive but this software has

!(Pleaie pay me 90p

:Tffi-^B^j-

been very carefully thought out to give children practice in count
ing out the correct money, adding/multiplying different items to
get a total and getting change.

The program will run in 1Mb, although if you
want to use the speech, you'll need at least 2Mb.
Other features include altering the level of diffi
culty and recording each child's results so you
can easily identify any problems.

Resource may be contacted on (01509)
672222.

Supermarket gives young children the
opportunity to practise spending your money

i e a 9 •

: The personal touch
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Founded by a group of specialists, CTA is a
company that has inherited its expertise
from a lifetime of experience in computers
(in particular, Acorn computers) and the
application of Information Technology in
education.

CTA claims to have a diversity of

approach that can support most, if not all,
aspects of the use of technology today. Cen
tral to this approach is a core group of
associates from a wide variety of computer
and IT/education backgrounds, who will be
further supplemented by staff brought in
on a consultancy basis. The mail order arm

of the business sells Acorn products at com
petitive prices.

Curriculum Training Associates may be
contacted at 34a Coach Road, Aslley,
Tyldesley, M29 7F.R, Tel: (01942) 511000,
fax: (01942) 749325, e-mail: sales@cta.
u-net.com or http://www.u-net.com/--cta

NewWave of programming tools
New Wave Concepts (a new software house specialising in software
for Acorn and PC]) has just released two programs aimed at comput
ing and electronics courses at 'A' Level and beyond. MicroTutor is
designed as an introduction to learning about the fundamentals of
computer science. Based around a visual approach, it enables stu
dents to use either Z80, 6502, 68000 or 8086 to investigate a variety

Help is at hand
Helping Hand provides a variety of resources including five com
puter packs which concentrate on English grammar. The software
packs, which are in graded levels, can be used for individual weekly
sessions by children from Year 3 to Year 6. I looked at the Level B
pack which contains examples, followed by a test on 30 areas which
cause problems. Yourand You're is the example shown. After the
initial explanation, 20 questions follow which require the user to
select which of the two words are missing from the sentence. The

CSH hit back
It's been a long time since top Acorn software company Cam
bridgeshire Software House has been featured in these pages. After
losing its Acorn education dealership status in the controversial
Acornshake-up, CSH has abandoned retailing hardware and returned
to its roots as one of the top Acorn educational software producers.

In so doing, it has had to trim its operation - Graham Macintosh
has gone to Longman and CSH has moved to smaller premises. Bythe
Wn\e you read this, it should have published its first major product
since The World of Robert Burns which, incidentally, is still a top
sellerand scoopingawards. Best of luck to all!

of different concepts. 68kEm is a more advanced tool providing a
complete educational, development and simulation environment
for the Motorola 68000 microprocessor. MicroTiitor costs £60 and
68kEm is £180. Both prices exclude VAT and are for single
machines but network versions are available.

New Wave Concepts may be contacted on (01638) 660222.

graphics and the dis
play are adequate,
although not stun
ning, which is a shame
because this could be a

really super program.
From my experience
in secondary educa
tion, there certainly is
a place for software The graphics are simple, but attractive,
such as this. Exercises are of the multiple choice type.

Helping Hand is
published by Chalksoft who may be contacted on (01775) 769518 or
fax (01775) 762618

Contacting me
You can contact the Education page by writing to me,

Geoff Preston at Acorn User, IDG Media, Media House,

Adlington Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP or by e-mailto:
aueduc@idg.co.uk
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A3010 IDE Card

SCSICard(All Acorn Computers)
RISC OS 3 (ChipsOnly)

£57 £67

£85 £85

£29 £34

RISC OS 3 (Chips Software S Manual) £59 £69
SCSI25 to 50Way1 Metre £10 £12
SCSI50 to 50Way1 Metre £10 £12
SCSI Terminator £10 £12

SCSI 3 Connector Ribbon Cable 1 Metre £10 £12
SCSI 4 Connector Ribbon Cable i Metre £12 £14

IDE3 Connector R-bbenCable 1 Mertre £8 £9

Multiple SCSI Storage
Solutions by

DATA CHASER
Anycombination ol 1 to 8 SCSI

Devices in one

Professional SCSI Enclosure

Ail
CD-ROM Drives

x8 SPEED CD SPECIAL £79.00

Exc.
VAT

£79

£109

£93

£128

£189 £222

£214 £251

0

Hard Drives
Ekc. Inc.

VAT VAT

A3000 120Mb IDE-User Port. Internal £145 £163
A3000 170Mb IDE - User Port. Internal £155 £182

A3000 210Mb IDE ♦ User Port Internal C165 £194
A3000 410Mb IDE . User Port Internal £259 £304

A3010 120Mb IDE. Internal £135 £159

A3010170Mb IDE. Internal £145 £170
A3010 210Mb IDE. Internal £165 £194

A3010 410Mb IDE. Internal £249 £293

A3020 120Mb IDE. Internal £85 £100
A3020 170Mb IDE. Internal £95 £112

A3020210M0IDE Internal £105 £123

A3020410MO IDE Internal £199 £234

A300 400 4000 5000 A7000 RISC PC

512Mb IDEDrive Internal £112 £132

650Mb IDE Drive. Internal £129 £152

1.0 Gb IDE Drive Internal £129 £152

1.6 Gb IDE Drive. Internal £189 £222

2.5 Gb IDEDrive. Internal £199 £234

SCSI DRIVES (INTERNAL)
540MbSCSIDrive.Internal £125 £147

850Mb SCSI Drive. Internal £139 £163

1.2 Gb SCSI Drive. Internal £199 £234
2 0 Gb SCSI Drive Internal £329 £387

i 0 Gb SCSI Drive Internal toil £cal

SCSI DRIVES (EXTERHALI
540Mb SCSI Drive. External £1bb £194

850M0 SCSI Drive. External £179 £210

1.2 Gb SCSI Drive. Enema! £239 £281

2.0 Gb SCSI Dlfre. External £369 £434

4 0 Gb SCSI Drive. External teal £call

Syquest Drives
Exc. Inc.

VAT VAT

270Mb IDE Drive Internal £179 £210

270Mb SCSI Dnve.lnternal £109 £128

270Mb SCSI Drive. Externa! £149 £175
270Mb Syquest Cartridge £38 £45

Optic^FJT
Exc. Inc.

VAT VAT

230Mb SCSI Drive. Internal £325 £382

230Mb SCSI Drive. External £365 £429

640Mo SCSI Drive. Internal £369 £434

640Mb SCSI Drive. External £414 £486

230Mb Optical Cartridge £12 £14

640Mb Optical Cartridge £35 £41

Memory
Exc. Inc.

VAT VAT

A3000 1-2Mb £39 £46

A3000 1-4Mb £85 £100
A3010 1-2M0 £38 £45

A3010 1-4Mb £89 £105

A30202-4Mb £74 £87

A40002-4Mb £74 £87

;••: .;.;.:•.'; £69 £61

A50C0 4-£Mb £175 £206

RISC PC 4Mb £21 £25

RISC PC 8Mb £39 £46

RISCPC 16Mb £93 £109
RISC PC 32Mb £163 £192

Scanners
EpsonGT-500O 300x300dpi £309 £363

EpsonGT-9000 600x600o> £599 £704

UMAX S6E300x600dpi £279 £328

Upgrades
Exc. Inc.

VAT VAT

A300.400 IDE Card . User Port £69 £81

A3000 IDE Card • User Port £69 £81

BARE INTERNAL CD-ROM DRIVES FOR RISC PC S A7000

RISCPCA7000 x4 Speed Internal IDE
RISC PCA7000x8 Speed Internal IDE
RISC PCA7000 x6 Speed InternalSCSI
RISCPC A7000 x8 Speed InternalSCSI
INTERNAL SCSI CD-ROM KITS FOR RISC PC S A7000

RISCPCA700016Speed InternalwithSCSICa'd
RISC PC A7000x8 Speed InternalwithSCSI Card
EXTERNAL SCSI CD-ROM KITS SUITABLE FOR ALL

ACORN COMPUTERS INCLUDINGSCSI CARD

x6SpeedExternal (Complete Kit]
x8 Speed External (Complete Kill
CD-ROM TOWERS(SCSI)
>6SpeedSCSI2 DriveTowerSystem
>8SpeedSCSI 2 Drive Tower System
x6Speed SCSI4 DriveTowerSystem
x8Speed SCSI4 DriveTowerSystem
>6Speea SCSI6 DriveTowerSystem
x8SpeedSCSI6 DriveTowerSystem

£249 £293
£269 £316

£269 £340

£339 £398

£559 £657

£639 £751

£839 £985

£949 £1115

i-Cubed Network Cards
Etherlan 102 lor A30003010 3020 4000 (Poflu'eS'ol Ccraoo;
Etherlan210lorA3020A4000 (Network Slot10Base2)
Etherlan 211 lorA3020A4000(NetworkSlot lOBase T)
Etherlan512 torA5000S A4Q0300 tPoduteSto!Combo)
Etherlan513 FibreOpticAdaptor IroA50004 A400300
Elherlan522 forRISCPC withDMA lor improved Performance
Etherlan 523Fibre Optic Adaptor lorRISC PC600700 S A7000
Elherlan602!cr RISCPC 5 A7000iPodue SlotCombo)
Elherlan102A. forA30O0 with FLASH ROM (Acorn Accesst)
Etherlan210 A*TenBase2 A30204000FLASH ROM (Acorn Access-) £145 £170
Elherlan21t'A.TenBaseTA30204000FLASHROM(AcomAccess-.) £145 £170
Elherlan512 A. tebo forA50C0 FLASH ROM (Acorn Access-)
Elherlan 602 A. for RISCPC FLASHROM(AcornAccess •)
AVIGNONETHERNET BRIDGE PRODUCTS

E102B A30C0 Avignon Bridge Card
E200BTenBase2 A3020Avignon BridgeCard
E201B TenBaseT A3020 Av gnonBridge Card
E512B A5c;j Avignon Bridge Card
E602B RISC PCS A7000 Avignon Bridge Card
ElherlanBAvignonSollwareUpgrade lb' an, aboveEther'anCard £49

Technology Matrix supply a full range of i-Cubed
Networkproducts. Please call for prices

£119 £140

r)

I)

£125 £148

£119 £140

£389 £457

£145 £170

£269 £316
£99 £115

£139 £163

Equipment, prices and backup
that make Technology Matrix
the preferred supplier

Payment Cards Welcome

FT! ^^

£139 £163

£115 £135

£169 £199

£179 £210

£179 £210

£169 £199
£149 £175

'E^fjfjoJociv j}/Mfh Hot Line o-Joj -320 0000
89a Stockport Road, Denton Manchester M34 6DD. Fax: 0161 320 3210^

Now, 3 times the choice, 3 times the flmpact

Stand 50

Olympia
1-3 November

£65.00

Impact Junior
This new low cost database is aimed at junior school pupils
and home users with simple requirements and low budgets.
It incorporates all the easy to use features of the current
Impact2 database, but without the relational facilities.

Impact2 This has now been greatly enhanced,
featuring easier to use Held selections
card design, and exporting facilities.

£95.00
+ VAT

1 Impact Professional
S™IATAcorn $

WORLD

This new version includes all the easy to use relational database
facilities of Impact2, but also features user programmable action
buttons. Impact Professional is much more than just a database.

£125.00

Or PHONE, WRITE, or EMAIL for sales or details to

P.O. Box 36 *#y
BODMIN
PL30 4YY 01208 850790

sales@circlesw.demon.co.uk The easy choice

S
r

B
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\ookMaker from Resource is a software
'package that brings desktop publishing

to all. It is a powerful tool for children at
Key Stage 2. It is easy to use and helps
unravel the mysteries of desktop publishing
to this age group, inspiring them to pro
duce some excellent work.

An overview

HookMaker allows children to make story-
hooks, strip cartoons, greetings cards,
reports of projects, pamphlets, items for
wall displays and many other things.
Within the program, children can use pic
tures, either sprites or drawfilcs, or scanned
or digitised images from any source. These
can he dragged from the full lihrary pro
vided and dropped on to the page where
they can he repositioned, resized and re-ori
entated. They can he viewed in thumbnail
size for easy selection before a choice is
made.

Text can also he added at the click of a

button and placed anywhere on the page.
This can he done in any size, font and colour
and shown as text, a thought/speech bubble,
in a column or in any sized frame. The fin
ished product can he in the form of an elec
tronic hook - for which a 'reader' is provided
so that the program does not have to be

In space with a BookMakerresource pack

loaded to sec it - an automatic carousel of

pages or as a traditional printed book.

Options
Although containing some quite complex
operations, BookMaker is easy to use. The
options available are all shown on a toolhar
at the side of the page. These include:
• The canvas swap tool which alternates
between the hackground and foreground
for editing purposes
• The text tool for creating and editing text
boxes, moving, resizing, copying, deleting,
moving hoxes forward and back and
changing text styles, colours and so on.

A useful option here is the ability to dis
play a word list to aid children's vocabulary
and spelling. There is also a facility to cre
ate and edit wordlists as appropriate.

The picture toolhar allows picture editing
with options such as moving and resizing,
copying, deleting, moving to another can
vas, viewing the lihrary and transforming.
The page option offers copying pages, wip
ing Ilie contents, deletion, go to page,
insert, save or print. Options also allow for
text and graphics manipulation.

All the toolhar options are fully config-
urahle so that pupils can be given access
only to the facilities the teacher wants
them to use. This allows the teacher to dis

able any of the icons to help pupils concen
trate on particular aspects of hook making
or the development of specific IT skills such
as text manipulation or the import of
sprites.

Picture Packs

Resource have also produced support packs
for its software. Each includes graphics,
backgrounds; people and ohjects. Packs are
also available which contain all the above

plus appropriate wordlists, example hooks,
more backgrounds and extra pictures. Titles

Bookmaker review

Colin Rouse

explores the world
of publishing with
BookMaker

Adding text when creating a page

range from Christmas Tales, Fairy Tales and
Farm Talesto Jurassic Parts and Space Trek.
There are 10, although more are planned.

In conclusion

I have found BookMaker a comprehensive
introduction to desktop publishing for the
Key Stage 2 child. Although it is a powerful
piece of software, its ease of use means that
a whole new world is opened up in the pri
mary classroom for hook publishing and
the associated skills, such as the idea of

audience and purpose. The use of a toolbar,
although not unique, means that children
of all abilities can soon use it effectively. As
a piece of content-free software, its ^TT
place in my classroom is guaranteed, /lu

Product details
Product: BookMaker

Supplier: Resource

Telephone: (01509)672222
Fax:(01509)672267

E-mail: info@resourcekt.co.uk

Price: £49.95 (singleuser), site licence prices
available on request. Resource packs are

priced between £15 and £25
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and August 1996 - their latest offering,
Simple Control, is a multimedia presenta
tion. It takes the form of a tutorial which

students work through, reading the text,
clicking on the switches and answering
questions along the way.

The disc contains four applications and
a selection of worksheets as Dravvfiles. The

manual is provided as a text file which
may be dropped into a DTP or word
processor to produce hard copy. Not my
favourite method, but it does keep the
cost down.

ComCon (Computer Control)
The principal program in this suite intro
duces the control box. It includes various

switches to press and demonstrates the
concept of input and output. The user is
given some paragraphs to read followed by
exercises to carry out. A couple of ques
tions are then asked based on the previous
task. The answers and any other input
requested must be in capitals.

Buggy
This program simulates the control of a
floor roaming buggy. The presentation
begins with an explanation of the way the

Simple control
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Geoff Preston looks at a control simulation from

Camboard which, although aimed at schools, is
an excellent introduction for use at home

No wires

1 bj
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ike Camboard's previous software - see buggy is constructed and con
nected to the control box. Buggy
also introduces the control lan

guage: a version of logo.

ConSim (Control
Simulation)
This is a very useful application
as it provides simulations for
three well known everyday con
trol applications:
• An intruder alarm which fea

tures a variety of switch types to
sense various parts of the house
• A night light featuring a light dependent
resistor

• A set of traffic lights which clearly
demonstrates the likelihood of a

catastrophe if the control program is writ
ten incorrectly - as is the case here.

DirCon (Direct Control)
This is aimed at Key Stage 1 and allows
pupils to point and click on the inputs,
outputs and control box windows. It
includes different switch types and two
different output devices.

Worksheets
I've been critical in the past of companies
who produce good educational software,

but don't provide everything
required for immediate use. Cam-
board has taken on-board this

comment and provided five work
sheets in Drawfile format which

can be worked through with or
without the software.

Conclusion
What pleases me most about this
software is that all the criticisms

levelled against Camboard's first
offering have been addressed in
this package - actually there were

Input* a Output*II
The component* are connected lo the control bo\ b)
L.!(Uwfakfa bate a plug on Ihe end of earn wire. |
The I'ln:: goes into Ibe socket on Ibe bo\.
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only three minor niggles. The graphics
are better, the background is less eye-
numbing and it's supplied with some
quality backup material in the form of
worksheets.

As self-help packages go, there's surely
none better, but before running off to
buy it, a few words of caution.

Learning about computer control
without having the required hardware
might be regarded as about as effective
as learning to swim without water.
Unlike Paul Stopes (see page 74), many
teachers are neither competent nor con
fident in the use of control in a class of

20 to 30 pupils. For them, Simple Control
might well be the answer, although it
would be a shame if they didn't do any
of the real thing.

For those who do use computer control
in the classroom, this software will pro
vide valuable additional background
material for students to peruse at their
leisure. Alternatively - and this is how I
intend using il - tell your class in
advance that a lesson on control is immi

nent and let them do some advanced

study on the subject. For those at home
who would like to dip their toes into the
world of computer control, this is
an excellent introduction. Jo



32 bit fast SCSI II

The Connect 32. the fastest SCSI-2 Curd
available Tor the Acorn RiscPC.

I'sing true 32-ltit technology the Conncct32 can
transfer continuous data at rates exceeding 6.5 Mll/s,

f-fi Compatible - with all popular SCSI Peripheral
"* * H.,1 .- I I)It .11, II.,,,..!),,!,,-!!!,,,

10,,'. A,.,nM Ml S( Mi,l|,.,lil,l,M,„%Kr<,Knh«l ki

f-lj Easy Upgrades -EEPROM Technology
rajpgnam willurii,. ,l,rr,iU .

Hut what is SI 'SI? ^ -*»--
SCSI is a last Interfacingsystem which allows rapid transfer or information
between your computer and whatever SCSI-peripherals you have attached to it

...andSCSI-2? '
SCSI-2 uses the latest 32BH "fast & Hide" technology to dramatically out
performtheoldSCSI-1 system. ^^
Cards like the Connect32are designed to ensure 32-Ilit transfer throughout their operation.

«
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Duetopopular demand wenowhaveavailable theofficial
STRONGARM presentation beer glass.

Impress yourfriends at thelocal!

We were first to have STRONGARM inside .'.'

Acornft
WORLD
Stand 370 All prices are inclusive of VAT

NEW Music Hardware 'm

MIDIP
Preview of the exciting new
range of interlaces

PARALLEL M.I.D.I. INTERFACES

; Our MIDI I'lus rangeof interfacesprovidetotal portability;going somenhere?... take it withyou!

Parallel MIDI interfaces plug into Ihe printer port of >our computer. If you use a desktop inacliiii
MIDI Plus allows you lo preserve your valuable expansion slots for SCSI & Video card-.. Should
you have a portable machine then you can enjoy the same MIDI capabilities as desktop users.
If you happen lo have a range of machines then jour MIDI Plus internee can be moved to
whichever machine you wish to us

Windows l'('arm-is areal.su available, providing cross-plhtforrn interchangnbility!

.. we havefurther Music Ihn Iwarepnitt
{inc. an extensive range ofAuttiuAfixers) .. please call fit

YAMAHA

Telephone

* HOT new XG module on show FIRST to Acorn
users at AcornWorld96. ^Js,

* Roughly the same size as a VHS -
video tape, it's totally portable, J^'stf"^**^

aDB50XG in abox ! xdPjl-3^ f~ J^.
lEl

(01429)890800
Fax

==^(01429) 890700
Technological

ResourcesCompuServe : 106065,1403

Internet : 10606S. 1403<?Compuserve.com

Q-Tec : Unit22, Brougham Enterprise Centre, Brougham Terrace, Hartlepool, TS24 8EY
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Computer Control

One of the responsibilities I took on as
head of department this summer was

the delivery of Computer Control to Year 8
Technology Students. In the previous aca
demic year Control had been introduced
to Year 7 students so that they would be
familiar with Electrical, Pneumatic,
Mechanical and Hydraulic forms of con
trol, how control systems work and basic
principles.

My predecessor had decided to order two
Lego Dacta control lab kits in order to
cover computer control. As a school we
had previously used Lego lines control sys
tems with the BBC to good effect. The Lego
Dacta control lab contains an interface,

software, leads and various input and out
put devices as well as a wide range of Lego
so that a number of models can be made

up. The teachers' pack shows how this and
the support materials can be used in the
classroom to teach computer control.

The objectives
My first task was to decide upon a method
of delivering computer control to all Year
8 students. Each group would be given a
six week block at three hours a week,

totalling 18 hours of computer control. In
that time I wanted the students to under

stand the principles behind computer con
trol and how to use a computer to monitor
input devices and activate output devices.
My ultimate aim was that they would be
able to use the system to solve their own
identified problems.

I decided to take the groups through a
number of mini projects which would
enable each student to understand the

basics of programming and allow them to
extend their understanding. Each task
would be less structured which would

allow students to apply knowledge gained
through the module.

Mini-projects
I decided to set the whole module in con

text by using the school's farm unit. The
farm contains a number of interesting
examples of control systems and in the first
lesson the group went there to look for
them. These were recorded in terms of

INPUT PROCESS OUTPUT. This investiga
tion was then extended to the whole school.

Identified systems included greenhouse
watering, windows, heat control, a wind
generator (used to power the lighting in
the poultry shed) and fire and burglar
alarm systems. This led to the first task -
the design and modelling of a greenhouse
window which would open when the tem
perature inside is too hot and closes when
the temperature is too cold.

The Lego Dacta Kit has a model for this
but it was considered to be too compli
cated at this stage, so our own model was
designed incorporating a heat, touch and
light sensor and a motor as an output. The
model was ready made so time would not
be spent putting Lego together and the
emphasis would be on the programming.
The language Lego Dacta Control Lab uses
is based on Logo and has a structured
grammar; it is essential that spaces and
full stops are in the correct places other
wise the procedure will not run.

Programming
To introduce the programming, the stu
dents first identified the process the model
would go through and then wrote it out in
English. They would then refer to a hand
book which contained the procedure com
mands (alongside English explanations)
but in the wrong order.

Their task would be to put these com
mands into the correct order with the cor

rect syntax. Support material was available
in the form of differentiated sheets which

were partly completed. This now led to a
major problem: How does a group of 25
students test their procedures on two
interfaces?

Multimedia authoring
Over the last six months I have run a num

ber of cross curricular pilot projects
involving Genesis Professional - a multi
media authoring package - and the school
was keen for this to be introduced across

the whole curriculum. I decided to allow

the students to record their design work
for the Control module using this multi
media package.

At an early stage I needed to cover the
basics of using Genesis and discuss with
the students methods of planning and
organising their time so that both the

control
At Saffron Waldon County High School, Computer
Control is now delivered to everystudent in Year 8
- Paul Scopes explains how it's done
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report and the control activities would be
completed on time.

Genesis was introduced in a one hour ses

sion during which creation of frames,
entering text, images, graphics and linking
pages were covered. This would form the
basis of the students' report as well as tak
ing still images with an Ion camera and
embedding sound using a microphone,
amp and Eagle Mark 11 board.
At the beginning of each lesson the stu

dents would generate a number of aims and
would then work in pairs to meet them. For
example, they would write the procedure to
operate the greenhouse window model and
wait until the interface was free to test this.

In the meantime they could enter the
Design and Specification and the flowchart
into the Genesis report as well as taking
images with the Ion Camera, digitising
these or embedding sound clips.

Homework

One problem I have found when teaching
students how to use new pieces of software
is encouraging them to remember impor
tant steps so the software can be used
independently in the future. To tackle this
problem each student bad to produce, over
a two-week homework period, a user guide
for Genesis which they could then refer to
in the future.

This guide could be in the form of a
booklet, poster, multimedia interactive
guide or manual - the student's choice. A
number of the best guides have now been
passed on to members of staff so they can
learn how to use Genesis.

The remaining controls tasks were to
model a system for sorting apples from the
school orchard. This involved program

ming a robotic arm which would eventu
ally be put with the system to pick up
apples and place them into the correct
container, depending on colour.

A basic foundation

Every student participating in Ihe module
is entered for a NDTEF accreditation in

control (a scheme in which Ihe school is

already involved). By using the resources
effectively we have been able to provide
each student with a basic foundation in

computer control.
The students will use this next year as a

resource, to solve open-ended control
problems. They also have an understand
ing of how to create a multimedia applica
tion and the potential for such a device -
this is already in evidence with students
entering the National Educational Multi
media Awards.

Following its success, the school has
extended the control module by purchas
ing another eight control kits. I now had to
write a module for Year 9 which will apply
the skills developed in Year 8.1 wanted the
students to have the opportunity to solve
problems which they could identify them
selves within a given context.

Town planning
I chose to look at towns and cities and

opportunities for control within these and
spoke with staff from the Geography
department to gain some background
knowledge. The students would be divided
into groups and each group would be
responsible for control within a particular
part of the town. I wanted to incorporate
the idea of a planning council which
would discuss potential ideas and then

Computer Control

reject or accept them depending on their
merit. I contacted the local district council

for advice on how this type of system actu
ally operates.

In each group six areas would be repre
sented - Residential, Commercial, Indus
trial, Emergency services, Travel and
Transport and Utilities (pipes, street lights
etc). Each group was given a brief and
information on their role in the town. It

was important that each group understood
what factors would have a positive and
negative effect on their area - for example,
the effect of industrial pollution on resi
dential areas.

To provide the students with a flavour
of how a town develops, a scenario was
created using SimCity. The students then
had to develop a town while recording the
positive and negative effects of their deci
sions.

To add a bit of excitement to the lessons

a points system was implemented. Points
were allocated depending on the ideas
which were accepted by the group, how
the ideas affected others, how well the
ideas were developed and whether they
were able to encourage other groups to
develop solutions which would be of bene
fit to them.

This process gave the students the free
dom to develop their own ideas and use
control to solve exciting and interesting
problems. Solutions such as automatic
public transport, security systems, control
car parking, environmental monitoring
and traffic flow systems were modelled. In
order to provide a life-like environment,
my Resistive Materials technician is cur
rently constructing a scale model of
a city centre.

tructing a scale model of A-^-r
e. n\j
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"...easily 4/5 times the speed of
a fast modem." Acorn User

How much does it cost to
Network 2 Rise OS

puters?

_ _i
Price for SerialNET Software inc p&p
Please add £15.00 for a 32 foot cable

...an essential purchase" Rise User

How much does it cost to
add a Graphics Enhancer

to an A5000?

Price for ViVID 5000 Software inc p&p
Requires A5000 and 14" Multisync monitor

"...it may hardly be worth buying
any other vector graphics program."

Archive August 1996

How much does it cost to
buy a professional

drawing application?

1.50
Price for DrawWorks2 Software inc p&p

DrawWorks2 adds many new features to Draw

"...excellent...strongly recommended."
Archive May 1996

How much does it cost to
buy over 300 professional

Outline Fonts?

Price for our Font Pack 312 in new NDT format

much does it cost to
nd out more?

Simply write to us or give us a ring and we
will send you the latest 44 page catalogue

iSV Products All prices include UK carriage
86 Tumberry, Home Farm Overseas orders please add £2.00
Bracknell, Berks. RG12 8ZH All datall. are correct at tho Hme
T I Al lilil C C -T£*C& 8°ln8 ,0p,e" TrademarKt arc acknowlcdgsd
Tel UlO*l*t 33/OV Discounts arebased upon prices exc p&p

picture book 2
6

TT

high-quality programs specially
designed to help pre-school, primary
school and special needs children
with Reading, Spelling and Counting
-'elijoyably and very effectively!

AlphaBook • Snap • WordMatch

Spefflt • FlashCard

Each program uses Alphabet
les with professionally drawn

graphics, sound effects and
spoken words and offers
many setting choices to suit
each child's ability. For RISC

OS 3.1 or later.

Site licence: £105. £35.00

Draggle The Professional

Application Launcher
For easy on-screen access to your most frequently used
files and applications Draggle is the professional answer.
Cut out constant clicking with these easy to install pull-down
menus. The best way yet to organise your _.,_ _ _
computer screen, your files andyour time. * 1 /.•UU

Notice

Board

"..for rolling presentations
Notice Board excels."

Acorn User

Using Draw and Artworks files Notice
Board enables you to create multi-

page, poster-like presentations to run unattended in any
location. Widely used in schools, Notice Board provides a
colourful, constantly changing information point that is also
ideal for information/sales messages at conferences and
exhibitions, libraries, reception areas, etc. f^R 00

For use with RISC OS3.1 orlater. *JJ*VW

MonC1 s>»
Cr&ati\sG F^rac

^
"...decidedly the most original and unusirsrsj
have seen for a very long time once you've digested
what the instructions say, Montage is a fascinating and
enthralling program." RISC User
Create your own stunning fractal art pictures quickly and
easily with Montage. Working in interactive mode Montage
builds the images as you work. Requires RISC OS 3.1
minimum 2mb, 4mb forhi-res pictures. ,£45.00

Mult/Link Transfers data effortlessly between 8-bit
BBC and all RISC OS 32-bit computers. Easy to use click
and drag operation. With serial cable £29.95

The Really Good Software Company
39 Carisbrooke Road, Harpenden, Herts. UK AL5 5QS

Tel/Fax: 01582 761 395 Email:rgsc@turnbulI.compulink.co.uk
No VATor post/packing. Cheques, with order please, made

payable to the company. Oftlcal orders welcomed.



Steve Mumford keeps
you up-to-date with the
Acorn games scene

I'm pleased to be able to offer you the third
instalment of Paul Taylor's game diary, fol
lowing the progress of his Moonquake sequel
that looks set to provide fans of the original
with heaps more gameplay. Without further
ado, I'll hand you over to the man with more
explosions than he knows what to do with.

Rumble rumble

The last things I mentioned were the larger
explosions I hoped to implement. Just to
add a little graphical garnish, I've overlayed
a bigger explosion animation in the centre of
each burst. These sprites are nine times
larger than the bombs or the player sprites,
and so far they're the only ones that can
pass off the sides of the screen, requiring a
little extra code.

Overlaying something as large as these
explosions is going to take up a little pro
cessing power, particularly when several are
present on screen at once. However, I was
surprised when the machine almost ground
to a halt when I first persuaded it to display a
group of these fireballs.

This is an ARM 6,1 thought. Surely I can't
have reached its limitalready?The Sprite draw
ing routine can't be that bad, can it?
Fortunately, it was neither, as a 'little' investiga
tion revealed that each Sprite was being drawn
128or 256times each, due to a missing'!'.

The large explosions look nice, but they
don't actually add anything else to the
gameplay, so let's move on to the pipe net
works. The idea here is that a stream of fire

entering the pipe network at any point will
cause the tail of that explosion to appear at
every other exit of the series of pipes. With
this little device, you'll be able to catch your
opponents out by sending an explosion
through the pipes to leap out of an exit just
in front of them.

The data for each entry point to the pipe
network holds a coordinate giving the next
entry point, forming a loop. When an explo
sion enters a pipe, the program follows this

loop round, adding new fire streams to all the
pipe exit points until it gets back round to the
start. When coding this sort of idea, it helps if
you get your x and y coordinates the right
way round. In retrospect, it makes sense to
me that the only pipe entry/exit point that
worked at the outset was at coordinate (7,7).

A few different types of bomb will be avail
able in the form of power-ups. The mega
bomb is fairly straightforward, effectively giv
ing you infinite-length explosions (bigger
than the largest level, anyway) and will tem
porarily stun or flatten other players if
pushed over them. The former aspect is com
plete, but the latter will have to wait until I
deal with player deaths.

Another variety is the flower bomb - my
interpretation of a request over the Internet

for different shaped explosions. As the arms
of the explosion spread out, the program
pushes out extra streams from these arms,
two tiles from the epicentre of the detonation.
I didn't realise how powerful this would be
until Itried it - it covers quite a large area and
because it stretches around corners, it's
going to be a little trickier to hide from.

The flower bomb gave rise, perhaps
inevitably, to the flourbomb. Every now and
again, a bomb will detonate as a flour bomb,
producing a large white dusty cloud. Any
players caught in this will be covered in flour
for a while pausing to cough from time to time
as they move about - well they will when I get
round to drawing the animations.

Now that we have several different types of
bomb (a bouncing bomb will be included

«a* %mf:--tF.J
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later), I've added different sprites for each
type, and an inflating/shaking animation to
show their timers running down.

While I was adding all these explosions
and bombs, I couldn't help thinking that there
was still something fundamental missing -
the blockages! The game's not quite the
same without them - so cue hastily drawn
blockage tiles and their respective detona
tions. There are four different blockage tiles
at present, later I may try redrawing them to
interlock better.

It was about time to add a front end to the

game - later I should be able to add debug
features to the menus to allow me to try dif
ferent setups without recompiling the whole
program. The menus are fairly simple - that
is, once you have a reasonable text printing
routine. The one I've put in allows me to place
text on the screen either left-aligned, right-
aligned or centred to a given coordinate, and
highlighted if necessary.

I'm currently part way through adding the
picking up and throwing of bombs. This is a
little trickier than I anticipated because when
the player picks up a bomb, it has to be
removed from both the list of active bombs

and the map data.
The graphical representation of the thrown

bombs will take some experimenting with.
Marsquake, as with Moonquake, has a top-
down view rather than the forced 45 degree
view in Bomberman. When you throw a bomb,
it's going to have to come out of the screen
towards you, which may be difficult to per
ceive, unless a shadow or something is
added. I'll explain more next time round.
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ret tombs

Geoff Holland and the

Generation Design team have
released another budget title,
named The Pharoahs' Secret

Tombs. Their most recent prod
ucts, SeaTrek and The Last
Cybermoch, were designed to be
arcade games and so perhaps
suffered because of the level of

payability and graphics quality
the genre requires.

Secret Tombs is more of a

puzzle game, but still retains an
element of action. The storyline,
if you hadn't already guessed
from the title, casts you as a
cross between a maverick

archaeologist and a grave rob
ber, and your somewhat

politically incorrect aim is to
grab as much gold as you can.
That's the plot, and the game
boils down to directing your
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. character

(which looks
'"',(• suspiciously

-J like the subma-
rine in SeaTrek)

x through a mine
field of tombs,
plundering
those filled with

treasure and

avoiding the
ones laden with

traps.
Each level

takes place on
creen, and play is

ricted to a grid of squares in
the centre. There are five gold-
filled tombs on each level, and
the player must navigate through
the other pyramids to visit them.
Here's where the puzzle element
comes in, and it's the mainstay
of the gameplay - instead of
controlling your character with
the standard four direction but

tons, you must use icons dotte
around the screen, each giving a
sequence of movements such as
two up then one left.

It's a question of piecing these
together and plotting your route
before you go; of course, this is
made more difficult by the fact
that you're racing against the
clock. Variations are brought
into the game in later levels, with
objects ranging from death
skulls to bonuses scrolling over
the screen, for you to avoid or
collect as appropriate.

The idea of the game is inter
esting, but for a program that
takes over the whole machine it

still leaves a bit to be desired.

Combining the navigational
gameplay with subgames, to be
completed once you gain access
to a tomb, would spice the game
up. Alternatively, it would be
nice to see a desktop version
with a more relaxed timer. Still,
it's good to see a programming
team committed to their work

and I hope they'll carry on
improving. Generation Design
can be contacted on (01258)
452507 or genden@argonet.
co.uk.

Save those Gweeks

Nathan Atkinson has written in

once again to supply some more
passcodes to those in need - the
game in question this month is
none other than

Acorn User's (
own Save the

Gweeks. Nathan

told me that he

came close to

lobbing his Rise
PC out of the

window on sev

eral occasions.

Anyway, here
are the fruits of

his labours:

JUDGE DREDD

SLINKY

ASIMOV

FIREFLY

TARDIS

REPTON

STRATOCASTER

WHISKEY

APOCALYPSE NOW

After divulging this informa
tion, Nathan went on to ask the
whereabouts of Stryker's Run III
and Proposal. I can confirm that,
although I don't yet have a
release date for the latter, work's
still in progress.

As for Stryker's Run III, I'm
afraid I'm less certain - a lot of

work has gone into the game
and by all accounts it's nearly
finished.

However, the programming
team's circumstances have

changed a little, and this has
incurred a delay of sorts. Keep
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A COMPELLING COMPUTER GAME

THAT COULD CHANGE THE WORLD

Make the decisions of a world lender, as you control the balance
of nature versus civilisation. Power-upand expand cities to rival
those of Mother Earth, hut watch out tor globalwanning, pollu
tion, encroaching deserts and deforestation. Destroy the enemy

that tries to blast your cities and poison your planet.
Intricately detailed, 14 scenarios and a

militaryoption to compete with a computer rival.
Available for £34.99 direct from ECLIPSE.

it's spooky and it's fun!

A spooky graphical adventure game. Exploreshuge3Dland
scape. Talk to other inhabitants of the world along your way.

Solvethe puzzles to completeyourquest.Twodifferent charac
ters with different skillshelp you to save the day! It's so big we

needed 6 floppies! Destined to he another huge
Tom Copper hit - author of Ixion, Cycloids,Hamsters,

Wavelengthand more! Runs from (loppy or Hard Disk on
Rise OS 3.10 or later with 2 Mb RAM or more.

Available for £24.99 direct from ECLIPSE.
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BATTLE FOR ARRAKIS

Speech - Artificial Intelligence - 9M i compressed
graphics - 30 massive battle zones -Based on the

cult book by Frank Herbert - Over 20 Mb of source
material squeezed onto 7 floppies or 1 CD-ROM.

Requires RISC OS 2/3 with 2 Mb RAM.
Floppy version £34.99 CD-ROM version £44.99

direct from ECLIPSE.

ECLIPSE is a division of Argo Interactive Group Pic.
Order by phone on (01243) 531194 or by Fax on (01243) 531196.

Alternatively you could send your order to:
ECLIPSE, FREEPOST PT795, Chichester, West Sussex PO20 6YY

or e-mail us on: sales@argonet.co.uk Web: www.argonet.co.uk



Adventure games

the now-legendary games

casts an eve over comPany infocom (1979-1939).
. Least reliable of all are rumours

ActivisiOn'S neW afao"t «« demise. The surviving
founders deny it went bust, pre-

available
Infocom published 31 textual
games, and four more with
added graphics. All but two are
on Activision's new CD, Classic

1987 version with on-line hints,
for instance. On the plus side,
Leather Goddesses of Phobos, a
racy spoof space opera, is at last
getting a re-release.

Activision is an old hand at

s. With

luck you may still be able to get
hold of Lost Treasures of

Infocom, Volumes I and II (1992),
with about half the catalogue
each (and on floppy discs), or
the five CDs called Infocom
Classics, which appeared last
June.

The reason you might want
the earlier re-releases is because

T:\n'i~h\{iii-Mi'ii:iu:ii'iiHH+^'i^^mi\i-ui^'rM.r.w\iX>m>i-.\\\\

and then closed. At any rate, the
nucleus of people did break up -
some wanted to write 'grown-up'
programs; all were casting about
for new products. They never
found one, and by 1989 the text
adventure market was pro
nounced dead.

Activision Inc., tends to
emerge as the villain in this

buy-out was a rescue bid, but
Infocom just went on losing
money. Seven years on, it is get
ting a return on all that. It's
ended up with the back cata
logue to sell, which is a
nostalgic sideline and the name
to trade on. And with Return to

Zork and Zork, Nemesis already
written, and a third in the
pipeline, this is big business.
The new games are graphical
adventures of the big-budget,
point-and-click kind, and they're
made like Hollywood films, to the
extent that the person in charge
is called the Director.

Both games have been mod
estly well-received, but (as one
of the original Zork authors
recently commented) are nothing
much to do with 'real' Zork.

Infocom. You have to admire this

kind of longevity; not many pro
grams compiled on October 21,
1982 (like Infidel) are still in the
High Street.

The two missing games are,
presumably, both left off for
copyright reasons - Shogun and

The new games are
r*T£l*liU^lV^i,T/:Tilt!ll?:CTt'li

the big-budget# point-
and-click kind and

they're made like
Hollywood films...with

a Directorin charge
The Hitchhiker's Guide To The

Galaxy, in the writing of which
James Clavell and Douglas
Adams collaborated. Shogun is
the best of the four graphical
games, but that isn't saying very
much. Hitchhiker's is a sad loss,
particularly as it was included in
the last four rounds of re-issues.

And for no reason I can think of,
Activision doesn't use the latest

updates of its games - we have
a 1984 copy of Zork I, not the

rU'NOLKLD HhAKTS
fiction

tr»V>'ip'K <*"> l'*7 b) lnfoc-mi. Inc. All njhis reserved.
IU!NI)BKb'I> HEAR IS is a iraucmuk ot IntVvom. Inc.
Krirav 26/Serial number 870730

LATB ONB SPRING NIGHT IN THE WEST INDIES..
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als which counts a lot. Trinity,
for example, was originally
shipped with a scholarly bibliog
raphy, a photograph, a 14-page
comic (The Illustrated History of
the Atom Bomb'), origami
instructions for a paper crane (a
bird, not a derrick), a self-assem
bly sundial (adorned with a
poem by Emily Dickinson) and a
once-classified US Geological
Survey map. Clues are scattered
right through, so you wouldn't
want to do without.

The new Activision CD does

not come with a manual, which
is perhaps not surprising as it
would run to about 400 pages,
plus maps and hint sheets.
Instead it has online documenta

tion, well scanned-in and clearly
presented, in Adobe Acrobat for-

Trinityj what
ever is this doing

in Kensington
Gardens?
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mat. The CD is readable by both
PCs or Macs, and an Acrobat
reader-program is supplied for
either machine. While RISC OS

has no problem with the disc
itself, I don't believe there's an
Acrobat reader for Acorns yet,
so unless you can find one or
have a PC board, you'll be as
stuck as i am.

Playing the games is easier -
you need only an Infocom inter
preter, such as Kevin Bracey's
freeware Zlp2000 application.
Simply copy the '.../DAT' files,
filetype them 11A instead of
Data,and click on them.

two bonuses on this disc. Firstly,
six winners of the Internet's

rec.arts.int-fiction game-writing
competition for last year are
included. It isn't obvious how to

play these under RISC OS, but
here's how.

For A Change In The Weather,
cut a chunk out of 'WEATHER/

EXE', from byte B9C8 to the end,
and filetype it 11A, likewise for
TheMagic Toyshop and TheMind
Electric. The other three games
aren't written in Inform, and that I
can't fix.

Secondly - and only a diehard
aficionado would care about this

- Activision has rummaged
through an old hard disc and

Void

. unturned
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come up with a handful of tanta
lising memos and paragraph
-length sketches for games that
never came about. (Most promis
ing: Paul Revere in 18th-century
Boston. Least: hunting for truf
fles, playing as a pig...).

Somebody has topped-and-
tailed these notes, so it's mostly
impossible to say who wrote
them and when. The exception is
a minute of a 1987 meeting, try
ing to decide 'how are w
to keep going?' but dis
with no answer. The writing on

the finest adventure

yet written, Trinity
begins in Kensington
Park just as WWII is
about to break out

the wall.

If you're really a true diehard,
you'll wish they'd included the
manuals for Infocom's game-
compiler (at least one of which is
known to survive), and how
about the 'free sample' excerpt-
games? And it's sad that the
German translation Zork I: Das

Grosse Unterweltrlech - a fin

ished game, not a plan or a
i draft - hasstill never had

an official release.
i\ iipimihc fact i<* llv deep

What you
really get
If, on the other hand,
you're saner than the
present reviewer, you'd
probably rather know

Unfortunately,
this experiment
was discarded

about the games and whether
they're any good or not.

The games are all traditional
text-only adventure games.
Those from the earliest years are
slightly more primitive, but they
all have the same luxury feel -
they were hand-crafted and
exhaustively tested. Half of them
are medium-sized, with perhaps
60 to 80 detailed locations. The

remainder are larger, though not
always better. Even with the hints
and maps (all included), each
game has a good week's worth of
evenings in it.

To begin with, there's the Zork

nal mainframe game divided into
three parts (of which I think Zork
II is the best). Beyond Zork, a
curious sequel and Zork Zero, an
unsuccessful prequel. The real
follow-on was the second trilogy,
also of fantasy games but with a
more substantial plot-line and
with the introduction of magic
spells to cast: Enchanter,
Sorcerer and the superb
Spellbreaker. Another enjoyable
fantasy, written as an adventure-
game-for-beginners, is Wish-
bringer.

Also well-represented are
detective thrillers (Deadline,
Suspect and Witness) and sci
ence-fiction. Starcross has a

1950s feel to it, reminiscent of
Arthur C. Clarke's novel

'Rendezvous at Rama'.

Suspended and A Mind
Forever Voyaging axe strange,
experimental tries at virtual-real
ity games. Less seriously,
Planetfall (a Harry Harrison-like
hero gets by with help of cuddly
robot), Statlonfall (sequel to
same) and Leather Goddesses of
Phobos.

All of Infocom's games have a
whimsical tone at times, but never
more so than in Bureaucracy
(where all you have to do is con
vince your bank that you've

Adventure games

moved house) and the quite inde
scribable Nord 'n' Bert Couldn't

Make Head Nor Tall Of It.

Mote variety can be found in
Infidel (an Egyptology game, with
a whole language of hieroglyph
ics to work out), Ballyhoo
(backstage at the circus),
Cutthroats (deep-sea salvage),
The Lurking Horror (an H. P.
Lovecraft pastiche, and enor
mously enjoyable), Hollywood
Hijinx (movie industry nostalgia
- but a game famous for its inge
nious puzzles), Moonmist
(intrigue in Cornish house),
Sherlock (do Queen Victoria a

Jewels), Border Zone (espi
onage) and Plundered Hearts
(bodice-ripping Mills &Boon with
piracy on the high seas).

That only leaves two fairly sec
ond-rate graphical games, whose
graphics look terribly dated -
Arthur, which is Arthurian;
Journey, a dull fantasy - and,
best of ail, the extraordinary
Trinity. Widely considered the
finest adventure game yet writ
ten, Trinity begins in Kensington
Park, just as World War III is
about to break out. The player
slips into a surreal landscape to
which, in some way, ail the
world's nuclear explosions are
linked, in the shadow of a giant
sundial. Trinity itself is the code-
name of the first Manhattan

Project test-site, to which the
game eventually winds back.

I suppose these games may go
on being available in bargain-
bucket anthologies, or ultimately
on the Internet, until everyone
has a copy, just as almost every
one has a CD of Brothers In Arms

bought in some sale or other. But
just in case the Infocom classics
vanish now might be a good time
to buy a copy. This is the cheap
est and best chance so far - if

you have a CD player, and can
read the manual.
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Free Ads
• A310, 1Mb RAM, Cub Miaovilec 653 moni
tor, keyboard, mouse, RISC OS 2, £7(1. A5000,
4Mb RAM base unit with keyboard, mouse, RISC
OS 3.1, faulty nower Supply, no hard drive or
monitor, £150 RISC OS 2 programmers reference
manuals, ElO.Tel: (01323)727330.
• Acorn A3000, Rise 3.1 update, Epson printer,
30games, Learning Curve, manuals, 2 joysticks,
joy pad, Genesis, Acorn User magazines (4
years). Tel: (01932)345226, £500.
• I'ockel Hook II, 512K +printer, adaptor +Ol'l,
manual, £250ono. I'SIWin software + 3Link,
£50. All boxed with manuals +goodcondition.
Contact Jamie on (01865) 557466.
• Wanted: A4 portable ingood working condition.
Tel: (01539) 730990 (day), (01539) 729717 (eves).
• Acorn Archimedes 3010. 2Mb RAM, colour
monitor, mouse, user/analogue podule, educa
tional games software +a years worth of Acorn
Usermagazines,£250.Tel:(OI2S2)84:i491.
• (lames wanted: Simon Ibe Sorcerer,
Darkwood, Zool, StuntRacer etc. List ofgames lo
swap for them, including Wolfcnslein, Speedball
2, Lemmings 2, Chocks Compendium, Nevryon
etc. Tel: I'hil on (01886) 832417 (Worcester
area).

• Archimedes A420 I'C and RGB colour monitor
with Lotus 123,2-2 sollware, games, plus all
manuals. Excellent condition, hardly used. Rest
offer lo secure. Tel: (01494) 721217.
• Sibelius 7 student v3.04n,£450ono. Kurzweil
RG100 professional electric piano, £800 ono.
Tel: Andy on(01623) 6:5488:5 (evenings).
• A4000, 4Mb, 80Mb H/discr Hi-Res monitor.
Scanlight 250, Impression, Advance + oilier
s/ware. Tons of AU mags, £800 ono. Tel: Simon
(01636) 684993 after 6pm (Notts).
• Electron User magazines, subscription tapes
plus loads of Electron/BBC games. Just £10 the
lot. Buyer collects, tel: (01747) 855027.
• Rise'I'C, 9Mb RAM, 425Mb HI), AKI18 colour
monitor, CD-ROM, 486second processor, 16bit
sound card, speakers, 3.5ln floppy drive, IGame
on, games, DOS 6.3, manuals. £1400. Tel:
101332)873526.
• Games for sale: Wolfenstein 3D, £12 and
Saloon Cars Deluxe, £8. Tel: Paul on (01246)
551948.

• Rise I'C 600, 8Mb DRAM, 1MbVRAM, 14in
AK60 monitor, 210Mb III), 486 I'C card, loadsa
clipart (indexed), Impression, Larger, MovieFS,
ImageFS, £1100. Tel: (01245) 474821,
• Wanted: RISC OS 3 Programmer's Reference
Manual. Can collect, Cambridge area, Tel:
Jonathon on(01954) 232156 (evenings).
• Computer Concepts Turbo Driver for Inkjet
Canon printer for Archimedes, £30.1'lavdays lor
Archimedes, £10, Tel: (01256) 478322, '
• Wanted: Omar Sharif's llridge, preferably with
box and instructions. I'hone Michael on (01929)
426378(evenings).
• Graphics enhancercard for A140 wanted at
low cost, eg. CC Colour Card Gobi or I'CATS
graphics card,Tel: Robert on (01765) 604030.
• Wanted: Any CD-ROM setup for the A3000.
Musi workthrough expansionsocket, also want
CD-ROM software. Will pay reasonable amount.
Tel: (01733) 269144.

• Starfighter 3000,brand new, unused, unwant
ed gift,£20ono. Winner of bestgame in Acorn
UserAwards 1995.Tel:Adam on (01580) 752929
after4pm weekdays.
• Wanted: ROM cartridges, twin or quad for
Master 128 and any ROM software. Tel: (01303)
872976.
• A3000, 2Mb RAM, colour monitor, RISC OS3.1,
StarNI.10 printer, £240. A3000 13 network card,
£40.A3000 MIDI card,£40. lei:0116-2311 424.
• Archimedes 310, 4Mb RAM, RISC OS 3.10,
colour monitor, backplane + fan, I'ipedream 4,
I'C Emulator vl.8 + DOS, discs, manuals,
£225.00. lei:0191-234 0119(I'vne k Wear).
• A5000, 8Mb RAM, 25Mllz, RISC OS3,1, 120+
330Mb IDE IIDs, Samsung Svncmaster SVGA,
manuals. £800 ono. Tel: (01524) 701623.
• A3000, RISC OS 3.1, 80Mb III), 2Mb RAM,
Acorncolour monitor. £250 ono. Tel: Greg
(01727) 851037 (Herts).
• Rise User magazines, Beebug archivebound in
six volumes, complete with tliscs, offers please.
Also Basic and Programmers reference manuals,
offers.Tel: (01268) 734215.
• Impression Style£30, Revelation 2 £20,
Deskbdit2 £15, More Lemmings, Lemmings
Tribes, Chuck Rock, Gods £10 each.Typing tutor,
Herewith the Clues. £6 each Tel: (01323)
727330.
• Games. Speedball II,Lotus Turlxi II,Populous,
Zool, Virtual Golf, Saloon Cars Deluxe, SWIV,
Gods. All boxed, as new. £6 each. Tel: Dave
(01752)253327.
• A5000, 2MbRAM, 41MbHI), AKF 18 monitor,
Learning Curve package and othersoftware with
Panasonic KXP1124i printer. Very good condi
tion, £400. lei: (01494)675040 (South Bucks).
• A410/1, 4MbRAM, 40MbHI),ARM3, RISC OS
3, Kizo 9060s Hi Res monitor, Taxan printer+
software, G90. Hearsav 2, £40. RISC OS PRM's,
£35. E-type 2 Racing,'£20. Tel: Martin (01444)
892414.

• Impression Publisher Plus v5.02, Artworks
vl.5, Arc-fax vl.12, Termite vl.08. Complete
£250.00. WordPerfect new v6.0 DOS £75.00,
Intertex Data All Voice Fax Modem, 14,400bps
Error/data compression. Boxed, as new. All man
uals, £75,00. LBlMlite LaserDirect printer plus
cables. Direct Drive interface card, software and
new toner cartridge. Boxed, as new-, AH manuals.
£395.00. Tel: (01959) 577551 anytime.
Kent/Surrey border.
• For sale: 6 Speed ATAPI CD-ROM Drive with
CDFS software for IDE bus machines. Ideal for
Yellowstone RaplDE card, £85ono. CallPaul on
0171-202 3309.
• A30I0, 4MbRAM, 80MbIII), colourmonitor,
Cumana CD-ROM, 14.4K modem, joystick,
Style, Easyfont, games, utilities etc. £375 ono.
Pel:Chester (01244)318389.
• A3000,4Mb, ARM3,320Mb IID, dual high speed
serial ixirts, Multisync monitor, Hi-Vision digitiser,
VIDCenhancer, 135Mbexternal SCSI and inter
face, monitor stand, £450.Tel:(01452) 855136.
• A3010, 1Mb , 2Mb ROM, RISC OS 3. Family
Solutionpackage with all associated software, ie,
LasiWord + plinth +9 games including Sensible
Soccer &Crystal Maze, £200. Tel: (01780) 54006.

• Wanted: IIBC Micro Castle Quest, call 0171-
202 3309.
• A3000, 4Mb RAM, colour monitor, Star I.C10
printer,hand scanner,Midi board, manuals, 100
discs withprogrammes and games loaded. £345.
Tel: (017371 242588 (Reigate, Surrey).
• TopicArt, transport and Dinosaurs Clip Art,
£8. Magpie £20. Movie Maker £6. Manchester
United £8, Holed Out £8. Tel: (01323) 727330.
• A5000, Learning Curve, 4Mb RAM, 40Mb III),
RISC OS3.11, Texan Multlvislon 795 Win moni
tor, VGC. Boxed wih manuals, £450 ono. Tel:
(01970)880265,
• Artworks, £80, ProArtisan, £60, SimCity 2()oo
(A5000), £15, Darkwood, £15, Battle chess, £5,
Cannon Fodder, £10, birds V War, £10, Diggers,
£10, VirtualGolf, £5. Feb(01892) 663452.
• Elite (Gold), £15, Enter Ihe Realm, £5,
Pandoras box, £5. SimCity, £5, Black Angel, £5,
Delta-Cat joystick (for A5000), £20, Chocks
Away Extra Mis, £5. Tel: (01892) 663452.
• Rise I'C 600 with 8Mb/lMb VRam/420Mb,
171n monitor, C, Publisher, games. Offers.
Daytime tel: (01454) 611619 evening: 0117-925
'.602 askforTiriq e-mail I-inqHiristol st.com
• Crystal Maze, Diggers, Flashback £13 each.
Pandora's box, Enter the Realm, £8. Repton 3,
Six French Games, Terramex, Freddy's Foilv,
Giant Killer, Minotaur, £6,Tel: (01323) 727330.
• Rise PC wilh 8Mb RAM, 1Mb VRAM, 420Mb
Hard disc, 486 SX I'C. card anddouble speed CD-
ROM drive, two slice unit wilh 15in monitor,
£U00ono. Tel: (01705) 349487.
• A3000, ARM3, 4Mb RAM, RISCOS 3.1, 40Mb
IID, IDE interface, Scanlight 256 scanner + digi
tiser, podulc expansion box, joystick + MIDI
interfaces, manuals/software, £475 ono. Tel:
0116-230 3270.
• Acorn R260 workstation, 16Mb RAM, 116Mb
SCSIhard disc, ARM3,RISCOS 3.1, AKP50moni
tor, Aleph One 1Mb 386 PC Card, £695 ono.
0181-5319108.

• Acorn A540, 4Mb RAM, 116 Mb SCSI hard
disc, ARM3, RISCOS 3.11, AKI8 monitor. £450
ono. 0181-531 9108.
• Wanted. Someone with Acorn Electron with
Plus-1, Cumana disc drive and printer, lo print
program listsfrom old 5.25in 40-track floppies.
Call Dave on (01249) 760253.
• Rise I'C 600, 8Mb RAM, 1Mb VRAM, monitor,
hand scanner, CD-ROM drive, manuals, loads of
software inc Style, boxed. £1200 inc delivery
ono. Tel: (01983) 883188.
• Fantastic Christmas present: A30I0 ICS IDE
internal Conner 60Mb 111) plus interface/soft
ware. Genuine reason (or sale. Excellent condi
tion. £60. Tel: Rob0161-283 3401 (Allrincham).
Could 111 locally.
• A30I0, 2Mb, monitor available. Variety soft
ware + many games including Cannon Fodder,
Sensible Soccer. 100+ discs and holder. All bxed
with manuals, £150 ono, Tel: (01606) 76244.
• RiscPC600, 5Mb, 210 III). AKF60 14in moni
tor. Rarely used so mini condition. £800 (or
quick bargain sale. Tel: 0113-258 4612 (Leeds).
• A3000, colour monitor, Integrex colourjel
printer, Kaga Dot matrix printer. Software: Atelier,
1st Word Plus, games. £175. Feb (01442) 832311.

Acorn User Free Ads Service
Why not take advantageof our free readerad service? Fill inyourdetailson this coupon (25 words maximum,
onewordper box below) and send it to Free Ads, Acorn User, IDG Media Ltd, Media House, Adlington Park,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP. Only one ad per reader, please. Although we try to publish every ad we receive, we
can make no guarantees;publication isentirely dependenton space and time constraints. Wemayalsopublish
ree ads on the cover disc if magazinespace is short. Pleasefill in your nameand telephone number below:
hese willnot be published, but they enable us to contact you in case of any queries.

Vour name: Telephone no:
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• Magazines for sale: Acorn User - issue 1 to
issue 125(Dec 1992) complete. MicroUser vol 1
issue 1(March 1983) to Aug 1991. Offers invited.
Tel: (01732) 452974.
• A3000 Learning Curve package, updated to
4Mb RAM, Colourmonitor, applications, discs,
Genesis, 1st Word Plus, PC Emulator etc.
Excellentcondition, £200. lei: (01609) 777584.
• A3010, 4Mb, 120Mb 111), AKF50 monitor,
some software, Epson 1.Q100 dot matrix printer,
selling to buy llj-610 so £380. tel: Glossop
(01457)868674.
• A4I0/1, 4Mb RAM, 36MHz. ARM3, 210Mb
IDE-Ill), RISC OS 3.1,Multi-sync monitor, soft
ware included. £400 ono. Tel: Chris on 0171-733
5289.

• Rise PC 710, 16Mb RAM, 1.2Gb SCSI HDD,
CD-ROM, DX4PC card, sound card, LaserDirect
+ laser, monitor, lots of software. £1300 ono.
Tel:(01646) 622415.
• For sale: Star I.C-20 dol matrix printer with
manual, cable for BBC computer, £50. Tel:
(01922)409454.
• A3010, 340Mb HI), SCSI, MIDI, 4Mb RAM.
SVGA monitor, Eesox CD-ROM, loads of soft
ware, perfect condition. Free Securicor delivery.
£450. BJ-30 printer also aailable. Tel (01698)
428907.

• Wanted: AU back issues. Dec 92, Oct 93, Nov
93,Jan 94, Feb 94, May 94,June94,Oct94,Dec
94, Christmas 94, Jan 95, Feb 95. Complete if
possible. Also wanted- Magic Pockets and Fire
and Ice. Tel: Phil (01886) 832417.
• A3000, RISC OS 3.1, AKF12 monitor, 2Mb
RAM, 60Mb Internal IDE HI), Epson 1.X400
printer, PC emulator vl.70 and MS DOS,
Iirstl'age DIP, boxed with manuals. £300. Tel:
0191-285 3957.
• A3000, RISC OS 3.1, 2Mb, 120Mb IDE 111),
colour monitor, Video Digitizer, PRES system
housing, printer, joystick, software + manv mag
azines. £300. Feb (01628) 31072 (Maidenhead).
• AcornA3000computer with Learning Curve
package. Star I.C24-200 colour printer, applica
tion discs, Genesis, 1st Word Plus, all manuals.
£325. Contact Sue or Daveon (01737) 843149.
• 2 RISC B, 1 discdrive, 1 cassette player, soft
ware, books, joysticks. Offers. Tel: Jitin on
Slough (01753) 771913 after6pm.
• Rise PC. 700, 10Mb RAM, 850HD, 4 x CI),
Cumana SCSI 2, 1Gbyte PI/1), I'C486, Windows
3.11, Headphones, 14in High Res monitor.
£1600 ono. Feb(01279) 724339.
• Laser Direct Canon 1.BP4, £300 ono.Scanlight
256, £60 ono. NEC Multisync 4FGe 15inmoni
tor, £225 ono. Tel: Richard on (01227) 700279.
E-mailrjckl0OJIcam.ac.uk
• Upgraded toStrongARM? Well why not sell me
you ARM710 card andRISC OS 3.6ROMS. For sale
or p/x - 8MbDRAM, 1Mb VRAM + printer]x>rt
sound sampler. Offers to Ian on
ian@arcadedemon.co.uk orphone (01388) 766213.
• Six newPanasonic KX-P 1540 printerribbons,
£30.64 Acorn User magazine discs (April 1990
onwards), £40.Will split. Tel: (01926) 421332.
• Rise PC 600, 9Mb, 425Mb Hard drive AKF60,
warranty, 486 card, SCSI 2, Interface,
impression, Eureka, TermiteInternet, Games, All
excellent condition. £1050 ono. Tel: (01509)
264934 (evenings).
• Laser Direct (cc) Canon I.11P4 with optional
paper bin, and 1Mb memory upgrade. All boxed
with manuals. £350. Tel: (0973) 692932.
• Wanted: Any DIP program, any Spreadsheet
program and Advance. Will pay vefv good proce.
Call Kulwinder now on (01203) 502528 (week-
davsafter4pm, all timeweekends).
• A3010, 2Mb RAM, 170Mb Hard disc, AKF50
colour monitor, PipeDream4, Games including
Virtual Golf. All manuals and instructional cas
settes. Excellent condition. £600 ono. Tel:
(01483) 575861 (Guildford).
• A4000 RISC OS 3, 2Mb RAM, 80Mb III),
colour monitor, manuals, CD-ROM, Special
Needs peripherals, Workstation, range ofsoft
ware, £900 ono. Tel: (01582) 861186, ask for Sue.
Excellent condition.
• A3010, 4Mb RAM, 31Mb III), RISC OS 3.1,
AKF30 monitor, lots of software, boxed, maga
zines, loads of games in a very good condition
with manuals. £350 ono. Tel: (01733)202843.
• A5000, 2Mb RAM, 80Mb III), Learning Curve,
Philips CM8833 monitor, Star I.C24-30 colour
printer, Impression Junior, Personal Accounts
and lots of educational software. £500. Tel:
(01737)249606.
• Computer ConceptsTurbo Driver for Inkjet
Canonprinter.Also Plavdavs disc,£40.Will sep
arate. Tel: (01256) 478322.
• Aleph One 486SLC2/50 with 4Mb RAM, no
DOS or Windows software. £250. RiscPC Sound
Card, £35. Tel: (01865) 779689.



Due to unprecedented demand
and an ever increasing backlog
of submissions we've been

granted two extra pages so
read on and enter the weird

and wonderful world of Info?

Designer stub-ble Author: Paul Bradley

This utility program
helps a programmer to
generate C++ classes as
'boilerplate' code (C++
code stubs). The pro
gram was really just
an exercise using
Acorn's new Toolbox

and the C++ compiler.
Stubs will generate
classes that have a

public and private sec
tion, a constructor
and a destructor,

along with an include
directive in the class

source module for the

header file containing
the class declaration.

Also declared in the

class is a default copy
constructor and OPER-

ATOR= methods. The program has a
facility for creating the above code stubs
in a standard TEMPLATE form.

Create a 'c++' and a 'h' directory
your CSD (current selected directory).
Stubs writes the code stubs in these

two directories.

• Class - This icon takes the name of

the new class you wish to generate
• Base (1,2,3) - Stubs can generate a
class which can inherit from 1 to 3 base

•n

•pM RDF5::Rlpha.$.flU.1996.1-Dec.pics.c**.ujindDU (C uas)
/ *****************»**********»******»*♦****»********)

//
// Modi,

// Rut I
// Da

//
// PurJ Base 1: Ruthor:
//

// Noti Base ?'• Date
//
// ***

i&r~- C++ Class Constructor

ttinclui

// *»*»****»**»*»»**»**»*»»*********************»*»***4

// uindou - constructor

uindou: itiinduuO

<

Base 2:

Base 3:

Class : uindou

Base 1:

_JTemplate

Cancel Construct

classes. Fill in the icons with the names

of the classes you wish your class to
inherit

• Template - Will generate code stubs
for you to class as a template class
• Author - Author of the module will be

generated in each file
• Date - Fill in the date of when the

class was created

• Construct - Clicking on this will con
struct the new code stubs.

Star info

Fiendly Grimlish
Author: Graeme Jefferis

Following on from last month's excellent
60sSciFi tracker file, here's another audio tit

bit. Graeme says that GrimSmash is 'a quick
foray into rave/techno stuff like that Harnaby
Rowe chap does'. As rave/techno stuff goes it
is surprisingly good and particularly impres
sive as it is only a tad over 32K long. When
played through Flux you could almost imag
ine you were standing in some long
abandoned docklands warehouse surrounded

by 30,000 teenagers all tripping their heads
off on V....

>
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Macrocode Author: Paul Clifford

Hack in the old days we used to type obscure
commands into our computers to make them
do things. Since the advent of mice and icons
and all things wimpy practically, tasks have
been greatly simplified and we can process
out words and spread out sheets that much
quicker. Certain things though are still a little
tricky. Hack in the old days again, we used to
he able to define those nice bright shiny red
keys (if you're new to Acorn computers ask a
friend) to produce commands or reproduce
repetitive strings of characters. Now all they
seem to do is reformat paragraphs or pop up
dialog boxes.

One of the simplest things the Macros
application can do is allow you to define the
function keys in the normal way and then use
Alt+Fl to insert the text. In fact, Macros
allows you to define any combination of keys,
(even something like I.eftAll RightShift Q)
either to execute a star command or run a

piece of machine code. Because Macros is a
module rather than a wimptask, all these user
defined keys operate equally well outside Ihe
desktop environment.

Simple usage
The *Macro command can be used to attach

star commands to a list of keys using the fol
lowing syntax:

*Macro <key list> : <command>

[parameters]

The key names are case insensitive and the
T character may be used to specify 'or'. For
example:
LeftAlt | RightAlt Insert will

accept the left or right alt

keys, plus insert.

LeftCtrl | LeftShift | LeftAlt
Fl | F2 | F3 will accept the left
Ctrl, shift or alt keys, plus
either Fl, F2 or F3.

Two examples of valid macros would be:
♦Macro LeftAlt | RightAlt PageUp

: Cache On

*Macro RightAlt LeftAlt :
ScreenSave $.Screen

A list of all the defined macros can be

obtained with M.istMacros, and they may be
removed using *RemovcMacro, followed by
the list of keys (without the corresponding
action). For example, to remove the above
two macros:

*RemoveMacro LeftAlt | RightAlt
PageUp, *RemoveMacro RightAlt
LeftAlt

Code Macros

A more powerful macro can be defined by
writing a piece of code to be called when the
keys are pressed. There are several examples
supplied, details can be found in the file
Macrocode in the Documents directory within

Macros allows you to define
any combination of keys,

(even something like LeftAlt
RightShift Q)either to

execute a star command or

run a piece of machine code
the application. The source code for these
examples is also supplied in the Macrocode
director)'. To write your own requires knowl
edge of ARM assembly language. Details of the
format expected are laid out in the file Code-
Format

To attach a code module requires the same
syntax as attaching a star command, except
two colons are used:

*Macro RightAlt CursorDown ::
CDControl 4

♦Macro LeftAlt | RightAlt Break
:: Watchdog

Before these macros will have any effect

though, the code in question must be loaded
into memory using the 'Macrocode com
mand. The names of all loaded code modules

can be found by looking at *ListMacroC-
ode, which also gives a brief description,
together with version and date.

Code modules are removed using
*RemoveMacroCode, passing the name of the
module in question: *RemoveMacroCode
Watchdog. Any macros using the code will
cease to work until the name becomes valid

again.

Names of keys
Some keys can be referred to by multiple
names, Shift, Alt and Ctrl can all be pre- or
post- fixed with Left or Right. Cursor keys are
referred to as Up or CursorUp

Key names can be replaced or added to by
use of a keymap file which is passed to Ihe
module when it is first loaded. This is used to

cater for the Rise PC'S keyboard, which is dif
ferent from those supplied with previous
Acorn machines. If you wish to write your
own custom keymaps, take a look at
'KeyMaps.l'CKeysSrc' for an example.

Two example obey files are provided -
Example sets up a number of macros to
demonstrate the module, providing various
functions depending on the setup of your
machine. Load it into a text editor to see the

comments describing what each of the macros
does, or type *ListMacros alter running it
to see those installed. EKeys sets up macros
which allow the use of function keys to enter
text outside of the command line. Pressing Alt
and the function key will enter the text stored
in the system variable Key$Xnn. where nn is
the number of the function key, and X is
either S (shift), C (Ctrl) or SC(shift and Ctrl).

Saving Graces
Justin is one of our regular contributors and invariably comes
up with some useful little utility which you wondered how you
ever lived without. If you have ever used Memphis (the Mem:
filing system) you will be familiar with its facility to save files
into the root directory of mem simply by dragging them to the
icon.

This month Justin has supplied a couple of modules that
intercept saves to ADFS (and SCSI) filer icons on the icon bar
and translates them into saves to a useful directory. This is par
ticularly useful for some (badly written) wimp progs that don't
keep their save boxes open when you suddenly realise you've
forgotten to open a filer window.

The source code is provided, but you need only double click
the '.Run file to load the module. There is a small oddity in that
you must click on the filer icon once after loading the patch to
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make the interception work. Files saved to the filer icons are
saved to the path variable QuickSave$Path which by default
is set to . $. Temp. - note the leading '.' - the filing system and
drive name are inserted before this character. This directory can
easily be changed by editing the '.Run file - you may find it
more useful if this variable is set simply to .$.

The module works by claiming filter events for the filer and
mouse clicks. When the first mouse click is received it adds

the message code 17 and 18 to the Wimp Poll, otherwise the
ADFS filer won't actually receive the DataSave messages to
tell it that a files has been dragged onto it. When it does
receive a DataSave message it responds by telling the applica
tion to save the file to the quicksave directory.

The module does not intercept filer copy so dragging a file to
the ADFS icon will not copy the file into the quicksave directory.
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RW - The Power Supplier - is an Acorn approved site for complete repairs,
refurbishment of out of warranty Power Supplies for all Acorn computer systems

Acorn power supplies
REPAIR and REFURBISHMENT

The complete service comes with a renewed six months warranty
on the following Power Supplies ot very competitive rotes:

BBC 'B'

Master 128

A3000

A4000

A4 Notebook

A300/400 Series
A5000

A540

A600 RISC PC

A700 RISC PC

£20.75

£20.75

£12.50

£20.75

£17.50

£20.75

£23.00

£25.00

£23.50

£25.00

Prices exclusive of carriage and VAT

WE ALSO REPAIR/REFURBISH ALL OTHER MANUFACTURERS' POWER
SUPPLIES - PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR QUOTATION

ACORN AGENT AND LOCAL AUTHORITY PURCHASE ORDERS ACCEPTED

PO Box 2 • Honiton • Devon - EX"!4 0NB

Tel: 01404 841648 / 649 Fax: 01404 841575
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Only £10.00 (single user) or £17.00 (site licence)

Fantastic 1996 Show Offer For Educational & Business Customers

FREE SITE LICENCES ON ALL FONTS!!! until December 3rd
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Dalmation Publications, 30 Henley Grove, Henleaze, Bristol, BS9 4EG. Tel: 0117 98S0 471
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> Fatal attraction Author: Mark Adcock

Z

Well, not particularly fatal. Not even
slightly harmful in fact. This eminently
harmless form of attraction is just one of
four little ditties.

Of Attraction the author says: "in this
program a dozen or so 'things' move
around the screen, trying to stay close to
the others. The unhappy ones turn purple
when they are out of range. If you hold
down Select they will he attracted to the
mouse pointer. Menu makes them run
away from it and Adjust restores them all
to the centre of the screen."

ST2 and ST2rand mark the return of

the genre of Stringy Thingies! The former
uses calculated rotation whereas the lat

ter uses random. Two hanks of screen

memory are used for smooth plotting

(make sure you have enough allocated - a
small test message at the start indicates
whether you have or not). If you really
want to, you can hold down Space to pre
vent the programs clearing the screen
hetween frames. 1 wouldn't though, if
you value your eye
sight.

Finally, ROTSPIS
(which sounds like

one of those murky
guest ales you get in
rural puhs some
times) actually stands
for Revenge Of The
SPIral Staircase. It is

a tribute to one of

those early one-line

The infernal triangle Author: Alistair Turnbull

gimmicks which combined line plotting
with carriage returns for nifty animation
on slow old machines. This all-new ver

sion uses the trusty RECTANGLE TO
command to scroll the screen in all direc

tions.

In the absence of any Vihisms in our specially
extended *info, we are very pleased to be able to give
you a couple of Alistair Turnbull productions.

Balls is a tension reliever. It drops balls from the
top of the screen with unrealistic accuracy, so they all
pile up on top of each other. That's the tension. Then
some well-meaning but gormless ball bounces in
from one side, and the whole lot collapses, providing
the relief. Sometimes it doesn't work out that way,
and all the balls end up balanced, at which point
pressing R will restart everything.

WibbleTri is a combination of three techniques. It
draws a Sierpinski triangle distorted in both direc
tions according to a wave equation, with
anti-aliasing. You can influence the wave equation
by dragging points around the screen using the
mouse.

There's a cunning trick for generating a Sicrpinski
triangle: If the logical AND of the x and y coordinates
is 0, the point is white, otherwise its black (the accu
racy of the coordinates determines how fine the
picture is). The anti-aliasing is achieved by oversam-
pling (every pixel is coloured according to how many

of a 2x2 grid of sub-pixels are white). It's not very fast, so there is
an option to choose the size of the playing area. Small pictures
run faster than big ones, naturally.
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Air restorer Author: Mr Adamson

Our favourite music teacher, Mr Adamson, (or old

crotchet-face as we call him in the playground) has been
hard at it again. This time he has turned his attention to
early music and restored four popular airs from the mid
dle-ages (popular I imagine, because they took peoples
minds of the plague and suchlike). MIDI and Rhapsody
versions of the following hip and happening tracks are to
he found on the cover disc:

Star info

Pastime With Good Company - attributed to Henry VIII
Ploughboy - an old English Rustic tune
Rigadoon - written by Purcell, apparently shortly before
he discovered the formula for washing powder and
retired on the proceeds
Allans Danse - roughly translated means "dense
alloys", presumably a musical tribute to the skills of
mediaeval metalworkers.

Two mice are better than one Author: David Llewellyn-Jones

Activate.-'

Deactivate

second

mouse

Have you ever been in
that trickiest of situations

where one mouse pointer
is just not enough? Well,
your worries are over for
here is exactly the module
you've been waiting for.

Load the module by
double clicking on it, then
simply use the keys as
shown in the diagram to
control the second mouse.

TwoMice is perfect if you
want to play two player
Minehunt, Bambuzle or

Lemmings. Alternatively,
play a desktop game
while somebody else
writes a letter or pro
grams. It should be available at almost any time by pressing
Num Lock. It even works outside the desktop.

The TwoMice module supports one star command: ♦Two-

MOUSE

OPERATIONS

SHOWN IN

RED

Acknowledge
position of

second mouse

(usetul for

opening sub
menus)

MiceStep. This should be

followed by two num
bers, which then sets the

speed of the second
mouse pointer. The first
number is the initial

speed of the mouse
pointer as it starts to
move, the second number

sets the speed which the
mouse pointer will subse
quently move at after a
short delay if a direction
key is held down.

The default is *TwoMice-

Step 4 14.

This is slow to begin
with (4) and then becom

ing much faster (14). If
you only supply one number then the mouse will remain at
just this speed. If you don't type any numbers after the com
mand, the current settings will be displayed.

Smudge ado about nothing part 2 Author: Keith Wood

Whenever we get a disc from Keith Wood
someone always says "wasn't he in the
Rolling Stones?" I digress. The latest floppy
to wing it's way to us from the depths of
Bradford contains a 256 colour version of

Keith's earlier Smudge demo.
Sniudge256 is basically a 256 colour pixel

softening routine that will work in any 256
colour mode. The mouse is used to move

the brush. All buttons can be used to paint
with.

Keys 1 - 6 select which brush to use
(number 4 is our favourite). 'P' will sus
pend the softening routine and 'S' will save
the painting window.

"How does it work? Well, the code sets
aside a large area of memory that is config
ured as a sprite. The sprite is divided into
four equal sections:

1) Pull-colotir section
2) Red section

3) Green Section
4) Blue section

"Sections 2, 3, 4 can be considered to be

one large area, each containing four 4-bit
numbers in the bottom nibble of each byte
in each word. This means that 256 colour

mode VDU operations can be performed on
the red, green and blue sections just as long
as the GCOL is fiddled.

"So all painting is done to one of the red,
green or blue sections by switching output
to the sprite, fooling the VDU driver into
selecting a GCOL that outputs a colour
number in the range 0-15, and shifting the
cursor to the required section, while clip
ping the section with an appropriate
graphics window (ouch!).

"The GCOL setting has to output a colour
number in the range 0-15, as the colour
manipulation works the RGB components
that arc exactly 4-bits wide. The averaging
routine labours through all of sections 2, 3
and 4 together, but is nothing special,
except that the four 4-bit RGB components
in each word are averaged together to speed
things up. The RGB sections are then con
verted into the internal colour number

format and placed in the full-colour section
before being poked to the screen.

"The only drawback with the code is
that bitmaps can't be used to draw with
unless they are operated into their RGB
components, or an extra piece of assem
bler is written to do the conversions in

real time.

"Actually, adding this shouldn't make a
lot of difference to the speed of the execu
tion, as decoding can be done a lot faster
than encoding and at the moment, the
encoding only takes up about 20 per cent
of the time. This code does not cheat by
skipping over large areas of black or uni
form colour, although it would be
tempting..."
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w#fA»7 [Graphics
1st now seriously upgraded version 2
products give a choice of user interfaces
with even more statistics and graphics.

1st provides UNEQUALLED statistical
facilities. Drawfile graphics. Easy CSV
interface. Spreadsheet type data entry with
extensive manipulation features. Automatic,
context sensitive manual. Mouse driven,
with optional keyboard shortcuts.

Our products cover statistical require
ments at levels from GCSE to advanced

research. Education prices from £50 to
£164 depending on the version.

New, unique features for Value Added
Analysis in School Administration.

FREE loan copies. Further info
available from:

Serious Statistical Software
Lynwood

Benty Heath Lane
Willaston

S.Wirral, L64 1SD
Tel: 0151 327 4268

sjian to ryps

Windows Vers*

5

ffgl
This award winning software

is now available in Windows format.

Standardand Talking versions available.
Fullycompatible with Acorn format files.

tflSjl Multimedia Ve
W^^^ The Acorn version now

allows you to add video, animation and
sound. Whether for fun, for learning or
for communication, it will bring your
documents to life. *^ Q
Price includes

Primary Site Licence for education customers
Secondary Site £99 + VAT and E130 + VAT

Softease Limited, Tel 01332 204911
The Old Courthouse, .
St Peters Church Yard,
Derby, DE11NN I
For Windows 3.11 ono"95 or Acorn RISC OS3.1

OV

The established statistical packages.
Visit us at the Acorn World Show - Stand 32 Produced on text

4MB £ 34.95 16MB£ 99.95

8MB £ 59.95 32MB £209.95
Please call for our latest prices.

Desktop
Digital
Television

24-bit colour digitizer with fast 32-bitDMA
interface for smooth direct screen update in

32K colours. Receive TV, Video/Camera

inputand output,Audio Processor and
options to plug and play, building the
complete desktop multimedia system.
EntryLevel (no tuner) £193.88
Standard Level (tuner) £233.83

Teletext option £ 92.93
Tuner option £ 58.75

8 Speed CD-ROMs £ 9900
12 Speed CD-ROMs £14900
AH CD-ROMs include a free software driver,

IDE Cable, Audio lead and fixing screws.

All prices include VAT

but exclude p&p

Enhanced Performance ATA-2 Interface

Very fast 32-bit RisePC Interface for hard
drives and ATAPI CD-ROMs. Achieves

sustained data rates of up to 8MB/s. Attach
up to 4 IDEdevices. Ideal for multimedia

sound and video.

RapIDE32 Interface
with Quantum Trailblazer 850MB

with Quantum Fireball 1.28GB

with Quantum Fireball 2.1GB

with Quantum Fireball 3.2GB

All harddrives aresupplied with IDE cables,
mounting screws and a large file formatter.

£139.83

£265.00

£299.00

£359.00

£419.00

Yellowstone
Educational Solutions

Bramingham Park Business Centre

Enterprise Way

Luton

Beds LU3 4BU

Telephone 01582 584828
Fax 01582 562255

\ t rLi **4t •_ • *»/ I

£M± Us> £70.44

The Mozart 16-bit Digital Soundcard
incorporates a unique digital tracking

filter for the best sound quality
independentof the sample rate.
The soundcard also incorporates

the Audio Mixer.

M.nXx©!? £35.19
The four channel mixer combines existing

sound with CD-ROMs or multimedia audio.

Fast Small Computer Systems Interlace

WL%1
£193.88

The latest SCSI controller card for the

RiscPC. The card can be used with

up to 7 devicesand performsat

8MB/s synchronous in 32-bittransfers.

Seasons Greetings
to all om customers



All pull together Author: R Geleit

1 wonder if that Isaac Newton blokey,
apple puree freshly dripping down his
wig, had any idea of the ramifications
of his musings? Did he, for example,
anticipate that the likes of R Geleit
might come up with some neat little
demonstration of the mutual gravita
tional attraction of particles? I rather
think not. The discoverer of gravity
would, nonetheless, have been very
impressed by this little program, not
least because it is written in fast ARM

code, which is a good deal niftier than
the 6502 Isaac used to dabble in.

The number of particles or 'stars' is
set to 24 by default but can easily be
increased (in multiples of 8). Try 40 or
more if you have a fast machine. The
screen wraps around, so the particles

are effectively milling
about on the surface

of a doughnut. (Next
time you eat a dough
nut, do inspect it for
particles - we don't
want any readers
going down with bot
ulism after all.)

A maximum veloc

ity is imposed to
prevent things getting
too out of hand. In

general, the stars just
herd together, much
as sbeep on roller
skates might if con
nected with lengths
of elastic.

Floppy backups... Author: Francis Devereux

...are not the latest exercises to

become popular with the
weak-spincd, but are what you
can do with this invaluable

utility. If you want to archive
a directory or your whole hard
disc to a series of floppies, this
program will do the business
for you, compacting the data
as it goes.

Install in the usual way. To
make a backup select Backup
from the icon bar menu to

open the main window. Enter
the source directory, or drag it
to the writeable icon.

fhe 'only include' option, if
selected, enables you to choose
which files are to be included.

Just click on Setup and drag
the files you want into the
include window. Similarly,
the 'exclude files' can be used

to miss certain files out (e.g. big junk files).
The destination filename can be entered,

or you can drag the save icon from the pop
up window. Note that the destination
filename is generalised - the disc name is
replaced with a drive number so that more
than one floppy can he used, adfs: and ram:
work fine for making backups too; net: and
mem: do not. You have the options of wip
ing and/or even formatting each floppy used
in the backup process.

A choice of backup 'type' is possible. The
New option allows a new, full backup of all
files. Continue allows you to carry on with a
previous backup that was halted prematurely
for some reason (e.g. a crash). The Update
option is perhaps the most useful, allowing
both incremental and differential updates to
archives. The former adds files wilh date-

stamps after the last backup. The latter

MW Backup

H Source directory RDFS::4.$|

1 J Strip prefix
J Only include

1Exclude files

Setup

Setup | ^

Sij Destination RDF5::B.$.FDBackup

I |Format discs F |y~Wipe discs

9 Backup type Neu al|
If Update unstamped Prompt

i •

L: - ,:V\..- v.- ,'..-Vv..v

OK

,_.V.x,.>..'«%,^. ,vV.v-. . . v..,:

i

, X..

includes all files created since the last backup.
Finally, if you ignored a directory in a previ
ous backup and now want to include it, use
the Add dir type to add a single directory.

If you are doing an Update, you will need
to decide what to do with files which have no

datestamp. A pop-up menu provides three
possibilities - to always update unstamped
files, to never update them or to prompt you
whenever an unstamped file is encountered.
(If you have a lot of unstamped files it may be
worth setting their type to data if this does
them no harm.)

The Catalogue window can be brought up
either from the icon bar menu or by double-
clicking a backup file while holding down
CTRL and is used to display the contents of a
backup file. You can limit the catalogue
shown by specifying a string with which file
names in the backup must begin. Wildcards

Star info

(# and *) can also be used if

the appropriate option is
ticked.

If you want to restore
your files from a backup
(and let's hope you don't
need to do this too often)

bring up the Restore win
dow using the menu or by
double-clicking a backup
file. You can specify which
files are to be restored by
entering a start string - this
is the same as for the Cata

logue window. You can also
move the 'root' of the

backup (if you want to
restore to a place other than
from which you took the
backup in the first place).
Just tick the box and enter
the pathname, or drag the
icon to where you want

restoration to take place.
When restoring, you can specify that

locked files are to be overwritten. Existing
files in general may be overwritten always,
never, or only if newer.

finally, an Options window allows further
configuration of the program. FDbackup can
run as a single task and can also use the full
screen rather than working in a window. If
you choose this, you can specify a screen
mode like 0 in the icon provided, so that the
backup will be faster. Another option to 'fill'
discs at start can also make backups faster, as
files need not be extended as the disc fills up
(reducing head movement). Only larger
backups will benefit from this though.

A "config" file containing your choices
can be saved and reloaded by douhle-click-
ing. Some examples are provided on the
cover disc.
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A finger beauty is a joy forever... ,„„„,:N,<(^,,,,
A whole new concept in pointer utili
ties now, and a lottery program with a
difference. Yes, we've carried pro
grams to help you predict what those
winning numbers might be, and pro
grams to illustrate that it's a mug's

game anyway. Now, hot from the fin
gers of Nigel Stoner comes ItCoiildBc
which will provide you with valuable
practice for when the finger of for
tune does actually come hurtling
through the stratosphere to poke you

in the ribs.

The starry hand is actually a variant
of another of Nigel's creations called
Spacelialls. Simply press Escape to see
this alternative spangly concoction.
(Actually, wc should confess that we
didn't realise Nigel had included this
extra at first - that'll teach us to read

the instructions...) The demos are in
code of course and just rely on a good
scaled sprite plotting routine. There
are of course the obligatory sin and
cos tables in there somewhere too.

Spritely Whiteley Author: Robert Waters

*info readers must be fond of Countdown - every so often wc get a
new prog to solve the numbers game or search for long words. This
time we've received a program that completely spoils the whole
point of the conundrum round and finds nine-letter anagrams.
Assuming you could actually type fast enough, Robert's prog should
be able to find the solution in well under a second. The only limita

tion (apart from typing speed) is that it 'only' knows 10,000 words.
'.Conundrum is not a true multi-tasking program, but uses a
TaskObcyrun file to start up in a task window.

As far as we can remember we now have solution programs to
every part of Countdown so all we need is a Richard Whiteley pun-
simulator and we'll never need to watch Channel 4 again.

Join the Big Ben Club
Even if you don't live in Holland, you too can
now be a member of this most exclusive society -
in a fashion. Your desktop can now resound to
Westminster-style bells thanks to Chimes. It uses
a mere 16K slot plus another 14 and a bit K for
the bell sample module.

A small price in memory to give your machine

Author: Jonathan Rawle

QUIT
All programs, hints and tips, music and mayhem to:
MNFO, Acorn User, IDG Media, Media House, Adlington Park, Mac
clesfield SKI04NP

or, if your submission is 100K or less, e-mail us (including your real
address please) at:
austarinfo@idg.co.uk

You needn't include a letter but please put your name, address
and program title on every disc and include a text file containing
your name, address, disc contents and program details. Saved
screens, drawfiles and background information are a nice extra and
an SAE will ensure your discs are returned. *info submissions only
please - if you are submitting material to another section of the
magazineit will be processed more quickly if you send it separately.
*Actually, we'vegot an extended issue next month as well so hang
on to your hats then and keep an eye out in four weeks time for
another six pages of the strange and bizarrefrom the verydepths
of the *info postbag.

that authentic Houses-of-Parliament feel. A word

of warning though - the only clue that Chimes is
installed is its appearance in the task list. It's
quite easy to forget that the program is running,
and consequently the chimes can come as a bit of
a surprise - I have the coffee stains down my
shirt to prove it...

Compatibility table
A

Program RISC OS 2 RISC OS 3 RISC OS 3.5+

Attraction Yes Yes Yes

R0TSPIS Yes Yes Yes

ST2N0 Yes Yes Yes

ST2 Rand No Yes Yes

Stubs* No Yes Yes

Macros No Yes Yes

FDBackup 2 No Yes Yes

FDDteStrip No Yes Yes

ADFSQuick S No Yes Yes

SCSI Quick S No Yes Yes

Gravity Yes Yes Yes

Two Mice Yes Yes Yes

It Could Be No Yes Yes

Balls No Yes Yes

Wibble Tri Yes Yes Yes

Smudge 256 No Yes Yes

Chimes No Yes Yes

Conundrum No Yes Yes

•Needs Toolbox module j
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PREMIUM BULK 3.5" DISKS

50

100

200

250

500

WOO

05/QQ

12.49

22.49

44.49

54.99

107.49

05/HO

15.36

29,33

56.40

64.63

117.50

199.75 223.25

All Disks are certified and come with our

replacement ormoney back guarantee.
Disklabels are included with 50, WO,
200 and 250 quantities butareextra

on quantities of500 &WOO -
^500 Labels £3.53, WOO Labels £6.46,

ACCESSORIES ,

3^x100 Disk Box £3.99

3K"x200 DiskDrawer E9.99

Mouse Mat £1.99

Mouse Holder £1.99

314" Disk Cleaner £1.99

HP/Canon Twin Inkjet Refill £7.99

All products aresubject to availability.
All pricesinclude VAT.

Deliverycharges:- 4 days £3.95,
48 hours £4.50, 24 hours £5.00. E&OE

SUPPLIES LTD

01703
457111

SNAP COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD. Fax: 01703 457222 ,

Unit 12, The Sidings, Hound Road, Netley Abbey, Southampton S0315QAI

CARE QUALITY & SERVICE

QUALITY INK JET & BUBBLE JET REFILLS
Ourrefill!u«: only lop qualityinks. Y.hibuydireclImm us henceour siipcibqualityII sensibleprices.

Black refills for HP Deskjet 500, 510.550. 500C. 550C. 560C, 660C, 850C
CANON BC-OI. BJ10E/EX/SX, BC-02, BJ200, BJ130, BJ300, BJ330

EPSON STYLUS 800. 100(1. CITIZEN PROJET. OLIVETTI JP150, 250. 350.
6 refill (3 on high capacitycartridges) kit 120mlpure black. £16.99

CANON BJC600. BJC4000/4IOO20 refills pure black 120ml. £16.99
EPSONSTYLUS-1 refills 120mlpure black.£16.99

TRICOLOUR REFILL KITS:
HP Deskjet range 10refills of Yellow. Magenta& Cyan 180ml£24.99

CANONBJC600.4000/4100 10 refillsof Yellow. Magenta& Cvan 180ml£24.99
EPSON STYLUS Colour/II/lls ol'Yellow. Magenta & Cyan180ml £24.99

I'rinlHeadRecoveryFluid"for unblockingno/./les £6.99 new largersize,new lowerprice
all kits come with full instructions. Other refills available.

Important: Please statetypewhenordering

Colour Printer Ribbons & Reloads Special Re-Ink
To Reload a ribbon iseasy,juslremove Ihelop,lakeout
ribbon and reload il wilh a new one. Complete One

ribbon reload
Citizen Swift/ABC/240 etc. i"11.95 £6.99
Panasonic KXP2I23/2124/2I80 £9.99 £6.99
Panasonic KXP2135 . £9.99 £6.99

SlarLC2O0 9 pin £9.99 £5.99
StarI.C24-10/20/200 £9.99 £6.99
Siar LC24-30/LC240 £8.99 £4.95
Seikosha SI.95 £14.95 £6.99

Ihc old

Five
reloads

£29.95

£29.95
£29.95

£29.95

£29.95

£19.99

£29.95

For Panasonic 1080/81,
1123/24. 2123/80, 2135,
Star LC200 9 Pin, Epson
LQ100/150. Oki 182 to
.300 range. Black bottle
will re-ink 100 + ribbons

£0.05

Black Printer Ribbon Reloads

Citizen Swift/ABC/120D 5 black reloads.. £9.99

Slar LCIO/20/100 5 black reloads £4.99

SlarLC24 range5 blackreloads £9.99
Seikosha I900/2400/SI.95 5 black reloads £9.99

Epson rXKO loLQ800 range 5 black reloads! 11.99
Star LC24-30/LC240 5 black reloads £14.99

T-shirt priming issimple, jusl prim ontonormal
paper & iron on. One ribbon gives lots of
prims. We can also supply ribbons in many
colours T-shirt and normal ink.

T-Shirt printing ribbons
4 col Citizen Swift/ABC/240....£19.99
4 col Panasonic KXP2I23/35...£19.99
4 colour Slar LC200 24 Pin £19.99

reload for above £9.99
4 colour Slar I.CIO £10.99

4 colour Slar 1X200 9 Pin £12.99
reload for above £7.99

Black Citizen Swift/ABC/120D .£9.99
Black Star I.CKI £9.99
Black Star LC200 9pin £9.99
Black Panasonic KXP1080/8I,

1123/24 £9.99

Pricesinclude VAT & postage.To order send cheques/PO payableto:

CARE PRODUCTS
Dept ACU, 15 Holland Gardens, Watford, VVD2 6.JN

or use Visa/Mastercard or Education order
Fax order line 01923 672102

VKA

Tel ORDER LINE 01923 894064

Icon Tec

lopments

m

nology

Icon Technology will be demonstrating all of their
word processing packages at the Acorn World
Show, this year.

Especially for this exhibition, there will be new
releases of EasiWriter Professional and

TechWriter Professional. These new versions will

linclude:

lO Read and write Word 6 & 7 files

lo RTF import and export
JO Auto numbering
lO Improved Border options

See us at Acorn W Id on Stand 64

Icon Technology Ltd
5 Jarrom Street

Leicester LE2 7DH

Telephone: 0116 254 6225
Fax: 0116 247 0706

PortFolio can be used to display in sequence a carousel
of images that children (or adults) have produced.

These can be either draw or sprite files and even JPEG

images. PortFolio will cope with Squashed files too.
PortFolio is fully configurable and is ideal for
displaying children's work on open evenings.

• Each picture can have a sound file associated with it.

• The sequence can be set to manual for slide show
type presentations.

• Very flexible, sequences can be driven using a Script file.

"As with any good product - the more we use
it, the more we like it." - Archive (August 1996)

Price: £30 + V.A.T. (£35.25 inc V.A.T. and P&P)

•Barrow Road, Kenilworth, Warwickshire CV8 1EH

Tel: 01926 842544 Fax: 01926 843537

email: info @ kudlian. demon, co. uk

\2udhan
Soft



BACK

Missed out on one of our previous issues? Now's your opportunity to
bring your collection up to date. But hurry: stocks are limited

Issue 164-January 1996

• Hybrid machines • Travelling
with a Pocket book • Virtual

design • Acorn Educational
Products &servicesCatalogue
• Top Modeldemo

Issue 165-February 1996
• Word processing round-up
• The Clan • Virus protection
• Sibeliusat the Royal
Academy• Resourceeditor
demo

Issue 166-March 1996

• Videoediting • Multimedia

packages • Graphics
applications • Colour printers
• Alone in the dark demo

• FSCK

Issue167-April 1996
• Reviews • Power DTP

• Acorn Australia • Swarm

• Float • Glossary

Issue 168-May 1996

• Bulletin Boards • Internet

explained • PD CD-ROMs
reviewed • Demo of Optical

Issue 169-June 1996

• Hands-on review of Studio

24 Pro • RISC OS running

Quasar • Clip-art CDs reviewed
• Baka Chal!

Issue 170-July 1996
• PowerWave• The Hydra
multi-processorboard •
Sibelius version 3 • Acorn User

CD-ROM No. 2

• Tank Attack

Issue 171-August 1996

• Unlocking the Internet •

Writing HTML • The Lindis

Technology bus

• Set-top boxes • Ridiculous
Rhymes demo

Issue172-September 1996

• Ovation Pro • Printer survey

results • Acorn in Holland

• Images in HTML • Customising

your desktop

Issue 173-October 1996

• Top-levelAcorn interviews

• NChannel & the NetStation

• Presentation software

• Hilighter package • Savethe
Gweeks

Issue 174 - November 1996

• StrongArm
• Hi-resonline video editing

• MIDI explained and explored
• Rainbow CD from RESOURCE • Inferno
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Order form
Issue 164, January 1996 £3.25
Issue 165, February 1996 £3.25
Issue 166, March 1996 £3.75

Issue167, April 1996 £3.25
Issue 168, May 1996 £3.25
Issue 169, June 1996 £3.25
Issue 170, July1996 £3.75
Issue171, August 1996 £3.25
Issue 172, September 1996 £3.25
Issue 173, October 1996 £3.75
Issue 174, November 1996 £3.25

Name....

Address

Tel No
Pleaseallow14days for delivery.

Send cheques payableto IDG Mediato:
Acorn User Back Issues, Database Direct,

FREEPOST, South Wirral L653EB
or phone 0151357 1275

Fax: 0151 357 2813

E-mail: database@dbdirect.demon.co.uk

• Please tick ifyoudoNOT wish toreceive further
information or specialoffers



The answer....

Sibelius Software SPECIALISTS!
The best music processing software in the world,
bar none! And the best place for a demonstration?

DON'T DEAL IN THE DARK! COME AND SEE THE LIGHT AT

THE DATA STORE
6 CHATTERTON ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT, BR2 9QN

Tel: 0181 -460 8991 Fax: 0181 -313 0400

Email: sales@datstore.demon.co.uk

Ifyou're fed up with warehouse stores that don't know
anything about what they sell, or shops that let you look

but not touch, try us for a change! Come in and take
advantage of our expertise and considered advice before
you buy, and after you've made your purchase, we won't
leave you in the lurch if you hit problems - our service is

renowned around the world!

ACORN CENTRE OF TECHNOLOGY
P.S. Ifyou want a full demonstration of Sibelius, ring us first for

an appointment - you'll need to reserve at least an hour!

See us at the Acorn World Show - Stand 111

Hard Pisk Exchanges
For A5000 and A4000

40 or 80Mb to 210 Mb - £ 79.00

40 or 80Mb to 540 Mb - £ 119.00

for RiscPCOOO

210Mb to 540Mb - £ 99.00

for RiscPC700

425 or 540Mb to 850Mb - £ 79.00

425 or 540Mb to 1.6Gb - £169.00

850 to 1.6Gb - £129.00

Software transferred free.

Special Package
•J 16Mb RAM

J 850Mb Hard drive

J Mc/ovirec 14' SVGA Monitor
J Voucher far Si.-cnqe-rm 31 L'G0.(

£1165.00
Options:

Mio-ovitec 17" Monitor - £300.<
486 DX4-J00 PC Card - £199,00

486 SX33 PC Card - £ 99.00

Bghj Speed CDROM - £85.00
1MB VRAM - CI59.C

AJS Computers
Millstone House

51 Heath Drive

Chelmsford
Essex CMzqHE
tel 01245 345263

fax 0124S 345233
email sates@ajscomps.demon.co.uk

nilpricesplus vntandcarriage

0®ff DS8

PartExchange
to RiscPC

Rise PC600

Rise PC700 5M

Rise PC700 I0M

17' Monitor add

£ 1105.00

£ 1318.00

£ 1531.00

£300.00
StrongArm upgrade for £99.00

available with ell new RfscPCs until

December 31st

1
Typical Tradein Allowances
A3I0 £ 125

A3000 £ 125

A440/I £200

A4000 £300

A5000 £400

Acorns 0 6 Finance Scheme
available on exchanges

SIMMs for RiscPC
additional 8Mb - £40.00

additional 16Mb - £90.00

additional 32Mb - £185.00

trade-In allowances:

4Mb - £15.00

8Mb - £25.00

16Mb -£65.00 '

Package
y 4Mb RAM

J 54( 'Mb Hard drive

J Bghl Speed CDROM
LJ Mcrovi ec SVGA Monitor

£865.00

DoggySoft Ltd. are proud to announce our best
deal yet: if you purchase Termite Internet wc
will let you have a fast I4k4 modem for the
amazing price of £39.95!

The new release of Termite Internet, priced at
£79.95, is now available. Our flagship Internet
access software, allowing you to connect to
the ever-growing expanse that is the 'net, now
has new versions of all the major protocols
including our Web browser, FTP client, E-mail
software and News support.

Package including the software and hardware
you'll need: Termite internet (£79.95), Zoom I4k4
external fax-modem* (£39.95), free lead (please
specify machine type), p&p (£7.72) and VAT.

All inclusive price £149.95
* Additional software, ArcFax, required to send receive taxes (l2«).')5).

ooggysoft ltd,; Furzefield House, Fura field
j Road, Beaconsfiejd, Bucks, IIP9 ipq

Tel: (01494) 673222, Fax:! J01494) 671.678

info®doggysofi.co.uk http://www.doggysoft.do.uk/
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Mike Cook's hardware series

Mike Cook turns

his hand to music

improvisation

When will I learn to keep my mouth shut?
We were having a nice family clay out at

the excellent Eureka science museum in Halifax

when we entered the sound room where all sorts

of exhibits turn movement into sound.

You can leap from pads on the floor, assault a
giant rubber bulbous horn or run your hand over
a laser harp. It was this last one that caused my
undoing. 'I could make one of those,' 1 idly said
to my children. 'Bet you couldn't,' came the
reply. So that was it - the course was set for this
month's project.

The exhibit does have

one thing that's missing
from my design - it uses a
laser so when the beam is

broken you can see it on
your hand. Lasers are quite
expensive - about £90 for
smal, low-powered ones -
and to make the one laser

create several beams some

slightly clever optics are
required. I decided to
forgo the visible part and
increase the range of notes
enormously. The exhibit
allowed you to trigger
eight notes but my design
extends that to 64.

I didn't start from

scratch on the hardware.

Most of it was lying
around from a touch

screen system which
featured in the special
issue of Acorn Computing
in 1994. This consisted of

an aluminium frame with eight infra-red photo
beams in both horizontal and vertical directions.

The idea was to clamp it to the front of a mon
itor and by sensing which beams were
interrupted you could work out where your fin
ger was pointing. To see the original article, look
at my web site on http://physics.mmu.ac.uk/
Physics/Acorn. All the circuit diagrams you need
are there.

I dragged the hardware out from behind the
door where it had been for over the last two

years and connected it up to the Rise PC. All did
not go well for two reasons - first, as the frame

t

was not clamped on to a monitor, more stray
light was getting into the sensors and second, the
faster rise times on the printer port of the newer
computer were causing some strange interference
problems.

The last point was cured by making a small fil
ter on the reset line of the counter and is shown

in Figure I. The idea is that the counter receives
pulses from the computer and turns on one hori
zontal and one vertical LEO at a time. This is

done by feeding the binary count into a 7442, a
binary to decade decoder, and using the output

e

ound
square

of that to feed some buffer drivers before sending
it to a pair of LEDs.

Across the square from each LEO is a photo
diode. These are connected so that when anyone
sees a beam it signals the computer, see Figure II.
Note that two of these circuits are required - one
for horizontal and the other for vertical beams. It

is possible to just use one row of beams like the
original exhibit, but the software will need mod
ifying - more of that later. To stop photo
transistors picking up adjacent beams the trans
mitter and receiver are staggered along each side
as shown in Figure III. This design works well

Figure I: Thecircuitdiagram of the IR emitters Figure II: The basicarrangements of the Sound Square
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but it can still suffer from light interference
either from adjacent beams or stray light. I min
imised this problem by putting infra-red filters
over each photo transistor, but if only one photo
transistor is triggered from stray light, nothing
on that side will work.

When making the hardware specifically for
this project, you
can space the
beams further

apart. This will also
help to minimise
spillage. I origi
nally had them at
3.5mm intervals

but this could eas

ily be doubled.
Note that on each LED and photo transistor I put
a 3mm card tube to restrict the beam width.

To test the system, a small basic program
called Touch scans the beams and draws red rec

tangles over the columns and rows where it finds
the beam blocked. Ibis uses the system user port
calls, so with a single direction printer port you
first need to load in my relocatable module.

Having got the hardware input device working
and tested we can get down to the real fun. An
excellent feature of the original exhibit was the
quality of sound produced. To this end I have
written the application with two different possi
ble sound sources - the internal sound and a

MIDI system.
There are also two possible input sources - a

mouse and the sound square itself. Unfortunately
you can't use both at the same time. The internal
sound and the mouse are really only just for test
ing - to get the full effects you really need to use
a MIDI system. This involves having a MIDI
interface card feeding into some sort of MIDI
sound module, more of which later.

The sound square is capable of triggering 64
notes. I have arranged that sound is produced in
two banks - upper and lower - each bank being a
different type of sound. The notes along the
length are the eight notes of an octave. There are
12 notes in an octave but for any one key you
only use eight. Therefore, a menu item allows
you to select the key of the sound square.

The computer's internal sound system works
by representing each note by a number - a semi
tone is represented by an increment of 4. The
MIDI system is similar except a semitone is only
an increment of 1, so it is relatively simple to
convert one system to the other.

For the internal sound, the two banks map to
channels 1 and 2, and for the MIDI they are sent
out on channels 1 and 2. The main difference is

that the internal system is monophonic whereas
the MIDI is assumed to be polyphonic. This
means that the internal sound system can only
play one note at a time. This can be changed to
polyphonic but I will leave that as a program
ming exercise for you.

As the MIDI system is assumed to be able to
play many notes at the same time, I have
included a chord option on the MIDI side. When
you play a single note you actually get three pro
duced - which three depends on the type of

Mike Cook's hardware series

chord. I have labelled the chords after the notes

that would be played if you played a C in the
chord of C but what you are really doing is
adding note offsets to the note you want to play.

The program's display represents the light
beams along each side and the squares in the
middle are the intersections. If the mouse option
has been selected from the menu, clicking on a
square will turn that note on and change the
square to black. It will stay on until you click on
it again or on another note. When used in the
sound square mode the note square will go black
when you put your hand at the appropriate
place.

So how does it work in practice? Well I must
admit it sounds and feels rather good. To some

one with limited musical talent, this can produce
some passable attempts, if not music, at least a
half-decent sound.

All you need do is waggle your hands about
rhythmically and the sound comes out in a simi
lar manner.

My fayourite combination is to set the lower
bank to a rich organ sound and assign the top
bank to a drum kit, producing a good impro
vised jazz sort of sound. The great thing is that
all the notes produced are in the same key
so nothing ever sounds discordant, well not /fry
to theplayer at least. ***-'

Figure III: The detector circuit

The sound square in
all its glory

Myson Alec
plays his latest

masterpiece

All detectors BPVI IF

All Transistors BCI84

(Printer Port BUSY)

Note:- you need two of these circuits the (the vertical pins in brackets)
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Hints & tips

Rambles
through

Another selection of

problems and solutions
from Mike Cook

Strange and noisy goings-on by the computer
this month. Alec has hit on a cunning wheeze

to improve gameplay. First, hook up the sound
system to one channel of a hi-fi amplifier, then
place the speaker in a rucksack, put it on your
back and turn up the volume. The idea is that you
not only hear the sound but feel it pounding into
your back. I must say it adds a new dimension to
games.

It is especially effective on games like Angband
or Doom where you can literally feel the kick back
of the noisy machine gun. It adds a greater sense
of immersion for the player but tends to be heard
all over the house - why not try it and see? I admit
this isn't an original idea. We saw a review for an
Aura Interactor, which is basically a speaker thai
straps on to your back, so if you want to buy a cus
tom one contact Aura on 0161-973 0505 - it will

cost about £80.

Andy Marsh from Stevenage provides somefeedback
from a previousproblem with his commentson the
useof CDdrives at slowspeeds:

You mentioned in Acorn User Oct 96 that you
had established the fact that Yellowstone had a

patch for the CD-ROM speed problem. You say
that you can't think of a time when you would
need to slow the drive down. I've thought this
myself about my Sony drive, but have come to
one conclusion. When a CD is slightly damaged
(usuallyscratches), I often cannot read data from
it at double speed. By using the CDSpeed com
mand, the drive can be coaxed into reading the
CD, as the data read is more accurate (I hope this
is correct, I really know very little about CD-ROM
drives). It is true though, that on most of the
occasions that I haven't been able to read data

from a CD, reducing the speed has lead to being
able to do so.

This seems to apply even if I have attempted
several times at full speed, and then changed
down. This is not conclusive proof, but leads to
one small bit of advice - do not let your CDsget
scratched. The theory that they can still be read
is nonsense. Even small scratches lead to inconsis

tent data transfer.

Good advice indeed, I'll hang on to my old single-
speed SCSI drive just in case it is needed.
Unfortunately it seems that you can't have a SCSI
CD and an IDE CD connected up at the same lime.

Dave Walker from Acorn has someadviceon a plot
ter driver:

Andy Rose will probably find that his A0 plotter
will happily talk HPGL. Oak Solutions (now Dial
Solutions) did an HPCL driver (effectively a bolt-
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Acorn
in to (Printers) a while back for use with their
CAD programs; if he's lucky, he might still be
able to get hold of this and if he's even more
lucky, he might persuade it to work.

And on the same topic Simon Wilson has this
advice:

In reply to the letter from Andy Rose about the
plotter, I have been using one on my A5000 for
which I do not have a real driver. It is a Silver

Reed electronic typewriter/plotter which is con
nected to my A5000 via the standard printer
port. It works simplyby sending draw commands
and coordinates to the printer.

To create pictures, I use SolidCAD from Silicon
Vision. Then using the plotter driver (ISuper-
PLOT), I print the vector picture to a file. I then
open this file in Edit to add the suitable control
code to activate graphics mode (Hold down ALT
and type 18). Then just print this using the nor
mal Acorn printer driver, selecting Plain text
when asked (if using DATA files). Look in the
manual to see what codes the printer uses. My
printer uses commands like D250,150 to draw a
linewidth 250 by height 150.

There seems to be a wide

spread problem with printer
drivers missing off the last

few lines and I'm not sure if

there is a definitive answer

Thanks for that, my own A3 plotter (which 1 had
to buy many years ago for PCB layouts) now
stands mainly idle. I last used it to plot the posi
tions of stars to allow me to make a large
planisphere. It used similarcommands and these
were incorporated into a Basic program which is
no use to anyone without the same sort of plotter
(Graphtech).

Next, over Ihe Internet came a request not from a
person hut from a room. In fact, from Room 9, in
llillcrest Normal School, Ilillcrest Hamilton, New
Zealand. I assume that there is someone in the

room:

I am having trouble with BASIC WIMP program
ming. I don't have the RISC OS PRMS and my
only reference is the BASIC programmers man
ual. Anyhow, I cannot get an icon of any sort on
the iconbar. With close inspection I found the
application registers itself with the task manager
and then exits, leaving no trace of existence. The
program consistsof:

SYS "Wimpjnitialise", (etc.)
SYS "Wimp_Createlcon", (etc.)
The program runs with no errors as long as I

put the right variables into the SWI calls. What
am I doing wrong?

Trying to perform windows programming without
the PRM is somewhat of a hit and miss affair.

However what puts the icon on the bar is the SYS
"Wimp Createkon" command. You need to pass
it Ihe correct data and the icon you use must be in
the sprite pool. The 'Iconise sprites' command in
the IBool or IRim file puts the sprites in Hiesprite
pool. Then you need to go into a loop witli a
Wimp Poll in it which allows the operating sys
tem lo draw the icon.

I believe there is a version of StrongHELP that
covers window operations. However, this is not
the best way of tackling the problem. You need to
take a simple working program and hack it about.
That's whal I do when I want to create a new win

dows application. So, look at some of my
applications from Run The Rise and feel free to
hack them apart. The bit you need is always
defined as a function TNicon' in my programs.

Jonathan Gutteridge has a familiar problem with
printers:

My dad has just bought a Hewlett Packard
Deskjet 600 printer. We bought a copy of the
Turbo Drivers from Norwich Computer Services
(our localdealer) for it. The big problem is that it
doesn't print the last few lines of the page. And
since my dad puts a footer at the bottom of the
page this doesn't appear. We own an A5000
computer and we are using the Turbo Drivers
lead with (Printers vl.53. We have contacted CC

and they told us to get a new version that caters
for the DJ600 but there are still no drivers that
support our make.

There seems to be a widespread problem with
printer drivers missing off the last few lines and
I'm not sure if there is a definitive answer yet. You
will find that you can put your printer into a diag
nostic mode by turning it on while holding down
some keys on power up. Print out a blank page
with your footer and you should then see the
codes being sent lo the printer.

Match those with the control codes in the
printer's manual and see what is not being under
stood. Alternatively totally deinstall the Turbo
Drivers and go back to Acorn's drivers and try
each one. liven though your printer is not men
tioned specifically, there may be one that will
work, finally, try setting the paper specification in
the printer driver lo a smaller size. II could be a
mismatch between the driver's expectations and
the printer's. Anyone gol another solution?

Darien Armltage from Iludderspeld is facing that
problem wc all have from time to time:

I have recently purchased a second hand
Archimedes with an 82Mb hard disc drive and I

was hoping you could tell me what I do once my
hard drive is full? I know this must seem like a

sillyquestion but this is my first computer and I
know very little about them.
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Now is the time to look through your drive and
see if you really need all that stuff you have
acquired or whethersome of it could be archived
to floppies. If you really find it indispensable you
have a few options. Perhaps the simplest is to
replaceyour disc with one of higher capacity - by
modern standards yours isa bit small. Mind you, I
remember being delighted with my first hard
drive - it had a capacity of 5Mb, but that was a
few years ago.

The problem with replacement is that you have
to transfer all your old stuff off the drive on to
floppies before you change it, so you might con
sider adding a second drive. Hasically you have
two choices - IDE or SCSI. The internal IDE inter
face can normally support two drives, but not all
Acorn machines have room to add them inter

nally. IDE is supposed to be an internal interface
only but I have had several reports of people
pulling them on a short external lead.

For SCSI drives you need lo get a SCSI inter
face lo plug into either the internal podule
space or your printer port. Then you can con
nect up to seven other devices to this bus. This
can include CD drives, removable hard discs
and scanners. However, the SCSI is the more
expensive option.

Talk to some of our advertisers, remember to
get more than one opinion though - despite Acorn
suppliers being the most honest in the computer
industry they are still out to make a living.

Ivor Clark from Nuneaton liassomewords ofadvice
that are worth listening to:

The reason for this letter is to warn other folk of
a problem I have had with my Computer Con
cepts ScanLight 256 hand scanner. About three
years ago I purchased one for my A3000 and it
worked veryweil with this machine. Because the
A3000 does not have a 12v supply, power was
provided bya small transformer included at the
time of purchase and I was told that the board
was only for the A3000computer.

About 18 months ago I upgraded to a Rise PC
600 and used the scanner with the original board
and transformer power supply, with no problems
after upgrading the software. Three months ago
the output from the scanner deteriorated quite
markedly, with the scanbeing made up of differ
ent density lines running width wise across the
scan. I made a phone call to CC and soon a
cheque was in the post for a new replacement
head.

When it arrived the scan output was just as
bad as the original. More calls and a return of
the new head and old board. Back it came with a

clean bill of health but it still didn't work cor

rectly in my machine - just the same effect of
uneven scan density lines across the frame, giv
ing an unusable output. To cut a long story
short, it appears that all ScanLight 256 boards
are the same but for a small link on the circuit

board marked LK2. This link is missing on boards
sold for the old A3000 machines which needed

an external power supply, but is on all others
with internal power supplies.

This link re-routes the power from the back
socket to the multi-socket pins. So if any owners
of ScanLight 256 scanners find problems with
the output becoming stripy, try throwing away
the little transformer first, and either replace it if
you are using the same machine or fit a link to
LK2 if you have up-graded; it could save you a
replacement unit.

Thanks for that warning, I am sure it will help
others.

/ A Hanger from Maidstoneasks:
I have just comeinto the possession of two clas
sic micro computers, a BBC model B and a BBC
Master series. Please does anyone out there sup
port these machines with new or second-hand
software?

1 have had a few inquiries of the same sort lately
and despite a little searching I have mainly drawn
a blank. A lew sites like Hensa have old 1515C soft

ware on them, bul if all you have are these
machines then you can't access them. Internet
searches revealed a few sites and groups support
ing the old machines but when I tried to contact

Mind you, I remember being
delightedwith myfirst hard
drive - it had a capacity of
5Mb, but that was a few

years ago

them they had gone away. Acorn itself still main
tains a number of application notes on all the old
machines - including the Electron - on its Web
site at http://www.acorn.co.uk/acorn/library/
ref/appn_6502.

These machines are still perfectly good and in
daily use in places. I even saw two model Bs dri
ving a slar plotting table at the Greenwich
Observatory. However, as excitement levels go
nowadays they must rate just above the observa
tion of liquid paint becoming solid. Consequently
anyone with the skill, knowledge and time to sup
port these machines is doing something else.
There will always be a few individuals with the
desire to keep old objects functional but I am
afraid that we can't support those old machines
here. If anyone does know of an active society I
can pass on the information.

GaryTaylorfrom Wrexham has four questions:
While I was reading a recent edition of the Far-
nell Electronics catalogue, I noticed that they
sold a '32-bit RISC workstation board'. After

reading the rest of the info it turned out to be an
A5000 with 2Mb of RAM. In the description, the
catalogue mentioned that it could run

X-Windows and this software was available from

Acorn. Is this true? If so, how much RAM and
hard disc space would be needed to run X-Win-
dows? Would I need an ARM3 like the A5000?
Are there any PD versions of X-Windows which
don't need much RAM? I realise that X is a very
professional pieceof kitand that using it maybe
more trouble than it is worth, but I am willing to
have a go.

A version of X-windows was produced for the
A5000a few years ago. Asfar as 1can remember it
required a minimum of 4Mb ol" memory and was
a bit prone to crashing and filling up your hard
disc. I think now it has been refined to run on the
Rise PC. Try ftp://ftp.ph.kcl.ac.uk/pub/acorn/
RiscBSD/.

I have seen 8086 PCs with hard disc going for
around £20. Would it be possible to link one to
my A3010 through the Serial port and access its
hard disc? Also, is there any way of connecting
an Amiga external drive to my A3010? Would it
be possible to network to myAmiga (or Amstrad
Notepad for that matter)?

You can connect two computers by their serial
links - all you need is to write the software for
both ends. Let me know when you have, I am sure
it will be useful to others. This sort of network
software - using the serial link - is built into the
Macintosh operating system. As for the Amiga
external drive, I think that is a proprietary system
and 1 don't know of any adaptor cards and soft
ware drivers.

To network your Amiga you will need to install
an ethernet card in it as well as your Acorn. At a
guess I think it would cost about £600 for the
hardware and software. Is it really worth the
expense?

I have tried to convert some PD Mac fonts given
to me by a friend using ITUoFONT but they
didn't have any AFM files with them. The
READ_ME inside ITHoFONT says that they are no
longer needed and to use Acorn Extended Latin
for the Encoding. It still didn't work, what's
wrong with it? Is it the MacHFS which I used it
to read the Mac Discs?

I have no idea about the fonts - maybe a reader
has some information.

Will it be possible to upgrade our machines to
the standard of the Oracle NC and will the NC

run existing software? Will they be sold by exist
ing Acorn dealers, and does the Acorn
NetStation run RISC OS? (I had to ask due to the
move by Acorn to the Mac OS).

As I understand it, the NC (network computer)
will have no magnetic media storage so you can't
run existing software on il, as you can't load it.

Let's say it again - Acorn is not moving over lo
the Mac OS. The NC will have an ARM chip in it
and have RISCOS under the surface running it. It
is likely that it will be available from many A
outlets, not just Acorn dealers. /1U
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The WHOLE WORLD
in your HAND?

We can't promise that, but NSTORE for the
ACORN POCKETBOOK II palmtop computer

gives you all this for only £49.95 + V.A.T.

sophisticated automated report writing
+ a large bank of over 750 teacher comments

+ all the National Curriculum Level Descriptions
+ detailed National Curriculum Record Keeping

word & phrase search of the National Curriculum
+ comprehensive exporting and importing of data

Full details from: H.S.SOFTWARE, FREEPOST, SWANSEA SA2 9ZZ
-OR - telephone: (01798) 204519 - OR - visit our web site at:

http://www.argonet.co.Uk/h.f.soft

Selective StrongARM Show •Derbyshire
Exhibitors include

Arm Club • APDL- Computer Concepts - Clares - Creative Curriculum Software
Acorn Publisher Magazine - 1SVProducts - Sherston Software - Smart DTP

Venue - Kegworth Hotel on the A6 in

Kegworth Village (near M1J 24)

Date - Sunday 17th November 1996

Time - 10.00 am until 4.00 pm A

Admission Free

ILHS'DW
COMPUTER

SERVICES

Telephone and FAX

01332 690691

Our readersieiLus that Acorn PublisHr is
looking, most readable magazine therejis for all
Acorn users. Our emphasis is; on graphics, deskto >

publishing and th iInternet ** all about achieving
effective comniunication^what^ver medium yoi

ou want ali Acorn magapine tBat
good 1)oks good artel1 treats its readers like

tafurdand ntelliigenjt adults, then isfi't
you took a look at Acorn Publisher?

•

Write, phone or emailus ^qwand we will se°nd
you asample copy-foriyoarfcrsee for ^ourself. We
don't think you wflt*He disappointed.

arejusing.

Inspiration
Information

Acorn Publisher

/f^ALAT
xlPublishing

P.O.Box 231, Barton, Bedford MK454HQ.CP
Tel, 01582881614 fax 01582 881614
Email akalat@kbnet.co.uk

4Mation

Publishers of

quality educational
software since

1983.

Programs available for all
ages and abilities.

• For school and home use •

• PC and Acorn formats •

Send for our free catalogue.

4Mation Educational Resources

14 Castle Park Road
Barnstaple

Devon

EX32 8PA

^ (01271)25353

"l^jjw.^ Our*NEW* demo/catalogue disc
••IJ? Ji^P'TCs -J for JU8t £1 or buy any pack and
TnN/Tt a NanUaSlSt £et our demo disc free- Sorry,
<l!A%li^iKUlyraKQ no creditcardfacilities available.

OUTSTANDING HIGH QUALITY PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE

£iACJbvLLh.JN I PACK Or" r EKb
Games 1: Games 2: Games3 : Games 4: Draw Clipart 1
Draw Clipart 2 : Draw Clipart 3 : Draw Clipart 4
Educational 1: Utils 1: Utils 2 : Utils 3 : *NEW* Utils 4
Sound Sample 1: Sound Sample 2 : Sound Sample 3
Each pack has three fully archived discs. Onepack for £3.75-
Two packs for £7.20 • Three packs or more at £3.50 for each pack.

We are distributors ofeducational software from Sherston and 10 out
of10. Weoffer at least lOVi saving on their recommendedprices.
Official orders are welcome. For free catalogues and further
information write to the address below or call 0181 950 4973.

Five Star Marketing, 4 Shepherds Walk
Bushey, Herts. WD2 1LZ.

.rchimedes I tiblicJylomainJLlibrary
jfp Public Domain, Shareware and other

f&OL, low cost software forAcorn computers Lanssass^l

APDLPDCD-1 only £14.90
APDLPDCD-2 only £14.90

Ahugecollection ofl'.D. andShareware at a realistic price.
Issue 2, re-mastered November 1996 with even
more software. Buy both PD CDs for just £27.50

APDL Clip Art CDs £19.90 each
DTP-1, DTP-2, and the new DTP-3

Any two for £37.50, all three forjust £50
All inAcornformat, Sprite, DrawfileandArtworks. Idealfor schools.

DTP-1 and DTP-2 have around 500 Mb, DTPS more than 720 Mb

Hard discs
Low cost IDE and SCSI drives and interfacesfor all models

A310/A400IDE
210Mb - £149, 512Mb - £199, 850Mb - £209,1Gb - £235,1.6Gb - £259

A3010/A3000IDE
80Mb - £135, 170Mb - £165, 340Mb - £209, 512Mb - £239, 810Mb - £329

A310/A400/A5000/Risc PC SCSI
Drives: 540Mb - £149, 1Gb - £239, Complete: 540Mb £259,1Gb - £349

Pricesincludecables, brackets andfittings. Lotsofothers available.
Syquest 135 & 270Mb removable, SCSI or IDE, internal or external
Solveyour backup andsecurity problems -from £99, discsfrom £17
q - Rise PC RAM upgrades, the famous APDL part-
• IU S exchange scheme ifyou need a bigger hard disc

(eg. 210Mb to 512Mb for only £115) and more!
For a catalogueplease send 50p or two 1st class stamps to

APDL, 39 Knighton Park Road, Sydenham, London SE26 5RN
Phone: 01 HI 778 2659 Fax: 0181 488 0487

All prices includeVAT and carriage vtSA



Last issue I started to describe the

principles of saving a file by dragging an
icon, and wound up with an application
that performed the dragging part, hut
didn't really care about what happened to
the icon after that. In this issue, I've

expanded the library so it's possible to
determine where a dragged icon was
dropped, and from there decide what file
name you should use in order to save it in
the right place.

Because a dragging operation can span a
number of Wimp_Poll cycles, it's important
to keep track of the nature of the drag so
the program can decide how it treats any
UserJDragBox messages. I've done this with
a simple global variable. It's not particu
larly vital if your application only uses one
drag box, most often in its save window,
but if more than one exists, things could
get particularly confusing without it.

There's a new data structure in this

version of AULib, and it's used to hold

information about the position of the
mouse:

typedef struct pointer_data {
int mouse„x;

long int

long int

long int
long int

} pointerjiata;

mouse_y;

button_state;

win_handle;
icon_handle;

Once you've declared a structure of this
type, you can call au_getpointerinfo() to
grab the current state of the mouse - this
information can then be used for a variety
of purposes. In our case we're going to
paraphrase the data and send a Data_Save
message to the filer. As shown below, the
au_getpointerinfo() function takes an

Steve Mumford

explains the correct
naming of files for saving

address of a structure as its parameter, so
that it can move all the resultant informa

tion into it directly.

pointer_data pointer_info;
au_getpointerinfo(&pointer_info);

We then check to see whether we were in

the middle of a filesave drag, by using the
global variable mentioned earlier. Because
the user should have typed a leafname
(the final bit of the full pathname of a file,
such as TextFile in the example
AI)FS::O.S.Docs.TextFilc) into the field
below the draggable icon, we must interro
gate it and retrieve the string before we go
any further.

I didn't have a mnemonic for the

number of this particular writable icon up
till now, so I #defined one and included it

with the rest at the top of the file - in this
way, if you change the numbering of your
window templates, it's very easy to reflect
those changes in the C sourcecode. An
example from the disc is shown below:

char temp_name[256];

au_icon_get_text(temp_name,
win_data[2].winjhandle, SAVE_FILE-

NAME_ICON);

Now we have the leafname, we can go
ahead and send a message to the WIMP
filer, usuig the' new function
au_datasave(). This takes four parameters,
which are in order as follows - the first is a

Programming

full pointer_data structure, the second is
an estimated file size (so the filer can check
whether it's likely to fit on a particular disc
without trying), the third is a filetype and
the fourth is the leafname.

au_datasave(pointer_info, 1024,

Oxfff, temp_name);

At this stage, we have to sit back and
wait again; the Filer will receive our
message and if everything goes according
to plan, it will return a DataSaveAck
message. To complete the operation, we
just wait until we're returned a value of 17,
18 or 19 from the Wimp.Poll loop, check
for the DataSaveAck number and read a

filename from the poll block - the name
starts at byte 44 and the string is zero-
terminated as normal. Just to act as a

demonstration, the example program on
the cover disc will pop up an information
window giving the full pathname of the
prospective file as soon as the user drops
the save icon in an appropriate window.

This month, another program has been
included on the cover disc for you to
examine. It's called Acronyms and it's writ
ten by Gareth Duncan it uses the .Acorn
User library for some of the features
discussed in the past few months.

Acronyms is a little utility of use to
anyone who wants to decipher any Usenet
or e-mail messages peppered with those
inconceivable abbreviations such as

ROTFL, IMNSHO or even TLA. The dictio

naries also contain all manner of useful

computer acronyms, so if you've ever
wondered about POPs, SIMMs or TAOS,

Gareth's utility has all the answers. The
code is nicely commented, so take
a look and follow it through. 4u
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USER
the world's number 1 Acorn magazine

You already know what a great magazine ACORN
USER is. After all, we've been the main source of
information for all Acorn enthusiasts for the past
13 years.

What you might not know is that by taking out a
subscription today, not only are you guaranteed
never to miss an issue of the biggest and best Acorn
magazine in the world, but you can also claim an
excellent free gift or special offer, available
exclusively to all new ACORN USER subscribers.

As an Acorn User subscriber you'll benefit from:

• Free delivery, every issue, direct to your home

• One of our amazing free gifts or special offers

BINDER & TWO

FREE MAGAZINES

Exclusive to Acorn User this binder will
hold up to 13 issues of your favourite
magazine. PLUS receive an extra two
magazines absolutely FREE!
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EASYFONT 3

Only £10

exclusive
offer
rrp £35

Gives flexible control over your fonts;
WYSIWYG display window; up to 40%
space saving on your hard drive;
specifically designed Font Filing System
giving maximum power and flexibility;
the ability to create countless new styles
quickly and easily; and the elimination of
the dreaded 'Font not found ' errors.

SUBSCRIBING HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER
^•"v Whynot make your subscription
\^J even easierandsubscribe bydirect
B'eb^t debit, spreading the cost ofyour

subscription over quarterly hassle-
free payments. What's more, you need
never worry about missing an issue again,
as the subscription continues until you
decide to cancel.



°n'y do

PUBLISH ART

SAVE £25.00

The ultimate DTP

resource -1500 original
designs, a massive 13Mb
of eye catching resources
- for perfect DTP

STAR

FIGHTER 3000
SAVE £29.95

Winner of our

reader's Best Game
award. An original
and thrilling space
game from Fednet.

©

Yes! I will subscribe,

Take advantage of one of these offers TODAY
before we change our minds! See section 2

4m O UK £39.99 4202 C_| EU £53.99 4203 [ J World £68.99*
To renew subscription please tick:

«35 Q UK £39.99 4224 O EU £53.99

Expirydate

Card No.

/

4225 C] World £68.99*
Unfortunately World subscribers are not eligibleto receivethe free gift/special offer

wish to pay by: [ jCheque/postal order made payable to IDG Media
ICredit card (Visa/Access/Barclaycard/Mastercard/Eurocard/Connect)

©
Please enrol me as a subscriber to Acorn User.

' 4210 | ]with payments of £9.49 by continuous quarterly direct debit
See section 2.

Yoursubscription willcontinueuntilyou cancel. Overa year youwill receive 13issues.

Name of Bank/Building Society.

Address

Name of Account

Your Account No Sort Code

Date Signature(s)

FREE
4 DISC GIFT PACK

Your instructions to the bank/building society: IOriginator's ID No. 85141?]
I instructyou to pay direct debits from my account at the request of IDG Media. The
amounts are variable and may be debited on various dates. No acknowledgement
required. I understand that IDG Media may change the amounts and dates only after
giving mepriornotice. Iwill inform the bank/building society in writingif Iwishto cancel
this instruction. I understand that if any directdebit ispaid which breaksthe termsof the
instruction, the bank/ building society will make a refund. Bank/building society may
decline to acceptinstructions to paydirectdebit fromsometypesof accounts.

Fourhigh density discs (low density
also available). Including a collection
of education resources, a
multimedia presentation detailing

I j "wave^ltne t0P l0 programs released
this year and the best PD and
Shareware available.

© Pleasesend me the following FREE Gift/Special Offer (tick one):

Binder and two
• ' magazines

4206 Q Starfighter 3000 FREE
4207 I IPublish Art Only £10

FREE
4208 j IAcorn User Gift Pack FREE

4731 f | EasyFont 3 Only £10

For the gift pack please specify whetheryou requireHigh or Low density
discs (delete as appropriate)

Ifl Name (Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss)

Subscription Hotline numbers Address
Tel:

0151-357 1275
Eavi Postcode Tel I

0151-357 2813
_ 11 Mr^^ Now senc^ y°ur comP'eteci f°rm ancl payment to Acorn User,
Citldll" WAW Database Direct, FREEPOST, South Wirral L65 3EB. Tel: 0151-357

. /•> j i i• i I ^^^ VnS, Please state if credit card billing address is different from the
U3 l3b9$6@dbdir6CliU6H10riiC0iUK delivery address. Photocopies or handwritten versions of the above informa

tion are acceptable.
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SOFTWARE SHOWCASE
SOFTWARE

DON'T READ
THIS ADVERT

Rise PC Offer: Trellis + Exerin - £15

Rise OS 3.1 Offer: Trellis & 5 Games - £25

Soft Rock Software, FREEPOST IBS 7978)
Wcstbury-on-Trym, Bristol, BS10 7BR

On the WWWeb:-
http://www.argonet.co.uh/softroch

All pncr-. include po-tugc. l'k-asi- allnw '.'.h d:\x-.

EDUCATION

MAUDENS
"Millsidc", 133 High Street,

Wollaston, Stourbridge,
West Midlands, DY8 4NZ.

-'-I
tOc tiewe 6ee*t •utfifrt*fc*ty education

oiteiCdj/tmettti rfetr 76 f/ecirj
• Acorn Authorised Ser
• Authorised Microsoft re-selle
• PCDevelopers andCategory 5 Networking Specialii
• NewShowroomswith completerangeof Acorn machines
• MAII.OItDhR-lt is our policyto match most priceson offer
• Come to our showrooms and view the Internet

096 Finance on PC and AcornMachine)
Willi 16years ofserviceyou can't gowrong with Maiulciis
Tel:(01384) 444433 / 833300. Fax:(01384) 441655

E3™

DEALER

AUTHORISED ACORN DEALER

SALES & REPAIRS

16/8 Meg Simms £109 / £58 Inclusive
Visit Our Web Site At

http://www.armtech.demon.co.uk
86 Meadowbank, Moor Lane, Holway, Holywell. Clwyd.

CH8 7EF Tel/Fax :- 01352 715840

E_Mall mlke@armtech.demon.co.uk

21 DAY HOME TRIAL
What we will do is send you our latest

five quality budget games for you to try
in the comfort of your own home.

Any Rise OS with 1 Mb or more

Rise PC compatible - 16 Bit Sound
GENERATION DESIGN

2 Whitecliff Gardens, Blandford Forum,
Dorset DT117BU

Tel: 01258 452507
Email: genden@argonet.co.uk

r^od-us LAST"

QJPFBNCS
£30

The best action platformer
on an Acorn machine,

,- 11 . with a ton of features
lUlly IMC you've never seen!
Modus Software

89 Olenacie Rd

Cumbernauld

Glasgow G67 2NT
Tel: (01236) 722202

DEMO
AVAILABLE
Send disc.SAE

& computer specs
email: modus@digibank.demon.co.uk
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BUSINESS SOFTWARE

DSL SUPPLIES

SPECIAL OFFERS!

VoOFFARMWCK/
Siitftie. Mser £22.75 Sam £72.25/

70Msw £90.35 Stun. £48.65/

Squirrel Single User £ 105.00
Squirrel Site Licence £556.00
Serious Users Guide £ 19.99
Netfiain Starter Pack £200.00
Walter Single User £35.00
Walter Site Licence £139.00

All prices exclude post & packing

DSL SUPPLIES
ST MARGARET'S LANE

FAREHAM

HANTS P014 4BQ

TEL/FAX 01329 841600 SqUlrWl

CLIPART

J
w
fr

SOFTCenTRC aiotwHE asm wbbi
IBM IBjtBHtffll

KNlR-Sr-WMUiteSUlNlU

HEARmmDTlJLESHOmSJOCK
mtiEwm

BIG NEW RANGE OF GLAMOUR DISCS
RANGE OF 27 GLAMOUR CD'S FROM JUST £7

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUES

UTILITIES

Undelete

At last the program
everyone has been waiting for!

(Undelete does just what il says, il undeletes any (ile,
application or directory you may have deleted on a Floppy
Disc or Hard Drive.

This program is incredibly totallynontechnical in use! You
just select your deleted He from a list and click on it to
undelete it!YoudonJlhave to know anything about Disc
Maps. Tracks or Sectors, etc.

(Undelete works with any ot Ihe popular Acorn Filing
Systems such as ADFS. SCSIFS. ATAFS.IDEFS. etc. and
runs from RISCOS 3.1 to StrongARM3.7

(Undelete is available (or only £18.95 t £1 UK P&P. (£3
overseas) No VAT(rom Quantum Sollware. 35 Pinewood
Park. Livingston. EH54 8NN, Scotland.
Email: Sales@quantumsolt co.uk
Tel: 01506 411162 or order via credit/debit card (rom the

24hr Acorn Cybervillage Shop at
http://www.cybervillage.couk/aconV

GRAPHICS

Dixon & Dixon
35 Rokeby Drive. Kenton

Newcastle upon Tyne NE3 4JY

0191 2853 042 North East/tkom Dealer

Textile Transfer Paper
Truly Remarkable and Revolutionary

it - Iron it - Wear it
4 Sheets A4

£8
30 Sheets A4 100 She

£44 £140
Hobby Kit - includes 2 T-Shirts and 4 Transfer sheets 12.99
MouseMat Kit - Your favourite Pin-Up to stare at 5.99

Refill your Inkjet with UVLR ink
No Fade Ultra Violet Light Resistant ALL COLOURS

3 Refills (60 ml) for 18.80inc VAT & postage
FLUSHSOLUTION (whynot changeyourcartridge colour)
Flush out the old refill with new £5.00 inc VAT & postage

TWIN REFILLS FOR ALL INKJETS FROM 11.98
Cartridges for JP150's £19.96

FLYPRINT

DEAD CERT

KEYBOARD EMULATOR

£ 19.97

£ 19.00
£ 9.99

Prices inc VAT £1 postage UK mainland

PRINTING

CUT VINYL BUREAU
LETTERING, LOGOS & DECALS

cut in self-adhesive vinyl on our
plotter from Acorn DRAW files.
Any size, colour and quantity.

Ideal for Signs, Van sides. Car Decals
& Exhibition graphics.

Tel 0118 956 7947 Fax 0118 956 1112
14 Eldon Terrace Reading Berks RG1 4DX
Contact ChrisMorcior [<•] Email: mercier@argonot.co.uk
Sno our w«t> .ilo l.ll,.://www.tyb«rvlllag..to.uk/folio/prinlmak.r

rsriPRirPRINTER SWITCHES
WO PORTS PROM ONE1

imiiute connector wear. 25pln D plug switches to two 25 way D
ckcls. Works Witit any |urullcl peripheralsuch as printersor gome
nsoles. Long life, compact and crgonomic. Bi-directonal.

I Nd snlnvarc to install.

works with all PCs

operating systems.
in.I

Only €17.95
(inc. postage)

Miscn Electronics.

Tel/TAM/FAX The Street. Farley.
01722 712256 Salisbury, SI'S IAA
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Write to Acorn User, Media House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield, SK10 4NP. E-mail: auletters@idg.co.uk

Web list

Would it be possible to have a
list of Web pages that have
been mentioned in the maga
zine published in a list
similar to the advertiser's

index. I find that when I'm

reading the magazine I forget
where the references are and

it takes much searching later.
Keep up the good work.
Clint Lees,

clmtlees(«>nature.dcmon.co.uk

That's an idea, we'll take a
look at the feasibility however
when copy is produced by lots
ofdifferent people it way not
work ... but we're not promis
ing anything.

A question of cost
I am interested in going
online with Argonet. Before I
can do this my parents have
said that I have to find out

the costs of running it. 1 have
got a 14000bps modem all
ready to go, but 1 need the
total cost and an estimate of

how much the phone bill will
be every month. I am asking
you the question because I
really don't have a clue.
Gareth Porter, Wales (E-

mailed through college on
the hopeless PC's!
g3168gpC">gorseinoii.co.uk)

Argonet has the advantage of

understanding Acorn
machines and providing soft
ware, but it isn't the only
choice. We can't give you a list
ofall the Internet Service
Providers and their compara
tive costs but typically you can
expect to pay between £10-£2()
per month for the provider and
£15 per month for the tele
phone bill but it really does
depend on what you do - the
more use you put it to the
higher the cost is going to be.

Wrong price
In last month's letters page a
price of £28 + VAT was
quoted for an interface from
Pyramid Computer Services.
This should read £58 + VAT.

Bigger red carets
I am the IT co-ordinator in a

school for children with

physical disabilities, some of
whom are visually impaired. I
can enlarge the font and
enlarge the view of the page,

but the red caret does not get
any thicker, and if you can't
see the insertion point you
can't edit your text.

The caret is called ptrwrite
and it resides in Apps.Resour
ces.Wimp.Sprites22. Although
I can modify ptr_write using
!Paint I can't save the modi

fied version because

Resources is read only and
access to Resources is greyed
out.Can you or any reader
suggest a way round this?
Roger Dearden, Primrose
Hill School, Burnley, Lanes

Unfortunately changing the
sprite will not change the caret
as it appears in a document.
Even ifsuccessful you'll only
alter the pointer when it
appears as a caret.

Future issues

I own a 3010 which I have

upgraded to 4iVlb RAM, and
with a 240Mb IDE hard drive.

rTV

Although I have had this
since November 1993, I have

only recently begun to buy
your magazine on a regular
basis and I wondered whether

you could help me with a few
matters.

1 have the PD 'Out to

Lunch' scrcensaver, which

has several different displays,
but I have been unable to add

any further ones. How can I
do this? There must be other

ones on the market. Would

you be able to include any on
future discs?

Although 1 am now able to
operate the computer better
than when I took il out of the

box, as yet I have not been
able to do very much in the
way of writing any programs.
All the courses for computers
at my local college are purely
for the PC range, so would
you be able to put any
'Programming for Beginners'
in future issues?

Last, but not least, is there

any method of reducing the
amount of space available in
the Module area? I have tried

dragging the bar back, but
depending on what programs
are being run, it will only go
back so far. Quitting them,
typing 'RMTidy, RMClear,
and RMKill' do not seem to

have much effect. So far, the
only way I have been able to
do this is by doing a hard
reset.

1 hope that you will be able
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Letters cont.

to answer some of these

queries for me.
Glenn White, Bewdley,
Worcs

Personally I've never seen any
other Out to Lunch savers, but
your best bet is to try the PD
libraries. When it comes to

programming there is a prob
lem. The readership ofAcorn
Userhas been developing over
12 years so we have everyone
from extreme beginners such
as yourself to those with a
thorough understanding of
their machine. This makes

choosing which series to print
quite tricky as we don't want
to bore half the readership,
and go over the top the other
half.

However we do have the ('.

and the arcade games pro
gramming articles at present.
Togo to a lower level ofskill is
even more problematical as in
a monthly magazine we can
not cover much ground, and
it's very slow. In The Micro
User in the midSOs they ran a
verybasic programming series
for over two years, and didn't
get veryfar.

No, tlure's no way of reduc
ing the module area, except
occasionally when there's some
free space at the end. Having
said that there is a PD pro
gram which will free up space
within the module area if it
can. It's not totally foolproof
and may crash the machine,
but it usually works.

Promoting the
Acorn platform
I have read in the Acorn press
recently, with interest, about
the products of Innovative
Media Solutions (IMS). We
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should all acknowledge what
this company has done in its
efforts to allow Microsoft's

and Dorling Kindersley's CD-
ROMs to run on Acorn RISC

OS without a PC card.

The reaction by these com
panies, who would never
consider releasing their prod
ucts on our platform, is
interesting as they see the ele
gance of their products
running within the Acorn
desktop.

However, here is my gripe!
It seems odd to me that

these products, which are
recognised as world class, are
not promoted by any of the
concerned parties for use on
the Acorn platform. Why are
they not advertised within
Acorn User, Parents and
Computers etc, to tell readers
that certain titles will run on

the Acorn machine? Dorling
Kindersley never promotes
this within its adverts in the

mainstream press.
Could the PC to Acorn

'reader' be included, so that I
could buy my copy of The
Way Thing's Work at my
local branch of WH Smiths?

Surely it is good and
essential marketing for an
Acorn machine, which is
'the Educational Market

Leader' to let people know
about these educational

products.
It seems that you have to

play Sherlock Homes to find
or know that these products
are available. It may even
persuade buyers/parents to
our declining market?
Brian Ferris, London

We spoke to IMS about this
and they said that the problem
was their success — they can't
keep up with the demand, even
when they don't advertise.

Using AU discs
I run a fortnightly lunchtime
computer club for 9 to 10-
year-olds at Sedgeberrow
First School, Evesham where
my son is a pupil. The school
has purchased copies of the
Acorn User CD-ROMs and I

would like to use some of the

material on previous AU
cover discs during club time.

Am I correct in under

standing that it would be
acceptable to use AU clipart
(such as by Nigel Gatherer
'93/4) and AU games and
programs marked as PD? It
might also be quite useful to
have the use of such games
as PigurelT by Martin
Goldberg (Jan 94) but pre
sumably one has to contact
the author for permission to
use these in a school environ

ment, and often no contact
address is given. The school
has only one computer in
each classroom and is not

networked, while the use of

AU programs would be lim
ited to the lunchtime

Computer Club.
Your guidance in this mat

ter would be much

appreciated.
Mrs D Rowlinson,
Broadway, Worcs

Strictly speaking, the programs
on the CDs and cover discs are

copyright and unusable unless
specified as PD or "you can use

this..."However I doubt that

any contributor to Acorn User
would get upset at having their
program used as long as no
"profit was being made from it.

If you use a shareware pro
gram you should send the
requiredcontribution lo the
programmer.

Sorting out Simon
With reference to a problem
experienced by one of your
readers who had difficulty
saving Simon the Sorcerer
games when running the
game from floppy discs.

The problem lies in the fact
that this game was originally
developed for PC and as a
result the accompanying
manual is not too clear when

the game is run on the Acorn
platform... it merely stated
that games are saved onto a
blank disc.

This isn't quite the case. Set
up the disc you wish to save
games on as follows:
• Format your disc
• Make a new directory
called !Simon - which will

show up as an application
• Open this application - by
pressing SHUT and double-
clicking with SELECT
• Make a new directory
within !Simon called Saved

The program will then save
stages in the game within this
Saved directory in Ihe form
save/001, save/002... etc

I did contact Gameswarc

about this omission from the

manual when 1 was getting
one of two of the discs

updated recently, and I think
that they now include a slip
of paper with the boxed game
to clarify the situation.
Mr J Dolecki, Bolton



uide to local dealerst-

SURREY

S CaIancraft Ltd. ^
THE COMPLETE ACORN DEALER

• Showroom open 9.00 - 5.30 six days and to 8.00 on Thursday.
• Acorn range on display, and full demonstrations given.
• Lots of programs, games and education software for you to try.
• Full service and repair facilities.
• Network Dealer and Training Centre for Education and Home.
• Printers, Upgrades, Internet, CD ROM, etc. etc.

"Ve)tj helpful people"
with a 13 year long reputation for exceptional service and support.

Easy parking. '•MM
96 High Road, Byfleet,

Surrey KT14 7QT

Tel: (01932) 342137 Fax: (01932) 336435

WEST YORKSHIRE

THE CHOICE OF EXPERIENCE For the best service inYorkshire
(we think)

CALL US! for A7OOO.RIscPC &

Visit our Showroom
Opeii9.30to5.30

Mon, Tues,Weds, Sat.

&aotorso

Thurs&Fri.Bavyn Computer Services
Primers, Ribbons, Int. Cartridges.
Refills
ExpertAdvice A AfterSales Service
Mailorder Master Card. Visa. Switch

Ringfor Prices
Service &Repairlo all Equipment tottKiMi
r n r\ «•. ti ». « o f Otwiburr, Ba:
FullRange OfAcorn Hardware &Software uiJkMieslM «
(Weoperate the Acorn Finance Schemes)
Full Ranee ofEducational Software fg $2321*
Tel. 01924 2548(H) Fax. 01924 258036 ?• **«» bum

e-mailsales@davyn.demon.co.uk

TcwiCm»*OM^

Acorn
Pocket Book ,tl]RISCKl&gl

•ANDSANDOXFOR

(DfiMB®

Book II

459-465 Warwick Road, Tyseley, Birmingham B11 2JP

121 706 4306

• Home use

• Business

• Education

• SpecialNeeds
• SoftwareTraining
• Acorn approved

network installers

• Complete range of
Acorn equipment

• Consultancy

For expert advice
&friendlyservice
come and see us.

Weare open
Monday - Friday

9.00am- 5.30pm

DERBYSHIRE

StrongARM £116 when purchased with Rise PC -offer available until December 19961
StrongARM now on demonstration

Acorn Rise PC
RiscPC600 4Mb HD540 14*mon.tor KBH.K<Tt& £1299
IUcPC600 4Mb HD540 t7*IIMnllor IKSUsTM £1675
Elghl speed CO ROM drlva £47 wilh Rise PC600 4Mb
Ri5CPC700 5MD HD540 14"monitor VtBtMSU £1549
RiSCl'C700 5MD HD540 17"monitor iVaTTAKrri £1925

Eight speed CD ROM drive £47 wllh Rise PC700 5Mb
fliscPC700 10Mb HDIGb I4"momtor :»C3T5VJK> £1799
RiscPC7oo 10Mb HDiGb \Tmonitor(KKSWail £2175
Free eight speed CD ROM drive wllh Rise PC700 10Mb
Upgrade ihe Quad speed drive to eight speed add £47

Upgraded Rise PC
RiscPCeoO 13Mb HD1275 14*monitor tCoVleTSi £1591
R1SCPC6OO 13MD HD1275 17"monitor !Ce4V??. £1967

For a 1620Mb disc add £24. or add £60 for a 1620Mb disc

Alternative Monitors
liyama MF8515F 15" £299 or £35 added to 14" prices
Iiyama MF8617E 17* £575or£310 added to 14*prions
liyama MT9017E 17" £644or£380 added to 14"prices
Canon printers. Syqucsts. hard discs, modems end software at
competitive prices. We repair computers, monitors etc.

CD ROM Drives suitable for Rise PC
For an Eight speed CD ROM drive add £114
Panasonic PDCD ROMdrrve.650Mboptical disc internal £479
P-nasoncPDCDROMdnve650Mbopticald«:e>,emal £537
ThePanasonic drives requirea SCSI interlace

PC Cards
PC card 5x86 AC A57
Ordered wilh Rise PC

Exchange (ram SXL/33
PCcardDX4l00ACA56
Ordered with Rise PC
Exchange trom SXL/33
PC card DX2-66
Ordered with Rise PC
Exchange trom SXU33
PC card486SXL33 ACA52

Ordered with Rise PC

£469

£351

£351
£351

£234

£234

£293

£175
£175

£234

£116

Memory
RrRscPCardA/000

Prresai lOhAuglSSS
4Mb £41

8Mb £55

16MB
32Mb

1Mb VRAM

2MbVRAM

Upgrade VRAM
1 to 2Mb £106

£123
£227

£117

Allprices Include VAT
We operate Acorn's 20/20 interest Iree purchase scheme,
subject to status.

SELECTIVE
COMPUTER

SERVICES ub;ecl lo change, we r

rtephone/FaxC)133;,r-.*'tv.7i Bmnll to - HriBCtivi

lOldGatoAvenu Itail - DMby'-DB122BZ
I lha right to moblly our pre

SOUTH WALES

WNIQUEWay
*yjg* SOUTH WALES' ONLY DEDICATED
__ ACORN DEALER AND ACORN CENTRE

BB OF TECHNOLOGY
] WE'VE MOVED TO BIGGER

NEW PREMISES
Technical Support •Repairs -Hire •Internet Connections
Low cost finance available on all systems.

3 Clarendon Road, Cyncoed, Cardiff CF3 7JD
Tel 01222-464020 Fax 01222-463325

http:llwww.uniq tie way.co.uk
PLEASENOTE OUR NEW ADDRESSANDPHONE NUMBER FROM 1st MAY 1996

UMBRIA

Cumbria Software Systems
j I I f J J || Specialist Acorn Dealer

Rise PC700, A7000
Sales, Repairs, Software, Peripherals

Network design and installation
Ethernet, Nexus ATM, Multi-platform networks

Semerc Authorised Dealer

CSS Ltd., Unit 3A, Townfoot Industrial Estate
Brampton, Cumbria, CA8 1SW Tel: 016977 3779



i The super
highway is

coming, it is
going to lead to
some changes in

the education

system and we do
not know what

these are yet

WeAcorn fans tend to be a little blinkered

in our approach to life. Our devotion to
the small Cambridge computer firm

tends to colour how we view people. So, just as
Dominic Diamond is known to us as some Scot in

glasses who came to the Harrogate shows, Diana
Freeman will probably be remembered as the
woman who got an Archimedes in the Blue Peter
garden.

'We had been doing some work with BBC
Education; the BBC got in touch as a result, and
we did a job for them,' she explains. 'We had to
monitor birds coming to feed in the Blue Peter
garden. This we did by having an Archimedes sit
ting in the garden's greenhouse, with Weather
Reporter running to record the weather. We also
monitored how heavy the birds which landed on
the feeder were and how much they ate.

'This was done along with Peter Holden from
the RSPB and some local children. The data was

saved on the Archimedes and could be taken

back into their schools - which also had

Archimedes.'

Why was Diana involved? Because she was a
known computer expert in this field. Diana
Freeman is from The Advisory Unit: Computers in
Education, and if there is anything you need to
know about IT and the curriculum then this is

the place to contact. Her job has so many facets
that it's hard to describe all of them in a single
interview: advising on IT and the curriculum,
organising training courses, developing software
and crystal ball gazing.

Diana read Geography at university and origi
nally worked for Reader's Digest in their 'coffee
table book' section, producing maps and atlases.
She got into teaching when she had children, and
her involvement in computing started in the
1970s when she was invited to join a group who
were looking at producing small programs for use
in teaching. This group was set up by Bill Tagg, a
man who many people remember as the grand
father of IT education in England.

'In the 1980s he invited me to join the
Advisory Unit, which was then an offshoot of
what is now Hertfordshire University. It was then
taken over by the Local Education Authority, and
eventually we set up as an independent centre. It

The
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has gone from strength to strength, so much so
that teachers are willing to travel from all over
the country to take courses.

'When I started, Hertfordshire had a computer
system where each school had a terminal to a
mainframe. It was a bit like using the Internet
today except you had no screen, only a modem
and telephone and you used a teletype machine -
all you got out at the other end were letters
printed on paper. Then came the 380, ZX spec
trum, the BBC and Archimedes.

'I think the world is moving to PC's - you
cannot deny that this is taking place - but what
matters in schools is the software. If there has

been a huge bank of educational software built
up then people will want to capitalise on that.
There is still a place for old machines, and of
course schools never throw anything away.

'Some schools still use BBC Micros. I was just
looking through this morning and noticed
schools were still buying the weather data-logging
station for BBCs. If you want children to do some
word processing it really does not matter which
machine they use because the principles are the
same; the type of thinkingthey do is the same.'

Diana really does have to crystal ball gaze - she
has to plan courses well in advance, to foresee the
teachers' needs, and to advise NCET about cut
ting-edge technology. Her latest idea is to see how
hand-held GPSsystems can be used in schools.

'What is the education of the future going to be
like? Are children going to come together just to
socialise? As they'll be able to get hold of the
information they need and to do the work that
they need on-line, do they need libraries? There
are all these big questions. The superhighway is
coming, it is going to lead to some changes in the
education system and we do not know what
these are yet. But the DFE are already looking
into it, and the debate is happening now.'

To Acorn fans, Diana may be the person who
put an Archie in the Blue Peter garden - a
parochial view of someone who has trekked the
Sahara and been arrested while photographing
riots in Algeria. Both of these are occupational
hazards when collecting data for her geography
programs, and while Diana would be back doing
the same in a flash, she's kept in her job by a firm
conviction; that she can make a real difference to
howchildren are educated. i_T

JillRegan /ill
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Removable Harddrive System
Total Data Security & Harddisc Backup
The removable harddrive system fits into a 514"
drive slot in the RiscPC and harddrives are
available in many sizeswhich can simply plug
in and out of the slot as required. The drive may
be locked in place to prevent unauthorized
removal. For total security the drive may be
removed and stored in a safe place to prevent

unauthorizedaccess to your data. Because the removable drives are available in any
size (up to at least 4Gb) they are also ideal for use as backups for existing drives, and
may he transported between different computers. See opposite for NEW LOW prices

PAL TV Coders
The PLC/3 PAL TV Coder works in any of the 'Standard' Modes,
e.g. model 2 and 15 on all Acorn computer models. The PLC/3
has a 15 pin RGB output for the monitor, a BNC for video and
an S-V1-1S connector for S-Video. The PLC/3 will work with

PLC/3 £104.57 RiscPC computers although the AKF60, AKF85 and AKF90 will
not work at the same time.

The AVK/3 will work with all computer models in all screen
modes up to 800 x 600 resolution in 16 million colours. It has a
remote control with facilities for zooming, freezing & panning
the TV picture. Ideal for lectures and demonstrations etc. The
AVK/3 includes all connecting cables including a SCART which
gives TV frequency RGB O/P for large screen TV's, a phono

AVK/3 £325.00 socket for composite video and an S-VHS socket for S-Video.

ArtWorks Video Tutorial
A Brand new product from Pineapple is this VHS Video Tutorial
covering the use of ArtWorks.
Waller Briggs is the tutor for this I hour video which shows how to use
all the ArlWorks tools and then goes on to show how Walter produced
his famous Tiger head picture. Walter also draws an impressive
landscape picture which can be copied by those with no artistic talent at

ArtWorks Video Tutorial £19.99 [IllJrjW
24 Bit Colour Scanners IliliiUil

Pineapple offer a wide range of Flatbed A4 colour
scanners. (At NEW LOWER PRICES - see opp.)
The cheapest in the Epson range is the GT5000
with an optical resolution of 300dpi. This is
adequate for virtually all home use. The GT5000 is
available with either a parallel or a SCSI interface.
The NEW GT9500 is the top of the range with an

optical resolution of 600dpi and both parallel and SCSI interfaces. Imagemaster
and Twain software are included in the price, but we also offer our Studio24Pro
Photo re-touching software at just £80.00 inc vat with every scanner purchase.

Internet & World Wide Web
For all our latest prices and news US Robotics Voice Modem £189.00
ofnew products try our Web Site:- ANT" Internet Suite Software £116.32

http ://www.pineaple.demon.co.uk

20 : 20 Finance available on all RiscPC's
Studio24Pro at just £49.00 with any RiscPC purchase
Studio24Pro at just £80.00 with any colour scanner

FREE membership of the Virus Protection Scheme with any RiscPC

Features

* Fast Virtual Memory
* Random mutated texture generation
* Undo brush. Texture and Filter brush

* Over 40 pre-defined fillers includingSpin blur.
Motion blur, Lighting etc, ele.

* PhotoCD and Scanner input
'" Merging of Sprites. Jpegs. Tiffs & Draw files.

Built in Draw file creation

RGB, CMYK or Indexed channel modes

Up to 16. 8 bit mask channels
* Filler preview window (shown above left)

'Many Acorn User front covers have been
created from scratch using this program
alone, concrete proof of the power of this

creative tool'. - Acorn User March 96

Studio24Pro
£149.87 inc vat

Printers

Virus Protection
The Pineapple Virus Protection
Scheme will allow you to
detect and remove over 100
viruses from your Acorn
computer.

'If you're interested in
virus protection, join the
Pineapple virus protection
scheme and buy Killer. Accept no
alternatives.' - Acorn User Feb 96

Multimedia Speakers
Yamaha 10 Watt YST-M15 £63.00

A4 Colour Scanners
Primax Flatbed A4 £359
Epson GT5000 (parallel) £399
Epson GT5000 (SCSI) £469
Epson GT8500 £529
Epson GT9500 £679
All scanners include Imagemaster &
Twain. Studio24Pro at just £80.00

A7000 Computers
4Mb HD540 14" Mon £1069
4Mb HD540CD 14" Mon £1159

RiscPC 600 Computers
4Mb HD540 14" Mon £1275
4Mb HD540CD 14" Mon £1375
4Mb HD540 17" Mon £1675
4Mb HD540CD 17" Mon £1775

RiscPC 700 Computers
5Mb HD540 14" Mon £1525
5Mb HD540 17" Mon
5Mb HD540CD 14" Mon
5Mb HD540CD 17" Mon

10Mb HD1Gb 14" Mon
10Mb HD1Gb 17" Mon
10Mb HD1GbCD14"Mon
10Mb HD1GbCD17"Mon

PC Cards/StrongARM
Separately with RiscPC

SXL-33 Card £233.83
DX2-66 Card £289.00
DX4-100Card £349.00

586-100 Card £468.83
StrongARM £279.00

CDRom Drives
x8 Speed CDRom £120.00

Memory Upgrades

£1900
£1600
£2025

£1750
£2100
£1850

£2250

£116.32
£169.00
£229.00
£351.32
£116.32
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1Mb Vram (Simtec) £ 99.00 •^

2Mb Vram (Simtec) 8= £129.00 <*4Mb SIMM Ram ^g £ 29.00
8Mb SIMM Ram Si. £ 49.00
16Mb SIMM Ram gs £109.00
32Mb SIMM Ram |1 £199.00
RiscPC Sound Card £70.44

Citizen
PRINT/Va 600C £399.00
Hewlett Packard

** Laserjet 5L 4ppm £399.00
Deskjet 690 colour £269.00
Deskjet 870 colour £399.00
Canon
BJC610 col 720dpi £360.00
BJC4100 col 720dpi £249.00
BJC210 mono £169.00
BJC210 colour £199.00
BJC4550 A3 Colour £399.00
Epson
Stylus Colour 500 £269.00
Stylus Colour IIS £199.00
Stylus Pro XL+ (A3) £999.00

3.5" Bare Harddrives
540Mb
850Mb
1.2Gb
2.0Gb

3.2Gb
1.0Gb
2.0Gb
4.2Gb

IDE

IDE
IDE
IDE
IDE

SCSI
SCSI
SCSI

£125.00

£139.00
£165.00

£249.00
£349.00
£225.00
£349.00

£665.00

Removable Harddrives
IDE Mounting Kit
540Mb IDE
850Mb IDE
1.2Gb IDE
2.0Gb IDE
3.2Gb IDE
SCSI Mounting Kit
1.0Gb SCSI
2.0Gb SCSI
4.2Gb SCSI
External Mounting Box £ 89.00

SCSI Systems
SCSI Card

W« SCSI Internal Cable
P SCSI External Cable

* SCSI II Card
SCSI II Internal Cable
SCSI II External Cable

Monitors
14" 0.28mm SVGA £199.00
15" 0.28mm SVGA £299.00
17" 65Khz SVGA £525.00
17"82KhzSVGA £599.00
20"82KhzSVGA £1115.00
Iiyama Visionmaster
17" 0.26mm MF8617E £595.00
17" 0.25mm MF9017E £669.00

£ 25.00
£145.00

£159.00
£185.00
£269.00
£369.00

£ 29.00

£235.00
£390.00
£685.00

£116.32
£ 9.99
£ 19.99
£189.00
£ 9.99
£ 22.32

!! Special RiscPC offer!!
A Eight speed CDRom drive for just £75 with any RiscPC

Pineapple Software have moved!
Come and visit us in our new showroom

352 Green Lane, llford
Essex IG3 9JS

Tel 0181 599 1476 Fax 0181 598 2343

email:- saIes@pineaple.demon.co.uk

Terms:- All prices include
17.5% vat. Carriage £5.00+vat
on all hardware. Other items
free. Phone for quote outside
U.K. Official orders, cheques

and all major credit cards
accepted at no extra charge.

'Pineapple offer some of the
finest andfriendliest after-
sales support you willfind' -

Acorn User Mar 96
Why not come and visit us (easy
parking) where you can see most
of the Acorn range of computers
and other hardware in action.

Monday - Saturday 0900 - 1730



There are two mays to get on the Internet:

TCP/IP, PPP, SLIP, SMTP, POP2, POP3, IMAP, MIME,

UUencode, FTP, HTTP, HTML3.2, NNTP, GIF, JPEG, Telnet,

Gopher and more.

If the Internet is a superhighway, the directions can be
pretty confusing.

When you use the ANT Internet Suite Release II, you don't
need to worry about all the technical jargon. Our software
takes care of setup and configuration. All that most users

need do is put our disc in the floppy drive, type in name

and serial number, and choose their Internet

provider and access point from pop up lists.

The new version includes some of the most

powerful and up-to-date Internet software

available for Acorn computers such as our Web

Automatic
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browser Fresco"' (also used in NetworkComputers), so you
won't be left in the slow lane as new Internet technologies
emerge.

So you can sit back and enjoy the ride. And if you do
experience any difficulties, our dedicated customer

support team won't leave you stranded on the roadside.

Forfurther details, get motoring and contact ANT at PO Box

300, Cambridge, CBi 2EG, or visit our Web site at

http://www.ant.co.uk

The ANT Internet Suite is £99 + VAT. If you use

another commercial Internet product for RISC OS

we'd like you to try the Suite for £49 (inclusive)
plus proof of ownership. Upgrades from release

I are £10 (inclusive).

ANT Ltd, PO Box 300, Cambridge, CBi 2EG. Tel: 01223 567808. Fax: 01223 567801. Email: sales@ant.co.uk
Fresco is a registered trademark of ANT Ltd.Seplembet 1996. EKOE.


